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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis is to study a hitherto neglected pre-Columbian Peruvian artthct: the
pottery figurine. The term figurine refers to a human representation, which is not a vessel or
part of a vessel. Included are also ceramic litters carrying figurines.
The material recorded from collections and/or publications, constitues a Corpus of 1571
specimens from the Central Coast of Peru, dating from the Preceramic to the Inca period.
The figurines are classified into groups, using stylistic, iconographic and technical criteria,
with recourse to known pottery styles.
On the basis of this classification, the figurine groups have been used to throw light on
cukural processes in the area. k has thus been possible:
• to trace outside influences—like the presence of Nascoid figurines in the
Rimac valley at the end of the Early Intermediate Period;
• to establish stylistic units, hitherto only guessed at in the published literature—
like the existence of an Ancài sub-style at the end of the Middle Horizon and
the early part of the Late Intermediate Period, or a Chillãi sub-style towards
the end of the Late Intermediate Period;
• to confirm and illustrate various previous models—like the nature of the
interaction between sectors of the Central Coast during the three Horizon
In addition the figurines are examined in relation to figurines from other areas of Peru.
An attempt has also been made to establish the possible functions of the figurines through a
detailed description of all available contexts, a thorough search of the chroniclers for relevant
references to such objects and some research into comparative ethnographic data.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Pre-Columbian pottery figurines from Peru occur in astonishingly large numbers in museum
and private collections. However in the published literature they generally occupy a place of
"also ran". The reason for this may be that—because of their scarcity in controlled

excavations—their potential importance has been undervalued.
The main purpose of this work therefore has been to fill this gap in the archaeological record
by presenting a Corpus of Peruvian pottery figurines. Under figurines I understand human
representations which are not vessels or part of vessels. I recorded a total of 2323 figurines, as
well as 43 figurine molds and 91 figurine whistles in museums and private collections in
Europe, Peru and the United States. Approximately a thither 250 figurines from publications or
from data put at my disposal by archeologists have also been included in the sample.
Because of the constraints imposed by the PhD format it was decided to study in depth only
the figurines from the Central Coast of Peru which—with 1571 specimens— represent 60% of
the total. The remaining material provides a background allowing to compare the evolution of
Central Coast figurines with that occurring at the same time in other areas and to highlight
intercultural crosscurrents.
Although the main aim of this work is to record the figurines and to classify them into
stylistically meaningful groups, thus providing a user-friendly Corpus of the material, the
research has also focused on:
1)The origin, evolution, location and interaction in time or space of various figurine
types or groups.
2) The function or functions of figurines within different cultural contexts.
3) Any additional or new information that a systematic study of the figurines throws
on the overall cultural process of pre-Columbian Peru.

The success in achieving these goals has been variable:
1) In spite of the scarcity of documented associations, it has been possible, using
stylistic criteria, to trace the evolution of figurine types, to date them, in short to achieve
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a generally satisfactory classification.
2) Apait from isolated cases where a specific context has provided clues as to the
function of a figurine, this second area of study has remained in the realm of speculation,
in spite of recourse to edinohistoric and ethnographic data. Interestingly, none of the
many reports by the chroniclers of the use and subsequent destruction of idols' refers
specifically to pottery figurines.
3) The figurines have proved very useful in shedding new light on intercultural contacts
at various periods. Not only does the study clarify the fluctuating relationship between
Central Coast valleys, especially between the areas north and south of the Rio Chillén,
bu it also shows up little explored links between the North and South Coasts andthe
Central Coast.
The dissertation presents the Central Coast figurines in chronological order and consists of
two main parts:
1) Presentation of the material in a descriptive catalogue. The figurines, divided into
groups, are:
a) listed in tables giving their main characteristics;
b) described feature by fbature.
2) An analytical part, stating the group characteristics and discussing special features,
links with other groups, conte4, geographic distribution and chronology of each group.
Additional data are presented in four Appendices:
Appendix 1: Gives details about specific museum collections (acquisition of figurines,
reliability of provenances, etc.).
Appendix 2: Describes some of the more important Central Coast sites, with the
location of successive excavations, dating of features etc.
Appendix 3: Lists and briefly describes all the recorded graveicts cciitining figurines.
Appendix 4: Quotes references to idols found in the chroniclers.

'Relevant quotations are grouped in Appendix 4.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH

"If there is a conflict between consistency on the one hand and common sense
or convenience on the other, the latter should prevail
Warwick Bray
2.1 PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Only one study of Peruvian pottery figurines has been undertaken so far. Written by Rose
Lilien in 1956 as a PhD dissertation with the title A Study of Central Andean Ceramic
Figurines it covers specimens from all areas of Peru and the whole of the pre-Columbian era.

The aims and methods of the study are similar to mine, the difference being that Lillien's study
is based on a smaller sample (circa 400 figurines as opposed to approximately 2800') and that
our knowledge of Peruvian archaeology has been widened and refined since the work was
written.
Apart from this monograph, mentions of figurines in the published literature are at best
marginal, with some remarks usually added to pottery seriations under "modelled" (e.g. Strong
1925; Kroeber 1925b, 1926b; Strong and Corbett 1943)2.
2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 Data acquisition

This research is based on Peruvian figurines recorded in museums and private collections.
Working in a museum can be exhilarating or frustrating depending on museum staff and the
conditions in which the work is carried out. In the course of this research I visited 45 museums
and 16 private collections. Whilst I mostly met with tremendous kindness and help—many
museums practically gave me a free run of their stores—the working conditions were often
more problematic. In many instances forward planning went spectacularly wrong as a number
of museums had no clear idea of their holding. As far as the working area is concerned, this
varied from spacious and light study rooms to dark, cramped cellars.
'This figure includes all the figurines originally recorded.
2 One exception is an article by Menzel (1967) about a group of South Coast figurines excavated by
Max Uble.
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I have dwelt on the conditions of my data collecting because it has to some degree afibcted
the resulting work. Because of varying and often poor light conditions, no standard colour
determination, based on the Munsell chart, was possible, and a closer look at the ware (paste,
presence of a slip, etc.) was made difficult. Because of the speed at which some recording had
to be done, some data are occasionally missing. But on the whole—and bearing in mind that
this study is predoininently iconographic and stylistic —the reccording process has been
satisfactory.
Each specimen was measured for height, width and thickness, and—conditions permitting—
weighed on a small portable scale1 . Black-and-white photographs of a front view (often also of
a side- and/or back view) were taken and a detailed sketch was made; iconographic data (shape
and size of facial and body features, clothing etc), as well as data regarding manufacturing
techniques (band- versus mold-made, hollow or solid, number and position of air-holes, incised,
modelled, molded, painted decor) and ware (characteristics of paste and surface finish, etc)
were entered into a prepared recording sheet.
The recorded data are presented in the Catalogue. For each group this contains:
1) Measurements: list the maximum, minimum and median values for height, width, thickness
and weight. Figures in brackets for each dimension show the number of figurines measured:
only complete dimensions are taken into account; atypical or associated figurines are not
included. The median rather than the average value for each dimension was chosen as less
prone to distoition by extreme values.
2) Manufacture: describes the manufacturing techniques as listed above used for each group.
3) Description: this is set out according to a standard model. In larger groups features such as
the sex may be assessed in percentages, in smaller groups they are given in numbers. Atypical
or associated figurines are described separately at the end of the main description.
2.2.2 Data analysis
The nature of this study does not require a flmdamental discussion, regarding the wider
significance of the material output of a society, the position and degree of objectivity of the
archaeologist dealing with any form of such an output, and the ultimate relevance of his
findings. My aims, as stated above, are more limited and only come into play—so to speak—
once the relevance of archaeological analysis has been accepted. This is above all a typlogical
study, even though much attention has been paid to any information regarding historical and
cultural processes yielded by the figurines.

'Some museums provided measuring aparatus and scales for larger specimens.
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The neglect into which the analysis of ceramics has fallen over the last decades, especially
amongst archaeologists from the United States, has greatly hampered my work. Mostly I have
had to rely on the analysis, dating to the 1920s and 30s, of the material excavated by Max
Uhie, in order to date the figurines. So my own work is deliberately aimed at contributing to
this much neglected aspect of archaeology.
The first aim of this study is to classify (e.g. to arrange or distribute) the recorded figurines
into meanigful units, on the basis of formal criteria or attributes. One of the objectives of this
classificatory exercise is to articulate and organise the available material in a user-friendly
way, allowing an easy identification, affiliation and dating of individual figurines. la other
words the undertaking seeks to emulate what is done in natural history, for instance in
zoological or botanical classification.
Since I was not dealing with excavated ceramic assemblages, I was not bound by the usual
spatial and stratigraphic constraints. My initial approach to the material could therefore be
empirical: I decided to first sort the figurines according to their visible relationship to known
styles and then to look for other obvious taxonoinic criteria. At this point a clearly stated
conceptual question became necessaly:
Considering the stated aim of the study, what did I see as a meaningftl unit? Did I want to
define figurine ypes, embodying rigidly defined iconographic attributes, rendered in a specific
stylistic expression or did I want to form wider-based groups, which could be related more
flexibly to known cultural processes? The semantic differences between the words type and
group helped to clarify the problem.
According to the Shorter Oxford Dictionary (1936:2276) a type is—amongst other
definitions— "the general form, structure or character distinguishing a particular kind, group,
or class of . . objects"; used in natural history it is "a certain general plan of structure
characterizing a group of animals, plants hence transf. a group or division of animals etc.
having a conunon form or structure".
By contrast some of the meanings of the word group are (1936:837): "An assemblage of
objects standing near together and forming a collective unity;. ..a cluster (of things)" or "A
number.. of things in a certain relation, or having a certain degree of similarity" and finally
"Chiefly used as an indefinite term for any classificatory division whatever its relative rank
(e.g. in zoology)".
Comparing the two sets of definitions it becomes clear that group is a more flexible unit
than type, better adapted for the classification of a large, heterogenous set of artefacts such as
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the figurines. This becomes even clearer when one turns to the determination of the
classificatory attributes. If the criteiia are too standardized or strict—as would be required for
a typology—there is the danger of creating too many classes of figurines numbering only a few
specimens. But if one selects attributes which express "...a certain relation..." or "...a certain
degree of [internal] similarity..." and

which

therefore can vary from group to group, the result

is a classification which is both meaningfiul and adaptable.

Many archaeologists, working with figurines, have come to similar conclusions, either
explicitly or in the way they adapt their criteria to fit their own material. Thus Goldstein
(1979:57), working on Maya figurines from Campeche, writes:
"Comparative visual analysis of the figurines revealed that no single attribute or group
of attributes could be used in all cases as criteria for distinguishing groups. Rather—
criteria for grouping would have to change with the material."
Krutt, classifies figurines from Western Mexico by first defining types then joining them
into classes (equivalent to my groups):

"The usefuleness of the class becomes apparent when Iing with marginal specimens,
that is with figurines which have not sufficient caracteristic attributes to be formaly

included into a type, but which are sufficiently closely related to a number of types in a
same class, to belong without doubt to that class." (1975:25, my translation)
Corson (1976:7) dealing with Jaina figurines states:
"To this extent, then, objectivity has been sacrificed in favor of a format stressing the
continuity of easily identifiable (though subjectively defined) figurine subjects. The
format should prove particularly useful for typing new specimens as well as for
comparing the figurine complexes of other sites."
The attributes which form the basis for the classification of the figurines into groups belong to
three categories:
1. Stylistic attributes: relating to the manner in which an artefact is executed, style being
an assemblage of traits characteristic of a given culture. The concept here is narrowed
down to that element which Wiley (1951:111) calls configuration, e.g. "...a matter of
line, composition and emphasis".
2. Iconographic attributes: relating to who or what is represented. In the case of Peruvian

figurines—unlike certain Central American types—the attributes are rather basic:
• Sex : the great majority of figurines are women, many have no indication of sex, men
are rarely represented;
Posture: nearly always standing, with folded arms; activities are never depicted;
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Accoutrement: clothing, especially headdress, and jewellery (necidace, ear-plugs).
3. Technical attributes: e.g. relating to the manufacture of the artefact. In the case of the
figurines important diagnostic/classificatory elements are:
• Hand-made versus mold-made;
• Air-holes: number, location;
• Type of ware: paste, surface finish, decor. The term ware is used in the "loose" way
explained and to some degree justified by Sheppard (1965: 318-319): in the absence
of specific criteria like distinctive designs or vessel shapes, it often describes a
number of related pottery ypes, as, for instance, in the case of the late Middle
Horizon epigcnal-related or -derived ware or wares.
It is not always easy to distinguish between these various sets of attributes. Many stylistic
traits merge with the technical at one end of the spectrum and with the iconographic at the
other. For instance: are the differently shaped spouts of the five Moche phases strictly speaking
a technical or a stylistic trait? Equally: is a Lambayeque eye, made by two thinly incised lines a
technical (thin incision), stylistic (typical Lambayeque eye) or iconographic (possibly linked
with the representation of the Lord of Sican) trait?
It is particularly difficult to distinguish between stylistic and iconographic attributes, simply
because the two spheres overlap conceptually. Goldstein, when trying to select the apposite
attributes for her classification of Maya figurines from Campeche (1979 :43) quotes the
following argument (Troike 1968:167): "A basic problem is...that of distinguishing between
those features that were culturally essential to the original.. .comprehension of a pictorial scene
(iconographic) and those which the artist may freely vary (stylistic).. For an adequate
comprehension of either it is also necessary to understand clearly the range of permissible
variation within each".
This statement is open to debate. On the one hand iconographic traits only become
essential, culturally or otherwise, when the figurine depicted represents a specific personage or
type. We asume this to be generally the case in a pre-Columbian setting, but it need not be so
andtoassumeitaprioncanleadtoerrorsininterpretation. Ontheotherhand,tospeakof
stylistic "freedom" in a pre-Columbian context is unrealistic. A Moche or Maya potter with
little or no knowledge of other styles and probably bound by ideological concepts unknown to
us, cannot be seen as really free in the stylistic expression of his creative work.
As a result Goldstein's choice between stylistic and iccnographic attributes appears
subjective. Under "traits that the artist was free to vary, i.e. criteria for a stylistic
classification", she lists proportion, headform, headdress, neckline, contour, negative space,
modelling, active versus static pose, symmetry of composition, whilst under "traits determined
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by the subject to be portrayed, i.e. criteria for an iconographic classification" are listed
costume, accoutrements, body type, gesture, headform (again!), pose". ft seems quite obvious
that this distinction and choice of criteria is valid for and adapted to the specific sample of
figurines with which Goldberg is dealing. As far as I can see, there is nothing wrong in this, if it
allows a sensible classification.
My approach to attribute analysis has been equally pragmatic and adaptive throughout. It
was decided at an early stage not to use computer techniques for the attribute analysis,
because—with a few exceptions—the discrote, culturally affiliated groups, were too small.
Even for the larger groups the quantifying of specific attributes seemed problematic: small
modelled features, such as a nose or a mouth, are much more difficult to quantify than design
motifs or vessel shapes. So the analysis is mainly based on a visual assessment of the diffiauit
categories of attributes.
The first and most obvious area of assesmmt is the stylistic one: the figurines were
subdivided according to their appaltenance to known ceramic styles. This was much easier than
anticipated, although the range of attributes varied from case to case. Thus a Moche figurine
looks like human representations on Moche vessels, with beautiflilly modelled facial traits and
similar clothing. The same can be said of Nasca figurines, though here the distinctive Nasca
polychroine ware also helps in the identification. In the case of Chancay pottery, the specific
black-on-white ware is a first distinctive trait, before similarities with face-necks can be found.
But inthe case of figurines with little orno equivalent human representations in the culture to
which they belong and lacking distinctive ceramic characteristics, like Ica-Chintha figurines,
the basis for assigning them to a given culture was their presence in a documented excavated
assemblage.
The next area of visual assessment is that of iconographic features. Here I found the
systhematic approach to the iconographic analysis of motifs—as preconised by Panofsky
(1962:3-17) and by Cordy-Collins (1980:421)—usefiil when applied to figurines, the
successive steps being:
1) An objective description of individual figurines;
2) An analysis, by assembling as large a sample of similar figurines in order

to identify

the patterns which the figurines follow, also examining relevant attributes in relationships
between figurine groups and in other iconographic expressions (vessels, textiles,
metalwork etc);
3) The interpretation of the figurine group.
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The final field of visual assessment is the technical one, according to the attributes set out
above.
As in any ceramic study—be it a simple seriation or multuvariate analysis—all three sets of
attributes (stylistic, iconographic, teclmical) have to be described and used in conjunction for
the assembling and defining of figurine groups: these are made up of individual specimens
sharing a number of attributes. Often a large number of attributes are shared by many
specimens, making group formation extremely easy and resuking in homogenous groups. But in
many cases groups have to be formed on the basis of "linkage": some figurines will share
atributes 1 to 12, the next sample shares attributes 8 to 17, a further sample attributes 13 to 20
or 1 to 5 and 15 to 19 etc. A particular attribute may appear highly significant, because it

provides important clues regarding the function of the object or its spatial and/or temporal
relationships. Nevertheless such an attribute can never be the only or even the main criterion
for the formation of a group. In that sense there is no ranking of the attributes in the process of
group formation, only in the subsequent interpretation.
At the same time—and because of the flexibility afforded by the concept of the group
outlined earlier—different attributes can be called upon for the formation of diflit groups.
To use an analogy from zoology: diffei$ attributes will be used the classify mamals and
insects. The kinds of adaptations that my classificatory criteria had to undergo are best
illustrated by comparing three sets of figurines: those of the Nasca' and Chancay cultures and
what I have called the Supe figurines.
In all three cases, we are dealing with technically and stylistically homogenous groups and,
in the case of the Nasca and Chancay figurines, with artefacts clearly belongmg to well defined

cukures. But whereas the Chancay figurines depict at least four iccnographically distinct
personages, both the Nasca and Supe figurines basically only show one iconographic
representation, though in the case of Nasca varying in sex, size and posture. So whilst the
Chancay figurines are classified into groups (in this case cue could even speak of types) using
specific attributes such as the shape of the head or elements of dress, the bulk of Nasca
figurines are subdivided into groups, using size, sex, and posture, the relevance of this
classification being confirmed by a chronological co-variant. Finally the Supe figurines cannot
be usefully subdivided at all, because the observable variables do not combine in a sufficiently
specific way. In that particular group, although some attributes are constant, I have also had to
recur to a certain amount of "linkage".

'The Nasca group is not part of this dissertation, but was studied in depth for publication.
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The choice of different attributes for group formation also has an effect on internal
subdivisions and the integration of marginal specimens:
• A very large group may be subdivided on the basis of one salient attribute, when this
is found to have a wider co-variance (e.g. Chancay cuchimilcos are sub-divided into
small(1.4.1)andlarge(l.4.2)andtheformerinto l.4.laandl.4.lbaccordingtothe
proportions of the head).
• A number of figurines do not fit easily into any group: these are listed as atypical or
as associated. In the case of the former, the specimen belong quite clearly to the
group, sharing a few of the more salient features; in the latter the similarities are not
pronounced, but the figurine may share a few traits, or have some links with the
group (provenance, chronological position) or simpiy fit better into that group than
into any other. This way of incorporating marginal specimens avoids excessive group
splintering.
• This last argument has also lead to the formation of some fairly heteroclitous groups,
but the criteria on which such groups are based are always justified.
One recurring difficulty has been the naming of the groups. Ideally a spacial and/or
temporal pointer would have been desirable, but these were often not specific enough and would
have produced some very unwieldy names. Finally I have adopted an ad hoc nomenclature,
referring mainly to a known culture or period, less often to a site or to apparent analogies.
2.2.3 Data Interpretation
The figurines having been classified into groups according to the method and criteria
outlined above, the following aspects are discussed within each group:
1) Special features: these may be a cultural trait shared by a number of groups or confined to
one group only. Examples of such features are: different types of craneal deformation, hands
with three fingers, occurrence of double-faced figurines, etc. Special features are discussed in
the group where they first occur or where they are most common.
2) Links with other groups: emphasis is given to those links which show intercultural contacts
or which have a chronological significance.
3) Context: Whenever known, the context in which a figurine has been found is discussed in
order to elucidate the function. Detailed description of documented burials are listed in
Appendix3.
4) Geographic distribution: The great majority of figurines in this study have no certain site
indication, but many are given provenances of sorts in the museum catalogues. A certain
amount of detective work had to be done on niuseujn collections in order to rate the value of
such provenances. This is done in Appendix 1. The ratings, also shown in the Tables, are as
follows:
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Certain as to site, from a documented context;

** Certain as to site, but lacking a documented context;
* Fairly reliable as to site: this rating can include—amongst others—provenances given by

individuals with local knowledge (e.g. Yoshitaro Amano, at the Museo Amano, Lima) or
archaeologists (e.g. S.K Lcthrop on his buying expeditions for the Peabody Museum,
Harvard).
Unvenfiable: this rating can include indications such as "Chancay" in a museum

catalogue, though it may not be clear whather the valley or the culture is meant.
() Unlikely: this rating is based on criteria such as collections with consistently unlikely
provenances, stc.
Although all categories are listed for each group, only the first three are taken into account
when discussing the distribution of a group.
5) Chronological position: This is mainly based on stylistic criteria using and combining:
a) associated artefacts where available;
b) stylistic similarities with known ceramic styles;
c) stylistic continuities and discontinuities within the material itself.
Absolute dates are practically non-existant, the dating is based on a slightly modified
version of Rowe's (1960a) chronological framework (see Chapter 3).
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CHAPTER 3
THE GEOGRAPHIC AND CHRONOLOGICAL FRAME

3.1: THE GEOGRAPHIC FRAME

Although this study concentrates on the Central Coast of Peru, the overall geographical
frame is briefly discussed here, in order to set the region mto its wider context. This wider area
covers that of present day Peru. It does therefore not wholly coincide with the cultural concept
of the "Central Andean Area" or "Peruvian Co-tradition" as originaliy defined by Bennett
(1946, 1948). In the noith it now includes the Piura area, because of the discovery, since
Bennett's formulation, of the Vicüs culture. k also extends east of the major highl2nd basins
into the montana, a region increasingly g2ining importance because of recent research.
With a study such as this, mainly based on the survey of museum collections, the danger of
being restricted by the geographic parameters used by the museums themselves is obvious.
Most collections are organised along present day political frontiers. No student asking
examine all available pottery figurines from Colombia

to

to

Chile would be welcome in the

storage rooms of a major museum.
However such an unpopular request was quite unnecessary in this case, as a glance at even
the geographically closest figurine material, that of coastal Ecuador, shows a fairly clear
frontier between the stylistic traditions of that area and northern Peru. This was confirmed by
the—admittedly random—examination of museum collections. It may prove invalid for the
highland border zone.
The concurrence between archaeological and present day fritiers between Peru and
Ecuador has been examined by Burger (1984). He argues convincingly that, notwithstanding
trade contacts and occasional economic, military or ideological forays, the political frontier
coincides with a demarcation line between "distinct archaeological areas" going back in time at
least to the Early Horizon.
No similar study exists for the south of Peru. The area, extending roughly from Acarl to the
Chilean border and including the Arequipa plateau, has been largely overlooked by
archaeologists until recent years. Only one pottery figurine from the area has so far been
published. Another area, that of the Bolivian altiplano is known to have had links with the
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Peruvian Titicaca basin. But since pottery figurines are very scarce in the highlands generally I
decided—in view of the amount of material I was dealing with—not to extend my search into
Bolivian archaeological collections as well.
It has long been customary to subdivide the Central Andean Area geographically into North,
Central and South Coast and Highlands. The reason for this subdivision has essentially been
one of presentation, the amount of archaeological field-work carried out in different areas being
an avowed factor in this subdivision. As a result, the coastal hinterland, between the lower
valleys and the highlands, and the montana on the eastern slopes of the Andes often tend to fall
outside the defined (and studied!) areas. Nevertheless the subdivisions remain in use to this day
because they reflect, albeit imperfectly, ecological and cultural realities.
A number of authors dealing with the area have spelt out precisely which coastal valleys and
highland basins they include in which zone. As can be expected, it is the peripheral areas,
especially on the coast, which are most open to controversy (cf Bennett and Bird 1946:70;
Lanning 1967:30ft Willey 1971). Basically I have followed Lumbreras' subdivisions
(1974a:4-5), but have introduced small modifications dictated by the evidence of my own
material.:
North Coast: Tumbes to south of the Casma valley, without a special sub-division for
the far north;
Central Coast: Huarmey valley to Omas/Asia valley. The Huarmey valley appears to be
an archaeological no-man's land, due to lack of investigation. Only two figurines are
specifically said to come from there: they are somewhat atypical but closer to Centralthan to North Coast material. All the figurines from the Cafiete valley are clearly related

to South Coast cukures.
South Coast: Cañete valley to the Chilean border. The bulk of the figurines conic from
the area between Cafiete and the Nasca drainage.
Highlands: My sub-division follows Lumbreras' (1974a:6), with the added subdivision
of the "South Central Highlands" for the Ayacucho basin.

3.2: THE CHRONOLOGICAL FRAME

This study is set in the chronological frame outlined by Rowe (1960a), though with a few
modifications (see below). Based on the ceramic sequence in the Ica valley, Rowe distinguishes
six periods—following the Preceramic stage—which are further subdivided into epochs, again
reflecting changes in the ceramics of the Ice valley. This scheme offers maximum flexibility
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because the fuither subdivision into a relatively large number of epochs allows to incorporate
local cultural sequences.
The fact that Rowe's chronology is still widely used in Peruvian archaeology to-day—even
though the terminology is sometimes modified—does not mean that it is fully accepted. Quite
apart from the difficulty in correlating the periods of different geographic areas and the
somewhat arbitrary subdivisions into equal epochs, the problems of the Early and Middle
Horizons and the nature of the spread of Chavm and Wan influences to large areas of Peru are
constantly being reexamined (Burger 1993; Czwamo, Meddens, Morgan 1989 and many
others).
I have adopted the following modifications to Rowe's chronology:
a) I have followed Lumbreras' subdivisions regarding the ChavIn Horizon style; these
not only acconunodate my own material better, but seem currently more commonly used
in Peru, in spite of attracting some—partly justified—criticism (Burger 1988: 110).
Instead of an Initial Period followed by the Early Horizon, Lumbreras proposes a
Formative Period "divided into three stages: Lower, Middle and Upper . . The Lower

stage includes both pre-Chavin complexes which are earlier than Chavin, and nonChavin complexes, which may be pre-ChavIn, but are not necessarily so; the Middle
stage corresponds to the diffusion of the Chavin complex and is consequently not
represented where ChavInoid traits did not penetrate; the Upper stage incorporates
complexes derived from both Chavin and non-Chavin antecedents" (Lumbreras 1974:
49).
b) The subdivision of periods into epochs is replaced-whenever possible—by the
phases ofa given culture (e.g. Chancay).
c) The matching of epochs with the absolute dates of the Ica master sequence is not
always adhered to (e.g. in the Formative of the Central Coast). In many cases I follow
local chronologies.
The following Periods are used in this study (in brackets commonly used abbreviations):
• The Preceramic Period
• The Formative Period, subdivided into:
The Lower Formative, also known as Initial Period (IP)
The Middle Formative, incorporating the Early Horizon (EH)
The Late Fonnative
• The Early Intennediate Period (EIP)
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• The Middle Horizon (MH)
• The Late Intermediate Period (LIP)
• The Late Horizon or Inca Period (LH)
I have made no consistt attempt to correlate these periods with an absolute chronology.
Where available, C' 4 dates are quoted as found in the relevant publication; whon corrected
dates are quoted this is specified.
Where one or more chronological sequonces are available for a givon culture, the paramaters
are discussed and the phases correlated at the beginning of the relevant chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
THE FIGURINES OF THE PRECERAMIC PERIOD
INTRODUCTION

The term Preceramic is used in Peruvian chronology to cover the period between the first
traces of human activity in a given area and the appearance of pottery. On the Central Coast,
this would mean a time span of roughly 10.000 years, from about 12.000 to about 1.800 BC.
The latter part of this period—the only one that concerns us here—has been called the
Cotton Preceramic by Engel (1957), because the widespread introduction of this cultigen in

preceramic sites provided a significant cultural and chronological sub-division of the period. k
would seem that by this stage, at least on the Central Coast, sites were occupied permanently.
The generally accepted date for the beginning of the Cotton Preceramic is 2.500 BC, though
dates for Bandurria and Aspero, both apparently permanently occupied, are considerably
earlier.
The scenario which lead from these first permanent settlements to the relatively complex
societies, undertaking large-scale ceremonial architecture at the end of the Preceramic,
constitutes one of the crucial debates in Peruvian archaeology.
It was Moseley (1975) who first clearly formulated a model, whereby the technologically
simple exploitation of the vast marine resources in Peruvian coastal waters lead to sedentary
life, sustained increasingly high density populations, and eventually gave raise to "civilisation".
This thesis of the "marine foundations of Andean civilisaticn" has been repeatedly
challenged by those who believe that marine resources were insufficient to sustain high
population density and that additional reliance on other foodstuffs through a variety of
strategies, gradually lead to the emergence of civilised life in the Andean area (Osbom 1977,
Wilson 1981, Raymond 1981).
Ultimately the debate will have to be resolved by the growing sophistication of sampling and
interpretative techniques of a considerably larger archaeological record'. The indirect

'A synthesis of the more recent research and interpretations is given by Fung (1990).
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significance of the problem to this study resides in assessing the cosmic concepts which first
lead to reproducing the human form in clay.
Figurines made of unfired clay first appear towards the end of the Cotton Preceramic and
are generally linked with large ceremonial structures, the obvious result of corporate labour.
One of the questions raised by Moseley (1975:118) is Why—Within the framework of a
subsistence pattern based on individual effort—early fishing communities should have
participated in the collective labour necessary for monumental architecture. The answer is
slowly emerging, as more and more monumental architecture from the Precerainic comes to
light, particularly in the Highlands.
It now appears that, although the subsistence strategies vary according to the areas, the
corporate labour engaged in the building of large-scale ceremonial architecture must have been
primarily moved by religious imperatives. The various types of monumental architecture
represent different manifestations of one or several related religious movements (Donnan,
Editor, 1985). The presence of figurines could be an additional element in tracing and linking
such traditions.
To date twenty-five figurines or figurine fragments, made of unfired clay, have been
retrieved from preceramic archaeological strata on the Central Coast of Peru.

THE FIGURINES OF ThE PRECERAMIC PERIOD
Table 1

Catalogue: vol.11, pp.287-288

Plate: Not illustrated

The figurines do not form a group and are listed and examined under the sites where they were
found.
BANDURRIA
Sample: 1 figurine
Characteristics
Figurine with a small head and elongated body, modelled arms extended downwards and
completely separate Cylindrical legs. The eyes, some fingers and toes are incised. The sex is not
indicated.
The unbaked clay has a fairly coarse texture, pale grey in colour, with a very brittle surface:
features such as the nose and arms have crumbled off since it was found.
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Geographic location
Bandurria is one of a number of preceramic sites located at Playa Chica, a beach 12 km
south of the Huaura valley. It is listed as a "cemetery" and refuse deposit (Cárdeaas 197778:113- 114), but it also features one or more pyramid-mound. R. Fung (1990:96-97) suggests
that—like at Rio Seco de Leéii (see below)—the pyramids, origm2lly sunnounted by large
monoliths disposed in a certain order, functioned as sun-dials. The relatively elaborate burial
customs (see below) may indicate a sacred aspect of the whole site; Quilter (1985:297) speaks
of a "ceremonial setting" at Bandurria.
The figurine was found by Doctora Rosa Fung in 1973, whon the waters of the San Felipe
irrigation canal had cut into a midden cum burial site (personal communication).
Context
According to R. Fung: 'The figurine was found alongside a small basket. I presume that the
figurine had beai deposited inside the basket. I conclude that it was part of a fimerary oftring
but there are no precise indications as the waters had carried everything away. We certainly
did not salvage a burial associated with the figurine" (personal communication). Feldman
(1980: 156) montions that Fung recovered a large number of fardos at the site; some of these
did not contain bodies, only "matting sticks, and other plant material". Feldman suggests that
the bundles may have beon "symbolic represontations ofa burial".
Chronology
According to Fung (1988:77) the figurine was found at the base of the earlier of two
preceramic deposits, dating to 4,530±80 BP.

EL ASPERO
Sample: 17 figurine fragmits.
Characteristics
Figurines with a small cylindrical head(in one case more conical) and incised facial features.
Larger, mostly cylindrical bodies with applied arms in various positions. Most specimons are
sitting one is standing. Gumitals are not indicated, but applied breasts occur. Clothing is shown
on one specimm, elaborate hats and necklaces can also be depicted (Feldman 1980: 15 1-153;
1991).
The figurines are solid and hand-made of unfired clay; the texture is fine, with no visible
temper, the surface very brittle. The colour is pale grey.
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Discussion
Feldman (1991) assumes that eleven figurines represent females, fbur of them possibly
pregnant, and two males. This assessment is based solely on the presence of breasts. However,
we know from many later examples that breasts or nipples also occur on males. Feldman does
nut take into account the representation of the vulva with a slit. Sometimes this feature can
appear as a mere dividing line ofthe legs, but in the case of 986, one of Feldman's males, I
definitely recorded this feature as female genitals, possibly also on P 140. The feature which he
sees as a breast on one of his females (985), could be the fragment of an applied arm. 984 with
an elaborate dress is also seen as male because it lacks breasts.
The male 986 (female according to me), found separately from the main cache, is the only
standing figurine—as far as we can tell.
One figurine (P1) was entirely coloured red (Feldman 1980:xiv). This is the earliest
instance, recorded in Peru, of red pigment being used in a sacred context. The feature appears
again and again, mainly on the faces of figurines. It is common in a flineraiy context, not only
in Peru, but worldwide. The use of red pigment in relation to a preceramic offering is also
recorded at El Paralso (Quilter 1985 :284).
Geographic location
ElAsperoisalargepreceramicsite, ca 2km south of Puerto de Supe. It consists ofan
extensive midden (over 13 hectares), dotted with a number of architectural features such as
mounds and terraces.
Feldman excavated the figurines at Mound 2, which was named Huaca de los Idolos after
them. The exact location of the cache containing 16 fragments was a small "dead-end' room
(Room 2) created by dividing a larger room (Room 1). The figurines were recovered from a
15.0 cm high space, separating the last two floors (2 and 1) of the building sequence (Feldman
1980:74-75). The 17th figurine was found "just outside the east wall of the cache room"
(Feldman 1980: 153).
Context
"Instead of the cane bagged quarried fill used in the rest of the rooms, the space.. .was filled
with an assortment of matting baskets, food and plant material and unbaked human
figures.. .The material.. .was not dumped as in a "storage closet" or rubbish heap; it was
carefully placed, ibrining a cache of objects of unusual significance" (Feldman 1980:74-75).
Feldman probably assumes correctly that all the figurines were made by the same artist
(1980:151).
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Considering that the contents of the burial bundles without bodies found at Bandurna (see
above) were very similar to the material associated with the figurines at Aspero, Feldman
(1980:156) suggests that they might be dedicatory offerings,

in

this case related to a rebuilding

of the huaca. Two ceremonial burials, possibly also dedicatory, at the nearby Huaca de los
Sacaficios would confinn this interpretation (1980:114-117). The lay-out of Huaca de los
Idolos also suggests a ceremonial use of this edifice (1980:192).
Chronology
A radiocarbon date from the figurine cache gives 4900±160 BP (corrected). This date has
been rejected as too early, because lower levels yielded later dates. However there is a notable
consistency between seven dates collected at Huacas de los Idolos and de los Sacrificios
spanning a period between 3055 BC and 2533 BC (corrected) (Feldman 1980:246, 251), i.e.
contemporary or slightly later than Bandurria.

RIO SECO DE LEON

Sample: 1 figurine, 4 figurine fragments.
Characteristics
Clumsy specimens, cylindrical or flattened in shape. One complete figurine has a modelled
nose and incised features. The neck is shown by a groove, but the cylindrical body is
featureless. Other body fragments have an incision separating the legs. The sex is not indicated
and there are no accessories (Wendt 1963:246).
The unfired clay appears to have a rough (brittle?) surfece; texture and colour are not
described.
Geographic location
The dry bed of the Rio Seco de Leài reaches the Pacific north of the Chancay Valley. The
preceramic site covers nearly 12 hectares with at least nine middens, of which six (nos.4-9) are
located 800 to 1000 metres inland from the river mouth. The site features some public
architecture, with aitificial mounds containing platforms and stone rooms, as well as precarious
domestic dwellings. ft must have housed a large population, mainly subsisting on marine
resources, since it is located at a considerable distance from the Chancay valley. ft contained up
to 3000 burials (Wendt 1964:226f, 242f Patterson and Moseley 1968:118).
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The figurines are not listed as grave-goods, but appear with the other artifacts recovered at
mound no.6 by Wendt (1963:246)1.
Context
There are no specific data about any architectural remains in mound 6, which appears to
have been mainly a midden, nor about the precise location and context of the figurines.
Chronology
Engel gives two radiocarbon dates for the preceraniic site: 3800±100 BP and 3740±100
BP=1843 and 1783 BC (Engel 1957:143 and 1963b:123). Feldman (1980:154) gives the
slightly earlier dates of 4300 to 4200 BP (2350 to 2250 BC). Fung (1990:96) sees the site as
'IC

even earlier, e.g. ccmtemporary with Bandurria. In any case there is stated association between
the dates and the figurines: they only provide an approximate indication of the age of the
figurines.

EL PARAISO
Sample: Head fragment of one figurine2.
Characteristics
Elaborate head, with incised features and an applied hairstyle or bonnet, perhaps also a
necklace. According to Engel (1966a:Pl.VI,1) the figurine is unfired, but J. Quilter, who
provided further details about the specimen (personal communication) is not absolutely sure
whether the grey clay is fired or not.
Geographic location
El Paraiso (also known as Chuquitanta, from the name of the hacienda on which the site is
located) is a the largest known preceramic site. The vast architectural complex is located in a
quebrada opening onto the left bank of the Rio Chillán, some 4.5 km from its mouth.
Unit 1 in which the figurine fragment was found, is a complex stone structure standing
isolated at the head of the quebrada, slightly above seven further structures.

'These seem to be the same figurines mentioned by Engel as found by him and his team at Rio Seco
(Engel 1966a:68). However Wendt publishes them as artefacts from an independant excavation
carriedoutbyhimselfatmound6in 1961-62.
2 Felthmm (1980:154) mentions two figurine fragments from Paraiso. Perhaps he includes a stone
concretion qualified as "idol" by Engel (1966a:Pl.V,2).]
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Engel excavated 5 or 6 successive building phases at Unit 1, all yielding material without
pottery. He does not specify to which building phase he assigns the figurine fragment, nor in
what specific context it was found (Engel 1966a:49ff and 68).
Context
Offerings, in the form of wrapped stones and wood, were found at Unit I (Engel 1966a:68;
Quilter 1985:291). At least one room in the same unit, containing a sunken pit, appears to have
fulfilled a ceremonial function (Quilter 1985:297). The fimcticn of the figurine may therefore
have been ritual.
Chronology
A Carbcn14 date, associated with the last building phases at Unit I, gives 3570±150 BP =
1676 BC (Engel 1966a:46). Engel also stresses many similarities with the archaeological
material from Rio Seco, such as twined textiles, a biface blade stc. (Engel 1966a:46,67).
Quilter (pers. comm.) places the whole of Unit I within the Late Preceramic Period, ca 18001500 BC.
CONCLUSION

Very early human figurines are known from the preceramic Mito phase at Kotosh (Izumi
and Terada 1972: P1.131, figs. 11-13)'. Two of these are contemporary, another two may even
predate the figurines from Aspero. There are also early unfired clay figurines from the Hacha
site, near Acarl on the South Coast (J. Rowe, personal communication), but these probably
date to the Initial Period (Willay 22:2).
However, except for the more elaborate specimens from Aspero, for which there are no
known parallels, all the early figurines are generally too simple in shape and decor to allow
valid comparisons, even less to try and trace a common tradition. In that sense, I disagree with
Feldman (1980: 154) that there is any resemblance, at this stage, botween the fragment from
Paraiso and figurines from Kotosh or from Valdivia 3.
Quilter refers to what has been described as the "Kotosh Religious Tradition", characterised
by "numerous small sunken floors with hearts at their center... associated with concepts
focusing on renewal and fertility' (1985:297). This tradition extended beyond the Highlands
into a number of Late Preceramic and Early Formative coastal sites, though there are a number
of variations from site to site. Moseley (1992) also sees a multiplicity of traditions reflected in
the ceremonial architecture.

'A fourth figurine fragment, that of a head, is not illustrated (Izumi and Terada 1973:210).
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At present the significance of figurines within these traditions cannot be assessed. The
absence of figurines in the Preceramic strata of a majority of highland sites (other than Kotosh)
contrasts with the Central Coast sites, though this absence may be partly due to the difficulty of
unfired clay surviving in a highland satting. However, no preceramic figurines have bees found
to date on the North or South Coast either, though conditions of preservation are sinülar to
those on the Central Coast.
As far as the flmcticn ofthe Preceramic figurines is concerned it seems likelythat it did at
least transcend the domestic frame. The cache at Aspero definitely points to a religious or
ceremonial function, though Feldman's interprotation of the cache as "symbolic human burials
or sacrifices" (1980:155) is somewhat speculative. It is significant that both at Aspero and
Paraiso the buildings in which the figurines were found, fulfilled—at least partly—a ceremonial
function, whilst the other sites have ceremonial connotations. Parallels can also be drawn with
Kotosh. But at this point it is not possible to see in the Preceramic figurines of the Central
Coast a local aspect of a wider religious tradition, nor to find a definite expl2n2tion for their
flmctxm.
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CHAPTER 5
THE FIGURINES OF THE EARLY AND MIDDLE FORMATIVE PERIOD

INTRODUCTION

The Formative Period on the Central Coast starts, by definition, with the appearance of
pottely hi the area and merges, rather less clearly, into the Early Intermediate Period, with the
appearance of ceramic styles, such as Bailos de Boza and Miramar, belonging to what has been
called the White-on-Red Horizon. The appearance of pottery coincides with the emergence—on
the central Coast and in other areas of Peru—of large U-shaped architectural complexes, such
as San Jacinto in the Chancay valley, Huacoy in the Chillãi valley, Garagay and Huaca La
FloridaintheRimacvalley,CardalandMinaPerdidaintheLurinvalleytonamebutafew
(Williams Leãi 19781980)1.
Because in recent archaeological research the emphasis has focused on social and economic
aspects of the past, one of the most important chronological tools, the analysis of ceramic
sequences, has been neglected. As a result the only chronology of the Formative on the Central
Coast available is based on field-work--with a ceramic bias—of the 1930s to 1960s. This
includes several excavations at Ancán (see Appendix 2) and excavations or surface collections
in the Chillén, Rimac and LurIn Valleys, as well as areas to the north and south. Unfortunately
access to the excavated or collected material is nearly impossible. Where published, the quality
and quantity of the material described (see this chapter), makes it difficuk to identify and
compare ceramic styles or difib111L ware types.
The Formative Period figurines consist of a fairly large group from Ancén (excavated by
Max UhIe, the MNAA and H. Rosas), and of a small number of specimens from the Rimac and
Lurin valleys, and from Curayaco, a little to the south, some of the latter closely resembling the
Ancán figurines.
In this chapter I shall try to reconstruct a comparative, or rather relative, chronological
framework, taking into account the often contradictory data provided by the published Central

'a recent general study, covering not only the Middle Formative (Early Horizon), but also the
Early (Initial Period) and Late Formative, see Burger 1992.
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Coast sequences. This is meant to prevent mistakes, arising from difibring nomenclature or
over-simplifications occurring in chronological charts and to show up the difficulties stemming
from discrepancies batween related ceramic sequences, absolute dating atc. The figurine
sample will then be fitted into this framework and dated.
The chronological framework is sot out as a comparative chart (see Chronological Chart 1)
based on data contained in various studies (Wiley and Corbett 1954; Matos Mendieta 1966,
1968; Fung 1969, Patterson and Moseley 1968; Patterson 1968, 1971; Rosas 1970; Scheele
1970; Macneish, Patterson, Browman 1975; Ravines at al 1982). The following remarks are
meant as explanatory comments to this chart; for a detailed description of the ceramic
assemblages themselves refbr to the publications.
Because in the earlier stages archaeologists often did not idthfy an initial, pre-Chavin,
stage in pottery complexes, many of the described sequences flow from one period into the next.
I shall therefore analyse the first two sub-divisions of the Formative (Early and Middle)
together.

The Chronology of the Early Formative (Initial Period) and Middle Formative (Early
Horizon Epochs 1 to 6): Explanatory notes to Chronological Chart 1.

Column 1: Absolute chronology

The dates for the Early Formative (Initial Period) are based on Patterson and Moseley 1968
(see below column 3) which on the whole synchronize with those given in other publications
(Willey 1971, Lumbreras 1974, Macneish, Patterson, Browman 1975).
Column 2: Relative chronology: the Middle Formative and the epochs of the Early Horizon

As already mentioned in Chapter 3, the Middle Formative is characterized by the
appearance of Chavm influences in the ceramic assemblages. However, the absolute dating of
this period and the matching of Early Horizon epochs—as used by a number of authors—with
absolute dates are at best schematic. The general concensus seems to be that the beginning of
the Early Horizon in the Ica valley (see Menzel 1977, chronological table) is placed rather
early, starting around 1400 BC. In contrast Willey (!971:84) and Lumbreras (1974) place the
beginning both on the Central and the South Coast around 900 BC. Note that for Burger, the
ChavIn specialist, the Early Horizon only starts around 600 BC (1992:231). His dating is based
on stricter criteria for the ChavIn influence and may well prove more accurate. But it goes
against the conventional chronology: for instance Burger assigns the North Coast Cupisnique
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style to the Initial Period, whilst the Central Coast White-on-red style is included into the Early
Horizon. Moseley and Patterson (1968) put the earliest manifestation of Chavrnoid traits on the
Central Coast around 1000 BC., a date which I have adopted because the sequences discussed
in this chapter imply a longer chronology.
The end of the Early Horizon is even more controversial. Lumbreras (1974), for whom the
Chavin period is by definition only the Middle Formative, places its end around 400 BC. Many
other authors extend the Early Horizon to the beginning of the next marked change in the
ceramic sequence, which on the Central Coast is the appearance of the so-called White-on-Red
Horizon (Bafios de Boza), around 200 to 100 BC, regardless whether Chavin influences are
still felt or not. Because of this—in the chart—epochs 1 to 6 of the Early Horizon correspond
to the Middle Formative, whilst the later epochs, 7 to 10, extend into the Upper Formative.
Column 3: Patterson and Moseley's (1968) outline of the Early Formative or Initial Period
The origin of ceramics on the Central Coast has as yet not been folly traced. Patterson and
Moseley (1968:119-122) give a brief outline of the lnitil Period, based on excavations and
surface collections, mainly in the Ancon area, but extidiiig to the Rimac and LurIn valleys and
as far south as San Bartolo. The earliest ceramics appear at Ancén around 1750 BC and are
closely followed by an unconnected ceramic style found at the large ceremonial site of Huaca
La Florida, Rimac valley, and dated between 1700-1600 BC. Subsequent Ancén sequences,
two Chira phases (ca 1650 to 1300 BC), followed by three Colinas phases (dated ca 1300 to
1175), are followed by a final phase (1175 to 1000 BC) before the appearance of Chavinrelated elements around 1000 BC. Finally at Curayacu, near San Bartolo, two early phases
(Curayacu A,B) contain some elements which also occur in the last four Initial phases at Ancon
(Colinas and the final Initial phase) attesting some contact between the two areas. There is also
evidence of contacts between Ancon and the Supe Lighthouse site to the North (Wiley and
Corbett 1954, Patterson 1971:32). However, whilst some rare pieces show the appearance of
the ChavIn- or Chavin-influenced style both at Ancài and at Supe, no such contacts are found
at this stage in Curayacu.
Column 4: Patterson (1968)
In a short review of his excavations at the Ancán shell-mounds, Patterson (1968) describes
some of the ceramic assemblages. As these are relevant to the Ancén figurines, his pottery
sequence is set out in the comparative chart.
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Column 5: Patterson's (1971) outline of the Early Horizon

A schematic overview for the area from Ancón to Curayacu during the Early Horizon
(Middle Fonnative) is given by Patterson (1971:32-37): During epochs 1 and 2 there are "...at
least three distinctive ceramic styles". The most widespread one, because it also appears in
other areas, the Yanamanka style, contains clear ChavIn elements, without local admixture.
Another style (or styles) is represented by the survival of the late Initial Period elements both at
Ancón and Curayacu and are different from each other, though the contacts between the areas
seem to have increased. The third set of styles combines elements of the Yanamanka style with
the local traditions at both sites. These last styles and the Yanamanka style itself gradually
eliminate the local traditional elements.
Epochs 3 and 4 see a marked "regional diversification". The styles which develop, not only
at Ancon and Curayacu, but in the Lower Rimac and LurIn valleys as well, have much in
common, but "can be distinguished by their selection of different elements for emphasis".
And—curiously--they bear no relation with the Yanamanka style. Curayacu is abandoned at
the end of epoch 4.
Patterson admits that the data for the later Early Horizon had not been analyzed at this
point—this is still true to-day. Regional sequences continue until epoch 7: they lack ChavIn
design elements, though they retain some surface texturing techniques. Paterson speaks of
"increased isolation.. and warfare" at the end of the Early Horizon.
Column 6: Wffley and Corbett's (1954): excavations in the Ancán shell-middens and at Puerto

Supe
The excavated pottery is well described and illustrated, but the sample is small. As the only
comparative material came from Uhie's excavation in the Ancon shell-middens (Strong
1925:152-156 and 174-176), Wiley and Corbett had no wider framework into which to fit their

sequence. In the wake of Tello's discovery of the Chavin style, the authors believed Early
Ancón/Supe"to be a local manifestation of that particular horizon style (1954:153), not
realising that their material covered a much longer time span. But they did recognise a
sequential development of the assemblage, sub-divided into Early, Middle and Late Early
Ancon (1954:164). Their principal merit is to have highlighted the close links between Ancán
and the northern part of the Central Coast. Also, their careful seriaticm—especially the
stratigraphy of their Pit I, circa 100 m. from the Tank Site (see Chart 1)—has proved useful to
later scholars, such as Lannin& R. Matos, R. Fung or H. Rosas working with the same
material, and for my figurine chronology (see below).
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Column 7:

Fung (1969), incorporating data from Willey and Corbett (1954), E.Lanning
(unpublished papers) and R. Matos (1962, 1966, 1968):

Lanning's chronological sequence for the Central Coast, based on his own work in the
Ancãi shell-middens (near the Tank site) and Engel's excavations at Curayacu, has not been
widely available. It is known to us through Fung's critical analysis (1969:147-15 1 and fig. 25)
and through references in many other studies. At Anccn there are three phases (Chira, Early
Ancon 1, Early Ancén 2). Later excavations produced a somewhat different ceramic
assemblage (Colinas 1 and 2), which Lanning eventually placed 250 years later than his Early
Moon 2. Fung (1969:146-150 and Table B, opposite p.140) argues for a contemporaneity
between the Colinas material and at least part of Early Ancén 2. The material spans most of the
Formative.
tanning's sequence for Curayacu is divided into four phases (Curayacu I to 4). Phases 1
and2bekigmgtotheendoftheInitialPenod,

3 and4tothebeginningoftheEarlyHorizon

(epochs 1 to 4? see Fung 1969, Patterson 1971 ). Curayacu phases are also fened to by
letters which appear equivalent to the numbers, at least for A and B = 1 and 2 (Shady
1983:30); I only came across one reference to phase C, placing it in the Initial Period (?)
(Ravines etal

1982:144)andnonetophaseD.

Another scholar, who also excavated at the Ancâi shell-middens near the Tank Site in 19601961 was R. Mates Mendieta: his material is analyzed in his unpublished mastel's dissertation
(1962) and the findings summarised in two articles, (1966) and (1968). Basically Matos divides
the material into three, later four phases (A to D) spanning the Early and Middle Formative.
In her doctoral dissertation about Las Aldas, Rosa Fung Pineda (1969) establishes an
extensive comparison between the Ancán materials and sequences of Wiley and Corbett,
tanning

and R. Matos. Briefly summarised Fung's sequence has the following phases

(1969:chapter XXII, in particular 152-160); the correlation with the absolute chronology is
based on Fung's Table B (1969:140):
to 6.50 m) of Wiley and
Corbett's Pit 1 - their Early Period—also roughly corresponding to Lanning's (and
Patterson and Moseley 's 1968) Chira phase andto Matos's phases a and b.

Ancón 1: mainly plain ware from the lowest strata (8m

• Ancon 2: covers the ceramics described in Willey and Corbett's Middle Period (6.50

m to 4.50 of Pit 1), part of Mates' phase c, the lower strata of Lanning's Early Ancén
1 and is contemporary with Curayacu 1 and 2 (Fung 1969:147)1.

'In her final correlation Fung also includes into Ancôn 2 and Ancôn 3 Lanning's Colinas material; as
this material is not relevant to the figurines, it is not covered here.
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• Ancón 3: covers the beginning of Wiley and Corbett's Late Period (4.25 m to 2.25 m

of Pit I), and straddles the later part of Lanning's Early Ancén 1 and the beginning of
his Early Ancàn 2. It is contemporary with Lanning's Curayacu 3 and part of
Curayacu 4. It appears to take up an intermediary position between Mates' phases c
and d. This phase sees the appearance of the Bichrome type of pottely, which some
scholars see as a first sign of Chavm influence on the Central Coast. This is Wiley
and Corbett's Anc&i Zoned Red: '11e zoned red areas are brick red and contrast
with the browner color of the undecorated porticns...Both curvilinear and rectilinear
designs are represented (1954:43 and flg.8c,e,g,h). According to Fung, this type
actually is coeval with classic Chavin, though it could have much earlier local
antecedents (1969:158).
• Ancón 4: yields classic Chavin pottery, corresponding to part of Wiley and Corbett's

Late Period (2.25mto 1.50 mat Pit I), the latter part of Lanning's Early Ancán 2
(followedbya gapatAncénbetween 500and 250 BC)andtotheendofCurayacu
4. Matos's phase d, subdivided into d-1 and d-2, allegedly only shows up classic
Chavmn in its later part (d-2), whilst the first sub-phase d-1 yields the Bichrome
pottery.
• Ancón 5: covers the post-Chavin style at Ancén, extending into the first phase (Base

Aerea) of the Miramar style, as defined by Patterson 1966.
From the very detailed discussion of the ceramics, one would assume that Fung had
practical knowledge of the assemblages involved, in particular of Lnning's materials, both
from Ancon and Curayacu. There are, however, discrepancies between her analysis and other,
nearly contemporary, studies (see below). The main problem is her equating Lanning's Colinas
2 with the classic Chavin phase at Anc&i, whereas this pottery style is now seen as pre-ChavIn,
even though Chavin influences were starting to be felt (Patterson 1971:32). This also leads
Fungto extend the last stages of the Curayacu occupation to the end of the Early Horizon,
whereas it was allegedly abandoned at the end of epoch 4 (Patterson 1971:35). But Fung's
absolute dates (1969:181) are not too far off the mark, with Anccm 4/Curayacu 4 starting at
about 700 BC.
It is not clear whether scholars like Lnning, Patterson or Fung ever had access to the
considerable material excavated by the MNAA under R. Carrion Cachot and T. Mejia Xesspe
in the same area. According to Haas (1986:21) no fewer than 264 graves were excavated here.
The value of these gravelots for seriating the assemblages would be inestimable, but except for
a brief description (Carrion Cachot 1948) this material has never been published.
Column 8: Hermilio Rsas Lanoir's (1970) excavations at AncOn.

The last important excavations at and near the Tank site (Colinas) were undertaken by
Hermilio Rosas Lanoir, between 1961 and 1967. Rosas uncovered part of an Early Formative
ceremonial structure and a number of middens containing Early and Middle Formative
material, including a large number of pottery figurines.

I

}' I
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For this reason and because—under the name of Ancón or Estilo Ancón—it is now widely

used to correlate Central Coast material, Rosas's chronology is of particular importance to us.
From a chronological chart hi his unpublished dissertation (1970) it appears that Rosas
established a ceramic sequence fbr the material he excavated, consisting of 10 phases, three of
which belong to the Early Formative, the seven later ones, roughly dated to 1000 BC to AD,

covering the Middle and Late Formative. But in his text Rosas further correlates some of his
later phases with phases of what he calls the Periodo Chavinoide at Ancán (f.i. p.192: Fase
VIII = Fase V del Penodo Chavinoide)'.

From references to Rosas's chronology in other authors (Shady 1983:30, Ravines at al
1982:226), it would appear that this correlation eventually became the accepted chronology.

Rosas's Penodo Chavinoide, now referred to as the Estilo Ancón, has eight phases, belonging
to the Middle and Upper Formative no distinction being made between phases when the Chavin

influence is clearly present and those when it is not2.
It is this accepted chronology that I sat out in my comparative table. Since Rosas's absolute
chronology places the end of this period rather late (around AD), I have a4justed the phases to
correspond with the general consensus of the other authors, the Rosas's Chavinoide phases
falling between 1000 and 300 BC and actually correlating with Early Horizon epochs ito 8.
Column 9: R.Ravines at al., (1982): excavations at Garagay, Rimac Valley
The rescue and restoration work at Garagay in the lower Rimac valley, one of the largest Ushaped ceremonial sites on the Central Coast, has provided valuable elements for the
chronology of the Formative. In his analysis of the ceramic material from Garagay, Ravines
(Ravines at al i982) stresses that his material comes from a disturbed context, i.e. mostly from
fill of the various construction phases (1982:136, 226). However, he identifies four ceramic
traditions at the site (1982:136-137) a classification which he surprisingly modifies in his final
summing up (1982:226-227):
1. The Curayacu tradition, mainly in its phase B and C (1982:136, 143-144).

'H. Rosas kindly allowed me to examine the figurines and his dissertation. Unfortunately, I had only
time to look at his dating of the figurines, without being able to study his chronology in depth.
2 Shady's ,vfricnce to Rosas chronology (1983:30) is confusing. In a study of the Formative at
Maranga, Rimac valley, she speaks of eight phases, "...the three first ones belonging to the Early
Formative, the later ones, called Ancón.. ."(my translation). This would mean that there are five later
phases. However amongst the late phases, Shady speaks of Ancén 2 and 3, which shows that the three
early phases are not part of the Ancôn sequence proper. In fact there are three early phases and eight
EcliloAncón phases. This is confirmed by Ravines at al (1982:226) who refers to Ancén phases 1 and
2 as contemporaly with early Chavin influences, and also refers to a phase 6, clearly indicating that
the late part of the sequence extends beyond five phases.
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2. The Colinas traditions (1982:138, 154).
Ravines considers these two pottery traditions as contemporaiy dating to the end of the
Initial/Early Formative Period (1982: 226)
3. The Ancán tradition, including an assemblage related to Ancén phases 1 and 2,
representing local forms following the appearance of Chavin influence on the Central coast,
and an assemblage corresponding to phases 5 and 6 at Ancãn, showing classic Chavin traits
(1982: 138, 226).
4. The Huachipa tradition, resembling both late Formative styles from the South Coast, such
as ToparI, and from the Far Noith (1982: 138, 227).
In absolute terms, four C'4 dates for the site span the period from 1400 to 780 BC. Allowing
for margins of error, Ravines sees the occupation of Garagay as having lasted 800 years in all,
till about 600 BC (1982:135, 227). These dates appear somewhat early, especially as far as his
"Ancán tradition" is concerned. We also know that the Huachipa tradition appears in the Late
Formative (see below, chapter 6). In my chronological table Ravines's data have been adjusted
as far as the absolute chronology is concerned.
Column 10: J. Silva at al.,(1982), J. Palacios (1988): Reconnaissance and surface collections at

Huachipa-Jicamarca. Rimac Valley.
Huachipa, an archaeological site cluster, on both banks of the Rimac, near Vitarte on the
Central highway—also incorporating the lower part of the Quebrada de Jicamarca, near the
ruins of Cajamarquilla—has been exploited since the 1960s for brickworks. The site (or sites)
has yielded a vast amount of ceramic material, including many figurines, retrieved in the course
of

the brick production, but not excavated scientifically, dating to the Formative, the Early

Intermediate Period and very likely later.
Independent investigations and seriations were carried out by 3. Silva and J. Palacios. Silva
and his team named the Middle and Late Formative pottery of the site the Huachipa-Jicamarca
style, subdividing it into four phases (A to D). But since most of the figurine fragments in this
sample were collected by Palacios, it is his chronology that we must examine in detail..
Originally Palacics agreed with Silva's subdivisions, but fblt that phases C and D could be
further subdivided (personal conununication). However in a fairly extensive publication of his
material from the site (1988) Palacios suggests a new 5-phase chronology, extending the time
span from the Early Formative to EIP epoch 3/4, without however explicitly correlating his
phases with the epochs.
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Palacios now applies the name Jicamarca (Temprano, medlo, tardio) only to material
dating to the Early Formative, predating Silva's Jicamarca A. However Palacios Jicamarca
phase cannot start earlier than the very end of the Early Formative, since it includes longnecked bottles and zoned, incised and punctated designs (1988:flgs.1-3, 5,6), related to the
earlier (Ofrendas) phase of the Chavm style'. The following V1t2n2 phase, specifically dated
to the Middle Formative and therefore replacing Silva's Huachipa-Jicamarca A and B, is
represented by a small sample, featuring some classic (Rocas) Chavin stirrup jars (1988: photo
4). 1 suggest therefore that the Jicamarca phases belong to the end of the Early Formative and
the beginning of the Middle Formative (Early Horizon phases 1-3), whereas the Vitana phase
belongs to the classic phases of the Middle Formative (Early Horizon phases 4-6). The later
phases, to which majority of the figurines from Huachipa belong are discussed in chapter 6.
Although there are many shared traits botween the Middle Formative figurines from the
various Central Coast sites, a classification by site—rather than by stylistic groups—allows a
clearer presentation of the material.

THE FIGURINES OF THE LOWER AND MIDDLE FORMATWE (INITIAL PERIOD
AND EARLY HORIZON)
GROUP 1: FIGURINES FROM ANCON
• SUB-GROUPS1.1TO1.4

Table 2

Catalogue: vol.11, pp. 289-202

Plates 1-2

Sample: 41 Figurines, mostly fragments.
GROUP CHARACFERISTICS

When classifying the figurines excavated at the Tank site in Ancon by Uhie, Rosas and the
MNAA, I have followed Resas (1970) classification for his figurines into three groups (my
sub-groups), also incorporating some specimens listed by Rosas as miscellaneous, but which
typologically belong to his groups 1 and 3. I have added a fourth sub-group for the figurines
found by the MNAA, which represent a somewhat different type.

'These comparisons are based on Lumbreras 1971 and 1977. Note that in the earlier work,
Lumbreras considered the Rocas style to precede the Ofrendas style; this order was reversed as the
result of further excavations.
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Sub-group 1
By far the most numerous of the Ancén sub-groups. Standing medium-sized figurines with a
rounded or—more rarely—elongated head with incised hair. The features, also incised, consist
of large eyes with incised lids and deep punctated pupils, a nose with punctated nostrils and a
straight mouth; ears are often indicated by circular earrings. The fish-like body is elongated,
tapering from the shoulders towards the legs. Arms are rarely shown, though diagonal incisions
on the body may represent stylized arms. Legs can be joined to form a single extremity or
separated by a groove; fin-like incisions may represent toes. Genitals are not shown, one
specimen has sagging breasts, but the overall impression is that of a female representation. The
flat back is generally featureless; one specimen is a hunchback. Some cling , especially
elaborate collars, can be shown, as well as necidaces and ear-plugs; one specimen wears a
head-dress.
The figurines are hand-made and solid (one possibly hollow). Many have a black
(sometimes grey- or brownish black), often shiny surface; the decor consists of deep, fairly
broad incised lines (occasionally also some stippling) and many specimens show traces of postfired paint (mainly red, white, yellow), filling the incisions.
Sub-group 2
Head fragments of six hollow figurines. The modelled and/or incised features vary; note the
narrow incised eyes with central punctation. The surface colour shows variations of terracotta
tobrown,thedecoris incised, butthelinesarethinnerandsharperthanin sub-group 1.
Sub-group 3
Four solid head fragments modelled in the round. Features include narrow slanting eyes,
formed by a single deep incision, with a punctation marking the pupil, as well as elaborate
headgear and ear-plugs. The eroded surface varies in colour (grey, terracotta, etc.); two
specimens show traces of red or black paint in the incisions.
Sub-group 4
Consists of two black ware figurines with modelled and incised decor; both are hollow,
though only one has air-holes. One is very likely a female, with a naturalistic head (rounded,
with incised hair), features, and body; there is some modelling of the thoracic cage and an
outlined groin, the arms are placed along the body, the legs are separated by a groove. The back
also shows some modelling. The other figurine lacks its head, but the heavy body is less
naturalistic. That,aswellas theelaborateclothingandtheserpent-likestaff,allpointtoa
mythical being (see discussion).
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DISCUSSION

Special features

Most head fragments (except those m sub-group 2) show signs of cranial deformation of the
frcmto-occipital varioty. This reflects the evidence of skelotal material for the Formative Period
on the Central Coast, which shows a 100% application of this practice (Newman 1947:Table
3)'. Some figurines (2276, 2277, 2278 in sub-group 1 and the figurines in sub-group 3) may
have a deformacion por ilautu, resulting in an elongated head (Weiss 1962). This type of
deformation was practised in the Sierra. It occurs on Central Coast figurines in the late Middle
Horizon and especially in the Late Intermediate Period Chancay style.
2299 (sub-group 1) is obviously a hunchback. This is the first instance of this defonnity
which becomes quite common during the Late Intermediate Period and has a magic/mythical
connotation (see Chancay 1.1, special features).
669 (sub-group 4) obviously shows an important, possibly anthropomorphic mythical being.
The missing head may have had attributes like fangs (see Garagay, below). The shape of the
body is human, but very massive and the broad hands look like paws. The figure wears a belt
or loin-cloth with a central panel hanging down at the front and back and an incised decor
possibly imitating a snake-skin. Other incised decorative elements—representing body-paint or
a textile garment—include three heads with pendant tongues (around the shoulders at the
back), fleur4e-lys designs (also at the back), flower-like designs on the sides of the legs and
circles on the knees. The most strildng feature is a staff in the shape of a serpent, with a central
groove and overlapping scales, held vertically along the middle of the body. Some of these
decorative elements can be found in Early Horizon contexts elsewhere:
• A belt or loin-cloth with panels hanging at the front and back—though lacking the
snake-skin decor— occur on Tembladera figurines (Lapiner 1976: figs. 55, 62);
• The same figures hold a flute to their lips: the position of the instrument and the decor
(with a central groove) does recall the staff of our figurine, but the latter is longer and
does not appear to have been held to the lips;
• The staff itself often with snake elements, is an integral attribute of the Chavin deity
(Lapiner l976:fig.1 16), but it is always shown at the side (or sides) of the figure,
never held along the front;
• Demons with a pendant tongue, mostly attached to serpent bodies, are common on
Paracas textiles (Lapiner 1976:fig.161; Anton 1984:fig.68);
• I was unable to find Early Horizon parallels for the fleur-de-lys design.
'The relevant skeletal material was recovered by the Columbia University Expedition in the Supe
area. Unfortunately the much larger samples from various excavations in the shell-mounds at Ancôn
has—to my knowledge—never been studied
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Links with other groups
As can be expected the Ancén material is closely linked to figurines from Curayacu. A
strilcing resemblance exists betweon the famous Curayacu figure (667) and an Ancán sub-group
4 figurine (668). They have similar hair styles (fringe on the forehead, caitral parting with hair
strands arranged laterally at the front, thai combed backwards and hanging down below the
neck in the back), semi-circular eyes set in modelled eye-sockets, grooves indicating the ribcage, arms outlined by a groove and placed along the sides of the body (the hands are placed
over the abdomai on 667), short tapering legs. Both figurines are hollow, with an air-hole at the
anus. Both figurines also share conunon traits with some Ancon sub-group 1 specimais: the
arrangemalt of the hair ( 666, 2288, 2292 and others, but there the hair is not shown in the
back) and the body (2297), with outlined rib-cage and anus along the sides. There is also some
resemblance with a head-fragmait (P14) from Cardal, Lurin (see below), though this closer to
the Curayacu figurine.
In addition solid figurines with incised decor and post-fired red or white paint, similar to
Anccxi sub-group 1 figurines were found at Curayacu (see below P17, P 19)'.
Eyes like those of 2292 (Ancon sub-group 1) and of sub-group 3 figurines—a deep, narrow
incision with a deep punctation marking the pupil—also occur on Curayacu figurines (P17 and
P19). Other instances with such eyes are rare: one is a figurine from the Kotosh phase at
Shillacoto, Huanuco (Izuinu at al., 1972: P1.33.2) which also wears a similar headdress;
another is the so-called "Scribe", a figurine from the Frias area (MNAA 41440), considered a
very early local variant of the Vics culture.
One of the most curious links is that existing betweni Ancon sub-group 1 figurines and late
Chancay black ware figurines with post-fired red, white and yellow incrustations (see Chancay
1.6.2). Obviously the Chancay population at Ancon must have conic across these earlier
figurines and copied them!
Context
Since both Uhie's and Rosas' excavations in the so-called Ancán shell midd (see
Appaidix 2) only aicountered a few simple burials lacking grave-goods, we must assume that
the figurines of sub-groups 1 to 3 were used in a domestic context, either as household gods or
for curing or other magical practices. Although Rosas also excavated part of a ceremonial
structure, he confirmed that all the figurines came from a midden context.
'A small incised bird (Engel 1956:figs 9C) has post-fired white, red and green pigments, the latter
colour not recorded at Ancon.
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The two specimens in sub-group 4, on the other hand, were excavated m the adjacent
necropolis and—although we have no data about their exact context—we can assume that they
were grave-goods. The difference in style botween the various sub-groups could indicate a
difference in use, but it is more likely that they reflect a time difference (see below,
chronology).
Geographic distribution
Judging from a map (Scheele 1970) drawn by Patterson from an aerial photograph of the
Tank Site, all the Anccn figurines were found within a radius of about 200 m. from the water
tank. Uhie's excavation is not shown on this map, but can be located by reference to Wiley and
Corbett's map II (1954:6). I was unable to study the lay-out of Rosas' excavations nor to
differentiate botween various areas and strata from the markings on the figurines themselves
(see Table 2).
Chronology (refer to Chronological chart 1 and key)
Sub-group 1

Resas (1970:220) dates this sub-group from Ancón 3 to Ancái 7, with a peak in frequency
during "... the classic epoch of the Chavin tradition, associated with the bichrome phase. .."(my
translation). From this material as well as from Fung's chronology it is obvious that the peak
period must have been Anccxi 6.
As fer as I am aware Rosas' material contains only one phase 3 figurine (2298, listed under
miscellaneous no.4, see 1970:223) and two phase 4 figurines: a large foot fragment (2308,
miscellaneous no.5 , see 1970: 224) and a orange ware body fragment (probably 2297,
referred to indirectly on p.192 and illustrated in Lámina XVfflb). The bulk of the material
belongs to phases 5 and 6, with 2281, 2283, 2289, 2291 specifically mentioned as phase 5, and
2282, 2277, 2279, 284, 2286, 666 as phase 6 (1970:192, 205,218-220); the fragment of a
hunchback (2299, miscellaneous no.1, 1970:223) is assigned to phase 7.
Unfortunately some difficulties occur with Rosas' dating:
• When showing me his figurines, Rosas pointed out the development—in time—of the
lower body, from an undivided fish-like tail (e.g.2280), to a beginning of a division
(e.g.2293, 2294) to a clear representation of two extremities (e.g.2295). If this
sequence is correct, it is surprising to find that Rosas assigns a body fragment with
fish-tail (2279) and a beginning of separation into two legs (666) to the late Ancán 6
phase; not to speak of the filly divided feet of 2305 assigned to phase 4.
• In a schematic drawing of the ceramic sequence at the Tank Site, Rosas shows
figurines with a high asymmetric hairstyle as the earliest in the sequence. And yet in
his listings, 2277, with just such a hairstyle, is assigned to phase 6.
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• In addition to these internal contradictions, I find that there is no significant
iconographic difference between the given phases: the body of 2298, assigned to
phase 3, and that of 2279, assigned to phase 6, are very similar, except fbr the colour,
which on 2298 may be due to erosion; equally there is little difference between a
phase 5 head like 2289 and a phase 6 head like 666.
If we test Rosas' dating against other ceramic sequences from the site, we find that the ware
types used for sub-group 1 figurines correspond to Willey and Corbett's Ancài Line Incised
(1954:37-38), Ancán Stippled (1954:49-50) and Ancán Polished Black (1954:53); all three
types have a very long life span (the first type occurs throughout the sequence, the latter two in
the middle and late phases). There is no mention of post-fired decor in Wiley and Corbett's
excavation, but this occurs in:
• Patterson's Balta phase (1968:423), during Early Horizon 3,4 (e.g. Ancán 3 and 4);
• Lanning's Early Ancén II, which Fung (1969:147) correlates with the 3.25 to 0.00m
strata of Wiley and Corbett's Pit I (i.e. from about Ancon 3 onwards);
• at Garagay this decor is said to be typical for Ancon 6 (Ravines at al 1982:227)
• at Huadripa this decor occurs on a Late Jicamarca figurine, probably dating to Ancáii
3 (see below, Huachipa)
• at Maranga, already during Ancài 2 (Shady 1983:30);
• at Curayacu (Engel 1956:Figs.9A,C), not later than Ancon 4, when the site was
allegedly abandoned.
These additional data rather widen the time span for this type of ware: it is possible that
more fragments actually belonged to phases 3 and 4. But in the absence of other data, I have
broadly followed Rosas' dating—including three fragments excavated by Uhle—tiying to
accommodate all the indications he gave me (see above and chronological order on Table 2).
Although the starting point could be before EH 4, the bulk of the sub-group dates to phases 5
and 6.
Sub-group 2

This sub-group is dated by Rosas (1970:222) to Anccn 5 and 6 (e.g. EH 5, 6). I have been
unable to identify decorated red wares in other excavations that match up with this sub-group.
Sub-group 3

This sub-group of elaborate head fragments (including two from UhIe's excavation) is dated
to Ancán 6 by Rosas, though a not dissimilar specimen from Curayacu (P19) and the specimen
from Shillacoto (Izumi at al., 1972: P1.33.2), dating to the Kotosh phase, should be earlier (EH
phase 3, 4?).
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Sub-group 4

668 is iconographically related to sub-group 1, but is distinct because hollow. In spite of its
more sophisticated aspect and manufacturing tecimique, this figurine dates probably not later
than Ancén 4: the chest and positicm of the anus resembles 2297 (sub-group 1), assigned to
phase 4 by Rsas. It also resembles the Curayacu figurine 667, which should not be later than
phase 4, when the site was abandoned. If we correlate these specimens with a similar Cardal
figurine (P14, see below), they may date to phase EH 3 or 4?
The elaborate 669 clearly shows Chavin influences: the rather shallow and curvilinear
incisions are more reminiscent of the earlier Ofrendas-type ChavIn pottery (see p.51, note 1).
Therefore, like 668, it probably pre-dates Ancén phase 4.

GROUP 2: FIGURINES FROM CENTRAL COAST SITES OTHER THAN ANCON
GARAGAY, RIMAC VALLEY

Garagay is a large ceremonial site situated on the right bank of the Rimac, 2 km from Lima
airport. Three main structures, surrounding a vast esplanade, form a typical U-shaped
ceremonial center, characteristic for the Formative Period. Excavations undertaken in 1959 and
againin l974investigatedstructureA,totheeastofthemainpyramidandpartofthecaitral
structure (B), facing north across the esplanade. The latter shows evidence of at least three
phases of construction, the excavations uncovered sections of the last and middle phases, the
Templo Tardlo and Templo Medlo respectively. Both were adorned with remarkable reliefs, but

those of the earlier excavation have unfortunately been destroyed and the records lost (Ravines
and Isbell 1975).
81 fragments of figurines were recovered from various fills and midden deposits. None of
these are illustrated, but from the description (Ravines at al 1982:158) they appear related to
the Huachipa figurines. Although Huachipa figurines date mainly to the Late Formative/early
Early Intermediate Period (see below, chapter 6), a few appear at the beginning of the Middle
Formative (see below). The absence of any figurines resembling the Ancán material' may
indicate that—as Burger stipulates (1992.:185)—the site "ceased to be a major ceremonial
center" during the Early Horizon, though Ravines did recover Ancán type pottery (see
chronology above). We have to wait for the publication of the figurine material.
'Scheele (1970:fig.69 j) illustrates a solid fragment of joined feet, very similar to those of Ancôn subgroup 1; the caption reads "from a site in Lurin and Rimac" (sic!), but the fragment is listed on Table
18 as coming from PV47-19 e.g..Garagay.
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In addition to these unpublished figurine fragments, three very cunous plaster figurines were
found at Garagay (Ravines and Isbell 1975: 265-266, Figs. 28/29, 30/31, 32, 33'). Although
strictly speaking these figurines fall outside the scope of this study because they are not made
of pottely, their interest—both iconographically and flrnctionally—is such, that they deserve a
short mention here (Fig.!)

(
Fig. 1.1

Fig. 1.2

Fig. 1.3

Fig.l.4

Fig.1: Partial view of plaster figurines from Garagay, after Ravines and Isbell (1975):
Fig.!.! = fig.32; Fig. 1.2 = fig.28; Fig.!.3 = fig.29; Fig.!.4 = fig.30
The three figurines are made by applying plaster on a core (thread wound around a small
stone for fig.32 , wooden stick surrounded by leaves and fibres for fig.28, not described for
fig.30), on which the features were simply painted (fig.32) or modelled and painted (figs.28 and
30). No measurements are given. Fig.32 has circular eyes, large nostrils and a large mouth with
upper tenth and two large fangs. Figs. 28 and 30 have elliptic eyes with an incised outline, large
noses with nostrils and alae; both have a large mouth (incised, with applied tenth on fig.28,
modelled and painted, with white lips, two fangs pointing upwards and two downwards on
fig.30). Fig.30 has hair made of fibre, held back by a leather strap. The body of fig.32 shows
some unidentifiable painted features; otherwise the bodies are featureless, except for modelled
arms, with hands showing naturalistic fingers with fingernails on fig.28. Figs. 28 and 30 were
wrapped in woven cloth. Fig.28 had its arms tied underneath to the body by some thread, in one
hand it held a small thorny stick. Fig.30 was complotely dressed under the outer wrapping, with
a small stone covered in thread by its side, and two small thorny sticks, their barbs intact
similar to the thorny staffi attached to fig.32 on either side.
The figurines were found in the Late Temple stratum, in circular pits (a, b and c), into
which wooden columns supporting the roof were secured; these pits are also referred to as
offering pits. Figure 32 was found in pit a. The stratigraphy of pit b is ambiguous because it

'It is not clear whether we are dealing with three or four figurines: the figurine referred to in the text
(p.265) as fig. 33is obviously fig. 32, found in pit A. The caption under fig33 says that this "offering"
was found in pit B of the Templo Tartho, whilst a caption for fig.28 says that the figurine depicted was
found in pit B of the Templo Medlo. The text states that pit B could date to the Templo Tardlo or the
Templo Medlo and that the figurine found in this pit is fig. 28/29. I suspect that the (stone?) object
represented on fig.33 comes from the 1959 excavation and that it is not described in this text.
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was enlarged during the construction of the Late Temple but the figurine (fig.28) could have
been part of an earlier fill, dating to the Middle or even the Early Temple. The stratigraphy of
pit c, where the third figurine was found, is not discussed (Ravines and Isbell 1975: 265).
On the basis of the resemblance of fig.32 with the "Smiling God", associated with the
Old Temple at Chavin de Huantar, the authors conclude that the Late Temple at Garagay is
contemporary with the Old Temple at Chavin, dating to about 1000 BC. As for the Middle
Temple, the freezes show some Chavm traits though many others are absent. It therefore
precedes the spread of Chavin on the Central Coast, pre-dating the Late Temple by about two
centuries (Ravines and Isbell 1975:266). Although Chavin de Huantar is now seen to be
considerably later (Burger 1992), this Garagay chronology is in keeping with the radiocarbon
dates from the site, ranging from 1400 to 750 BC. It would appear therefore that the plaster
figurines are significantly earlier than any of the ceramic traditions recorded from distubed
contexts at the site (see above, chronology).

HUACA LA FLORIDA, RIMAC VALLEY

HuacaLaFloridaisanotherU-shapedcomplexcntherightbankoftheRimac, 11 kmfrom
its mouth. The large pyramid was started at the end of the Preceramic, Ca. 2150 BC, and
abandoned before about 1750 BC, though reused at the end of the Early Horizon. An unfired
clay figurine (Patterson 1985:63, not illustrated) was retrieved from refuse deposits overlaying
a clay pavement at the base of the structure (1985:Fig.4(E)). The earliest pottery at the site
comes from the main floors above this pavement, which contained refuse deposits of a domestic
nature. Therefore no hypothesis can be made as to the date and function of this object.

HUACHIPA, RIMAC VALLEY

Table 2

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.293

Plate 2

Sample: 1 figurine
Discussion
The site has yielded a number of figurines, the bulk dating to a later period (see chapter 6).
As far as the Early/Middle Formative figurine is concerned, its specific context is unknown,
since the Huachipa area, including the lower part of the Quebrada de Jicamarca., is totally
disturbed by brickworks. There are habitational vestiges, as well as remnants of a U-Shaped
ceremonial structure and of burials (Palacios 1988 and personal communication).
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The chronological position of 2309 is Early Jicamarca, dated to the Early Formative (or
Initial Period) (Palacios 1988:13 and see explanations to chronology above). However the
incised hair and eyes, with punctated pupils are strongly reminiscent of Ancon sub-group 1;
some of the Early Jicamarca pottery (Palacios 1988: flg.Ia and 2a) already shows some
resemblance with early Chavm forms. Therefore I suggest that this figurine dates to the
beginning of the Middle Formative, perhaps contemporary with Ancon 1 or 2 (EH 1,2)?

LURIN VALLEY

Table 2

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp. 294

Plate 2

Sample: 7 figurine fragments
Discussion
During his research for his (unpublished) dissertation about the Chavin occupation of the
Central Coast, H.G.Scheele (1970) did surface collections and test excavations at sites in the
LurIn valley, finding a few figurine fragments described here.
P 9, a solid head fragment found at Malpaso (also known as Piedra Li7a), does not resemble
other Formative Central Coast figurines, but the fragment is small. PlO, also from Malpaso,
shows the two joined legs of a sitting figurine. P11 from Cardal and P12, probably also from
Cardal (?), are fragments of separate lower legs and feet, nut unlike 2308 from Ancán subgroup 1, except that these are hollow. One body fragment (P13) from Cardal shows an incised
arm (?) folded upwards, another (P15) from Manchay Bajo (1970: P1.27, upper right) has a
modelled arm folded over the abdomen and a necklace.
The most interesting fragment is that of a hollow figurine head (P14), also from Cardal
(1970: 161ff and P1.19,20). its realistic modelling and hairstyle and the manufacturing
technique are reminiscent of the Curayacu specimen (667)'. This fragment was found in the
same location (PV 48 -352:1, corridor A, layer A, e.g. upper Im of fill) as P11 and P13.
R. Burger (personal communication) excavated "numerous figurine fragments at Cardal2.
These fragments come from female figurines, like those found at Ancon or Curayacu in which
the torso, amis and legs are modelled crudely, but the hair and face are treated with some care.
One fragment of face rivals that of Engel's figurine (e.g.667) in quality; Scheele found the other

'Another small head fragment from Malpaso (Scheele 1970:pl.27..lower left) is not included in this
study.
2 UO
these figurines have not been published to date.
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half of it' but unfortunately his collections have been misplaced."
Sdieele's figurine fragments come from various sites: Malpaso, a "small scale civic
ceremonial center", which survived at a time—during the early part of the Middle Formative—
when larger Initial Period U-shaped structures were being abandoned (Burger 1992:70, 184),
amongst them Manchay Bajo, the only U-shaped ceremonial structure on the right bank of the
LurIn, and Cardal, a large population center with public architecture (Burger 1992:69), both
sites where figurines were also found.
According to Burger (personal communication) "the context of the figurines [found at
Cardal] varies. Many of them come from refuse in the household area ...but some come from
the refuse found on the top of the pyramid. We have excavated about 20 burials and none were
associated with figurines."
Some Lurin figurines show a certain resemblance with Ancán figurines (P11, P12 with
2308/sg.1, P14 with 668/sg.4). Scheele (1970: 82,161ft) attributes P10, P13 and P14, found in
the same stratum at Cardal, to a pre-Yanamanca style, which would date them to before the
beginning of the Ancán sequence (see Patterson 1971 in chronology, above). But in view of the
similarity with Ancài specimens and considering that Cardal was more or less abandoned
around 700 BC (Burger 1992:184-185), the figurines could be contemporary with Ano&i
phases 1-3. The similarity of P14 with 667 from Curayacu also shows that they must at least
predate the end of phase 4, when Curayacu was abandoned.

CURAYACU
Table 2

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 294-295

Plate 2

Sample: I figurine and 4 figurine fragments
Discussion

The Curayacu site is a rocky peninsula, with extensive shell middens, near the village of
San Bartolo, circa 50 km south of Lima. F. Engel excavated at the site in 1955 and encountered

various occupation levels: a Late Horizon occupation, possibly some Middle Horizon
occupation and—without a marked interruption between the strata—a prolonged Formative
occupation, with two phases belonging to the Early Formative or Initial Period, and two later
Chavinoid (Middle Formative or Early Horizon) phases (Engel 1956; see above dironology).

'See P14.
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Engel mentions "numerous fragments of quite small anthropomoiphic figurines, five to ten
centimeters high", but illustrates only five, all said to come from the Chavinoid level. Three of
them (667, P17, P19) are clearly related to contemporary figurines from Ancén and the LurIn
valley. 667, one of the most remarkable figurines ever fbund in Peru, has a hairstyle
reminiscent of a number of Ancon sg. 1 figurines, a body and posture like 668 (Ancán sg.4)
and facial traits similar to P14 from Cardal. P17 has a hairstyle like Ancài sg.1 figurines and
narrow sl2nting eyes like Ancén sg.3. P19, with its pointed headdress and typical eyes is even
closer to Ancán sg.3 specimens. It is likely that P17 and P19, like 667, represent females'.
The manufacture also recalls Ancón figurines: P17, P19 have paint, probably post-fired,
filling the incised decor. 667 is hollow, with one air-hole—amongst others—at the anus, like
668 (Ancán sg.4). Engel (1956:105) suggests that 667 might be mold-made: it did not appear
so to me and there are no other known mold-made specimens on the Central Coast before the
Middle Horizon, but the suggestion cannot be rejected out of hand.
As for the other two figurines, P16 and P18, there is nothing immediately comparable, but
this may also be due to the small size of the fragments and the quality of the photographs. At a
glance, I would have said that P16, with its cylindrical body, is related to the Middle Horizon
Supe group (see chapter 10). However a Kotosh-Higueras figurine (Izumi and Scmo
1963:Pl.152-1)

also has a similar body and applied arms. There are no figurines reminiscent of

P18.
Engel says that the figurine fragments were found in "refuse". Unfortunately no details are
given for the provenance of 667.
The chronological position of 667, P17 and P19 should be derived from the similarities with
Ancén and Lurin figurines (see above). However, if—as stipulated by Patterson (1971)—the
Formative settlement at Curayacu was abandoned at the end of phase 4, then some of the
related Ancài figurines, especially sub-group 3 (to which P19 is related) should also be
somewhat earlier. The similarity with the Shillacoto figurine (see above) also argues for an
earlier dating unless, of course, Curayacu was occupied beyond phase 4? We shall have to
wait for a thorough reappraisal of the material from Rosas' excavation to date the Middle
Formative figurines with certainty.

'Engel sees P17 as a male and P19 as a "face sculpted on the chest of a male figurine", probably
mistaking the headress projections for arm stumps, and the shoulders for hips? (1956: caption for
figs.9A, 9F).].
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CONCLUSION

At pr ta gap seems to ex the figurine production on the Central Coast of Peru,
between the Preceramic Period (see chapter 4), and the Middle Formative, with only a few
specimens recorded during the Early Formative (Initial Period). The Early Formative specimens
all come from the Rimac valley: one from Huaca La Florida, one from Huachipa and perhaps a
few from Garagay (apart from the plaster specimens described above). This gap may be due to
the archaeological record rather than to the actual state of affairs, though Initial Period
figurines are also rare in other areas.
With the Middle Formative or Early Horizon we witness a marked increase in figurine finds.
The majority are obviously related, with typical incised features, especially mcised hair, some
of them showing a high degree of sophistication. They appear on the Central Coast at the same
time as Chavin influences are making themselves felt. Although one cannot speak of a specific
connection—since pottery figurines are not found at Chavin de Huantar itself—Early and/or
Middle Formative figurines also occur on the North Coast, especially at Tembladera and in the
Central and Southern Highlands (Kotosh, Chanapata), though not on the South Coast, where
they appear somewhat later (Paracas/Ocucaje).
Because of the nature of the excavations—small scale and mostly in a disturbed area—the
context of the figurines and their function cannot be ascertained. The majority appear to come
from domestic refuse rather than from graves. The fish-like shape of many Ancén specimens
may poin to a marine cult, within which the figurines could have functioned as offerings to
ensure a rich catch, as can be expected from a population with a largely marine subsistence. As
for the splendid figure from Cuarayacu it remains quite unique: not until the Late Intermediate
Period Chancay culture do we see figures of such size, whilst the quality remains unsuipassed.
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CHAPTER 6
THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE FORMATIVE AND EARLY PART OF THE
EARLY INTERMEDIATE PERIOD

INTRODUCJION

The transition batween the Formative and the EIP—so obvious for the chronological master
sequence at Ica—cannot be as clearly defined on the Central Coast. This time span fits better
into Period 10 of the chronological sequence proposed by Macneish, Patterson and Browman
(1971:47), though I would place its beginning marginally later.
hnportant stylistic changes mark the end of the Middle Formative (Early Horizon) Chavin
predominance in the area. Some ceramic assemblages now show a strong influence from the
South Coast Tcpara ceramic tradition (Jahuay phases 1-3) and late Ocucaje (phases 9 and 10),
whilst the modelling shows North Coast impulses.
Simultaneously or marginally later we see the appearance of what has been called the
White-on-Red Horizon (Wiley 1948). "Horizon", because it manifests itself in a number of
ceramic styles—each with strong local components—from Vicás, 51inIr, Pueito Morrin,
Patasca, Huaraz, Baños de Born, Miramar, Huachipa/Jicamarca, Tablada de LurIn, Villa El
Salvador, to Topara and even the Titicaca Basin (Lumbreras 1974a: 85f Stotheit 1980:290;
Silva at al. 1982:66; and see below).
Since Patterson (1966) defined the Miramar style, which has been called the White-on-Red
style of the Anccxi area', much new material has come to light on the Central Coast,
particularly in the Rimac and LurIn valleys. We now see a fairly homogenous ceramic complex
or style, extending from Chancay to Chilca and preceding the Lima style on the Central Coast.
Although one of its main component is the White-on-red style, it is not the only one, so it would
be confusing to give it that name. The name Miramar would be equally unsuitable since this
style lacks some of the characteristic components, notably—so far—figurines. So for the time
being the style will have to remain nameless.I it must be stressed that, in spite of many shared
traits, this style lacks the iconographic cohesion of Early Intermediate Period styles in other

'Only phases 1 and 2 of Patterson's Miramar syle belong to the White-on-Red Horizon.
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areas, such as Moche or Nasca. This may partly reflect a more fragmented ethnic, poiitical or
social structure on the Central Coast.
The chronological position of this complex or style on the Central Coast is not quite clear.
Whilst Patterson (1966) assigns Miramar to the first four phases of the Early Intermediate
Period, Lumbreras (1974a) includes White-on-Red styles, like Baños de Boza, in the Upper
Formative. In more recent studies (Stothert 1980; Silva at al. 1982; Palacios 1988) several
related assemblages straddle the Formative/Early Intermediate Period divide. The cross-dating
of these groups to Late Formative and early EIP phases on the South Coast is convincing, but
further studies will be necessary to determine their precise chronological position.
The chronological framework for this period is set out in the chronological chart 2.1': This
chart combines the sequence established by Patterson for the EIP in the Ancon area (1966)
with: assemblages from excavations containing figurines (Cerro Trinidad, Pachacamac), which
were partly cross-dated by Patterson (1966:122-124, 130) and other ceramic groups, which
have come to light since Patterson's study (Huachipa/Puruchuco, Tablada de Lunn, Villa El
Salvador, Lapa Lapa) and which were cross-dated by Stothert (1980) and Silva at al. (1982).

Finally some adjustments deriving directly from the study of the figurines.
As there is considerable confusion in older publications, with different names used to
designate similar assemblages or the same name given to ceramic groups widely distant in time,
Chronological Chart 2.2 presents a synopsis—by authors—of various Central Coast ceramic
groups, from the Upper Formative to the Middle Horizon. The names of the assemblages or
styles in italics are those given in the original publication. The chronological position is based
on the comparative analysis of Patterson (1966:5, 34-36, 98-103) for the Early Intennediate
Period and Menzel (1964) for the Middle Horizon.

The Chronology of the Late Formative (Early Horizon Epochs 9,10) and the early part of
of the Early Intermediate Period (Epochs 1-3/4): Explanatory notes to Chart 2.1.
Column 1: Absolute chronology

This is a rough guideline based on a number of publications (Willey 1971, Lumbreras 1'M,
Menzel 1977 and others). For these authors the EIP starts somewhere between 200 BC and the
beginning of our era and is followed by the Middle Horizon, from circa 550-600 AD to 900 or

1000 AD.

'The chart also shows the later EIP epochs and the MH.
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Column 2: Relative chronology

The subdivisions are based on Rowe's master chronology, as applied by Patterson 1966 and
Menzel 1964.
Column 3: Uhie's excavations at Cerro Trinidad Site E, Chancay Valley (Kroeber 1926b);

Willey's excavations at Cerro Trinidad and Baños de Boza, Chancay Valley (Willey 1943a):
Cerro Trinidad is located just south of the town of Chancay; Site E, first excavated by Uhie
in 1904, yielded Lima sherds above White-on-Red ceramics (Uhle 1910). The material,
deposited at the Lowie Museum, Berkeley, was analysed by Kroeber (1926b). Puzzled by some
of Uhle's data (notably White-on-Red vessels allegedly found in Lima-style burials) Wiley
excavated several test-pits at Site E during 1941, establishing the following stratigraphy
(1943a: 175-6):
• White-on-Red period, with White-decorated and White-zoned pottery.
• Intermediate period, between White-on-Red and Interlocking (i.e.Lima): White-

decorated pottery on the decline, White-zoned increasing.
• Interlocking (i.e.Lima) period (see below, chapter 7).

The lower levels at Cerro Trinidad Site E cross-date with Baños de Boza (Willey
1943a:187)—a site which yielded no figurines—which in turn cross-dates with Villa El
Salvador (Stothert 1980). All three sites share some architectural features as well. Stothert
(1980) dates Bafios do Boza to EIP 1-2, but the similarities with Huachipa and Tablada, as
well as late Ancán, could indicate that its beginnings are somewhat earlier, a view shared by
Lumbreras (1974:83). Because the site represents a single occupation phase, the name Bafios
do Boza is often used for the White-on-Red style of the Central Coast.

Column 4: Strong's (1925) analysis of Uhle's excavations at Ancon (MH onwards)
Column 5: Patterson's (1966) Miramar style at Ancén

The style and three of its four phases (Base Aerea, Polvorin, Urbanización) are named after
sites around the bay of Ancán. Patterson's material, based on surface finds only, includes no
figurines. Only the two first phases are specifically White-on-Red; Patterson (1966:5-33) dates
the whole style to EIP 1-4. I have no knowledge of pottery of the early EIP from the Chillén
valley.
Column 6: Palacios (1988): Reconnaissance and surface collections at Huadupa-Jicamarca,

Rimac Valley.
For the location and early chronology see chapter 5 and chart 1. As we have seen, Palacios
(1988) revises Silva's earlier chronology. For the period with which we are dealing here
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Palacios (1988 and personal communication) replaces Silva's Jicamarca phase C, which shows
strong influences from the South Coast Topara tradition and which Silva dates to the late
Formative, with the Cerro and Pinazo phases, whilst Silva's phase D— said to represent the
White-on-Red tradition—becomes the newly defined Huayco phase, which should date to
phases 1-2 of the EIP, but appears to start later and last longer. In reality, as the material
shows, it is the Pinazo phase which is contemporary with White-on-red assemblages, the
Huayco phase extending beyond (EIP 3/4 or even later?). The length and exact chronological
position of Palacios' phases is still debatable.
Columns 7,8: Cajamarquilla, Maranga, Rimac Valley: see chapter 7.
Column 9: Stothert (1980):ViIla El Salvador and Paredes (1986) El Panel, Tablade do LurIn
The two sites are located at about 1 km distance from each other, on the Tablada do Lurin, a
large hilly area separating the Lurm from the Rimac valley. Pachacamac lies 1.5 km south of
El Panel. Villa El Salvador consists of architectural remains, possibly of an elite building, later
used as a cemetery (Stothert and Ravines 1977; Stothert 1980:292); El Panel is a cemetery of
the same culture (Paredes 1986). No figurines were found in these sites, which is suiprising
because modelled vessels (animals and some humans) are quite common: these share a number
of traits with figurines from the other sites listed here and have proved useful for cross-dating.
The two phases of Villa El Salvador span the very end of the Formative and EIP 1/2.
Column 10: Cardenas (1981): Necrpo1is do la Tablada do LurIn
The Necrópolis lies about 4 km to the north of Villa El Salvador on the Tablada do Lurin.
Until the discovery of Villa El Salvador and El Panel, located in the same area, the site name
Tablada de Lurin was used exclusively for an area of dwellings and in particular for a
necropolis excavated since the 1960s by the Instituto Riva AgUero (Instituto Riva Aguero
1960:251-252).
Two distinct phases of occupation were recorded here, an earlier preceramic one (Tablada I)
and a later one ablada 11,111) which spans the Upper Formative and the beginning of the EIP,
roughly from 400 BC to 300 AD (CIrdenas 1981:9, 122). Numerous figurines were retrieved
from the 176 later burials. There are strong analogies with the material from Villa El Salvador,
though strangely both cantimploras (canteen-shaped flasks) and figurines are lacking at the
latter site. Both CIrdaias and Stothert date the beginning of Tablada 11 slightly earlier than
Villa El Salvador 1, overlapping later.
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Column 11: Strong and Corbett (1943), Menzel (1964): Pachacama&, Lurin valley.

Ceramics dating to the Upper Fonnative/early EIP, such as White-on-Red, were found at
Pachacamac in vely small quantities (Strong and Corbett 1943:88) and include one unpublished
figurine fragment (1753).
Column 12: Quebrada de Chulca: the Lapa Lapa ceramic group

This small valley, some 70 km south of Lima, was studied by Fegel in the early 1960s
(Engel 1966b). He found a more or less continuous occupation, from the Preceramic to the
present day. Late Formative/early EIP occupation was identified in the Lapa Lapa assemblage.
On the basis of pottery from two Lapa Lapa sites shown her by Engel, Stothert (1980: 287)
distinguishes two phases: an earlier one, with a White-on-Red component, contemporary with
Bafios de Boza and Villa El Salvador, and a slightly later one, dating to EIP 2.

THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE FORMATWE AND THE EARLY PART OF THE
EARLY INTERMEDIATE PERIOD
Table 3

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.296-298

Plates 3,4

Sample: 56 figurines or figurine fragments2.
GROUP cHARAc'rERISTIcs

Strictly speaking this sample does not constitute a group, because many traits are only
shared indirectly, by linkage. But I believe that these resemblances and the well documented
provenances of the specimens, showing them to be roughly contemporary, justify treating them
as a unit.
Characteristic traits shared by a majority of specimens are: a homogenous size, a fbatureless
body with very short stump-like legs, large air-holes located at the sides. Most specific are the
eyes, with inset eyeballs and pupils indicated by punctations. The nose is usually important,
with punctated nostrils; the mouth is a straight deep incision. Headgear is often applied and
decorated with deep gouge incisions and/or rows of holes. The majority of figurines are handmade, hollow, with air-holes generally placed at the sides. The decor is applied, incised,
punctated, rarely painted.

'For a description of the site see Appendix 1.
2 This group contains 35 head fragments. As far as a careful examination allows to determine, the
majority belong to figurines, but some may have been part of face-necks, particularly the larger heads
(e.g. Huacbipa 1118-1123). The sample does not include 81 figurine fragments from Garagay, said to
belong to the Huachipa tradition (Ravines Ct al. 1978-1980: 158) and which have not been published
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Within the larger assemblages, some sub-groups could possibly be isolated. Ax Huachipa
this has been done by Palacios (1988) who distinguishes different chronological phases. In
Tablada two figurines (803 and 806) stand out from the others by their sophistication, though
one of them (806) comes from the same burial as the unsophisticated 805.
DISCUSSION

Special features! Links with other groups
The majority of specimens show a fronto-occipital cranial deformation: this deformation is
actually recorded on 41 skulls from Tablada (Cárdenas 1981). It is a permanent feature on
Central Coast figurines, with the exception of a few Middle Horizon specimens.
The insetpell es (w th small centralpunctation forthepupils) are sharedbyover 60%of
the specimens. The technique varies slightly: at Huachipa and on some of the Tablada figurines
the pellet fills the whole elliptic eye-socket, whereas some figurines from other sites also show
narrow, elongated eye- sockets, into which a spherical pellet has been inserted. On one
Puruchuco specimen (1113) the eyeball is inserted into raised applied eyelids, as may be the
case at Garagay. Eyes there are described as "...ojos en forma de protuberancias elipticas,
delimitados mediante una incisiónfina y con punto central". (Ravines at al. 1982: 158).
Puruchuco face-neck- or figurine fragments
show that the difibrent techniques can occur
together at the same site and are probably
contemporary (flg.2). Similar eyes also feature on
face-necks from Huachipa (Palacios 1988: fotos
9,10), Cerro Trinidad (Kroeber 1926b: Pl.89C, 900'; Willey

Fig. 2

1943a: flg.9e) and Villa El Salvador (Stothert and Ravines 1977: Lám.6.3).They have no
antecedents onthe Central Coast, but a similartechnique is common on somewhat earlier North
Coast figurines at Las Haldas (Ishida at al. 1960: flg.60), Cerro Sechin (unpublished figurines),
the Nepa Valley (Proulx 1985: Pl.1IB) and Huaca Prieta (Bird, Hyslop and Skinner 1985:
fig. 30)
One Huachipa figurine (1121) has incised, circular eyes, with central
punctations. Similar eyes also occur on Purucliuco face-necks (flg.3) and are
standard for animal representations at contemporary sites (Palacios 1988:
fetes 11,12; Wiley 1943a:flg.9j-l; Stothert and Ravines 1977:lIm. 6.1,6.2;

fig3:

'Kroeber assigns these specimens to the Interlocking (i.e.Lima) style, bat this may not be correct (see
chapter 7).
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Strong and Corbett 1943:fig. 19a,b,e). Incised circular eyes or circle-and-dot eyes also occur on
Middle and Late Formative North- and South Coast human and animal representations (many
unpublished, but see Wilson 1988:fig.208e,f,i; Meezel, Rowe, Dawson 1964:245). This eye
shape occurs again in later Central Coast groups (see Late MH group 6, chapter 10, and
others).
Eyes shown as circular clusters of punctations are unique to Puruchuco 1109. Tablada 807
has raised eyes outlined by rows of punctaticms; a similar treatment occurs on an early EU'
Gallinazo face-neck (Collier 1955:flg.26A). Huachipa (1122) has raised eyelids cut by a
horizontal incision, also remmiscent of North Coast EU' specimens (Collier 1955:flg.29C and
many Vicüs figs).
The nose, always with incised nostrils, is often rooted high on the forehead, sometimes
protruding above the crown. This trait has again parallels in local styles, either contemporary
(Stothert 1980: fig. 12A) or later (chapter 7), as well and on the North Coast (mainly Vicüs).
1114, from Purucliuco, has applied teeth inserted in a gauged-out mouth

. (!

cavity. A very similar treatment occurs on a face-neck? fragment from
Puruchuco (flg.4) and at Villa El Salvador (Stotheit and Ravines 1977:
Lám.7.3)

Fig. 4

Facial markings: Incised lines (810, P21, 811) occur on South Coast Fonnative figurines
and face-necks. Rows of punctations appear at Huachipa in the Cerro phase, continuing
through Pinazo and Huayco (P22, 2220, 1122; Palacios 1988: flg.31c, foto 16). They also
occur on one Tablada figurine (807) and on a contemporary (?) face-neck from Chancay
(Kroeber 1926b:Pl.89C), on a Gallinazo face-neck (Collier 1955:fig.26A) and on a number of
later Central Coast figurines (see chapter 9, group 1). Lines painted diagonally under the eyes
(Cerro Trinidad 2141) also occur on a face neck from Cerro Trinidad (Kroeber 1926b:Pl.900).
Painted tearlines (Tablada 806) are unique for this time, but become very common later, mainly
during the Middle Horizon.
The hollow, rotund body, tapering towards short stump-like legs, with large lateral air-holes
is a break with the earlier local tradition (see chapter 5), but occurs later. There are again
parallels with the early Eli' on the North Coast (Virü, Vicás). Although the sex is never
indicated, three Huachipa specimens have small breasts with punctated nipples. These become
popular again in late Chancay and the Late Horizon.
805 and 807, from Tablada, have lug-like arms at waist level, reminiscent of contemporary
jar forms (Stothert 1980:flg.7a-c). The pointed triangular fingers holding a bowl (Tablada 804)
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also occur on a White-on-red hand fragment from Cerro Trinidad (Willey: 1943a: 161), on a
face-neck from Villa El Salvador (Stothert and Ravines 1977:im.6.3) and on figurines of the
same period from other areas (Fig.5: Ocucaje Culture; fig.6: Salinar
culture; flg.7: Gallinazo culture).The latter also shares the circle-and-dot
eyes.
2220 from Huachipa has prominent anklebones. An earlier example occurs in LurIn (see
P11, chapter 5). Contemporary examples are also
known on the North Coast (fig.6). Ankle-bones
become very popular in Chancay.
Fig.5

Fig.6

-.
..

The applied headdress, with or without rows

.

of gauges and/or holes has no known antecedents, but occurs on
contemporary face-necks (Palacios 1988: fotos 9,10; Kroeber
1926b:Pl.90G). The turbans worn by Huachipa P21 and Lapa Lapa P26
have numerous South Coast parallels.

.1,

Fig.7

A necklace with large central shell pendant, as worn by Tablada 806 and by the Lapa
Lapa specimen, is unique on the Central Coast, but becomes common on late Nasca males
(Nasca 6-8).
Context
One of the Cerro Trinidad figurines and all the Tablada figurines were found in graves, 808,
803, 807 associated with infants, 804 and 802 with adults; 805 and 806 were found together in
burial no.258, with an adult and a child, which may mean that each figurine was specifically
associated with one of the dead. 2139 from Cerro Trinidad also came from a child buiial. All
the graves at Tablada also contained other objects (Ramos de Cox 1972: 17-18), burial 258
contained 18 objects, including a shell pendant, though I could not check whether it resembled
the one worn by the figurine (806) in that grave (see Appendix 3). An interpretation of the
figurines as toys, always possible when dealing with infant burials, is somewhat invalidated by
the association with adults.
The remaining figurines come from uncontrolled, mostly disturbed contexts. We therefore
don't know whether there has been a marked shift from figurines retrieved from a domestic
context—which seems to have been the norm during the Early Horizon (see chapter 5)—to
figurines used as grave goods. Note that no figurines were found in the numerous graves
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excavated at Villa El Salvador (Stotheit 1980) and El Panel (Paredes 1986), in spite of the
obvious similarities with other contemporary assemblages. This is most striking when
compared with Tablada, distant only 4 km. CIrdenas (1981:106) notes many similarities, such
as secondary burials with fragmented bones, but also important difibrences, like the shape and
orientation of graves. As there is little time difference between these sites, Stotheit (1980:286)
suggests that such differences could be explained by ethnic diversity.
Ramos do Cox (1971) has suggested that the attitudes of figurines may indicate
occupational distinctions. In specimens with arms extended forwards (Tablada 802, 803) she
sees agriculturalists in an attitude of "receiving", in a figurine whose lower extremities resemble
a fish-tail (Tablada 807) she sees a fisherman. Although I agree with Ramos that such
interpretative options must be explored, I feel that in this case the clues are too tenuous.
Geographic distribution
Central Coast sites from the Late Formative and early EIP with related figurines extend
from the Chancay valley (Cerro Trinidad) in the North, via the Rimac Valley (Garagay', Huaca
Pudllana2, Huallamarca, Huathipa, Puruchuco), LurIn (lablada, Pachacamac) to the Quebrada
of Chilca in the South. The absence of this type inthe Anc(m area andthe Chill& Valley may
be due to a gap in the archaeological record or it may reflect ethnic diversity.
Chronology
The chronological position of the assemblages have been outlined at the beginning of this
chapter. Stothert's (1980) comparative dating is convincing, but she does not cover the Rimac
Valley sites. The figurines fill this gap and allow to add certain precisioiis:
The material from Site 12B-VII-100 at Chilca, which contains figurine P26, is the basis for
Stothert's Lapa Lapa style phase 2, contemporary with Nasca 2 and 3 on the South Coast and
contemporary with Villa El Salvador 2, therefore d2ting to EIP 2/3.
Considering the very close resemblance between Chilca P26 and Tablada 806, the Tablada
deLurmn sequaicecouldbeextendedtofitthatdating;thisisinlinewithCárdaias(1981).
Whilst Cárdenas sees the beginnings of Tablada II in the Middle Formative, the figurines
appear to me on the whole later, because they don't show any of the earlier characteristics (see
chapter 5), such as incised eyes, hair rendered by parallel incisions etc. Dates from EH 9-10 to
EIP 3-4 are plausible.

'81 fragments of figurines allegedly belonging to this style were retrieved at Garagay (Ravines et al
1982: 186), but were not made available for this study.
2 A head fragment with pellet eye belonging to this group was recently found at Huaca Pucllana (or
Jullana), Lima.
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2217a, from Huallamarca, the large huaca located in San Isidro (see Appaidix 2), can only
be dated by analogy with the other figurines to EIP 1-3?.
Whilst one Huachipa figurine is said to date to the Early Formative (see chapter 5), the
majority straddles the FormativelElP divide. The Pinazo phase is contemporaneous with Villa
ElSalvadorl andBafiosdeBoza(LateFormativetoElP 1/2),whilstHuaycoiscoevalwith
Villa El Salvador 2 (EIP 3/4). The sequaice starts with 810', recovered from a Middle Cerro
context (EH 9-10), followed by Late Cerro figurines (P21, P22, 811, 2220) some of which are
solid. 1117 is transitional betwem the Cerro and Pinazo phases (Palacios, personal
communication). The Pinazo phase is characterised by the pellet eye and applied headgear,
ofton with punched decoration (814 to P24). These latter features are all presont at Villa El
Salvador (Stothert and Ravines 1977: LIm5.4; 6.1-6.3). 1121 could be Pinazo or later,
because the circle-and-dot eye is an EIP 3/4 feature at Chancay (see below). The Huayco phase
starts with 1122.815, assigned to Huayco Medlo, could well be later: the position of the anus
announces late Lima or evai early Middle Horizon figurines (see chapters 7 and 8).
Puruchuco, a site lying slightly inland on the left bank of the Rimac, is well known as an
Inca building, now a museum. Dr. Jimenez Boija allowed me to record some figurine- and faceneck fragmaits which had come to light after a small landslide at the back of the museum. The
resemblance with material from Huachipa (pellet eyes, punched headgear) confirms the cross
dating of the Rimac sites to Villa El Salvador. Note also the applied teeth (1114), very similar
to an ocarina from Huachipa (Palacios 1988: foto 11) and a modelled vessel from Villa El

Salvador (Stotheit and Ravines 1977: lám.7.3). 1109 could be earlier (EH 10 to EIP 3).
Pellet eyes, the punched headgear decor, circle-and-dot eyes etc., also show some Cerro
Trinidad/Site E figurines to be contemporaneous. At this site exact stratigraphic locations
could be determined by cross-referoncing the AMNH catalogue numbers with Willeys
publication:
• 2141, 2138a and 2140 come from the White-on-Red levels, though only 2141 has
actual White-on-Red decor. A very similar face-neck fragment (Wiley 1943a:9e)
also comes from the White-on-Red levels. A further three head fragments (P20,
2136a, 2136b2) were found in the top level (level 1) of pits II, N and VII. These
levels wlt2in totally mixed material, from White-on-Red through Interlocking (Lima)
to Black-on-White (Chancay), but the three fragments are undoubtedly of the Whiteon-Red period.

'In 810 Palacios sees a possible import from the South Coast, with some paracoid influences—
perhaps in the incised cheek-decor?—and contemporary with Ocucaje 9. Although such a decor is
quite common on late Formative South Coast face-necks and figurines it is different from 810.
2 2136b is probably the fragment from Pit N level I mentionned by Wiley (1943a: 161).
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• The atypical 2139 comes from a burial assigned to the Intermediate period. It is
associated with a bee? featuring circle-and-dot eyes (Willey 1943a:flg.9j) and with
pottery (ibid:Pl.6e,f) dated by Patterson (1966:99) as late as EIP epochs 3/4.
By analogy with the other groups the White-on-red phase at Cerro Trinidad must span the
Late Formative to EIP 1/2, being contemporary with the Pinazo phase at Huachipa and with
Villa El Salvador 1, whilst the following Intennediate phase dates to EIP 3/4, contemporary
with the Huachipa Huayco phase and Villa El Salvador 2.
There is no clear data about the context of the only specimen from Pachacamac included in
this group. Although it is listed amongst the material deposited by W.D. Strong at the AMNH
(41.1.8990) it is not mentioned in Strong and Corbett 1943, which is surprising, considering the
quality of this sherd. It bears the hand-written numbers 42182, one of which could refer to the
excavation blocks (see Strong and Corbett 1943: fig.5). Block 42 contained Late Horizon
material, block 182 Interlocking (e.g.Lima) material. But neither block lists modelled sherds.
With its deep parallel incised lines at the back of the head and deep incised eyes, this fragment
would fit into the early part of the sequence, i.e. the Late Formative.
In the light of this group's chronology, Ravines' inclusion of his "Huachipa" tradition at
Garagay into the original occupation of the site—ending at the beginning of the Early Horizon
(1978-80:135-138)— must surely be revised. Like the later Middle Horizon presence at the
site, the Huathipa occupation may represent a reutilisation of the site, perhaps as a cemetery?
CONCLUSION

The figurines of the Late Fonnative and early phases of the Early Intermediate Period seem
to indicate a change in the figurine tradition of the Central Coast. New elements are the inset
pellet eyes, probably a North Coast influence, applied elements and a decor of short laterally
applied notches, replacing the deep incisions common on Formative figurines. The general
appearance remains stylized, but is much coarser. The popularity of figurines continues
unabated, though they are conspicuously absent from some contemporary assemblages, such as
Baños de Boza and Villa El Salvador. Where their context is known, the figurines were mainly
used as grave goods.
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CHAPTER 7
FIGURINES BELONGING TO OR CONTEMPORARY WITH
THE LIMA STYLE

INTRODUCTION
The Lima style, also called Proto-Lima, Interlocking, Playa Grande, Maranga (see
Chronological Chart 2.2 and Patterson 1966:34-36) was first excavated by Uhie at Cerro
Trinidad, Chancay and subsequently also found in the Ancán area, in the Chillán, Rimac and
Lurin valleys. Following Uhle, Patterson named the style "Lima", but dropped the prefix
"prcto". Note that the names Playa Grande and Maranga are still used occasionally by
Peruvian archaeologists to designate the Lima style.
The Lima pottery style is characterized by white and black designs on a red background,
forming intricate interlocking geometric patterns. Nine stylistic phases, spanning periods 5 to 9
of the EIP (phase 9 overlapping with the beginning of the Middle Horizon), were defined by
Patterson (1966) on the basis of small scale excavations and surface collections at sites around
Ancén and in the Chillén valley.
The problem for this study is that none of these assemblages contain figurines or face-necks;
they are also extremely rare in other published excavations. What we see in the study sample
is—co the one hand— a well documented group of early EIP (1-4) figurines (see Chapter 6)
and—cu the other hand—some figurines from sites like Maranga or Nieveria, associated with
Nieveria (MH1) style pottery (see Chapter 8). The latter are so reminiscent of the earlier group
that—were it not for documented association—they would have been included in the early EIP
group. All we are left with—to bridge the gap of several centuries—is a few figurines which
come from a documented Lima context, a further handful resembling these and one figurine?
fragment with Lima style pottery characteristics (Group 1). In addition there are a some
Nascold figurines found in a cemetery associated with Lima style pottery (Group 2).
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FIGURINES BELONGING TO OR CONTEMPORARY WITH THE LIMA STYLE
GROUP 1: MISCELLANEOUS FIGURINES
Table 4

Catalogue: Vol., pp.299-300

Plate 4

Sample: 9 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

The sample is too small and heterogeneous to constitute a group. Shared characteristics are:
a painted rather than modelled decor, like painted eyes, sometimes hair and/or a band around
the neck; a large, often high rooted nose is also common. Where present the body is narrow,
cylindrical, with very short stump legs and no genitals. Within the group we see a closer
resemblancebctweei 1999, 633 and696on onehandandbetween2l37, P27and2135 onthe
ether.
DISCUSSION

2137 is a painted head fragment from Pit 2, level 1, at Site E, Cerro Trinidad, Chancay
(Wiley 1943a: 133, 161, fig.9i). This level witined mixed pottery r2nginp from White-on-Red
through Interlocking (Lima) to Chancay Black-on-white. The difference with the earlier Whiteon-Red figurines from Site E is the absence of the pellet eye. Instead we have a clearly
delineated painted eyeball and brow. The face is painted white, the hair black, the neck red'. By
comparison with other figurines (see chapter 5 and below), this specimen probably dates to EIP
5/6.

The following three figurines (1999, 633, 696) share a number of traits and are discussed
together:
1999, a complete figurine from Uhle's excavation at Cerro Trinidad (unpublished), has a
bibbed head with large lateral protuberances, obviously depicting cranial deformation 2, painted
eyes, a huge, high-rooted nose, but no mouth. The hair painted at the back ends in parallel
curls; the elongated body has no arms and is decorated with two nests of squares. Uhle assigns
this specimen (cat.no.6766) to his "first period" at site E (Cerro Trinidad), Chancay (Kroeber
1926d:267). This, in Uhle's view, is not the earlier White-on-Red period at the site (Uhie's
"second period"), but the later Interlocking (Lima) Period (Wiley 1943a:183, Patterson

'Other head fragments mentioned by Wiley (1943a:176) under Mfreite .1ing, but which also come
from mixed contexts babe been assigned to the early EU' on stylistic grounds (e.g.P20, 2136a, 2136b
in chapter 6).J
2 Ths is the first instance of a type of deformation which is quite common on Central Coast figurines
especially in the Late Intermediate. For a detailed discussion see Chancay 1.1, chapter 10.
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1966:109). It is however interesting to note that the catalogue numbers closest to this
flgurine—UhIe's finds recording being very methodical, closeness hi the numbers mostly also
means proximity in the retrieval—are of face-necks, also listed as Interlocking (Kroeber
1926a:Pl.89C; 90E, G), but which could belong to the White-on-Red style (Wiley 1943a:183).
Two of these (Pl.89C/no.6764 and P1.900/6765') have the eyes with inset pupils, typical fbr
the early EIP. Only Pl.90E16763 has painted eyes similar to Lima style figurines.
633, said to come from NieverIa 2, has the same bibbed head, painted eyes and very high
nose, though the body is less elongated; the applied arms, folded diagonally across the chest,
terminate in fin-or pincer-shaped hands with three fingers. The orange slip is typical for the
Nieverla pottery of MHI, but Shady suggests that the process of evolution leading from the
Lima to the Nieveria style may have started as early as EIP 7(1982:19).
696, bought from huaqueros in Chancay, differs slightly from the two preceding figurines in
having a straight crown, but which also widens at the sides; the eyes are modelled as well as
painted; the hair hangs in hanks at the front, but has parallel strands, resembling 1999, down
the back. Thin arms are folded upwards. The black and white decor on a red slip could be
Lima, though the white lines representing a necklace are unusual.
These three specimens highlight the dating problems of the Lima-related figurines. They
show strong resemblances, not only with the preceding local groups and with early EIP North
Coast styles, such as Vicus and Gallinazo, but also with late Nasca figurines and succeeding
local groups.
1999 shares the following traits with other groups:
• The high-rooted nose with some Huathipa and
Tablada de Lurin figurines (1117, 817, 815, 802,
thap 6);
• The absence of mouth with some late Nasca figurines
(fig. 8);
• The absence of chin and/or neck with Huachipa 1117,
812, 815, 1071 (seechapter6);
Fig. 8:

Fig.9:

• The absence of arms with late Huac.hipa figurine 817 (Huayco phase,
EIP 3/4), late Nasca figurines (fig.8); some Central Coast MH
specunens like 96 or 1055 (Late MH Gr.2, chapter 9);

. Curls hanging down the back with late Nasca figurines (fig.9);

'Not 6756 as listed in Kroeber (1926a :304).
2 According to Candela ( personal communication). A number of Nieveria specimens at the MNAA do
indeed bear the 35/...prefix (see Shady 1982:81-82); they were allegedly excavated by Uhie.
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• Nests of squares painted on the body: this can be a White-on-Red design (Willey
1943a:145, Pl.3p,q), it also appears, in exactly the same position, on a late Nasca
figurine (fig. 10);
• Air-holes placed at neck level are rare. They occur sporadically
during the late Middle Horizon (see chapters 9,10).
The related 633 shares:
• Diagonally descending amis with late Huachipa 815 (Huayco
phase, EIP 3/4) as well as with 94, 518 (Late MH Gr.1, chapter 9).
• The fin-shaped hands are unique, but the representation of only
Jig. 10
three fingers—also on P28 and possibly on 2135 in this group—is a
recurrent theme on Peruvian pottery figurines (early Chancay, Ica-Chincha and
others).
The related 696 shares:
• Hanks of hair on the shoulders with Nasca 6/7, the hair descending below waist level
at the back is more common in Nasca 7-9.
As we see the shared traits show some continuity with the earlier local forms, as well as
links with later styles. The resemblances also link them with late features of the Nasca style,
also obvious in a group of late Nascoid figurines found at Huachipa (see below, group 2). So
unless we can establish an earlier context for Uhie's Cerro Trinidad figurine (1999)—no
gravelots are listed for the site—I would assign these figurines to the late EIP (phases 7 or more
likely 8), with 633 possibly belonging to Lima 9 (MH1A). Where it not for its resemblance
with the other two specimens, 633 could have beam included in Nieveria-related figurines
because of the ware (see chapter 8).
P28, a fragment of a chest and right arm, could be part of a figurine or of a vessel. The
position of the arm is unusual, reminiscent of large classic Nasca (6-7) male figurines. The
decor of white and orange rings on a black slip is the only one in this group corresponding to
the classic Lima style. The ring design appears in Lima 4, orange is used from Lima 5 (EIP 7)
onwards.
P27 is a figurine fragment with a large, high-rooted nose, painted eyes and mouth, as well as
hair at the back and a necklace; the arms, folded upwards, have hands with three fingers. The
decor is black and red on terracotta. The specimen was found in the deepest level of one of two
burials of a rather unusual kind, associated with Nieveria type ceramics at Potrero Tenorio in
Zarate, Rimac Valley (Palacios and Guerrero 1992). However the authors believe that the
figurine represents the last phase of the earlier Huachipa tradition (see chapter 6), a phase
which also marks the beginning of the Nieveria style (Palacios and Guerrero 1962:83). In this
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light and considering features like the painted decor and the resemblance with 2137 and 2135,
the figurine could date to EIP 8'.
2135 is part of a figurine excavated by Strong and Corbett below the Temple of the Sun at
Pachacamac. Although it also has a bibbed head (not visible on the published picture) the lobes
do not bulge laterally like on Uhie's specimen from Chancay (1999). The large nose is not as
high-rooted; traits shared with contemporary figurines are the painted eyes and the arms folded
upwards. There are traces of a painted facial decor, a necklace? and clothing, but the surface is
eroded. The two fragments of this figurine were retrieved from blocks 136 and 137 in Cut 2
(1943:44ffPl.5 f,h;Table 3). These blocks showed a layer of detritus, located immediately
above a Lima 6 structure and containing sherds dated by Patterson (1966:131) to Lima 6 and
8/9. Considering the resemblance of this specimen with the late EIP figurine from Zarate (P27),
it probably also belongs to EIP 8.

2158 is a remarkably naturalistic nose, with modelled nostrils, alae and nose-to-mouth
groove, perhaps from a face-neck, rather than a figurine. Naturalistic noses occur in Huachipa
(lll9andonanunpublishedface-neck)andalsoonanadomofromamixedcontextat Cerro
Trinidad (Willey 1943a:Pl.9f), but are very rare. The specimen bears the same AMNH
catalogue number as 2135 and comes from Block 155 in Cut 2 at Pachacamac (Strong and
Corbett 1943:Pl.5e; Table 3), which belongs to the same late Lima stratum as above (Lima 6
and 8/9).
1716 comes from Vista Alegre, a large ceremonial center (also known as Catalina Huanca)
near Vitarte, Rimac Valley2. The figurine shares the following traits with earlier figurines (see
chapter 6): it is solid (as Huachipa P21, P22 and 220), has hair incised across the top of the
head (as Cerro Trinidad 2141, Tablada 807, Pachacamac 1753) and breasts with punctated
nipples (as Huaduipa 819, 809). The short body, with stump legs occurs earlier, as well as
later. However it has painted eyes, a typical Lima style feature, so it may well be a transitional
piece and date to ca EIP 5 or 6?

'Another figurine (2229), from the same ste but with an unknown context, is listed with Nieveria
figurines (chapter 8).
2 me spectacular Nieveria vessels from the site are deposited at the MSP. but. as far as I know, no
chronology for the site has been published.
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GROUP 2: NASCOID AND ASSOCIATED FIGURiNES FROM HUACHIPA, RIMAC
VALLEY
Table 4

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp.300-301

Plate 4

Sample: 8 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Standing figurines with obvious Nasca traits. The head, oflai tilted backwards, has a
straight or bibbed crown. The features, except for the large hooked nose, are painted; hair is
nearly always shown. The body varies in shape; the folded arms, can be painted or modelled;
three figurines have no arms. Legs are mostly bulky, straight, joined down the middle; two
figurines have short separate legs. Three figurines show genitals (two males, one female), a
further figurine can be identified as a female by her hair-style, the rest are sexless. Some
clothing is shown on five specimens. Six of the figurines show strong resemblances with Nasca
figurines, two fluther figurines (2223,2228) show stronger local traits.
The figurines are hand-made, hollow but heavy, with air-holes at waist or shoulder level.
The ware is terracotta, the decor is painted in one to four colours: pinky-white or cream,
greyish black, red or orange, dark red.
DISCUSSION

The figurines were found at Huachipa in "a Lima cemetery with some Nieverla pottery" (J.
Palacios, personal communication). I understand that, like other finds from the site, they came
to light in the course of brick-making (see chapter 6), and were not all found at the same time,
though 2224 is said to have been associated with 2225, and 2222 with 2223. No other data,
nor any of the associated pottery, be it Lima or Nieveria, was available.
Links with other groups
The Nasca influences apparent on six of the figurines (2221, 2224, 2225, 2222, 2226,
2227) can be seen in the shape of the head and the nose, the painted features, the different hair
styles and some aspects of the clothing (see chronology below). There are however some
features not encountered in the Nasca style:
• Although some Nasca figurines have modelled arms, these are usually extended
downwards, never applied, as on 2225.
• Several figurines here have joined legs and modelled feet. Nasca figurines, female or
male, generally have separate legs, either modelled in the round or clearly separated
by a deep incision. The only exception is a group of late Nasca stelae, without legs
and rounded at the base (figs. 8,10). The short stump legs of 2227 and 2228 are a
local trait.
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• With the exception of some vety small figurines and the stelae, Nasca females are
usually represented in a sitting posture.
The two ncn-Nascoid specimens in this group share some traits with the Nascold specimens
as well as with local figurines:
• 2223 was found associated with the Nascoid 2225: it has a short hair fringe like
2226, typical for late Nasca, and legs resembling the other Nascoid figures in this
group;
• 2228 has no Nascoid fbatures, except possibly its hooked nose. But it has the same
legs as 2227, which in turn has Nascold features.
• The applied arms folded upwards, the short stump legs, the high-rooted nose occur in
some Lima-associated or even early EIP figurines (see group 1 above and chapter 6)
as well as on some Nieveria-associated specimens (see chapter 7).
But the strongest resemblance of the group as a whole is with one of the Nascoid figurines
from Cerro de Oro, Cafiete (Kroeber 1937:Pl.LXX.3), which is bibbed like 2225 and 2227,
has applied antis (though folded at the waist) like 2225 and 2223, and wears an overall garment
with diagonally placed designs, reminiscent of—though not identical with—the one worn by
2227.
Context

There are no specific data about the retrieval of these specimens, except that they come from
a "cemetery" (J. Palacios, personal communication). Interestingly we know very little about the
fimctional context of Nasca figurines on the South Coast: unlike the Nascoid Huadilpa
specimens, very few Nasca figurines are known to come from graves, though we have no ether
documented provenances either.
Geographic distribution

The discovery of these specimens extends the northern limit of late Nasca influence—which
hitherto was only documented as far as the Cafiete valley—to the Rimac valley. It is difficult to
speculate to what phenomenon this influence can be attributed. It may be a first manifestation
of the inter-regional contacts which characterizes the early Middle Horizon. But the figurines
are certainly net imports; they are even too different from late Nasca prototypes (both in
appearance and in manufacturing techniques) to have been manufactured by Nasca migrants. It

is more likely that they are the work of local artisans imitating Nasca pieces.
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Chronology
A detailed study of Nasca figurines' shows that many traits, such as hair style, hands, eyes,
face- and body paint, presence or absence of arms or legs, clothing are very phase-specific and
can be used to date the Huachipa Nascold group.
2221 has a hair style showing hanks of hair hanging over the shoulders,
separated into several strands as well as hair hanging low down in the back, •.•'
alternating between thick and thin strands, both these features can already
appear in Nasca 5, but the waist-length hair at the back, in strands of
alternating thickness (see fig.1O), is a feature typical for Nasca 6/7, not
occurring in earlier or later phases.

Fig! I

Hands with square fingers (and fingernails) and placed at ri ght angles to the body also never
outlive phase 7. Note also that three fingers—as shown here—only occur in Nasca 4/5. On
balance, and also taking features like the very narrow eyes (a late trait) and the absence of facepaint (typical for Nasca 6/7) into account, I would date 2221 to Nasca 7, that is EIP 7.
However the fact that the figurine is standing rather than sitting as well as the line dividing the
shirt from the lower part of the body—a feature which we see on a late Nasca, stelae-related
figurine (fig. 1 1)—would argue for the end of phase 7.
The remaining figurines all date to Nasca 8, or even 9. Relevant late features for dating are:
Hair-styles:
• the short fringe over the forehead (2226, 2227) (see fig.8);
• the very long, thin strands or plaits, from below the neck to the waist (at the back) as
on 2224;
• theseparate strands startingbelowa lineofsolidhair, high onthebackofthehead
(2226).
Clothing:
• the long patterned tunic worn by Nasca males (2222, 2225): earlier males mostly
wear only a loin cloth (except for some small Nasca 5/6 males with short plain
shirts);
• apatternedareacnthefrontofthefigurine,ason2226and2227.Notethatasimilar
decor is also shown on a Lima figurine (see 1999 in group 1) and on later MH
figurines (see 692, P46, Huaura gr.4, chapter 11).
Other traits:
• The absence of arms, very common on Nasca stelae (see fig.8, 10, 11)

'A detailed analysis of the 154 Nasca figurines recorded during my research was prepared for a Nasca
volume, but only a paper concerning Nasca symbolism represented on the figurines has been published
(Morgan 1988).
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• A ime painted along the nose (2225) which first appears on Nasca stelae and becomes
quite common during the Middle Horizon.
Menzel (1964:34-35) dates Kroeber's material from Cerro de Oro, Cailete to MH1B.
However, all the evidence shows a radical change in the figurine tradition on the South Coast at
the beginning of the Middle Horizon. So I feel that the figurine, resembling the Huachipa
Nascoids, may represent a local Nasca 8/9 survival.
There can be no doubt that this group as a whole dates to the very end of the EIP or the
beginning of the Middle Horizon (EIP 8-9/MH1A). This tallies with the fact that the figurines
were found in a cemetery containing both Lima and Nieverla pottery.
CONCLUSION

The Lima culture, in spite of large ceremonial and/or administrative centers, attesting
economic growth and population expansion (Lumbreras 1974a:119ft Shady 1982:13-14; etc.),
never achieved the homogeneity and strength of its contemporaries to the North and South, the
Moche and Nasca cultures. In spite of obvious contacts with these, the Lima culture marks an
all-time low in pottery figurine production on the Central Coast.
The small heterogeneous sample studied in Group I is notable for its lack of innovation.
With the exception ofa unique fragment (P28) actually belonging to the Lima pottery style, all
the specimens are related to earlier Huaähipa and Tablada types, or to later specimens
associated with Nieverla pottery. In spite of a distance in time of several centuries both the
earlier and the later figurine types are very similar, unsophisticated, with grotesque heads and
oversize noses, roughly modelled bodies, stump legs, lack of sexual determination. In addition
some Group! figurines share some traits with late Nasca figures.
The causes for this downturn are difficult to explain. One cause may be that the Lima
pottery style itself is less well represented in the archaeological record than the Moche and
Nasca styles. This may partly be due to the fact that the Rimac valley has been more densely
populated since the Conquest, with resulting depredations of archaeological sites. But the
adjacent valleys also lack important pottery assemblages in the Lima style. Mother cause may
be that the innovative imagery of the Lima style was the expression ofa religious orientation in
which figurines played no part? Maybe it was simply a question of fashion? We simply know
too little to decide.
The figurines in Group 2 are clearly influenced by the late Nasca style, except for two
specimens, found in association with them and resembling Nieverla-related figurines. The
figurines are certainly not imports; they are even too different from late Nasca prototypes (both
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in appearance and in manufacturing techniques) to have been manufactured by Nasca
immigrants. It is more likely that they are the work of local artisans imitating Nasca pieces.
It is difficult to speculate cii the dynamics of the Nasca influence in the region. The Nasca
connection with Lima pottery shapes and designs already starts in earlier phases (Lima 5/6) and
is the object of some speculation (Kroeber 1926b: 287ff 1954:122-123; Patterson 1966:93-94,
101-102). This group is certainly a proof of the inter-regional contacts which came into action
during the later phses of the Early Intennediate Period and heralded the expansion of Wan.
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CHAPTER 8
FIGURiNES OF THE EARLY MIDDLE HORIZON

INTRODUCTION

The phanomanon of the Middle Horizon in the prthistory of Peru, the conflicting theories
regarding its nature and the mechanism of its spread, are sufficiantly well known not to be
reexamined here'.
The presant study is based on Mmzel's (1964, 1968b) stylistic and chronological
which subdivides the Middle Horizon into phases 1 to 4, the first two phases being
further subdivided into sub-phases A and B. But the use of Mouzel's framework presants some
difilculties:
A large proportion of Mouzel's material comes from the Ayacucho basin and the
South Coast. Evan in these areas Mouzel works on a limited number of actual
gravelots or precisely dateable assemblages. For material from other areas, Monzel
relies on stylistic comparisons with the Highl2nd and South Coast styles. The further
away we move from the epicentre at Huari of what Maizel considers to be an
imperial expansion, the more difficult it is to synchronise the available material with
Menzel's phases.
• A further problem arises from the fact that—as Anders (1986) points out—Mouzel
and other scholars tand to use ceremonial and elite pottery for their analysis, leaving
out ordinary secular pottery, which probably better reflects contemporary regional
diversity. Many figurines belong to secular styles and their variety may well result
from regional diversity, rather than from difl'erances in time.
• Meezel's 1964 analysis focuses mainly on phases 1 and 2 of the Middle Horizon, the
later two phases (3 and 4) are only briefly examined for the South Coast.
Unfortunately the bulk of Cantral Coast figurines dates to these later phases. Nor do
the figurines fit happily into the four-phase framework, with many groups straddling
the divide betwean phases.
We have sean that during the later EIP figurine production on the Cantral Coast was very
limited. During the first two MN phases figurines are still fairly scarce, in spite of the outside
influances clearly acting on the local substratum. These result in the following groups:
Group 1: Figurines belonging to or associated with the Nieverla style.
Group 2: Amulets and similar small figurines (related to Ayacucho Basin groups).

'For a recent survey and up-to-date bibliography see Czwarno et al., 1988.
comparative nomenclature and chronology for the Middle Horizon is set out in Chart 2.2.

2
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Group 3: Figurines possibly originating in the South/Central Sierra.
Group 4: Figurines related to the Wari-Pachacamac style.
It is interesting to note that early MH Central Coast figurines tend to come from the
southern sector, that is the Rimac and Lurin valleys, rather than from Ancon, Chancay or areas
further north.

GROUP 1: FIGURINES BELONGING TO OR ASSOCIATED WITH THE
NIEvERIA STYLE
THE NIEVERIA STYLE
The large cemetery at Nieverla, near the ruins of Cajamarquilla in the Rimac Valley, was
first excavated by Uhie around 1906. The ceramic style that came to light, named Proto-Lima
by Uhle, is characterised by a great variety of vessel shapes, a fine orange ware with little
temper, and designs in combinations of black or grey, white, bright and dark red on a highly
polished, mostly orange, slip. Its origin lies in the preceding local Lima style, with some outside
influences, mainly from the South Central High1nds and the South Coast. The style occurs
predominantly in the Rimac valley, but reaches Ancón in the north and Lurm in the south.
Studies of the Nieveria style include dThrcourt (1922), Gaytcui's (1927) analysis of Uhie's
material at Berkeley, Menzel (1964) and finally Shady's most detailed study (1982). Whilst
Meazel (1964:31) dates the Nieverla style to MH1B only, calling its later manifestations
Derived Nieverl Shady (1982:19fi) dates it from E!P 7/8 till MH2B, with its main flowering
inMHI and2A.
Only one figurine in this sample clearly belongs to the Nieveria style (337); the
remaining specimens (except 512) were found associated with Nieveria pottery.
THE NIEVERIA-RELATED FIGURINES
Table 5

Catalogue: Vol.1!, pp.302-303

Plate 5

Sample: 7 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
The group is made up of a unique figure (337) clearly belonging to the Nieveria style—
so that it would be illogical to classif, it as atypical—and a somewhat disparate sample,
sharing many common traits. The Nievena-style figurine depicts a sitting personage with arms
folded at the waist and small folded legs, the body lacking other features. The face is triangular,
with painted eyebrows and eyes, a small nose and a drooping mouth. The personage wears a
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large coifib, perhaps a feather headdress. The vessel is double-faced, hand-made, hollow, but
lacks air-holes. The ware is typical Nieverla, with a greyish-black and reddish-brown decor on
a highly polished orange slip.
The remaining figurines are smallish, crude, with featureless bodies. The arms are fblded
upwards or absent, the legs are shoit stumps. Only one specimen has genitals (female). The
head is more varied in size and shape, with a crown that can be rounded, straight or biobed
features are sketchy, with a large, high-rooted nose and incised eyes; the mouth is missing on
four speciinais.
The described figurines are hand-made, hollow, with air-holes at the sides, more or less at
waist level. The surface is rough, unslipped, mostly terracotta in colour.
DISCUSSION

Special features
337, is the only Nieverla style figurine, both as ware and
iconographically. k depicts a specific human or divine personage,
which also appears cii many Nieverla vessels (cups, double-spouted

vessels), with its triangular face, modelled and/or painted eyebrows,
eyes, nose and mouth, folded arms and vestigial (folded) legs
(d'Harcourt 1922: Pl.VI,5; Shady 1982:Fig.lOf). Sometimes only the
face is depicted (d!Harcourt 1922:Pl.V1,4; Shady 1982:fig.l Id). The
same personage also features on face-necks, not as the main figure, but

Fig. 12

as a secondary one, located in the genital area (see fig. 12; Milla Batres
1975:F/213; Kroeber 1954: frontispiece and fig.28).
Lyon (1978:108-109) suggests that the face located in the genital area of two of the facenecks could be a representation of the vagina dentata, a popular theme depicting the female
vagina with teeth or as a mouth. This attribute confers supernatural status to the personage
depicted. Another interpretation sees the face as that of a shaman, covered by an animal skin
(Haitze 1960). These interpretations tally with two of the face-necks, one of which represents a
fanged being (Milla Batres 1975:ff213) holding trophy heads in his hands, the other a nonmythical feline (fig.12), but less with the third non-mythical hwnan (Kroeber 1954:
frontispiece).
In the case of the figurine, an added dimension is its double-faced (or Janus) aspect,
which also occurs on at least one of the double-spouted vessels (Shady 1982:flg.lOg). The
double-face figurine is not uncommon during the late Middle Horizon of the Central Coast, (see
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1986/Supe, SAC 289/Supe-Huaura hybrids, both in chapter 10; l4OIHuaura 2.1, 2201/
Unaffihiated Gr.1, chapter 11), showing females on both faces. Arriaga (1968/1621:277)
mentions a male-female Janus stone figure venerated near Hilavi.
The principle of dualism is a fundamental organizational concept in pre-Colwnbian Peru.
It can express itself as a male-female dualism, but also in the "alter-ego" or brother concept
(Rostworowski 1983). Since both aspects of the Nieverla figurine lack sexual characteristics,
we might be dealing with this second concept. Twins also play an important role in Peruvian
cosmology and mythology but they are more likely to be shown as a couple than back to back
(see chapter 11).
Links with other groups
The crudely made figurines are obviously rooted in the local tradition, as we see it
expressed in both early and later EIP figurines (see chapters 6 and 7). Indeed a figurine such as
633, listed under the Lima style, may well represent a different type of Nieveria figurine; 2223
and 2228, found in association with the late EIP Nascold figurines, are also very similar.
Although the figurines are always associated with Nieverla pottery, they are not in the least
influenced by that style. Nor have any foreign influences as yet penetrated this particular
artifact type.
Context
Ax least

five specimens (2015, P29, P30, 2229, 1596) are known to have been grave goods

(see below and Appendix 3).
Geographic distribution
The Nieverla style figurine is said to come from Chancay (unverifiable provenance):
according to Shady (1982:18) no Nieveria pottery is found further north than Ancén. The
remaining figurines come from sites in the Rimac valley. The unverifiable Trujillo provenance
for 512 is unlikely, though a Nieverla vessel was recently found in the Jequetepeque valley.
Chronology
337, the only Nieverla style figure, is easily dated by its resemblance with a nearly identical
double-spouted vessel, which according to Shady (1982:32, fig.lOf) belongs to MH1B-MH2A.
As already mentioned the remaining figurines strongly resemble local figurines of the
EIP. They have no Nieverla style features allowing to date them. However they are all
associated with Nieverla pottery:
See L.J.Castillo and C.B.Donnan (1994): La ocupaciôn Mache de San José de Morn, Jequetepeque.
In: S. Uceda and E. Mujica (Eds): Moche. Propuestasy Perspectivas, pp.93-146, Lima.
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2015: The figurine from Uhie's Grave 19 at Nieverla is associated with a jar (Gayton 1927:
Pl.96d), with a small lug at the base of the neck. The slip is reddish brown. The decor consists
of black pendant triangles with white spots, outlined hi white. Menzel (1964:32-33, 54) does
notattempttodatethisvessel,butvesselsfromNieverIawithalugatthebaseoftheneckare
dated MH1B-2A (Menzel 1964: note 162, referring to Gayton 1927: Pl.92C; Shady 1982:37,
fig. 13a,c).
2229: This specimen, from an unspecified stratum at Potrero Tenorio, Zarate, dates to the
early MI-I because of its resemblance with 2015 and because the site yielded almost exclusively
Nieveria pottery (see Palacios and Guerrero 1992 and chapter 7).
P29,P30: FromburialsCVflandCLXlatHuacaffl,Maranga,foundinacemeterydating

to the third and penultimate construction (or rather remodeffling) phase of Huaca Ill (Jijài y
Caamafio 1949:473). The pottery from this stratum, also includes Interlocking, e.g. Lima 2-9
(ibid.: 47, 174ff)'. Unfortunately the figurines are not listed in the respective burial inventories
(ibid. pp.30-32, 36), but this may be an omission. If so, P29 (fig.217) is associated with an
orange-ware flask, with the design of an animal with profile head and ray appendages, referred
to as Cajamarquilla by Jij&. The flask is obviously related to the Nieveria style, but there is
no exact parallel for this combination of a flattened lenticular body, with a long, tapering spout
and a strap handle amongst typical Nieveria specimens. Analogies for the shape or the design
range from Chakipampa and Nasca 9 to Marco, so the piece should date to MH1B or MH 2.
An early Middle Horizon date for these figurines is acceptable: I was recently shown a similar
figurine from Maranga, which was also found with Nieverla pottery.
1596 excavated by Kroeber at Huaca 15 (or ifi) at Aramburu/Maranga2 is peculiar: facial

traits are sketchy and there is an unidentifiable appendage on the chest. This may be the reason
why Kroeber did not publish it (1956). Kroeber's catalogue entry (n.d.) specifies that it is part
of a ceramic lot "...from various depths, mostly 3 and more meters (viz., Proto-Lima layer)".
Under Proto-Lima Kroeber, following Uhie, understands what we now call the Nieveria style.
Besides Nieveria type orange ware fragments, this assemblage also contains thick terracotta
coloured sherds with designs in red, black, white, or white outlined in black on a red
background, belonging to Kroebe?s "heavy ware" (1956:61ff), which could actually belong to
the late Lima style. The catalogue number of the figurine (169.373) is close to a burial

'In order to assign Jijôn's ceramic categories to Linia phases I checked his comparisons with material
from Kroeber (1926b), Wiley (1943a), Strong and Corbett (1943) against Patterson'S (1966) phase
attributions.
2 For details of the site see Appendix 2.
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containing Lima 7 (EIP 7) pottery (Kroeber 1955:fig.23, dated by Patterson 1966:127). So the
figure might be late Lima (7-8?) or Nieverla-related.
512, said to come from Trujillo, is included on stylistic grounds, and must date to MH1-2.

GROUP 2: AMULETS AND SIMILAR FIGURINES (RELATED TO AYACUCHO
BASIN GROUPS)
Table 6

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp.303-304

Plate 5

Sample: II Figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Small figurines made of a distinctive ware with no apparent temper. Most specimens have
holes through their heads for suspension, probably as amulets. Eyes and mouth are rendered by
straight, deep incisions, the nose is prominent. The body is short, tapering to the feet; arms are
placed on the abdomen. Two figurines are longer, but very narrow, and play quenas. Five
figurines have an applied headdress.
The associated 2131 is quite similar to other figurines of this group, but it comes from the
Calleján de Huaylas.
DISCUSSION

Special features I Links with other groups
Distinctive features which occur on all or some of the
specimens (shape, incised features, modelling of the shoulders,
feet tapering upwards at the back,, painted tear lines or eyelashes, applied hats, playing of musicall instruments), have their
equivalent in early MH figurines of the Ayaucho basin (late
Huarpa, Chakipampa, Cruz Pata, Ocros) and probably spread
from there (see figsl3, 14).
The main difference with similar Highland figurines lies in
1ig.13

the use of a ware or wares, characterised by an apparent

absence of temper. This could be the Caja ware of the Huancavelica area' or
the Fine Orange Ware, variants of which were encountered at WilkawaIn,

Fig. 14

'The Caja ceramic group (Menzel 1968b:64; Lumbreras 1974a, 1974l; Benavides 1984; Anders
1986:333) is characterised by its very fine, strongly compacted paste, containing no visible temper.
The colour is a pinky orange; the burnished surface is generally unslipped though in the Ayapata
deposit, Menzel speaks of a smooth, glossy finish (1968b:64). The decor can consist of brown or black
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Callejon de Huaylas (Bennett 1944) and at Cerro Amaru, Marcahuamachuco (Topic and Topic
1984; Thatcher 1972-1974). The latter can contain some temper and is harder, probably fired
at higher temperatures than the majority of the figurines in this group. A related Central Coast
group (Early MH Group 3) is also made of this soft, apparently temper-less ware.
Many features have an unusually wide distribution. Note, for instance that the distinctive
hats, in the shape ofan upturned stemmed cup, worn by 1412 in this group, also occur on 1266
(see fig. 14), on a Nieverla modelled vessel (Lapiner 1976:flg.532)
and on a contemporary South Coast vessel (Sawyer 1975: flg.537).
A farther interesting link is the retrieval from Nieveria grave 13
J M•i

(Gaytco 1927: 315) of a small double quena (flg.15). A number of
quenas, some representing humans (fig. 16) or animals, share stylistic
features such as the incised eyes both with this group and with the

Ii

Fig. 16

Fig.15 related Ayacucho groups. They also appear to be made of Caja ware. Their
distribution area is very wide, from Lambayeque on the North Coast, through Huacho on the
Central Coast to the Ayacucho Basin.
Context
There are no data regarding the context of these figurines. P31 and P32 probably come from
graves at Nieveria. The associated 2131 comes from the fill of a dwelling which appears to
have had some admixture of burial material (Bennett 1944:48-50). The small figurines with
suspension holes could have been worn as amulets. The occurrence of pairs probably found
together (1412/1411, P31/P32, 1909a1,b) is noteworthy, because male/female couples become
popular in the Huaura and Huaura-derived Chancay styles (chapters 11,13).
Geographic distribution
P31 and P32 were excavated at Nieveria; 1655, 1656, 1657 have a fairly reliable
provenance from the Huaura Valley. In addition the associated figurine 2131 was recovered by
Bennett at Ichik-Wilcawain in the Callejc,n de Huaylas (Bonnet 1944:17,48-50). The stylistic
influences come from the Ayacudio basin, the characteristic ware may originate around
Huancavelica, but also occurs in another Central Coast group (Early MH Group 3). We have

lines (Benavides 1984:58) or of red, black and white designs (Ravines 1968: note 3). This group is
common in the Caja district and areas around Huancavelica to the northiiesL Ayacucho/Huanta to the
southeast and the Urubamba-Cachi areas (Ravines 1968: Anders 1986:333). Although Lumbreras
associates it with phase A of Huarpa, dating practically to the end of the Formative (Lumbreras
1974a:92-93), Benavides (1984:57-58) found it in levels also containing his early Wan
(corresponding roughly with Menzel's Cbakipampa and Conchopata) and even his classic Wan
(Menzel's Viflaque). Anders (1986:333) also found it associated with MH2 ceramics A nwnber of
iconographically differing figurines with a wide distribution appear to be made of Caja type ware.
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therefore a group which might originate in the South/Central Highlands, but has a wider
distribution, with 50% of the specimens recovered on the Central Coast.
Chronology
P31 and P32, from Nieverla, can be considered contemporary with the Nieverla style
(MH1/2).
The related Ayacucho figurines, which belong to the Huarpa-related Chalcipampa and
Ocros styles also date to MHI. The Caja ware as a whole dates mainly to MH1 and 2.

The associated figurine from Wilkawain (2131) comes from a large but very mixed
assemblage, of which only two examples are illustrated by Bennett (1944:49, figs.6f lOf).
Only the latter fragment of a face, with an incised chequer-board design, can be related to
Robles Moqo/Pacheco and dated to MHIB (Meazel 1964:27 and note 126).

GROUP 3: FIGURINES POSSIBLY ORIGINATING IN THE SOUTH/CENTRAL
SIERRA

Table 7

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp.304-306

Plate 6

Sample: 20 Figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

A homogenous group of medium sized, standing figurines. Although a division into subgroups is not possible there is a difference between stocky specimens with a round head, and
narrower ones with elongated heads. They share straight-sided bodies, some with emphasized
shoulders, arms folded over the waist, joined legs with modelled knees and small feet, sloping
upwards at the back. The genitals are rarely indicated (five females, one male). Some of the
better made specimens have a very characteristic face, with a realistically modelled, pointed
nose and curved lips; many specimens have tearmarks, sometimes spilling down over the
shoulders. Most specimens wear a head-dress, which can be applied, with four or two corners;
the rest have painted caps, one figurine has painted hair. Eleven specimens wear a painted belt,
often adorned with wavy lines and dots, and have painted circles with a cross-and-dot motif on
the breasts, the arms and/or the legs.
Of the associated figurines P33 is very similar to the main group, but was found in the
Northern Sierra. SAC 469 shares traits with the main group, but the overall shape and some of
the decor (collar, horizontal painted lines) are different. 2176 is hand-made and solid, but of the
same fine orange ware, with fugitive black, white and red paint, and shares the circles painted
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at breast level. Some features (head shape, incised eyes) link it with early MH figurines from
the Ayacucho basin, whilst others, like the mouth made by two lateral punctation, has no
known parallels. This figurine may well represent a missing link between South-Central
Highland types and this group.
DISCUSSION
Special features
This group marks the first appearance of mold-made figurines on the Central Coast.
Although mold-made figurines are standard in Moche, the technique only reaches the South
Coast during MH1, with Robles Moqo face-necks (Menzel 1964:28). On the Central Coast,
after this first appearance, mold-made figurines only become the norm with the Supe-type
figurines during the late MH (see chapter 10).
After the incised or painted eyes of earlier Central Coast groups modelled eyes, elliptical in
shape, showing lids and raised eyeballs—often painted white, with black pupils—are a notable
innovation, which becomes common in later periods.
A noteworthy feature, though not shared by all the figurines, is the well modelled face with
its characteristic pointed nose and curly lips, best exemplified by 292 and 828. k appears to
originate in Tiahuanaco (Eisleb and Strelow 1980:260; Posnansky 1957: vol.ffl, pl.LXVI BH), and is somewhat different from the beautiflul naturalistic faces of both Conchopata (Cook
1984-1985:figs.1-4) and Robles Moqo (Milla Batres 1975:F/221). It becomes more common in
Viiiaque (Bennett 1953: P1.7 f, I, j, m; P1.8 a-e) and Atarco (Lavalle 1984:156 left). 511 has a
decidedly bulbous nose which is totally atypical.
Tearmarks spilling down to the shoulders, as featured on five figurines (511, 1670, SAC
351, SAC 309, 779)

in this group, do not occur on any other figurines or face-necks. 1669 and

SAC 467 have simple parallel tearlines on the cheeks only, a much more common
representation during the Middle Horizon.
Four-cornered hats are well documented for the whole of
Peru during the Middle Horizon. One such hat was excavated at
Nieveria (Gayton 1927:fig.8). Many textile specimens, in a
variety of weaving techniques, are found in museum collections;
..........
they are also frequently represented on modelled jars (Anton
1972:fig.205; Benson and Conklin 1981:93; Dockstader 1967:
fig.141, bottom; Lapiner 1976: fig.576; Sawyer 1975: fig.176;

Fig. 17: North Coast
UflflC

Schmidt 1929:267, bottom left; etc.). One such jar (Topic and Topic 1984:fig.9a) was found
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with P33. The hat rarely occurs on figurines in other Central Coast groups (see 426 in WanPachacamac, 796 in Supe) and is also rare in other areas (see fig. 17).
In her introductory study to an exhibition of four-cornered hats, Frame (1990) explains that
they may origmally derive from animal ears, hence the "unusual pile surface", representing
pelage or plumage. The geometric grid of the four cornered hat, apparent in both its structure
and in the organisation of the decor, probably expresses an "encoding of systematic
infonnation". Four-cornered hats are woni by high-status males. They date mainly to MH2, but
were probably still during the latter part of the MH.
Four figurines (549, 800, 511, SAC 352)—possibly more—wear four-cornered hats. There
are a number of features worth noticing:
• The hats here are not strictly symmetrical, being slightly flattened at the back (no
example for this is illustrated in the literature). Moreover the two back corner picos
are shorterthan those in front (as in Lapiner 1976:fig.573, bottom left).
• The picos are higher and placed closer together than on any of the illustrated
examples.
• On 511 the front picos are painted with a pear-shaped design in white, outlined in
black, divided by a black wavy line, with black filler dots. A similar, barely visible
design appears on 549. These motifs are quite unlike the strictly geometric designs
seen on published hats.
• Sllhasarcpeortassel,attachedtothecrownandhangingdowncnesidetothe
shoulder, another unusual trait.
• Unlike the face-necks listed above, the four-peaked hats here appear to be perched
very high on somewhat elongated heads. On 549 a textile head-band, decorated with
painted circles, is worn below the hat.
Frame does not mention the existence of two-peaked hats—as opposed to four-cornered
hats, which are square but only have two peaks—(see Frame 1990:Pl.4; Lapiner 1976:fig.573
bottom right). Two figurines (292, P33) wear such hats. Considering that the hats were made
separately and then applied on the figurine it is unlikely that the two-peaked version is a
simplified representation of the four-cornered hat. The two-peaked hat on 292 is also decorated
with white circles. P33 has plait-like appendages framing the face, reminiscent of a Pacheco
type head-vase (Lavalle 1984:131).
Regarding the sex (male) and high status connotation of the hats, pointed out by Frame and
Menzel (1977: 31): both SAC 352 and 292 (with a two-peak hats) are females, with an incised
vulva, the latter with the same breasts as some of the figurines with four-cornered hats. As for
the status, it is not as clear as on some of the Robles Moqo/Pacimeco face-necks wearing four'Tiahuanaco hats ale knotted whilst Wan hats are pile- or plush hats i.e. "With supplementary pile
yarns caught into the knotted foundation".
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cornered hats, who also feature elaborate face-paint and rich garments. However this group
also stands out amongst contemporary figurines for its body paint and decorated loin-cloth
which may signiir higher status.
Other hats include a fiat cap with an applied brim over the forehead (1669, SAC 307) and
elongated calottes, reminiscent of Tiahuanaco style hats (Frame I 990:Plate 2, Fig.4). Some of
them are decorated with stripes or circles.
Both the four-cornered hats perched high on the head and the elongated calottes may
indicate the elongated cranial deformation. This deformation called deformación por llautu or
POT compresión

circular (Weiss 1962:26, Reichlen 1982) is typical for the Highlands and

documented at Huari itself (Brageyrac and Gonzales Carré 1982:8). The nine specimens with
this defonnation also have a longer, narrower body.
Links with other groups
This group is related to Early MH Group 2 (see above) and to some South Central Highland
groups. Apart from overall shape, proportions, posture:
With Early MH Group 2 it shares the fine, temper-less ware and the applied hats.
With early Ayacucho Basin figurines (related to the late Huarpa, Chakipampa or Ocros
styles) it shares notably: the emphasized shoulders (such shoulders reappear as a Central Coast
characteristic in the Late Horizon) and knees, the small feat sloping upwards at the back and
the straight parallel tear-lines (see above fig. 13). This figure also shares the painted collar with
SAC 469, incised slit-like eyes with 2179, parallel lines painted across the legs with both.
There are similarities with several specimens excavated by F.
Meddens in the Chicha-Soras region of the South Central
Highlands Compare the high calottes of 1083 and 421 with fig 18
(Meddens LU5/903/Sf37b); the lower body of the male fragment
(829) with fig.19 (Medd.ens LU5/710/SE122) and the face and

Fig.18

Fig. 19

posture of 292 and others with Meddens 1985:Fig.85.
Similarities with other groups include:
• A black line along the nose of 1669, occurring on many late Nasca and MH figurines
such as Huaura 1 (see chapter 11).
• Rectangular ears (292) are also a late Nasca or early MR feature.
• Parallel lines, painted across the anns and especially the legs, as on
the associated SAC 469 and 2176 first make their appearance on
highland specimens (see fig.13) . They become common in later
Fig. 20
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Central Coast groups such as Huaura and early Chancay. The circles painted on the
legs of this group may be a variant of the same decor.
• Variants of the wavy-line-and-dot motif on the belt of some figurines also occurs on
North Coast MH figurines (see fig.20: SWMLA 1416-0-3).
Context
P33 is part of a substantial gravelot at Cerro Amaru (Topic and Topic 1984) in what was
obviously an elite burial in a "mausoleum" (Unit A, Cist 1), containing one (possibly two)
adults and one juvenile.
No other associations are known.
Geographic Distribution

The exact provenance of this group is problematic. The only documented figurine (P33) was
excavated at Cerro Amaru near Marcahuamachuco in the North Highlands, but Topic and
Topic (1984:52) believe that it may be a direct import from Huari. Another figurine (1669)

may have been acquired on the North Coast.
At least four figurines were probably found on the Central Coast and another four also have
a Central Coast provenance (824 bears the inscription "Andoy", said to be an hacienda near
Lima). 828, 829 bear no inscription, but they were stored at the MPCS with material from the
Horkheimer excavations in the Chancay Valley, so they may well come from the same
excavation. I have also seen a similar figurine, said to come from the Lurin valley. This group
is not found in the Ancán/Chillon area.
Another pointer for a diffusion from or near the Central Coast is the resemblance with MH
Group 2, where the few known provenances are also from the Central Coast. There the link
with a figurine found in the Callejcn de Huaylas, also attests a wider distribution of the group.
Finally an indication—by default, but usually very symptomatic—is that no similar
figurines are found in regional Peruvian museums outside the Central Coast.
On the other hand there is no evidence—apart from the figurines—that the fine, near
temper-less ware, characteristic for MH groups 2 and 3 figurines, was produced on the Central
Coast: it may come from the Caja area (see above MH group 2). The stylistic similarities with
South Central Highland figurines point in the same general direction. The Cerro Amaru
assemblage contains a number of vessels which resemble pieces from the Central or South
Highlands (Topic and Topic 1984:52). Contemporary figurines found in another Cerro Amaru
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location (Thatcher 1977) are totally different m style: they may have been manufactured
locally, whilst P33 was imported.
So it is possible that the group originates in an area between the Central Coast and the
Ayacucho Basin and was exported at a time of great cultural mobility during MH1 and 2.
Chronology
Considering the variants within the group—e.g. between specimens with four-cornered hats
and those with elongated caps, which can be due to spatial or temporal differences—the time
span covered by this group may be fairly long.
The Chicha-Soras material (F.Meddens, personal communication) shows some of the same
variants and here the differences are temporal: a figurine with a three-peak bonnet (Meddens
1985: fig.85) dating to MH2, the head fragment with elongated cap (fig. 14) to MH 3/4.

The gravelot from Unit A, Cerro Amaru associated with P33 contains a number of ceramic
vessels which appear to be local imitations of Wari styles. But the suggested MH1B date for
the whole assemblage, presents some problems by Menzel's chronology. A Chakipampa B bowl
(MHIB) is associated with a Vifiaque-type tumbler and a double chamber whistling jar (Topic
and Topic 1984:figs 9a, lOb,c), dating to MH2 according to Menzel. The C14 dates for Unit A
range from 1620±105BP-1360±65BP (AD 330- 590), altogether early for the Middle Horizon,
but Topic and Topic believe the structure top the cist graves (1984:56, 74-74). A MH2
date appears reasonable.
To sum up: the similarities with both early MH Group 2 and early MH Ayacudio figurines
point to MH1B. Considering the variants within the group, the group probably dates to MIIIB2, with some figurines possibly dating to MH3.

GROUP 4: FIGURINES BELONGING OR RELATED TO THE WARI-PACHACAMAC
STYLE
THE WARI-PACHACAMAC POTIERY STYLE

The Wari-Pachacamac style was defined by Menzel (1964) on the basis of Uhle's
excavations at Pachacamac (Ulile 1903) and of specimens illustrated in Schmidt (1929). The
styleisalsofoundintheRimacvalleyandatAncán,anditsmfluenceisevidentasfarsouthas
the ba valley (known as "Ica-Pachacamac"); to the north there are isolated finds in the Supe,
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Casma and Chicama valleys (Menzel 1964:55; 1968b:85). However we shall see that the
figurines come mainly from Pachacamac itself.
Besides some local antecedents, particularly the Nieveria style, Menzel identifies Wari
stylistic elements in the Wari-Pachacamac style. Basically rooted in the Ccnchopata and
Robles Moqo traditions, these elements show strong though independent links with both the
Vifiaque style of the Ayacucho basin and the Atarco style of the South Coast. Like these styles,
Wari-Pachacamac spans Middle Horizon 2, with two distinct sub-phases (Menzel 1964:55ff).
No figurines are mentioned by Menzel and indeed—considering the wealth of looted or
excavated material from Pachacamac—they are relatively rare. But modelled human forms are
extremely common and appear on:
• face-necks (Schmidt 1927:267-2, 280-1,2, 283-1, Tafffl-1), including face-necks
with modelled, seated bodies (Schmidt 1929:Tatffl-2; d'Harcouit 1948:flg. 128);
• single-spout bottles, with a modelled face below the spout (Schmidt 1929:280-3,2813,4,);
• collared jars, head cups or double-spouted bottles with bodies modelled like human
heads (Schmidt 1929:275-1, 276-3, 277-1,2, 278-1,4);
• double vessels with spouted bottle and modelled figure (Schmidt 1929:265-2, 2711,2; Wassermann-San Bias 1938:279, fig.481) and spout-and-bridge-to-modelledfigure (Schmidt 1929:266-4).
In this sample only four figurines folly represent the mixture of traditional and imported
traits which make up the Wari-Pachacamac style, with a farther six sharing enough
characteristics to make up a Wari-Pachacamac group. Most of these have a certain or probable
Pathacamac provenance.
THE WARI-PACHACAMAC FIGURINES

Table 8

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp.306-307

Plate 7

Sample: 10 figurines.
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Small standing figurines with arms folded at the waist and short legs. The main
characteristics are the undefonned rounded head, white eyeballs, with or without black pupils,
and the mostly cylindrical, elongated body. Genitals are only indicated on two specimens
(female).
Only 431, 1533, 1518 and the associated 1428 really show clear Wan-style traits, but
the remaining specimens share the main characteristics and mostly come from Padiacamac.
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DISCUSSION

Special features
The painted arms, outlined in black, and showing the shoulder joints and marked break at
the elbows are a distinctive Wari-Pachacamac trait (Schmidt 1929:267-1 and 271-2)'.
431 and 1533 are fixed to a litter (see below, Context).
Links with other groups
This group combines stylistic traits of local origm, with others imported from the South
Coast Marco style. There is also a clear resemblance with the relatively rare Viliaque figurines.
Local traits:
• The elongated tubular shape with very short stump legs (cf Lima figs. 1999, 696,
chapter 7)
• The position of the air-holes behind the upper arms or at the waist (cf Late
Formative/early EIP and Lima figurines, chapters 6,7).
Atarco derived traits:
• Undeformed head, white eye-balls with or without central black pupils; note however
that the features on Wari-Pachacamac figurines (unlike the facenecks!) do not have the same life-like quality as some choice Marco
specimens (see Lavalle 1984:133). These traits are also typical for
Viñaque human representations (Bennett 1953: P1.7M; Benavides
1984: LImXXII,e).
1
• The diagonal cross on the chin, the elongated ear and prominent
breasts (431) also appear on a figurine without known provenance,
but probably from the South Coast (fig. 21) The elongated, near
rectangular ear is also well documented on Nasca 9 figures.
• Wavy double tear-lines (431), also occur on an Marco-related
figurine (AMNH 41.2.7563)

Fig.21

• Short double tear-marks, painted arms and a long tunic (associated 1428) occur on an
early Huari style figurine pethaps coming from the Ica valley (Lapiner 1976:fig.530).
• Painted arms and hands, broad at the wrist, with longer middle-finger and
occasionally a pointed thumb-nail, are typical features inherited by the Marco style
from Nasca. On the Wari-Pachacamac specimens (431, 1428) the white nails lack
black dots or edges, typical for Marco.
• Hair hanging down in the back (431, 780, 1518) may be borrowed from Marco,
though it also occurs on Lima figurines, where I suggested that it may be derived
from late Nasca.

'The specimen shown in Schmidt (l929:267-1)could be a figurine, though Schmidt calls it
Tongefais. i.e. a vessel. Note the legs with pronounced knees and incised toes like those of the
associated 426.
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Other traits:

451 and 436 show decorative motifs, executed in broad grooves, characteristic for the
Teatino style (see chapter 9), but the shape of the body is typical of WanPachacamac and they are said to come from Pachacamac. Interestingly I have also
noted that the paste contains mica, like several Teatino figurines,. Uhie's material
from Gravefield I at Pachacamac contains at least one Teatino vessel (UPMP 26941).
The question is: were these specimens brought here or were they produced locally?
The latter would better explain the shape of the figurines, but not their paste.
Context
As these figurines are mostly said to come from Pachacamac, with its extensive burial
grounds, it is likely that they all came from burials. We have precise data only for 1533, the
wrapped figurine on a litter, which was buried in a large mummy bale (Fleming, Miller, Brahin
1983). The remains, in a flexed position, were those of a child, aged about twelve, probably
female, who had died of a brain disease. Other objects in the bundle were ceramic vessels,
baskets, weaving implements, as well as a wooden figurine also on a litter.
Geographic distnbution
There are two certain and six fairly certain provenances, all from Pachacamac.
1533 comes from a well documented gravelot from the "Oldest part of Gravefield I" at
Pachacamac (see Appendix 2). 1518 bears Uhle's entry "probably from Gravefleld I".
The associated 1428, with its distinctive dress was excavated in Pachacamac by huaqueros
employed by Bandelier'. It is very likely that 431, 451, 436 collected by Baessler also came
from that site.
Chronological position
The following elements allow us to date the group mainly to MH2, possibly MH3:
• The resemblance with Atarco and Vifiaque figurines, dating mainly to MH2.
• The retrieval of 1533 from the "oldest part of Gravefield The finds in that area
date to MH2B and MH3. The flexed position of the corpse and the mummy bale with
a false head (Fleming, Miller, Brahin 1983:150) tally with these dates (by analogy
with Ancén, Menzel 1977:44).
• Tentativelylsuggestthatthemotifonthebekofl428isavariantoftheAtarco
(Chakipampa derived) Fleur-de-Lys typical for MH2 (Meezel 1964:53 and fig.4a).
• The white platelets with two black dots making up the necklace of 780 are another
common design of the earlier part of the MH, especially common in Vifiaque (see
Lavalle 1984: 128).
'In his Field notes, Bandelier mentions amongst the pottezy excavated at Pachacamac "human
figures, excellent in matters of dress N(45 1892:202). These may well include this figurine and
huacos B 504. B 506 at AMNH.
2 According to Fleming, Miller. Brahin (1983:150, caption) the mununy bundle is listed as "in front of
the Temple of Pachacamac". However the catalogue entiy for the figurine is definitely as stated and
Stearns (1967: Table 1/4) gives the same provenance for the mummy.
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The Teatmo-style decor (436) shows that the group survived into MH3.
• The atypical 426 bears some resemblance with 542, a figurine with two sets of arms
(a feature normally dating to LIP 2/3) tentatively associated with Huaura 2.2.1
(chapter 11). So 426 may well date to the late MH.
But on the whole I believe this group to date to MH2. Although the influence of the Marco
style makes itself felt on the iconography of Wari-Pachacamac figurines, it is much less strong
than on the remaining pottery. This could mean that the figurines were part of a traditional
flinerary context, which remained outside the new mythology rq)resented by the religious icons
of the Wan world.
CONCLUSION

When we consider the four groups of early Middle Horizon figurines, we must distinguish
between those groups which are definitely of Central Coast origin (Groups I and 4) and those
which—though probably found cii the Central Coast—may have been imported from the
Highl2nds (Groups 2 and 3).
The autochtcnous groups (1 and 4) show that the impact of the Waii style was rather weak
on figurine iconography. Amongst the figurines associated with the Nieveria pottery style only
the "Janus" figure (337), unique in every way, represents in innovation. It shows a mythical
personage which also appears on a variety of vessels. The remaining figurines are clearly
derived from an earlier local tradition and show no similarity with any Nieverla-style human
representations on ftce-necks or effigy jars'. The same can be said of Wari-Pachacamac related
figurines, where only three specimens (431, 1533, 1428) show some Marco or Vifiaque
influence, the remaining figurines representing a variant of the earlier local tradition.
The lack of Wan influence on figurines contrasts with the expansion of Wan-inspired
pottery overall, particularly obvious in the Wan-Pachacamac style, though not negligible in the
Nieveria style either. The reason may be that the set of beliefs and rituals in which figurines
played a part, remained outside the new religious impulses coming from Wari. Another reason
could be that—as we have seen—figurines continued to play a negligible role in the area during
the early Middle Horizon, just as they had during the later part of the Early Intermediate
Period.
But things were about to change because of the influx of outside groups—reaching the
Central Coast perhaps through the Lurin valley trade route—which acted as catalysts for the
tremendous increase in figurine production which starts during the later part of the Middle
Horizon.
'See Figures 51-53. Chapter 13 (Chancay Group 2. Discussion).
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CHAPTER 9
THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE MIDDLE HORIZON - GROUPS 1 TO 3
(TRANSITIONAL)

INTRODUCTION

As we have seen, Menzel's chronology for the Middle Horizon concentrates cxi phases 1 and 2.
For the next two periods, it is only by establishing stylistic elements as reference points at the
beginning and end of the time span—similarities with MH2 on the one hand and with Late
Intermediate Period features on the other—that it is possible to visualize any chronological depth.
Even so there is no perceivable demarcation line between MH4 and LIP 1-2. However, it seemed
pointless for the purposes of this study, to alter the accepted chronology.
What is clear is that the late Middle Horizon (MH3/4) brings a gradual change in the cultural
cohesion of the Central Coast, with the disappearance of figurines anchored in the earlier local
traditions and new outside influences making themselves felt. Eventually this will lead to separate
developments in the northern and southern sectors of the area.
Before the break between the two areas becomes definite, we see the emergence of some
heterogeneous groupings. These incorporate local traits surviving from the Early Intermediate
Period, early Middle Horizon traits as expressed in Wari-Pachacamac and derived figurines (Late
Middle Horizon Group 1) or less clear admixtures from Teatino, Supe, or early Huaura and related
figurines, probably more prevalent in the Ancán area (Late Middle Horizon Group 2). Although
many of these figurines probably date to MH3, they are still meted in earlier traditions, which is
why they can be considered as transitional.
The Teatino style also belong to this—stylistically transitional—period and still shows the
earlier, wider distribution pattern. Because of this and because Teatino figurines share many traits
with the other transitional groups they are included in this chapter (Late Middle Horizon Group 3).
In addition to figurines still anchored in earlier traditions, the late Middle Horizon sees a literal
explosion of new figurines. However these new groups now embark on independent developments
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and contacts between the area noith of the Chillón valley and the southern sector (Rimac and LurIn
valleys)—at least as far as the figurines are concerned—practically cease and do not resume until
the last phases of the Late Intermediate Period.
In the northern sector (from Supe to Chum) the late Middle Horizon sees the development of
two main new figurine groups, Supe (Late Middle Horizon Group 4) and Huaura. But since the
latter also spans the early phases of the Late Intermediate it will be studied separately (see Chapter
11). In addition we see some smaller groups. Some of these are hybrids with strong Supe elements
(Late Middle Horizon Group 5); others are independent and innovative, like a group of cat- or birdlike anthropomorphic figurines (Late Middle Horizon Group 6). The earliest Chancay figurines also
make their appearance at this stage, but are also studied separately (see Chapter 13).
In the southern sector of the study area, the Rimac and Lurin valleys, the late Middle Horizon is
strangely under-represented. There is in fact only one clearly defined figurine group, common in
Pachacamac, but also found in Rimac sites (Maranga, Huallamarca, Vista Alegre). Probably
slightly earlier and contemporary with Huaura, this group fits better into the next stage, spanning
the late MH and early LIP (see Chapter 12).
Interestingly, if we compare the ceramic styles—other than figurines—during the same period,
there is not such a marked separate development between the northern and southern sector of the
Central Coast. Both at Pachacamac and in the Ancán and Chancay areas (less so at Supe) we have

ample evidence of both Uhie's Epigonal style (black and white designs on a red grounding) and its
later derivatives (refbrred to as Epigcnal-related or -derived), as well as his 3-colour geometric style
(black and red designs on a white grounding), though Pachacamac seems to lack the 4-colour
Epigonal (b1acIc white and dark red or purple on red); the press-molded red ware is also less
common there. The overall impression is one of great diversit?, not of a single style, "...taitatively
called the Chillài style...", as suggested by MacNeish, Patterson, Browman (1975:62). The relative
chronology of these styles is discussed at length in the introduction to Chancay figurines, chapter
13.
An Ancón sub-style?
While studying the large sample of late MHIearly LIP Central Coast figurines one frequently
observes features which appear to be specific to the Ancén area. The main characteristics of this

'For a brief comparison of pottery styles found at Pachacamac, Ancôn and Chancay see Willey (1943b).
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Anccn sub-style reside hi the wares: these are fairly coarse red wares, with an unpolished surface.
The decor is either press-molded or painted. The latter consists either of a thin, whitish slip (the red
colour always showing through the white), or of simple white designs or of a black-white-red decor,
also applied with thin, watery pigments.
Pottery styles related to these wares are not well described in the literature. Menzel (1977:47)
briefly 1fi to a press-molded pottery of "north-coast tradition" m MH4 burials at Anccii, some
with "the new chalky white slip of Chancay". Willey (1943b:203) lists a late White-on-Red style
and a pressed or relief-decorated red ware as typical—together with 4-colour epigonal—for Middle
Ancãi II (MH4). The figurines show that whilst the press-molded Ancán sub-style disappears after
MH4, the White-on-red survives into the early phases of the LIP.
As far as the figurines are concerned, it has not been possible to isolate a specific Anccm group
or groups, except fbr a small unaffihiated group, but which also shows Huaura and early Chancay
influences (see chapter 11, Unaffiliated Group 1). More commonly we see Ancãi-style features in
established groups (see Supenos.1048-1591, Huaura 2, Chancay 1.1.4, 1.2.4, 1.3.4). These Anc&
admixtures can add to the difficulties of distinguishing between known groups, for instance between
Huaura and early Chancay (see chapter 13).

GROUP 1: WARI-PACHACAMAC-RELATED FIGURINES WITH STRONG EARLIER
LOCAL TRAITS
Table 9

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.308-309

Plate 8

Sample: 17 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Heterogeneous group of elongated figurines with a fairly flat profile. The head shows frontooccipital deformation, the eyes are generally round, protruding, the nose can be large and highrooted, the mouth is often raised and/or incised. The applied arms, which can be very short, are
placed downwards or folded at the waist. The legs are short stumps or small protuberances. There
are five females and one male, ten figurines have no indication of sex; five specimens have rather
large breasts (one female, one male, three sexless). The back is featureless; no clothes or
accessories are worn.
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The figurines are medium-sized (median size: 16.5 cm), hand-made and generally hollow. Four
specimens with a punctated and incised facial decor form a sub-unit within the group.
Both atypical figurines are solid, one with a distinctive concave profile, a large umbilicus and a
two-row necklace, the other with laterally extended arms. One of the associated figurines is very
roughly made, the other, a head fragment, has unusual incised features and hair.
DISCUSSION

Special features
The incised and punctated decor (518, 94, 1031, 227) consists of parallel incised lines, each
either with a row of dots above or enclosing several dots. This decor is placed diagonally or
vertically across the cheeks, also under the eyebrows on 227. 1031 also has dots around the eyes
and on the mouth roplacing the more common incision.
Note also the atypical head (1478) with incised features and hair and a bilobation, a cranial
deformation unique for Pachacamac.
Links with other groups
This group presents some tricky chronological problems, because it shares traits both with Early
Intermediate Period and with early Middle Horizon figurines. In fact many of the traits appear to
have survived from one period into the other.
Early Intermediate Period features:
• The elongated body resembles some Lima specimens, although in this group the profile
tends to be flatter.
• Arms extended downwards towards the waist occur on an early EIP specimen (815,
chapter 6) and on a late EIP specimen (633, chapter 7
• The high-rooted nose (with or without nostrils) also occurs in the same EIP groups.
• The punctated decor is similar to an early EIP figurine from Tablada (807, see chapter 6).
• The position of the air-holes behind the upper arms is marginally more common in the
early EIP group (chapter 6), though the high proportion of head fragments in that group
prevents a proper count. Altogether the air-hole position appears to be fairly undetermined
atthis stage.
Traits shared with Middle Horizon figurines:
• The most striking resemblance is with the Wari-Pachacamac-related figurines of early
MH group 4 (see chapter 8): same elongated shape of the body with a flatter profile. An
additional shared trait are the unusually large breasts, especially when placed to the sides
like on 440 (cf 431 in chapter 8, group 4). At least four of the figurines also come from
Pachacamac. The main differences between this group and Wari-Pachacamac are: the
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Pachacamac. The main differences between this group and Wari-Pachacamac are: the
presence of cranial deformation (except for 440), the lack of painted eyes or of the hair or
head-dress featured in the back (all late Nasca/Atarco-derived features).
• Just like Wari-Pachacamac-related specimens, this group is also related with the Teatino
group (below, group 3), though the classic Teatino figurines with their tapering bodies,
somewhat longer legs and shallow-groove decor are very specific. Bcnavia (1962:46)
regards 2008 as belonging to the Teatino style.
• Bulging circular eyes (440, 227, 518, 534) appear on some Nieveria
face-necks (cf. Kroeber 1954: Frontispiece) and on a face-neck from
Pachacamac (Fig. 22), which might have been associated with 1515
(see below Chronology), but could also be later. Such eyes recur
sporadically (see 1846, Huaura 4, chap. 11 and others).
• The virtual absence of legs on some of the figurines resembles the
Nieveria figurines found at Maranga (P29, P30, chapter 8, group 1).
Short legs with a fiat base do not seem to occur before the MH.

Fig. 22

Context
Six specimens come from burial contexts, two of them from documented graves: 2009 was
found in Ancon grave P25, the burial containing at least one woman, associated with a gold spindle
whorl, as well as a number of other weaving implements and vessels). ft is not certain that 2008
comes from grave P6' and I have no data about the burial: it contained a number of vessels as well
as necklaces, but these are not sex-specific (see Appendix 3). Although 1515 also comes from a
burial, Uhle himself is not clear about its associations (see below).
Note that a third of the figurines have damaged faces: there is the possibility of ritual mutilation.
Geographic distribution

Six of the twelve provenances are from Pathacamac, all of them certain or fairly reliable. The
scarcity of figurines from the sector north of Anccxi could be explained by the contemporary
emergence of Teatino and Supe style figurines in those areas.

I SeeTable9,notc3
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Chronology

The figurines in this group have a misleading archaic appearance, but are dated to MH2B/MH3
on the following grounds:
Several figurines (1507, 1508, 1515, 1478) were excavated by Uhie in sectors of Pachacamac
yielding mainly MH2 and MH3 material (see Appendix 1). Unfortunately these specimens cannot
be dated precisely, because their exact contexts are unknown:
• 1507 is said to come from Gravefield I, but was bought from huaqueros;
• 1508 comes either from the "oldest part of Gravefield I" or from "beneath the Temple"
(see Appendix 2). The inventory lists it as OPGI, but Stearns (1967: Table 1/4) gives
nos.1044 to 1065 as "Beneath the Temple", i.e. not in the oldest part. The dates here go
from MH2B to MH4.
• The catalogue entry for 1515 reads: "Beneath the Temple of Pachacamac, from one of
the mummies, lists of objects of which are given with 26836, 26787, 29710", but the
figurine is not listed with any of these.
• 1478 comes from "the loosened soil" i.e. probably the "new soil" and dating to MH3-4.
Luckily some figurines from Ancén can be dated:
• Grave P25, cmtaining 2009, is dated to MH2B by Menzel (1977:44).
• Grave P6, under which 2008 is listed, is dated by Menzel to MH2B. PS and PlO, two
other graves from which this specimen might come', are dated respectively to MH3 (see
Menzel 1977:fig.99, from PS) and MH2B (Menzel 1964:54).
• 227 comes from the Reiss and Stubel excavations at Ancài. The Middle Horizon material
from this excavation mainly dates from phases MH2B to MH4 (see Haas 1986: nos.343)2
Vessels from Pachacamac with characteristics similar to some of the figurines are also difficult
to date:
One vessel (Fig.23) said to come from "beneath the Temple" and therefore dating to
MH3 or MH4 features a punctated facial decor. it is quite similar to
another vessel from Pachacamac, which Uhle (1903: P1.8, fig.9) dates
....
to the "later Pre-Inca period". However at this point Uhie was not
aware of the length of time which elapses botween his "Epigcnal" and
:...
"Inca" styles: amongst his "later Pre-Inca" pieces he shows a number
ofMH2BtoMH4 specimens(Pl.8,figs.1-4,6).Theshapeofthe
vessel under discussion somewhat resembles early Ichma specimens,
dated by Bazin (1991:LIm.1, fig.458; LIm.2, 521) to MH4, but
Fig. 23
similar shapes may also have existed earlier.

See Table 9, note 3k
2 Unfortunatelyl myselfmisleadR.Haastodatehisno.1O1 (my227)totheearlyElP.
3 Thisvesselispartofoneoftheburialsftomwhich 1515 issaidtocome.
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• Another vessel (Fig.24) comes from Gravefield I and could therefore
date from MH3 into the LIP, though a MH3 date is more likely. It
shows some punctated decor, in this case bordered by straight lines,
somewhat similar to 227 and 94. Note also the circular eyes. Its
shape is similar to flg.23.
To summarize: Only one figurine in this group (2009) is definitely dated to

Fig. 24
MH2B and a further one (2008) to either MH2B or MH3. The remaining specimens are dated
through their resemblance with these figurines, with Wari-Pachacamac related figurines (chapter 8)
and Teatino figurines (below, group 3) and through their provenance from predominantly MH3-4
contexts at Pachacamac.
It is interesting to note that although obviously derived from the Wari-Padiacamac-related
figurines of early MH group 4 (see chapter 8), this group shows none of the Atarco-derived
characteristics, such as the absence of cranial deformation, or the painted hands and/or eyes and
hair(attheback).Notealsothatatthisstagethereisnomarkeddifferencebetweenthefigurines
from Pachacamac and those from Ancán.
Within the group 440, with its undeformed head, laterally placed breasts and air-hole in the
vulva (an Atarco trait), is closest in time to the Wari-Pachacamac group, though several of the
remaining specimens could also date to MH2B, the majority dating to MH3.
It is very difficult to date the atypical 95 and 79. The overall shape relates them to this group,
but they are both solid, which is somewhat unusual. The incised genital triangle, large umbilicus
and double row necklace of 95 and the extended arms of 79 are traits encountered later (cf. Huaura
2.2, early Chancay 1.3). So they could date from MH4 to LIP 1-3?
A wooden figurine with ceramic mask from Pachacamac
This specimen (fig. 25) from Uhle's Gravefield I, is included in the study because of the ceramic
"component" : the roughly carved wooden figure is 20.3 cm high, 7.7 cm wide and ca 2.0 cm thick.
It has a sketchily carved head with artificial hair, to which is attached a ceramic mask. The body
has arms folded at the abdomen and straight, fully separated legs without feet. The female genitals
are rendered by a raised area cut by a shallow groove. The ceramic mask measures 6.0 cm and
shows elaborate modelling: furrows on the brow, empty eyesockets, a nose with nostrils and alae,
prominent cheeks, a large mouth, originally with two lower teeth. There are traces of red pigment
on the greyish pottery. The figure is dressed in a coarsely woven garment.
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Fig. 25: Wooden figurine with ceramic mask, hair and clothin& from Pachacamac

The figure recalls the large wooden, ceramic or textile masks representing false heads on MH2
and later mummy bundles. However, in this case, the mask is attached directly to the "corpse". This
could be a symbolic "short cut" or have a different meaning altogether.
A number of such figures were found at Pachacamac It is interesting to note how different the
facial features of the mask is from contemporary pottery figurines. But there are notable
similarities with late Nasca/Chakipampa-derived ceramic figurines from the South Coast (cf
Lavalle 1986:115): similar shape of body, attached hair, clothing.

GROUP 2: MISCELLANEOUS HYBRID FIGURINES
Table 10

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.309-310

Plate 8

Sample: 9 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Stylized standing figurines with large heads, wider than the body. The features are incised,
except for the nose which can be very large and high-rooted. The body can be tapering or straight,
with arms folded at the waist and very short legs. Genitals or breast are not shown. Two specimens
wear circular ear-plugs.
Within the group there appears to be a sub-division between more realistic figurines with a
narrower tapering body (2007 to 538) and very stylized specimens with extremely wide heads,
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short, straight or bulging bodies (1219 to 1055), with SAC 279 and 1355 sharing characteristics
of both.
The figurines are medium-sized (median height: 15.3 cm), hand-modelled and gonerally hollow,
the surface finish is usually smoothed, but seldom slipped, the colours vary from cream or buff to

terracotta or light brown; the decor is incised, rarely painted.
DISCUSSION

Links with other groups
Although the figurines in this group share many characteristics, one grouping (2007, 874 and
538)

is more clearly related, by shape and posture, to the Ancon figurines within the Wan-

Pachacamac-derived figurines (see 2008, 2009, group 1)— traits like the smaller, pointed nose and
the bilobation appear to be characteristic for the Ancon area—and

to

Teatino (group 3).There may

also be some influonce (large head, raidering of arms) from the Supe group (chapter 10).
The basic infivaices for the more stylized figurines (SAC 279 to 1355), some of which come
from Pachacamac, appear to be rooted in the EIP and earlier MH figurines: the overall shape of the
body and legs, the high rooted nose, the large head with projecting temples, the absaice of mouth
(96, 1355), or arms all occur earlier (early EIP, Lime, Nieveria), but also survive sporadically into
the later MH. Note the air-hole betwees the legs (1355), an Atarco/Wari-Pachacamac (MH2)
feature, which also occurs on 440 (above, group 1).
Isolated features linking this group to later groups:
• The nearly elliptic head, wider than the body (SAC 279, 1219, 96, 1055) also occurs on
P51 and 228 (Supe-Huaura Hybrids, chapter 10) and 87, 504 (Unaffiliated Gr. 1, chapter
11).
. The outlining of the chin (538) becomes quite common in Supe and Huaura 2.
. The eyes of 1055 are incised in the typical broad, shallow incisions of the Teatino style.
• The elongated eye-brows (2007, 874, SAC 279) have a parallel in early
Chancay (1.2, 1.3.4, chapter 13).

- -II

• Triangular incised eyes (96, 1506) occur on two late MH face-necks
from Pachacamac' (fig. 26 and FMC 7339 not illustrated).
• The "rectangular" nose is very common for Huaura and other late MH
figurines. Together with earplugs placed at an angle, as on 1506, 1055,
these features appear on 611 (Huaura 2.1).
. 1219 has several later traits: angular cross section of the arms (see

Fig26

'Part of Ulile's material rcceived from the University of l'ennsylvania Museum.
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Supe 136, 1230, 1175); anns inscribed inside the body outline (see 551, SAC 368, etc.,
Huaura 2.1); wide, straight crotch (see 1206, P47/P48, 2272 (Huaura 4).
• The r resentaticn of three fingers (1506, 1355), probably symbolising a bird feature,
occurs sporadically throughout the late MH as well as early Chancay (see Chancay
sg.1.1, Discussion).
• 1355

has a horizontal groove across the chest, like 704 from Cajamarquilla (see chapter

14).
Context

2007 and 874 both come from burials (see Appendix 3). The former is part of a large gravelot,
containing a number of ceramics, as well as shells, spindle-whorls and a necklace: the sex of the

buried is not know; 874 was associated with the remains of an infant and one vessel.
1506 was fbund "between the mummy 377" (LJhIe's catalogue entry), probably meaning inside a
mummy bundle, but no other data are available.
Geographic distribution
Provenances
Certain
Fairly reliable

Ancài
2

Pachacamac
1

1

Unveriflable
1506 is said to come from the "oldest part of Gravefield I" at Pachacamac, "from a mummy
buried deep". The other Pachacamac reference is fairly reliable.

Chronology
2007, from Uhie's Ancài grave PS, is dated by Strong (1925: 179-180) to Middle Ancén I, and
more specifically to MH3 by Menzel, on the basis of the gravelot (Menzel 1977:fig.99; Strong
1925:P1.46 I). The resemblance of 2007 with Supe and features like the outlining of the chin and

the elongated eyebrows may indicate that we are dealing with the latter part of that period.
The provenance of 1506, said to come from the "oldest part of Gravefield I, from a mummy
buried deep" could point to MH2B.
To resume: although some of the figurines in this group may date to MH2B, links with Teatino,
Supe and Huaura pointto MH3, evento its later part.
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GROUP 3: THE TEATINO FIGURINES
The Teatino Pottery Style
The name Teatino, given to the pottery style by J.C. Tello, comes from the site El Teatino (near
Pampa Doña Maria), at the foot of the Lomas do Lachay, about 15 km north of the Chancay
Valley.
Teatino pottery is found mainly in the Anccm and Chancay area and as
far North as the Huaura Valley and South to the Chillén and Rimac
Valleys. Although not mentioned in the literature, I have recorded at least
one typical Teatino bottle from Uhie's Gravefield I at Pachacamac (Fig. 27:
UPMP 26941/1606); another Teatino vessel from the same location may
have been part of a "foreign" burial (see Supe/Pachacamac hybrid, group 5,

Fig.27

chapter 10).
At Ancén, Teatino pottery is listed under the monochrome pottery in Strong's Middle Ancon I
(1925:148-152); Wiley calls it "Middle Ancon I Incised" (1943a:190-191). The most detailed
study of shapes and designs, but without a chronological seriation, is that of Bonavia (1962).
Kroeber (1944:45) gives the best description of the ware: "fine-grarned, smooth-textured,
apparently unslipped, moist-incised with a fairly blunt point. The most typical pattern seems to be a
zigzag line with dots in the angles. ..The colour varies from reddish through brown to almost black."
Meazel sees a continuum of the Teatino pottery tradition starting in MHIB and lasting into the
early part of the LIP (1977:44-45; 1964:35, 54 and note 325). In the Chancay valley Teatino
pottery spans phases 2B to 4 of the Middle Horizon (Comejo 1991: 105). Putting all the
evidice—including a number of Ancén and Chancay gravelots— together, the main phase of the
style is MH3.
Eight figurines are included in the Teatino group: six associate a specific shape with the typical
pottery and the distinctive broad blunt incision technique; the two atypical specimens have some
features done in this typical technique. In addition I have recorded three figurines from Ancãn I
graves, resembling the above and/or associated with Teatino style pottery (see figs. 28-30)).
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THE FIGURINES OF THE TEATINO STYLE
Catalogue: Vol.!!, p. 311

Table 11

Plate 9

Sample: 8 figurines.
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Fairly homogenous group of standing figurines, with a rounded or bibbed head, showing frontooccipital deformation, and an elongated, tapering body, with thin modelled arms and short conical,
folly separated legs. The stylized facial traits are drawn with the typical bhmt, broad incisions of
the Teatino pottery style; the mouth is often rendered by two lateral indentaticns. No genitals,
breasts or clothing are represented.
The atypical 1033 has joined legs, outlined arms and incised hair; 552 is very flat, solid, with an
oversize nose and incised arms.
The figurines are medium-sized (median height: 14.9 cm), hand-made and generally hollow,
with air-holes placed behind the upper arms, but rather low down. The surface colour varies from
red to brown or black.
DISCUSSION

Links with other groups
This group is obviously rooted in the local tradition, reaching back into the EIP and early MH
(see Lima, and early MH groups 1,3,4), sharing the general shape, short legs (the extremities rising
in the back or flattened), folded arms (some upwards), but with some variations in the head shape
(the bilobation in the local tradition, the rounded crown possibly showing a Wari-Pachacamac
influence). To this tradition is now added the characteristic Teatino decorative tecimique.
The typical Teatino incised decor also occurs on isolated specimens in other groups:
• 451 and 436 (group 4, chapter 8,) have Teatino eyes, but with pupils painted white; 436

wears a belt and a vertical band at the back, decorated in Teatino broken lines-and-dots
decor. These are examples of early Teatino influence at Pachacamac.
1055 (see group 2, this chapter) has Teatino eyes.
In addition there is a hybrid group with a Teatino component (Supe/Teatino hybrids, chapter
10).
As far as the atypical figurines are concerned:
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• 1033 has very interesting parallels with the Middle Formative 669 (see Ancon 1.4,
chapter 5): the outlined folded arms, the joined legs forming a broad base and the
horizontal groove at waist level. However 669 shows a very elaborate, undoubtedly early
decor and its head is unfortunately missing. Since 1033 has the "composite" eye of many
Middle Horizon figurines (cf 599 in this group, SAC 279, 1219 in group 2 above and
others) and a typical Teatino mouth, it clearly belongs to that style; the outlining of the
arms also occurs on a Teatino face-neck (Dockstader 1967:fig.125)'.
• 552 with its solid body, perforated at chest level, its elliptic head and its onormous nose is

related to Late MH Group 6 (chapter 10) and Huaura 4 (chapter 11).
Context

830 comes from a grave excavated by Horkheimer at Lauri, Chancay Valley (sector V, grave
11), but I have no data about this burial, excopt for some associated pottery (see Chronology). It is
likely that the other figurines were also found in graves.
Geographic distribution

All the specimons have very or fairly reliable provenances from the Chancay Valley and one
from the Huaura Valley. The grave excavated at Lauri V. comes more specifically from the
cemetery Socavon, to the north-east of Lauri, on the slopes of Cerro Las Minas (Comejo
1991:103). In addition figurines showing some Teatino influence have been found in Ancon (see
figs 28-30) and at Pachacamac (see above).
Chronology

This sample contains no typical Teatino figurines associated with earlier or later ceramic styles.
830, from Horldieime?s grave Lauri V-Il is associated with two typical Teatino jars (see Appendix
3 and P1. Gi ), corresponding to Bonavia's types A and L (1962:82). A similar Teatino jar from
Uhle's Ancán grave P24 (Kaulicke 1983:Abb.54B2) dates to MH3. Because of its homogeneity the
group can be dated to MH3.
The typical Teatino technique occurs on some Atarco-related figurines from Pachacamac (451,
436, group 4, chapter 8), which probably also date to MH3 . Amongst the Supe/Teatino hybrids

(chapter 10) 2001, from Uhle's Ancén grave M12, is associated with a typical Teatino bottle (LMB
4- 5611), datingtoMH3 (see P1. G2).
The resemblance of 552 with Late MH group 6 and Huaura 4 might date it to MH4.

'According to Kroeber (1944:45)3. Tello detected a Chavin influence in Teatino pottery. There is no
doubt that the blunt incisions on Early Ancdn pottery are somewht similar to Teatino, but the figurines are
quite different, especially the eyes.
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Amongst the figurines, sketched in the Inventarlo of the Ancon 1' excavations, P.8554 (Fig.
28)

from grave T.661 (Inventarlo, Vol. XII?) is said to come from a "Teatino" grave and

resembles the atypical 552. P.1199 (Fig.29) from grave T.83 (Inventarlo vol.V?:7) does not lock
like a typical Teatino figurine—though it is not unlike 599—but the Inventarlo sketches do not aim
at accuracy; it is associated with a Teatino jar (P.1198). Finally P.9209 (Fig.30).from grave T.688
(Inventarlo, Vol. XII?), also associated with Teatino pottery (P.9208, P.92 10), reminds me more of

early Chancay types dating from MH4 to LIP 1-3.

Fig. 28

Fig.29

Fig . 30

The contrast between the typical Teatino figurines and the variety of figurines associated with
Teatino pottely or influenced by the style (see above) tends to ccmfinn Meezel's idea (1977:45) of
the displacement of members of a Teatino community from its home in the Chancay/Huaura area to
other locations on the Central Coast.
CONCLUSION

The first three groups of the Late Middle Horizon are still rooted in earlier local traditions,
though many new currents, which will come to the fore at the next stage, can already be fblt.

'See Appendix 2.
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CHAPTER 10
THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE MIDDLE HORIZON - GROUPS

4 TO 6

(INNOvATIvE)

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 9 we examined late Middle Horizon figurines still showing some links with
earlier traditions and therefore constituting a transitional phase. This chapter covers more
innovative groups, such as the Supe figurines (Group 4), showing some influouce from the
North Coast, various hybrids with a Supe componout (Group 5) and a unique group of
anthropomorphic figurines, resembling cats or birds (Group 6).
In 1905 UhIe excavated the site of Chimu Capac on the Hacionda San Nicolis, in the lower
Supe Valley. Here he uncovered a local variant of pottery, combining highland and coastal
Middle Horizon traits with a strong Moche component (Kroeber 1925b; Mouzel 1964:55;
1968b:83; 1977:29-36). The assemblage does not constitute a separate style, except perhaps for
the face-necks and figurines, representing a well defined personage; this is why the name "Supe
figurines" seems appropriate for the figurine group.
The figurines excavated by Uhle at Chimu Capac clearly show the Modie component. Not
only are they mold-made, but very similar figurines are found at the site of Moche itself, and
closely related ones in the Vini and Santa valleys, so it is quite possible that they were also
manufactured in the Casma or Huanney valleys. Their main distribution area however lies
further south, in the Huaura and Chancay valleys and at Ancon.
Although the Supe group spans

phases MH2B to the end of MH4, it is not transitional

group. In fact it heralds a new era, both iconographically—with the introduction of clothing and
large headdresses—and technically—bringing in the mold technique from the North Coast'.

'An earlier mold-made group (Early Middle Horizon Group 3. chapter 8) though probably found on
the Central Coast, may have been imported from the Central and South Central Highlands
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GROUP 4: THE SUPE FIGURINES
Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 312-315

Table 12

Plates 9-13

Sample: 103 Figurines.
GROUP CHAEAC1ERISTICS

The main features are: a very large head with a semi-circular crown, a squat, leg-less body,
with anus folded at the waist. The facial features are molded; face-paint is generally present (all
over, or zoning with contrasting outline, more rarely tear-lines, nose-to-chin lines, etc.). Hands
are sketchy, mostly with four incised or molded fingers; feet can be indicated by protuberances.
Genitals are not shown, possibly because a large number of specimens appear to be wearing a
long tunic, depicted by its lower edge and sometimes ornamented with a central vertical band;
but nipples are very common. By analogy with the Moche and Huaura head-dress one can
assume that these figurines represent females. The back varies, but shows four main types. A
head-dress (or hair) is always shown, other accessories are a variety of necklaces and earplugs.
In spite of these homogenous characteristics, the group shows a number of dillbr6it stylistic
and iconographic variants. They are not specific enough to define sub-groups, but probably
represent regional and—to a lesser degree—temporal variations:
• Nos. 1929 to 1435: Moche influence and related development, predominantly Back A;
provenance mainly Supe, south to Chancay;
• Nos. 1230 to 5: Figurines with a more elongated body, all with Back C; provenance
mainly Supe, and south to Huacho;
• Nos. 2037 to 1718: Figurines sharing a difl!eratt "look", grouped through linkage (i.e.
traits shared by two or more specimens): Back Ala, jutting chin, high ears, Back A3;
provenance mainly Huacho and Chancay;
• Nos. 68,69: Small Teatino influenced figurines, Back B; provenance Anc;
• Nos. 1913 to SAC 406: Three near identical small figurines, provenance unknown;
• Nos. SAC 381 to 1591: squatter figurines, often with large ear-plugs anda variety of
backs; these are typical for Ancon. They can be subdivided tentatively into three
clusters:
SAC 381 to 351: early?
1862 to 1047: "classic"
1048 to 1591: strong local, Ancán- or Huaura-related influences,
though sometimes found with the "classic" types (see grave T.680).
The atypical figurines, probably late, except for C2.
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The figurines range in height from 4.3 cm to 21. 5 cm, but nearly 80% measure between
11.0 cm and 17.0 cm (median height: 14.1 cm); the relative width and thickness is also
consistent. All, except three figurines, are mold-made and hollow, with air-holes mostly at the
upper arms or shoulders. Wares vary; the most common being epigonal-derived with two to
four colours on an orange base. A buff ware with black decor and Ancon-style red wares (with
thin white decor or press-molded) are also common.
DISCUSSION

The Supe figurine type appears to represent the archetypal
woman. Any variations are stylistic rather than iconographic.

9

However Menzel (1977:49) interprets the decor painted on one
of the figurines (2014, from Uhie's grave T7 at Ancán) as
mythical, showing the Sky God and spirit birds. Some vessels
showing the same or a similar personage give additional clues.

...

On one of them, the personage, unmistakably belonging to the
FIg 32
Fig.3
Supe type, is covered with aji and other produce, perhaps representing a harvest deity (Fig.31:

MAL 3087). On another vessel, a personage wearing a high head-dress with step motif and
turn!, is sitting cross-legged on a litter or throne—Moche personages in the same attitude are

common—and obviously represents a ruler, probably a male (fig. 32: MAL 2573). At Chimu
Capac itself a number of such vessels also represent high-status personages (Kroeber
1925b:Pl.72 a,b,gJ. So either the Supe figurine depicts a common human being, with variations
of the decor, or perhaps this personage is altogether more complex.
Special features
1986 is a double-feced "Janus" figure, a similar—though not identical—mold being used for
both aspects. This type of representation, which occurs sporadically on the Central Coast
during the Middle Horizon may have a mythical connotation (see chapter 8, group 1).
Six figurines (596, P.11200, 671, 2182, 169, 1812) have stylized feet, with incised or
molded toes, bent inwards near the base of the figurine. This feature does not represent a
second set of arms.
Links with other groups
This group, which has no stylistic antecedents on the Central Coast, has its roots in the
Moche culture, both iconographically and technically. Surprisingly many iconographic features
are shared with classic, rather than late Moche:
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• The large panel at the back, representing either a scarf or hair (Back
Al, Back A3) occurs in classic Moche (phase N?), especially on
female shamans (see Figs. 33, 34). The knee-length tunic is also of
classic Moche origin. Both features are female characteristics.
• The facial traits of some of the early figurines in this group,
especially the modelling of the cheeks and the appearance of the
profile, are vely similar to classic Moche (e.g. 1929, 1983).
• The closest resemblance, however, is with a group of late
Moche/early Middle Horizon figurines from the Moche valley,
showing only minimal differences in the shape of the headdress, the
back, the position of the air-holes (cfKroeber 1925a: Pl.64g; Dciman
and Mackay 1978:273, flg.A 287, flg.A)'. Similar figurines, except
that they stand on separate legs and have a painted decor, also occur
in the Vim and Santa valleys (Bennett 1939: Fig.5g; Wilson 1988:
Fig.252). A similar headdress and related backs also survive in the
Chimu style.

Fig.33

Li
Fig.34

We see a radical change in technology, with the introduction of the mold, though the
position of the air-holes (at the upper arms, more rarely at the neck or shoulders) has
local antecedents.
Gradually the Moche influence vanishes, though isolated North Coast features may still
occur, especially at Chimu Capac: the hair ending in serpent heads (1435 and 1982) occurs on
a MH face-neck from the Santa Valley (Wilson 1988:481, fig.249).
Curiously, Wan influences from both the Highlands and Pathacamac, which Menzel (1977)
identifies in the Chimu Capac assemblage, have little impact on the figurines, except possibly:
• the characteristic black pupils centered in white eyeballs (201, 2126 of unknown
provenance). These are distinct from the more common Supe eye, with some white
paint on the pupils, leaving the center unpainted. Note also the vertically divided eyes
of 2203, a Wail motif
the overall painting of the face in a darker colour is common on Wan-style figurines
(Vthaque, Atarco, Wari-Pathacamac), but it also occurs in Modie. The stepped facial
decor (used hi the Supe type as the outline of facial zoning) occurs on large Pacheco
face-necks, but on figurines it has only Moche antecedents. Tear-lines, a typical Wail
feature, are very rare in Supe (ca 7%), but that may have to do with the actual
personage represented in the Supe group.
• the 4-picos headdress (2196 (broken), 882, 796, 2203, 774, 775, C2), which does not
occur on figurines of the Wari styles (Vifiaque, Atarco, Wari-Pachacamac), is
nevertheless typical of Wari (see Early MH Group 3, chapter 8).
The reason for the lack of Wail influence may be that the group dates mainly to the late
MH, when such influences had already disappeared on the Central Coast.

'It can be difficult to distinguish between the two groups: 1863 has been included in Supe because of
the face-paint (absent in the North Coast group) and the air-holes through the upper arms, rare in the
North Coast group.
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In the Huacho-Chancay-Ancén area the figurines appear to develop into a regional sub-style
(there may also be a chronological factor at play, see chronology), with a squatter body, and
often disk ear-plugs. Here we soon see an interplay with the Ancén sub-style and Huaura style.
Traits shared with these styles are:
Semi-circular head-dress with vertical stripes. Only the female head-dress is
represented, which also confirms that the Supe figurines are female. The typical
Huaura male head-dress, with two-, three- and 4-picos side by side, is absent. As we
have seen, the head-dress with 4-picos at each corner can be worn by women.
• Asharp,flattenededgetothe head-dress inproflle(cf 1799, 1643 with Huaura 2.1
and Unaffihiated gr. 1 specimens);
• arms inscribed inside the body outline, starting from the chin (cf. 868, 1590, 161, 169
with 1182, 655, etc. in Huaura 2.1:);
• figurines with overall white-on-red decor (cf 469, 663, 2014 with many Huaura 2.1
specimens) Note also the typical Huaura tab ears with parallel stripes on 663;
• paint applied to the frcnt of the figurine and only to the back of the headdress (1799,
1590, 469);
But other specific Huaura features, such as "couples", do not occur in the Supe type.
There is also a scarcity of early Chancay traits, though the two types have been found
associated: only a few figurines have three fingers; only a few figurines have elongated, molded
eye-brows. Important early Chancay traits like biobation or two sets of arms do not occur.
Context
Supe figurines were flinerary offerings: at least 25 specimens come from graves. Often
two or more figurines occur together, occasionally of different styles (see Appendix 3). At
Chimü Capac the consecutive numbering of several figurines (see Chronology) may also
indicate that they come from the same grave. In several instances (gravelots of 2011/2062,
2012, 2014) the figurines were found inside the fardo: 2012 "on the breast of the mununy"
(Uhie, MS catalogue VII, p.28, no.4-5870).
Where we have complete recorded gravelots, there is no evident correlation with sex and
age, as many are multiple burials, nor with occupation, as amongst others spindle-whorls are
always present, nor with social status, as only two Ancon graves contained high status goods:
Ancán 1/grave 674 a gold bracelet, two shell-and turquoise necklaces, a pair of large wooden
disk ear-plugs, Uhie's grave T 7 very ornate ceramic ear-plugs, a stone star-mace with shell
inlaid handle etc.
The function prior to deposition may have been linked with curing practices, as over half of
the figurines appear to be rattles. However, one cannot always be certain that they were
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intentionally made as such. The sound in a rattle is produced by two or more purpose-made
ceramic balls placed inside the figurine before the molds are stuck together. But sometimes
when the air-holes are punched into a figurine, the two lumps of clay which fall into the hollow
cavity can produce the same sound after firing. Generally the sound produced by a genuine
rattle is stronger.
The gravelot of 2012, a rattle, contained "some medicine bags, which were hangmg outside
the mummy bale" (Uhie, MS catalogue vol.Vll, p.28, under unnumbered gravelot from Site T
or M, nos. 5864-5870). Interestingly in the case of two figurines found inside one mummy
bundle (2011, 2062), one is a rattle, the other not. The same occurs with an identical pair of
figurines (2034, 2035), presumably deposited in the same grave.
Geographic distribution

Of the 46 certain or fairly reliable site attributions 24 % are from the Supe Valley, 30 %
from the Huaura/Chancay valleys and 43.5 % from Ancon
Considering the existence of closely related figurines in the Moche, Virü and Santa Valleys,
it is more than likely that similar figurines exist in the area between, such as the atypical 556,
from Cerro Campanario, Huarmey, the unusual 671, collected by Tello on his way to the
Callején do Huaylas or 1736 from the North Coast. This may also apply to the unusual 1863
and 1812 from "near Trujillo" and "Chimbote", attributions which should be treated with
caution (see Appendix 1, MAI), but could be correct.
There are no excavated or otherwise documented Supe figurines from sites south of Ancén:
• The "Lima?" attribution (1756) covers a number of objects said to have been found
near the Lima Country Club. As three of them are Nasca, the whole site attribution is
in doubt.
• Although the attributions of v.d.Zypen and Ber (see Appendix 1, MHP and MVB)
are usually fairly reliable, I have reservations about the four "Padiacamac"
attributions: with the exception of one hybrid (1516, Group 5.2), no similar or related
specimens have appeared at the site.
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Chronology
a) The ceramic material from Chimu Capac, Hacienda San Nicolás, lower Supe valley:
Maize! (1977:3 1) dates the pottery from the site to the Middle Horizon, from MH1B to
MH4, with only about 34 out of 253 vessels dating to phases MH1/2, the remainder to MH3/4.
Contrary to his usual procedure, Uhie did not keep a record of the gravelots excavated at the
site, with a few exceptions. But as usual, he numbered the finds consecutively, so that close
numbers could indicate proximity in retrieval, in deposition and therefore in time. However a
comparison of close catalogue numbers can only provide an approximate dating'.
Of the nine specimens recorded from Chimu Capac (Kroeber 1925b:244), we find that five
figurines (1985, 1984, 1435, 1982, 1983) have sequential numbering (Uhle's 7670-7674). This
may mean that they were found in the same grave. Stylistically they are rather different, with
two figurines showing strong Moche traits (1984=Uhle 7671, 1983Uhle 7674), one still
closely related (1985=Uhle 7670), the other two not. But it is not impossible to find several
figurines of different styles in the same grave (see f.i. Ancãi 1, grave 680 below).
If we try to date these figurines by their proximity with other finds: the closest available
vessels are gravelot 6(7658 to 7667, see Kroeber 1925b:Pl.77 h-o) and 7679 (ibid. P1.77 c), all
dated to MH2B by Maizel (1964:32; 1977:3 1), who stresses the mixture of influences (North
Coast, Southern Highlands, Pathacamac) in gravelot 6. This early date also tallies with the
similarity in the hairstyles of 1982 and 1435 with an early MH face-neck from Santa (Wilson
1988:481).
The nearest available numbers to P34 (= Uhle's 7647) are 7637 and 7634 (Kroeber
1925b:Pl.76mand 75 e), both dated to MH2.
Two further sequentially numbered specimens (1988=Uhle 7360, 1987=Uhle 7361) could
also date to MH2B, because of their proximity to 7359 (Kroeber 1925b:Pl.75 d), which is
press-molded, with the designs re-Outlined manually, a MH2 characteristic (Maize! 1977:32);
but other near numbers like 7356 and 7366 (Kroeber 1925b:Pl.73 k,n) could be MH3.
The vessel nearest to the double-faced 1986 (Uhle 7178) is 7177 (Kroeber 1925b:P1.72 d), a
handled jar with a variant of "profile angel head". Both the broad spout and the "derived" design
are untypical for MH2 and could be a local form or a later development. Because of the
resemblance of 1986 to Huaura 2 figurines, Ithink that it cannot be earlierthan MH 3.

'For instance 1989 (UhIe's 7656) from Salinac de Huacho is listed between sets of numbers from
Chimu Capac (see Kroeber 1925b:237).
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Considering how few vessels from Chimu Capac were found to date to MH1/2 it is
surprising that the majority of figurines should be amongst them: it is more likely that my
dating "method" is at fault. But early dates for some of the material must not be dismissed: very
similar figurines from Moche (see Kroeber 1925a: P1.64 g; Donnan and Mackay 1978:273,
fig.A; 287, fig.A) are even dated to MH1B! On stylistic grounds I would date the earliest set of
five figurines (1985, 1984, 1435, 1982, 1983) to MH2, with the "Moche" lock-alikes dating to
MH2A, the rest to MH2B; the remaining figurines from Chimu Capac would could date to
?ffl3.
b) The ceramic material from Chancay and Ancón:

The dating is based on eleven gravelots (see Appendix 3 and Plates Gi, G2), mainly with
reference to Uhle's material from Ancon (Strong 1925; Menzel 1964; 1977). It can be difficult
to distinguish between Middle Horizon phases 3 and 4, but we know that Meazel dates

Strong's Middle Ancon I to MH2/3, his Middle Ancon II to late MH3/MH4.
• 831 (=LaV-3-V1) from Horkheiiner's grave 3 at Lauri V (Socavén), contains a classic
Teatmo face-neck (La V-3-I) and a small tumbler (La V-3-I1), both dating to MH3.
This rather early date explains the late Moche-related aspect of the figurine. 1987, a
small Supe figurine from Ancén, with Teatino eyes and profile, probably also dates to
MH3.
• 2011 and 2062 come from the same mummy bale from Uhle's Ancén site "M orT",

without other association. 2011 has the typical Moche derived back A and is a
squatter Ancán variant of the early Supe figurine, whilst the painted decor of 2062,
combined with a type D back look later to me. Sites M and T yielded mostly Middle
Ancon II (MH3/MH4) pottery.
• P35 (=4-5707), from Uhle's Ancon grave TI 1. The grave is dated to MH4 by
Kaulicke (1983:Abb.55A), on the strength of two figurines (see P51, Supe-Huaura
Hybrids, below) and a non-diagnostic vessel.
• P.1415, from Ancén 1, grave 105, is associated with a press-molded vessel in the
shape of a spondylus (P.1405), a cumbrous bowl with interior decor (P.1400), a jar
with lateral handles and Teatino style(?) incisions around the neck (P.1407) and an
unusual modelled vessel of a mother and child on its back (P.1408). The spondylus
vessel has a MH2B parallel (Meezel 1977:flg.109A), but could be later, like the bowl
and the jar; the drawing of the modelled vessel does not allow a prer diagnosis. A
MH3/4 date for this gravelot seems reasonable.
• P.8055 from Ancon 1, grave 614, is part of a large gravelot, containing three pressmolded vessels: (P.8051, P.8052, P.8053) all dating to MH4.
• P.11200 and P.11187 from Ancon 1, grave 873 are part of a gravelot containing 31

specimens. Amongst them is a "bird" figurine (see P.11174 in Group 6.2, below), a
tumbler with modelled face (P.11171), the nearest equivalent dating to MH2B
(Kroeber 1925b:Pl.77 1), but lower and with parallel yellow and black lines on red
around the rim (MH3?); a second tumbler (P.11194) with a shape similar to a "3colour geometric" vessel (cf Kroeber 1926b:Pl.83F) but with black parallel and
zigzag lines on a red background; a whistling jar with modelled head (P.11175),
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reminiscent of a vessel from Uhie's T14 (Strong 1925:Pl.45c) dating to MH4; a jar
(P.11179) not unlike a 3-colour geometric vessel from Chancay (Kroeber
1926a:Pl.85D); a long-necked bottle, with low handles and press-molded bird decor
(P.11199), bearing some resemblance with a press-molded bottle from UhIe's grave
T7, dated to MH4 (Kaulicke 1983:Abb.57,B3). Other vessels (P. 11182, P.11188)
are more difficult to date. On balance MH4 seems a reasonable date.
• 864 (=P.8747) from Ancén 1 grave 674, contains two tumblers with decadent
Pachacamac griffins (P.8 745 and P.8767), similar in shape to one from Uhie's grave
T15 (Strong 1925: P1.44 o)' , a bottle with press-molded bird (P.8748), all dating to
MH3/4; a small double-vessel (P.8766) said to be of Chancay style. The ware itself
is not described and the colour given in the Inventarlo is generally the colour of the
paste, the surface colour rarely being mentioned. It is identical in shape and similar in
design to Strong (1925:P1.45h) from T15; here we see clearly that it is not Chancay
black-on-white 2 . Other vessels from grave 674 are difficult to date. The grave
contained six fardos: large multiple graves are more typical of MH4 or the early LIP
(Menzel 1977:45). Date: MH4.
• 867 (=P.8 150), Ancài 1 grave 619—very similar to 864 (above)—is associated with
an early epigonal-derived Chancay figurine (see 866/P.8149, Chancay 1.1.4). One
associated vessel (P.8 143) resembles a 3-colour geometric vessel from Ancén (Haas
1986: no.47); another (P.8 140) is more difficult to date. Date: MH4.
1047, 1046, 868 (=P.8958, P.8965, P.8966?). Grave 680 at Ancén 1 is interesting
because it contains three rather different Supe figurines: 1047 (P.8958) is a "classic"
Supe figurine from Ancán, squat, with large disk ear-plugs, though the variant of type
A4 back may mean a slightly later date; 1046 (P.8965) has a white-onterracotta
stripy headdress, showing a Huaura influence, the back is A2; 868 (P.8966? see
Table 12) has the press-molded decor, arms starting from the chin, stripy headdress,
indicating a disintegration of classic Supe under the influence of Huaura and/or the
Ancán sub-style. The three figurines are associated with two vessels: P.8985,
described as "ornitomorfo", resembles vessels representing a bird, with single spout
and strap handle, occur both in Supe (Kroeber 1925b:Pl.74 a,b,c,f) and Anccn (Haas
1986: no.52) and span the late MH and the beginning of LIP; and P.8986, the latter
clearly belonging to MH4 (cf Meozel 1977: fig.112). Overall date: MH4 to LIP I2?.
• P.11314 from Ancãn I grave 879, is associated with a press-molded face-neck
(P.11310) and a bottle (P.11308), with red and cream stripes, outlined in black. Both
are very similar to vessels from Uhle's T7 (see Kaulicke 1983:Abb.57, B2, B4). Both
are clearly MH4.
• 2014 (4-5716) from UhIe's grave T7 is dated to MH4 on the basis of a face-neck
bottle with spondylus decor press-molded body (Menzel 1977:49). Other vessels
include a press-molded high-necked bottle (4-5715) a handled bottle with vertical
stripes (4-5712) and an elaborate ceramic ear-plugs (4-5718a), all illustrated in
Kaulicke (1983:Abb.57B).

'Strong (1925:190) lists this specimen (5750) as being from T14. but it is clear from the numbering
in T14 (circa 5609 to circa 5689) and T 15(5750,5756.5776) and from Patterson's drawings of
gravelot T15 (Hardy nd.: 125) that it comes from T15.
2 Kicke (1983: A1.57E). based on Strong, only illustrates two specimens from T15 (see note 1)
and dates the grave wrongly to LIP 5-8.
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Because of the lack of a proper analysis for the late MH phases it is difficult to assign the
gravelcts more precisely. But the overall chronology is fairly clear: the Supe type figurines start
at the end of the eariy MH (MH2) in the Supe area (and/or further north?) where they may well
continue throughout the later MH. During MH3 they make their appearance in the
Huaura/Chancay/Ancán area, as evidenced by 831 from a Lauri gravelot and by the
Supe/Teatino hybrids (see below, Group 5). The "classic" Supe figurine from Ancon, with a
squat body and large disk earrings' (e.g.1862, 864), appears in the latter part of MH3 and
flourishes in MH4 (see most Ancén gravelots). During MH4 we notice a strong influence of the
Ancén sub-style and/or the Huaura style, resulting in all sorts of "mutants", but contemporary
with classic Supe (see gravelots Ancon 1/T.680 or Uhie's T7). Classic Supe is also
contemporary with the Supe-Huaura hybrids (see Group 5 below) and even early Chancay (see
gravelot T.619). So one cannot speak of a gradual change in the Supe figurine type: though
they still occur at the very beginning of Chancay, they disappear quite suddenly at the
beginning of the Late Intermediate Period.

GROUP 5: SUPE-RELATED HYBRID FIGURINES
SUB-GROUP 5.1: SUPE-TEATINO HYBRIDS

Table 13

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.3!5-3!6

Plate 13

Sample: 5 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Small figurines with a large head and a semi-circular crown with a very thin edge. Two
figurines have incised eyes, all have a small modelled nose, but no other facial features or
decor. The squat, square body has anus folded at waist and can have short legs. No genitals are
shown, but two specimens have nipples.
DISCUSSION

Links with other groups
The overall shape of the figurines is clearly related to Supe, most obviously on the leg-less
1787. The legs, when shown, are stump legs (1788) or claw legs (2001) related to other hybrids
(see Supe-Huaura, below). The Teatino element can be recognised in the shallow groove
outlining of the eyes.

Large disk ear-plugs are frequently found with Supe figurines in Ancôn graves (see Supe Gravelots,
App. 3)
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Context
Four figurines come from Ancén graves. There are no data about the burials. 1788 is said to
have been associated with two other "small" figurines. One of them is 1785 (see late MH Group
6.2 "Birds"), the other could be the near identical 1787, for which no provenance is given in the
AMNH catalogue.
Geographic distribution
Out of five provenances, one certain and three fairly reliable ones are from Ancãi.
Chronology
2001 from Uhie's Grave M12 was found with a typical Teatino bottle (LMB 4-5611, see
Pl.G2). The grave is dated to Middle Ancon I (MH2-3) and should belong to the end of that
period: MH3.
1788 was fbund in an Ancai grave with a "Bird" (1785): the Teatino link dates it to MH3/4.

SUB-GROUP 5.2: A SUPE-PACRACAMAC HYBRID
Table 13

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.316

Plate 13

Sample: I figurine
ARACrERISTICS, DISCUSSION
1516 shows a female—the sex is indicated by the raised genital area—with arms folded over
the abdomen and short legs. She wears a head-dress hanging down to mid-back, a large
necklace and important disk ear-plugs, indicating high status. The figurine was found wrapped
in a textile.
This is a unique specimen. Its main characteristics are obviously related to Supe figurines.
However it was found at Pachacamac and has features like short separate legs and an air-hole
between the legs (in addition to the classic Supe air-holes through the upper arms) atypical for
Supe, but occurring at Pachacamac. The head and upper body appear mold-made, with the legs
and perhaps the ear-plugs added. Unlike so many Supe figurines this is not a rattle.
The figurine (original no.1079b) was part of a multiple burial with large gravelot (nos.10681084: see Appendix 3 for detailed description). The figurine itself was found in a sewing
basket, containing a number of unusual objects. These could belong to the mesa of a
curandero, but could also have been dyes or ornaments (shell fragments) used in textile

production.
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TomyknowledgethisistheolylateMHfigunnewthtraitstypicalfortheAnconareabut
found at Pachacamac. The question is whether this was the burial of a "foreigner"? On the one
handtheassocialedpoywouldnotbeoutofplaceinAflcán—thOUghltmustbeSaidthat
the late Middle Horizon pottery from Pachacamac is mostly unpublished and therefore
unknown to us. On the other hand, the figurine itself shows traits like the air-hole placed
between the legs, which are more typical for local figurines.
The figurine comes from "the oldest part of Gravefield I" dating from MH2B and MH3. The
associated pottery (see P1. G2) includes a Teatino vessel (1073), dating roughly to MH3, and
two press-molded vessels (1069, 1071), dating to MH2B/MH3 (cf. Meezel 1977: figs. 100,
111). A face-neck (1068) certainly lacks the splendour of MH2B specimens. This and the
position of similar figurines within the Supe sequence (d 2034-1717) inclines meto date this
figurine to MH3.

SUB-GROUP 5.3: SUPE-HUAURA HYBRIDS

Table 13

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp.316-317

Plate 13

Sample: 11 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Heterogeneous assemblage of figurines sharing Supe, Huaura and other late Middle Horizon
characteristics. The specimens are characterized by a large head, the lack of a neck or
shoulders, a stocky body with folded arms and separate cylindrical legs. The sex is rarely
indicated: one figurine is male, three or four are females. The figurines wear a variety of
headgear and some wear clothin& shown by a vertical "textile" band.
DISCUSSION

Special features
SAC 289 is said to be double-faced, a rare feature occurring mainly during the MH which
tends to occur (see discussion Chapter 8, Group 1).
1348 and SAC 284 have small lateral protuberances; on 1348 they can be identified with
hip-bones, which are quite common in Chancay-Huaura (Chancay 5.2). On SAC 284 they seem
too high and could represent a second set of (extended) arms (cf. 1701 in Huaura 2.2), but the
photograph provided is unclear.
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228 has two pairs of folded arms, as opposed to the common folded/extended combination
(see Huaura 2.2.1 and Chancay 1.2). Another such figurine is 1044 (Unaffihiated Gr. 1).
Links with other groups
This is clearly a hybrid group, but considering that the Supe group itself includes a
series of figurines with Huaura or Ancán sub-style traits, it is difficult to separate the various
influences:'
Supe features:
• The upper body (head, lack of neck or shoulders) is more akin to Supe than Huaura;
• The genitals are mostly not indicated, whereas in Huaura they tend to be explicit;
• Disk ear-plugs with painted cross-and-dots design (cf. Supe 1862, 1046, 469,
probably others now rubbed oft);
• Back showing part of headdress hanging down (768, 1348, 190, others unrecorded) is
ofthe Supetype Al e.
• Vertical "textile" band to indicate clothing;
• Head-dress: The headdress with fourpicos, two in front and two at the back (SAC
293, 1384) occurs in Supe (cf 882-775), though in a slightly different form. Huaura
4-picos are aligned on one plane (Cf 1211, 1939 in Huaura 2.1, both damaged). A
headdress reminiscent of 190 (to a lesser degree of SAC 284) is worn by Supe 1913.
The painted "antler" or "branch" design (1348) is very similar to Supe 2062 (not
visible on photograph).
• 1059 is a rattle, like many Supe figurines.
Huaura features2:
• Tab ears (much longer here), decorated with horizontal stripes;
• Arms inscribed inside the body outline and/or starting from the chin (cf SAC 293,
1348, 228 with 1182, 655 etc. in Huaura 2.1);
• Separate legs; painted stripes across the legs (SAC 293, 228);
• Headdress with vertical stripes;
• Necklace of large beads.
Context
P 51 comes from Uhie's Ancon grave Tll, were it is associated with at least one other
figurine (see Appendix 3, gravelot to P35, Supe). 1059 found at Ancán 1, must also come from
a grave.

'A vessel said to belong to the Huaura style, features a figurine with Supe traits in its centre (Sawyer
1975 :fig. 184).
2 Some of these also occur on Supe specimens, where they are identified as Huaura-derived.
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Geographic distribution
Two certain provenances are from Ancón, one fairly reliable one from the Huaura Valley.
Chronology
Uhie's Ancán grave Ti 1, containing P 51, has been tentatively dated to MH4 (see p 35,
Supe Chronology). Judging from the similarities with Supe, especially the occurrence of the Al
type of back, most of these figurines probably date to late MH3 or MH4.

GROUP 6: BIOMORPHJC FIGURINES (CATS, BIRDS)
Table 14

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp.318-319

Plate 14

• SUB-GROUP 6.1: CATS
Sample: 12 Figurines
• SUB-GROUP 6.2: BIRDS
Sample: 7 Figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
Sub-group 6.1: Small standing figurines, often with broad shoulders or outstrstched arms and a

body tapering towards short, thin, separate legs. Most figurines have no indication of sex. The
body is decorated with incised parallel lines and/or circles filled with white pigment. The head
can be flat, bibbed or pointed, the eyes are circular, the mouth straight, the face is decorated
with incised lines (cheeks, nose-to-mouth, eyes-to-temple), which give an impression of a cat's

face.
Sub-group 62: Very small, highly stylized figurines, with wings instead of arms and short

rounded appendages like tail feathers in lieu of legs, probably representing anthropomorphic
birds. The only decor is a double incised outline of the wings and tail. The head is markedly
bibbed, with circular eyes (somewhat different from sub-group 6.1) and an upturned mouth.
The two sub-groups are obviously related because of their black colour and incised decor,
often filled with white post-fired pigment. Both are hand-made and generally solid. The atypical
figurine is made in tricolour, epigonal-related ware.
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DISCUSSION

Links with other groups
Sub-group 6.1 is closely related with "slab" figurines, (Huaura 4, chapter 11): same wide
shoulders, often lack of arms, body tapering towards the legs'. The form of the biobaticn is
reminiscent of some Teatino figurines (589, 830, chapter 9, group 3).
Figurines with a head deformation POT ilautu (Weiss 1962), resulting in an elongated,
pointed head (1163, SAC 353 in sg.6. 1), first appear in the late MH (see Huaura 3 and
Unaffihiated gr. I, chapter 11) and become common in the Chancay culture (Group 2, Chapter
13).
Curiously there is one late Chancay black ware figurine (see 2257, Chancay 1.6.2, Chapter
13) which has a very similar shape and decor. This could be a late immitation, unless the group
as a whole is wrongly dated?
Sub-group 6.2 is unique, though an amidst with an anthropomorphic bird's (?) head—a
possible predecessor—was found at Nieveria (Gaytcu 1927:flg.6 c,d).
The mouth of 506 b, made of a shallow groove, is Teatino in technique (see Group 3,
chapter 9).
Although the surface

nih

is reminiscent of Teatino2, the incised decor with white

incrustation (red on 259) may have been inspired by early Ancán figurines (see Chapter 5,
Groupi), found by the later inhabitants of the area. There can be little doubt that these earlier
figurines, with their characteristic white, red and yellow incrustations served as model for some
classic black Chancay figurines (Chancay Group 6.3).
The atypical bird (2320) is executed in an epigonal-derived 3-colour ware, with a powdery
surface reminiscent of some Huaura figurines.
Context
At least six specimens come from graves: P.1849 and P.9752 were associated with infants,
the latter also with a skeleton ofhigh age, 869 (P.8313) with a woman, and P.11174 with three
unspecified human remains. The latter was recovered as part of a necklace: the size and

'P.3874 would have been included in Huaura 4, had it not been for the black ware and incised decor
with white incrustation.
to Menzel (1977:45) white incrustations are typical for the Teatino style, but I found no
trace of incrustations in that group, as the grooves there are too broad and shallow.
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suspension holes of all the "birds" (sg. 6.2)—except the large atypical 2320—and of 561 (sg
6.1) show them to be amulets.
Geographic distribution

The main provenance is Ancài, possibly because of more extensive excavations there. The
two specimens with fairly reliable provenances from the Huaura Valley and Chillén Valleys are
somewhat different from the mainstream. The Ica Valley is unlikely: it probably comes from
the owner who considered the figurine to belong to the Paracas Cavemas style.
Chronology
There is only one association fbr sub-group 6.1: P.1849 from Ancán 1, grave T.163 is
associated with a vessel (P.1848) resembling one from Uhle's Ancon Grave T14 (Strong 1925:
P1.45 n)', dating to MH4 (see Appendix 3, and P1. G3).
In addition P.3874, a surface find from Faja 74 at Ancon 1, can be dated by comparison
with other "slabs" (Huaura 4) to the late MH or early LiP. Unfortunately none of the Ancán 1
graves recorded by me come from that particular excavation "stiip"to confirm this dating.
Several sub-group 6.2 figurines come from Ancén 1 gravelots (see Appendix 3 and P1. 03):
• 869 (P.83 13) from Ancén 1, grave T.633 is associated with a bottle (P.9317) similar
to 7316a from grave P.503, dating to MH3 (Ravines 1981:116); on the other hand a
globular bottle with short neck and vertical stripes is nearer to a LIP 14 specimen
(Kaulicke 1983: Abb.55.F) than to MH4 specimens (cf Uhle's grave T14 in Kaulicke
1983: Abb.55.B3,5,7). Date: uncertain.
• P.9752 from Ancon I, grave T.727 is associated with two Teatino style bottles
(P.9761, P.9762), similar to material from Uhle's grave P 24 (Kaulicke 1983:
Abb.54.B2), dating to MH3.
• P.11174 from Ancán 1, grave T.873 is part of a large gravelot, also containing two
typical Supe figurines (P.11187 and P.11200), dating to MH3/4 (see Supe
Chronology and P1. G2).

'Strong (1925: 190) lists this vessel (5661) as being from T4. but it is clear from the numbering in
T14, ranging from about 4-5609 to about 4-5689 and from Patterson's drawings of the T14 gravelot
(Hardy nd.: 126) that it comes from T14. Note that the error is repeated by Kaulicke (1983: Abb.
56A.1).
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• Finally 1785 was excavated by Bandelier at Ancon. The grave contained two further
figurines: a Supe-Teatino hybrid (1788), and possibly 1787, also in that group, and
probably dates to MH3/4.
Basically, both sub-groups are roughly contemporary. However some specims could
conceivably be mudi later. The discovery of a figurine, similar—in shape and decor—to subgroup 6.1 specimons like 694, but with a typical Chancay head-dress and face (see above
"Links"), raises the question whether such Chancay-lilce features as the eye-to-temple lines
(562, 561), the elongated head (1163, SAC 353) or the red incrustations (259) indicate that the
type survived into classic Chancay?
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CHAPTER 11
THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE MIDDLE HORIZON AND EARLY PART OF THE
LATE iNTERMEDIATE PERIOD - PART I: THE HUAURA FIGURINES AND
UNAFFILIATED FIGURINES

INTRODUCTION

The name Huaura style was first coined by J.C.Tello'. In his description of the Huara (sic!)
style, Sawyer describes the Huaura potteiy as "mold-made buffwares" (1975:123). But his
illustrations and captions (1975:123) show a great variety of surface finishes and colours.
Thisvarietyisevonmoreethefiguiinematerial,infacttosuthadegree,thatitis
not possible to speak of "figurines of the Huaura style". Rather we see a number of groupings,
the majority said to come from the Huaura valley, which share some traits with the Huaura
pottery style or styles and many traits amongst themselves and which develop separately from
other contemporary local styles, in particular from Chancay.
Although the figurines related to the Huaura pottery style first make their appearance in the
later part of the Middle Horizon, they introduce a new characteristic lock into the
represaitation of figurines. This dominates not only the Late Intermediate Period—including
the Chancay figurines—but also survives with little change into the Late Horizon.
In addition to the Huaura figurines we find in the same area of the Caitral Coast a number
of figurines which do not fit into the larger groups of the period (Supe, Huaura, Chancay), but

which are certainly related to them. These are studied in this chapter as "Unafilliated
figurines".

'see T. Mejia Xcsspe, Cultura Huaura, in El Comercio 23/08/1953 (A. Krzanowski, personal
communicaation).
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THE HUAURA FIGURINES
The relationship between the Huaura and Chancay figurines
It is quite common, m the Peruvian archaeological literature, to designate what I call
"Huaura" figurines as "Chancay" or, at least to see a genetic relation between the two styles.
For that reason, it is necessary to outline the relationship between these figurine groups.
Sawyer (1975:121-126) traces the development of the Huaura style from an early phase,
closely related to Wan, through to a more independent local style, eventually becoming very
similar to Chancay, the latter style developing out of Huaura (1975:129).
For Lumbreras the Chancay style begins with "post-Wari independence and a series of
regional variants known as Huaura (or Epigonal)". This is fbllowed by 3-colour geometric,
which eventually gives rise to Chancay black-on-white (1974a: 192). Ravines speaks of a local
form of the Huaura style at Anccm, followed by the Chancay and Inca cultures (Ravines and
Stethert 1976:155). All these authors give the impression that the Huaura style precedes
Chancay in time.
The evidence of the figurines helps, I believe, to refine the relative chronology of Huaura
and Chancay. But since it is difficult to distinguish between the two styles, especially between
what I see as standard Huaura figurines (Huaura 2.1) and early Chancay ones (1.1 to 1.3)1, I
will outline the method leading to my classification:
For the Huaura figurines the starting point were a Huaura figurine and an effigy jar
illustrated in Katz (1983:nos.156, 157), with characteristics such as the arms resting on the
emphasized genitals, decor of circles on the arms, tear-lines. All these traits occur in Huaura
Group!; they can finther be followed through into Huaura Group 2, on figurines acquiring the
typical high striped female Huaura head-dress and its male counterpart with picos; many of
these figurines are also said to come from Huaura. The gradual picture emerging is that of a
group of figurines with a very large head, thinly squat body, arms folded horizontally at waist,
decor of circles or stripes on arms and/or legs, small genital triangle.
For the early Chancay figurines one point of departure was a number of figurines already
strongly resembling the classic Chancay black-on-white cuchimilcos, but still with folded arms
and in epigonal-related or 3-colour geometric wares (e.g. 1075, 794 in Chancay 1.1.1 and
1.1.2). Another point of departure was a number of figurines with two sets of arms excavated
'This difficulty is illustrated when we compare Katz 1983:no. 159 (see P38 in Huaura 2.1), assigned to
"Coastal Huaura, Huaura syle, ca AD700-800", with Kartz 1983:. nos 90,91 (see P39/P40, Huaura
2.1) assigned to "Chancay, AD 1000-1500". Iconographically these figurines are Practically identical,
the only difference being the pottery, red and white on orange, versus black and red on cream.
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at Ancén (e.g. 225, Chancay 1.2), many also clear predecessors of later Chancay figurines.
Observable characteristics (not always all present!) are: smaller heads, with a wider, lower or
bibbed crown; the head-dress with simple vertical stripes does occur, but there are many other
types as well (horizontal ornamental band, perforated brim, etc.); arched eyebrows, elliptic
eyes, absence of tear-marks; more elcngated body, arms often folded upwards, hands frequently
with three fingers, larger genital triangle starting at the waist, horizontal stripes across the legs;
absence of males.
Unfortunately these distinctions between Huaura and Chancay figurines can be blurred by
stylistic traits belonging to what I see as an Ancán sub-style or -styles (see Introduction to the
late Middle Horizon, chapter 9), so that the affiliation to one or the other culture is debatable
(cf especially Chancay 1.1.4).
During the classic Chancay phases—I was unable to establish a proper chronology for
Huaura— Chancay becomes the dominant style in the area and more or less takes over Huaura
into the Chancay-Huaura sub-style. This is a group of Chancay figurines influenced by
Huaura, with a fairly precise set of characteristics (see Chancay-Huaura 1.5.2, Group
Characteristics). Nevertheless we also find a number of Huaura figurines, with a strong
Chancay resemblance, but less specific distinctive traits; their inclusion amongst Huaura
figurines, rather than Chancay, is debatable (see Huaura 2, Discussion).
Some of the best clues for differentiating between the two styles would probably be provided
by a closer examination of the wares involved'. Unfortunately it was not possible to carry out
this kind of study.
As far as a relative chronology between the Huaura and Chancay styles is concerned, the
following outline can be deduced from the figurines:
The earliest Huaura figurines (see Huaura groups 1,3, and 4 and the earlier figurines in
Huaura 2) certainly precede Chancay. This can be seen in many Middle Horizon features and
in the use of a 4-colour epigonal-type ware, later replaced by the 3-colour epigonal-related
ware. During the next phase there appears to have been a nearly contemporaneous development
of typical Huaura and early Chancay figurines, both associated with Oocal variants of'?) the
Epigcnal and 3-colour geometric styles and occurring in two marginally overlapping areas: the
Huaura style in the Huaura valley and also partly in the Chancay valley, the early Chancay

'To my knowledge no significant assemblage from the lower Huaura valley has ever been published.
Such an assemblage would probably show up a local pottery, with a coarser waie, rougher surftce
finish and a more pinky tinge resulting in a "jsh brown-on pink" pottery style, distinct from
Chancay "black-on-white".
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style occasionally m the Huaura Valley, but mainly in the Chancay valley, Ancon, the Chillén
valley, with a few specimens as far south as the lower Rimac. Evidence for this distribution
pattern is:
a) negative: no standard Huaura figurines occur amongst the late MH/early LIP material
excavated at Ancán (see Kaulicke 1983), though we find Huaura-related specimens there;
b) the only classic Huaura figurine from a recorded excavation (P41 in Huaura 2.1) comes
from Cerro Colorado, Huacho (Ruiz Estrada 1981:9). This figurine is said to be associated
with "Chancay material" without specifying whether 3-colour or black-on-white Chancay: this
could be yet another example of the lack of differentiation made between the Huaura and
Chancay styles.
The relationship and distribution is less clear for the latter phases of both styles: it would
appear that Huaura figurines are replaced by what I call the Chancay-Huaura sub-style (see
Chancay Group 1.5) both in the Huaura and in the Chancay valley. However some specifically
Huaura figurines (especially the coarse, low-fired variety)—distinct from Chancay and from
Chancay-Huaura--ccntinue to be produced, perhaps in somewhat marginal areas, till the later
part of the LIP (see Huaura 2, chronology).
Unfortunately there are not enough documented provenances to identify local variants.
Taking the Huaura and Chancay styles together, specimens from the same site—say Centinella
(Huacho), San Isidro de Sayán (Huaura valley), Pisquillo (Chancay)—can be very different
and are scattered here throughout the Huaura and Chancay groups. Explanations for this
heterogeneity may be:
• the small amount of figurines from any given site;
• that the sites may have had a long occupation;
• that different types could well have been made at the same site;
• that huaqueros offer their wares for sale at the better Imown sites, even though they
may have been found elsewhere.
But as a result there is no evidence of localised stylistic variants. Considering the
tremendous diversity of the Huaura figurines the impression is that we are dealing with a freer
play of the creative imagination, springing perhaps from less dogmatic ritual concepts than in
the case of the Chancay figurines?
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF HUAURA FIGURINES

The Huaura figurines are the most heterogeneous of the whole collection and practically
defy attempts at a proper classification. As the Huaura pottery style itself is not clearly
typified, many shared traits are specific for this area of the Central Coast in general, rather than
for the Huaura style in particular. Rather than establish a great number of sub-groups, the
material has been divided into the largest units possible; within which smaller groupings are
outlined:
• Group 1 contains anthropomoiphic figurines; it is homogenous both iconographically
and probably chronologically.
• Group 2—based on what I see as the standard Huaura figurine—is subdivided into
three sub-groups:
- sub-groups 2.1 with folded arms;
- sub-group 2.2 with two sets of arms (double arms) or extended arms;
- sub-group 2.3—though iconographically also fairly standard—represents a somewhat different pottery tradition, being hand-made in a rather coarse ware or wares. A
certain amount of traits shared with Chancay is discernible in all three Huaura 2 subgroups.
• Group 3 contains Huaura figurines with an elongated cranial deformation.
• Group 4 contains fiat, solid figurines (Slabs).

GROUP 1: ANThROPOMORPHIC HUAURA FIGURINES
Table 15

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp.320-321

Plate 15

Sample: 9 Figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

A fairly homogenous group of figurines, which are either standing or sitting. The face
probably represents animal characteristics: it is foreshortened, with circular eyes, large nose,
modelled stylized lips and tab ears. Face-paint, including tear-lines, is always present. Frontooccipital cranial deformation is absent or less pronounced than on other Huaura groups. The
body is characterised by long thin arms, mostly detached from the sides and resting on the
genitals (female, male, or unspecified). The legs of the standing figurines are short and
completely separated, those of the sitting specimens have broad thighs and applied thin lower
legs (536, 1017). The chest is often decorated with painted motifs such as chevrons, steps,
crosses, squares with diagonal subdivisions and dots, stylized birds; the arms are mostly
painted with rows of circles, the legs can be decorated with horizontal lines.
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The figurines are mold-made, hollow, with air-holes behind the upper arms. The ware is
mostly a 4-colour epigonal type, often with a well polished surface and black, white and purple
or red designs on orange.
DISCUSSION

Special features
This type of figurine has been interpreted as an "anthropomorphic feline" (Katz 1983:282),
but only the shape of the face with its tab ears and the "spots" on the arms are reminiscent of a
feline, whereas essential characteristics such as fangs are absent. The long arms could point to
monkeys: monkey figurines occur in the Chancay culture, but they have characteristic monkey
heads. This may be the representation of a mythical creature.
The genitals are also unusual, emphasized by the hands framing them. Five specimens
appear to be fbmale, having either a prominent mona Veneris (761, 119, 660), a slit
representing the vulva (1722, pethaps also SAC 399, P36?) or a stylized rendering of the
clitoris inside the vulva (659). The two males appear to have small testicles (536 only) and an
erect penis (536, 1017). The importance given to sexual characteristics is a specific Huaura
trait, as we shall see in other Huaura groups. The representation of the clitoris, rare amongst
Peruvian figurines in other areas, becomes quite common on the Central Coast in the Late
Horizon.
536 appears to represent two personages, one sitting behind the other: the profile shows the

outline of two heads and two pairs of folded legs, (one of them terminating in claws?), whilst
frontally we see two pairs of arms, one pair resting on the knees, the other, with long molded
fingers, extended towards male genitals with molded testes and erect penis.
Note that this is the first occurrence on a figurine of representing folded legs as long, thin
appendages. Antecedents for what later becomes a typical Central Coast Late Intennediate
rendering of the legs occur on effigy jars of Paracas Cavernas (Larco 1966: fig. 109) or the
Lima style (Stumer 1953: flg.15).
Links with other groups
• Circular eyes with small central pupil are common for the late MH (Cats/Birds, see
chapter 10, Huaura groups 2,3,4 ; they also occur sporadically;
• A line along bridge of the nose is a MH trait shared with Central Coast MN groups
(see Early MN Group 3, Supe, some Huaura 2.1, etc.), as well as with late Nasca
and North Coast Middle Horizon figurines (Wilson 1988: flg.252 right);
• Facial zoning, with the painted area outlined with a darker or lighter colour,
sometimes also forming a stepped edge occur in Supe, Supe/Pachacamac hybrid
(1516), Huaura 2.1, 2.3, 4;
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• Tear-lines are common during the MH, but as seen here—white lines outlined in
black (761) or long white lines on darker grounding (P36, 660)—they are an unusual
early form, shared by oniy four Huaura 2.1 figurines;
• Tab ears with painted parallel lines occur in Supe, Supe/Huaura hybrids, in the
earlier part of Huaura 2.1 and some Huaura 2.3, as well more rarely on the North
Coast;
• Painted decor on anns, generally circles, somotimes a zigzag motif: Huaura 2.1 and 4,
as well as on the North Coast (see fig.20, chapter 8);
• Horizontal stripes across legs: this is a typical MH innovation (see Early MH Group
3) which becomes very common in Huaura 2 and early Chancay.
• A necklace of a single row of large beads (P36, 659): Although necklaces are
common in other cultures, this type is very distinctive and makes its first appearance
atthispoint.ItiscommoninHuaura2andalsooccursinSupe,someofthelateMH/
early LIP miscellaneous figurines, early Chancay.
• A vertical painted panel, probably representing a textile, painted on the chest or
abdomen (1722): Huaura 2.3, Supe, Supe/Huaura hybrids;
• A square headscarf hanging in the back (660): this appears to be the Moche
headdress, imported to the Central Coast by the Supe figurines (cf Supe back type A,
chapter 10). It also occurs on Wari-Padiacamac figurines, but there it probably
represents a hairstyle, derived from Nasca via Marco (see 431, Plate 7).
• A collar of pendant triangles (SAC 399): also occurs on Huaura 2.3 (580) and 3
(352); on classic Chancay face-necks it is worn by high-status figures (Schmidt
1929:249 left; Lavalle and Lang 1982:79).
Context
There are no available data. A mythical interpretation of this personage is possible. The
"double" representation (536) might be involved in a sexual act. A sexual dimension could also
explain the enlarged mons Veneris and clitoris of the female specimens.
Although there are numerous realistic representations of males amongst Huaura figurines,
sexual activity is not normally depicted on Central Coast pottery. One vessel in the same style
as these figurines (Katz 1983: no.157) shows the same personage. The sexual connotations may
be due to influences from the North Coast where erotic vessels were common.
Geographic distribution
The site attribution for Supe is reliable, the one for Huacho unverifiable. The similarity with
the Huaura pottery style, to a lesser degree with Supe and early Chancay, as well as isolated
North Coast elements, may point to a distribution in the northern sector of the Central Coast,
between Supe and Chancay.
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Chronological position
Katz (1983:282-283) attributes specimens of this group to the Huaura style, dating them to
AD 700-800. The well polished orange ware decorated with vivid colours (4-colour,
epigonal-related) corresponds to Sawyer's earliest phase of the Huaura style (cf Sawyer 1975:
fig.178). Some design elements, such as the unoutlined white dot, thevrcns or "steps" are
reminiscent of MH2, though they survive into the later MR phases (Menzel 1964:61). The lack
of cranial deformation on some figurines normally occurs in the earlier MH (cf. WanPachacamac figurines). We have also seen traits shared with late MH North Coast groups. The
cursive design on 660 is very similar in style to 2014 (Supe), dated by Meizel to MH4, whilst
the collar with pendant triangles survives into classic Chancay. The greatest resemblance is
with Huaura 2.1 figurines such as

655,

550, 1182, 1195, though these may be slightly later;

note also the resemblance of 1722 with Supe figurines. This leads me to assign this group
mainly to MH3, extending into MH4.

GROUP 2: STANDARD HUAURA FIGURINES
• SUB-GROUP 2.1: STANDARD HUALJRA FIGURINES WITH FOLDED ARMS

Table 16

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.322-324

Plates 15-17

• SuB-GROUP 2.2: STANDARD HUAURA FIGURINES WITH TWO SETS OF ARMS (SG. 2.2.1)
OR WiTH EXTENDED ARMS (SG. 2.2.2)

Table 17

Catalogue: Vol.1!, pp.325-327

Plates 17-18

SUB-GROUP 2.3: STANDARD HUAURA FIGURINES, BUT HAND-MADE IN A COARSE
WARE

Table 18

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp.327-329

Plate 19

Sample (Sub-groups 2.1,2.2,2.3): 117 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Fairly heterogeneous group of medium-sized, standing figurines, with relatively large heads
and a marked fronto-occipital cranial deformation. The main characteristic is the depiction of
males (35%), besides the more numerous females, occasionally forming couples'. Apart from
the explicit genitals, the sexes are differentiated by their headgear: the females wear a high
head-dress with a rounded (more rarely straight) crown, generally decorated with vertical or
diagonal stripes, with various filler designs. The male head-dress features two to four

picos

'Couples are indicated in the text by inserting I between their running numbers.
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(often broken) and can also be decorated with vertical or horizontal stripes. The facial traits do
not aim at realism: the eyes can be circular or elliptic, the nose and mouth vary, the ears are
often short tabs. Some form of facial paint is nearly always present (whole face or zoning of the
cheeks, sometimes with stepped edges, outline of the chin or the nose, tear-marks, nose-to-chin
lines).
The body vanes from very squat and stylized to more elongated and naturalistic. The
molded arms can be folded over the abdomen or chest (sg 2.1) or extended (sgs. 2.2.2, 2.3); a
few figurines have both folded and extended arms (sg 2.2.1). The legs vary considerably in
length and can be completely separated or joined along the inside. Many figurines are uastable.
In profile the figurines are mostly fairly flat and can lean forwards or backwards.
Body-paint is fairly common, the most characteristic being a painted genital triangle on the
females and stripes across the legs, occasionally also circles on the arms and others. Circa 40%
wear a necidace; ear-plugs are rare (ca 15%).
Huaura 2.1 and 2.2 figurines are mold-made, sometimes with a hand-made back or handmade features, such as the male genitals. Often the front and back fit together badly, with
visible joins or the bigger front piece, projecting above the back piece at the top. Huaura 2.3
figurines are hand-made. The majority of figurines are hollow, with air-holes in a variety of
locations, but mainly behind the upper arms, at the neck or shoulders.
There is a great variety of wares, though the well polished 4- or 3-colour epigonal-derived
ware of Group I is rare.
The following features distinguish the three sub-groups:
Sub-group 2.1: Figurines with folded arms (63 figurines)

Features generally limited to this group include stepped cheek zoning, double painted noseto-chin lines, body-paint on the arms (outline, broken-lines-and-dots). Preponderance of
features such as circular eyes and necklaces of large, single beads.
Of the three sub-groups 2.1 is the largest (55%) and the most varied, with a core of
standard specimens, the remaining figurines being predecessors, successors or more distant

relations. The typical Huaura female is embodied in 47, with 1184 as the strongest male
candidate. However a great number of different groupings are discernible:
• 550to1194:mostlyverysquat,withhandsongaiitals;
• 795

to 1196: a regional? variant, mainly white and red on terracotta;
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P38 to 140: miscellaneous, many males, often fired at low temperature or unfired;
P41 to 1884: standard Huaura.
• 790 to SAC 467: Figurines showing a Chancay influence.
Sub-group 2.2: Figurines with Iwo sets ofarms or extended arms (27figurines)

Basically similar to 2.1. but five figurines have two sets of arms (2.2.1), the rest—with two
exceptions (1400, SAC 200)'—have extended arms (2.2.2). Other changes include: the
appearance of larger, more naturalistic specimens; the circular eyes and tab ears all but
disappear, the nose becomes more naturalistic. There are also changes in the headgear: there are
more undecorated headdresses (both female and male) and the male head-dress now has always
three picos, which are also shorter. Beside the typical necklace of large single beads, we now
also see rows of smaller beads. The following groupings are discernible:
• 1063 (2.2.1), SAC 301, SAC 404, SAC 200 to SAC 271 (2.2.2) may belong
somewhat difibrent tradition (see Discussion);

to

a

. SAC 468 to 778: Figurines showing a Chancay influence.
Sub-group 2.3: Hand-made, coarse ware figurines (26 figurines)

The main difference with sgs. 2.1 and 2.2 is that these figurines are hand-made; but their
coarseness, surfece finish and weight also point to a different tradition. They are somewhat
larger, with a smaller head often longer legs. The female headdress is lower, stripes are rarer,
some females may not be wearing a head-dress at all; over 30% of the male head-dress has only
two long picos and 15% four picos, as well as the more usual three picos. Several figurines
wearawidebeltorapaintedloadonthebacicwhilstthedecoronarmsandtraflsverSallines
on legs have all but disappeared. No necklace is worn.
Iconographically, this sub-group is feirly heterogeneous, probably representing several
marginal traditions, like 606/605 to SAC 097 (note the air-hole between the legs!) and
1904/1905, 798.
DISCUSSION

Special features
140 (2.1) is a double-faced specimen, female, with both sides made by the same mold. Such
Janus figures are rare and limited to the Middle Horizon on the Central Coast (see discussion
under Nieverla, chapter 8.

reasons for including twe specimens with folded arms into sg. 2.2.2 are given in the catalogue.
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The occurrence of maleifemale couples is an important Huaura characteristic. The pairs
tend to be practically identical, often made of the same mold, with similar measurements and an
identical decor, but with some elements (genitals, picos) added on the male. Couples are
specific to this culture; they survive m the Chancay pottery style, but clearly m a Huauraderived iconography or even style (see Chancay-Huaura, chapter 13).
Male/female dualism is a fimdamental concept in pre-Columbian Peru, not only hi a
cosmological context, as for instance in the dualism of the sun and the moon (Opperman 1983:
8ff) or of the Cabrillas, i.e. Castor and Pollux (Taylor 1974), but also as an organisational
principle (Rostworowski 1978: 15ff). However the particulady frequent representation of
couples among Huaura figurines can perhaps be linked more specifically with a creation myth
indigenous to the Végueta area, north of Huaura. This relates the creation of the first "couple"
by the God Pachacamac (Rostworowski 1978:144). it is interesting to note that Pachacamac's
role in this myth is a highly negative one, possibly reflecting the relationship between the
northern section of the Central Coast and the area south of the Chill& (Rostworowski
1978:145). This antagonism could also explain the lack of contact between the two sections of
the Central Coast during the later MH, resulting in very differentiated figurine types and clearly
delineated distribution areas.
Another interpretation for the Huaura male/female pair may be the symbolism of twins. In a
different version of the creation myth—originating in the area of the Cordillera de In Viuda,
east of the Huaura Valley—Pachacamac and Pachamama give birth to twins, later to become
the Sun and the Moon (Rostworowski 1983:43). Arriaga (1968/1621:205, 2 14-215), relates
that the bodies of twins who died in infancy were preserved as sacred, but also that parents of
twins had to do penance for having given birth to an "abomination". Twins were considered to
be the sons of the thunder and to be invested with occult powers.

Figurines with two pairs of arms, one pair folded over the chest, the other extended
sideways (Huaura 2.2.1) are confined to the Central Coast styles of Huaura and in particular
Chancay and may have a religious significance (see Discussion, Chancay 1.2).
A curious feature are protuberances near the outside corners of the eyes (cf. 437, 551,
1399, 1884 in 2.1, 1018 in 2.2.2). These are not ear-plugs, as they are far from the ear (e.g.
551) or even occur with ear-plugs (e.g. 1018). But they can have a typical ear-plug decor (see
542, Huaura 2.2.1)
Hunchbacks (1723, 1224, Huaura 2.2.2) first occur in the Middle Formative (see 2299,
Ancén figurines, sg.1.1, chapter 5); they become relatively numerous amongst Chancay
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figurines, m particular Chancay 1'. In addition 1224, the only sitting Huaura 2 figurine, may be
a predecessor of the Chancay witch (Chancay Group 3, see chapter 13).
The associated figurine (542, Huaura 2.2.1) is a taxonomic problem. It has a fairly reliable
provenance from Huaura and some Huaura features: the shape of the body, ears with white
stripes, a fairly coarse ware, paint applied to the front of the figurine only and disk ear-plugs
incongruously placed at the corners of the eyes. The latter feature is quite common in Huaura,
though here the decor on the ear-plugs is more typical for Supe and Supe/Huaura hybrids. But
542 also shares some traits with Wari-Pachacamac figurines, especially with 426 (see chapter
8): head lacking deformation, arched eyebrows, white eyeballs with black pupils, strongly
modelled cheeks and mouth area, position of hands on abdomen. The sex is not indicated,
whereas Huaura figurines wearing a head-dress with picos are always male. The Pachacamac
figurine also lacks genitals; it wears a typical early Middle Horizon cap, which never occurs on
Huaura figurines. Finally the shape of the extended arms, the painted lines and the shape of the
hands with their three fingers are quite unique: Huaura or Chancay figurines with double arms
have small concave hands or no hands. The place of this figurine within the Central Coast late
MH or early LIP remains problematic, because the related Wari-Pachacamac figurine is itself
atypical and its Pacliacamac provenance uncertain. However, on balance, the figurine fits best

into the Huaura sequence.
Links with other groups:

The numerous traits shared with Huaura 1 (see above) show that Huaura 2.1 is a successor
of the earlier group. Huaura 2.1 and 2.2.1 are also closely related to early Chancay (Group 1)
figurines, with which they share a number of traits (overall shape, posture, even wares).
Huaura 2.2.2 and 2.3 are related to the Chancay-Huaura sub-style (Chancay 1.5).
One striking feature shared with Huaura I by some of the earlier Huaura 2.1
figurines (550 to 1195) and by the atypical 197, are the stylized female genitals, with
a large vulva and clitoris, often shown with the hands resting on them. But—unlike in
Huaura 1—the specimens in 2.1 are clearly human. Gradually—in a temporal
sense—the emphasis on the genitals decreases, and the hands move higher up.
• Common Central Coast late MH/early LIP traits include: tear-lines, nose-to-chin
lines, painting of the whole face (usually in a darker red), facial zoning, outlining or
thickening of the thin.
• The stepped facial zoning (1193, 604, 1184 in 2.1) is shared with Supe and Huaura
1 figurines. 1193 has a Supe type D back. Arms inscribed inside the body outline
(e.g.. 1182, 655, 551, SAC 272, SAC 368) are also common in Supe.
• Large disk ear-plugs with the plug piercing the ears (609/6 10 in 2.2.2) occur in Supe.
Concave disk earplugs placed at right angles to the head (611 in 2.1, 1018 in 2.2.2
'The significance of hunchbacks is discussed in Chancay 1.1. chapter 13.
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atypical) are shared by some MH3 hybrids (see 1506, 1055 late MH Group 2,
chapter 9).
An important late MH innovation is the painted and/or incised triangle above the
genitals (genital triangle). 761 in Huaura I has already a painted morn Veneris. In
Huaura 2.1 the genital triangle only encompasses the pubic area (cf 795), but in 2.2
it can go as high as the waist (cf 2181). The genital triangle is also typical for early
Chancay and reappears again in late Chancay.
The atypical 197 (2.1) is related to 859 and 1044 (sub-group 1, miscellaneous
figurines, this chapter): overall shape, molded representation of hair in the back, very
thin molded left arm (this feature is not visible on the photograph).
• The atypical 1521 (2.1) is the only specimen in this group with a biobaticci, shown
by a very small indentation at the top of the head, a form frequent in classic Chancay.
• Some figurines in Huaura 2(1345, SAC 368, SAC 220 in 2.1; 1063, SAC 301, SAC
404, SAC 200 to SAC 271 in 2.2) represent a somewhat different—Chancay
related?—tradition, but they have enough Huaura traits to be included here. The main
characteristic is a smaller, semi-circular headdress, mostly plain or with a horizontal
border (decorated with circles or a step motif); the ears are often nearly circular,
instead of tabs. The arms can lock as if extended forwards. Huaura traits include the
more typical Huaura 3-colour ware (SAC 301, SAC 404 in 2.2.2), vertical stripes on
(some) female headdresses, the picos on those of the males. These figurines could be
related to 1213 (Chancay 1.3.1) with a similar overall appearance and made of an
unusual, dark ware. Another Huaura 2.1 figurine, 1345, wears a similar head-dress.
As this specimen in turn has North Coast affiliations (see below), it is possible that
we see here a Huaura- and Chancay- related sub-style from an area fiuther north,
such as Huarmey'.
• 1182 and especially 1345 (2.1) have arms
linked by a continuous line, painted across the
top of the chest. A similar rendering occurs on
late MHIEarly Chimu specimens like Fig.35 or
Fig.36.
The atypical 64 and 1316 also resemble early
Chimu figurines like Fig.37, but 64 has traces
Fig.35
of vertical stripes on its headdress, a Huaura
Fig 16
trait, whilst 1316 was amongst the figurines collected by SS
"Donau", which are all from the Central Coast. However—as with some of the Supe
figurines or with the somewhat different tradition described above—we may be
dealing here with specimens from areas situated to the north of the
.
Central Coast.
• The male 608 (probably also SAC 249 and SAC 097, all in 2.3)
carries an oblong bundle with a criss-cross design painted across
his back (not illustrated). This is a common feature on Chancay
Group 2 figurines, but the bags there are square, painted with a
textile pattern and always carried by women.
Fig.37

Mother curious feature is the pointed cap on the male (SAC 449
in 2.3) reminiscent of a Chancay-Huaura Cantor (cf. 1089, Chancay 1.5.2b).

There is only one recorded figurine from that area (see 556, Supe figurines).
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• 606/605 and 608/607 (sg 2.3) have an air-hole between the legs, a rare (Atarco

derived?) trait, shared by 1059 (Supe-Huaura hybrids, Chapter 10) and 1516 (see
Supe-Pachacamac hybrid, Chapter 10:) and also by early Chimu figurines.
Context
Only one specimen (P41) is known to come from a grave, but judging from Huaura's close
relative, Chancay, the figurines must have mainly functioned in a fiunerary context. However, in
the case of male/female couples, the function may transcend the simple explanation of grave
attendants or "sacrifice replacement" (see Chapter 17). The size of the male genitals seem to
emphasize fertility or survival of the lineage. On the other hand the occult powers of twins (see
above) may mean that such couples were placed in graves as protection for or even from the
deceased.
As we can only guess at the meaning of figurines with two sets of arms (see Chancay 1.2,
Discussion), we cannot speculate about the function of such specimens.
Geographic distribution
Ancón
Chillén Valley
___________ Huaura Valley Chancay Valley
_________ _________ ________ ________
Huaura.g. 2.1
___________ __________ _________
Certain1
1
1
_____________
9
Fairly reliable
2
___________
______________
Unvenfiable15
______________ ______________ ____________ ___________
Buaura 2.2
Certain_______________ _______________ _____________ ____________
2
_______________ _____________ ____________
Fairlyreliable
__________ _________ ________
Unverifiable1
Huaura 2.3
__________ __________ _________ ________
Certain____________ ____________ ___________ __________
11
________________ ______________ _____________
Fairlyreliable
__________ _________ ________
Unverifiable1
There is little solid evidence for the provenance of this group, except for a definite consensus
regarding the Huaura valley, with one certain, 22 fairly reliable and 17 unverifiable
prownances. Of the four fairly reliable provenances for other areas, 604 (2.1) from the
Chancay Valley is—surprisingly—a typical early Huaura figurine, whilst the one from
Marquez (1521) is atypical. As Uhle bought it from huaqueros it may come from elsewhere
(seeAppendux 1).
As far as the Ancán provenances are concerned it is significant that no such figurines were
found in controlled excavations at Ancon.
2181, donated by a Miss B. Simmonds, is said to come from Huari. It is a typical Central
Coast figurine: the name "Huari" was probably misunderstood for "Huara", an occasional
misspelling for Huaura.
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Chronology
Huaura 2 is difficult to date. Unlike the Chancay puttery style, where a chronologca1
succession of wares helps to trace other features through time, there are no such points of
reference available for Huaura. But since the figurines of beth styles are closely linked, dating
is attempted with reference to Huaura 1, which is obviously early in the sequence, and to
Chancay.
The sub-groups cover a long time span; as a result they partly overlap. No traits seem to be
absolute time markers, so that the order within each sub-group is tentative.
The wares provide few chronological clues. It would appear that the well-polished epigonalderivedware, quite common in Huaura 1,inHuaura4(seebelow)andtoalesserdegreein
Huaura 2.1, decreases in Huaura 2.2 and 2.3. Nor can the number of colours and their
combinations be reliably used for dating (SAC 286/SAC 285, a matching pair in 2.1 are in 4and 3-colour wares respectively). The position of the air-holes, often a useful time-marker, is
inconclusive here, because in sub-groups 2.2.2 and 2.3 as many as 83% and 60% of the
figurines respectively either have no air-holes or their location is unrecorded. Nevertheless—as
in Chancay—the earlier sub-group 2.1 shows a majority of air-holes at the neck, shoulders or
behind the upper arms, whilst in the later sub-group 2.3, air-holes are often at the ears, nose
and/or waist.
The following traits are useful for dating—though unlike in Chancay—the correlations are
less definite.
. The circular eye, inherited from Huaura 1, is gradually replaced by an elliptic eye.
• The stylized rectangular or rounded nose (in profile) is replaced by a more naturalistic
nose with nostrils, sometimes also with alae.
• Tab ears, painted white or decorated with horizontal stripes, tend to be replaced by
more rounded, even conch-like ears.
• Folded arms (2.1) are replaced by extended arms (2.2.2, 2.3), though nut as radically
as in Chancay, where this is a very reliable time-marker; the decor of the arms,
especially the circles or broken lines gradually disappear. Anus joined by a
continuous line (1 182, 1315 in 2.1) area late MHtrait onthe North Coast.
• Horizcntalstripesacrossthelegsarecommoninbcth2.Iand2.2aswellaSinearly
Chancay, but they disappear in classic Chancay (sometimes reappearing in late
Chancay).
• Thesizeofthegnitaltriangleendstobecomelarger(cf.795or1196in2.lWith
2181 in 2.2.1), but—unlike in Chancay—this is not a definite criterium (f.i. the early
SAC 301 in 2.2.2 has a large genital triangle)
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• The typical necklace (single row of large beads) disappears or is replaced by several
rows of smaller beads, just like in early Chancay (Chancay 1.3.3).
Isolated later features have parallels in classic or evai in late Chancay:
• Elbows forming a sharp angle: cf. 778, P42/P43, P44 in 2.2.2; 566, SAC 448/SAC
449 in 2.3 with Chancay 1.4.2.
• Large feet with ankle-bones, spread-out toes, or modelled toenails (cf P44, 778 in
2.2.2, 586, 566, SAC 448/SAC 449 in 2.3 with Chancay 1.4.2 and 1.4.3)
• A "bridge" linking the feet (e.g. P43 in 2.2.2) is a common LH feature (LH Group
1.1).
• Note that the face-paint does not follow the same development as in Chancay: some
obviously late figurines still have the eyes-and-cheek zoning (e.g. SAC 448/SAC
449).
One feature, which—with a larger sample—would probably be a reliable time marker, is the
male head-dress, with variables such as the number, shape, spacing and orientation of the picos,
as well as the decor of the calotte. Using Chancay-Huaura, with changes between early
Chancay-Huaura 1.5.la (epigonal-derived), 1.5.lb (3-colour geometric) and 1.5.2 (black-onwhite), but bearing in mind that Chancay-Huaura has a later starting point than Huaura, the
following sequence is proposed':
An early form has three markedly diverging picos with wide intervals between them. The
tips can be rounded (1813* in Huaura 2.3, P47 in Huaura 4) or more conical (551* in Huaura
2.1). The calotte is often very low. A transition to the next stage is represented by 1407*
(Chancay-Huaura 1.5. ib) with the early form of picos but a higher calotte. Another, probably
early, head-dress has two long conical picos, with or without a plain calotte (608*,
606/Huaura 2.3, P89 in Chancay-Huaura 1.5. la).
During the following stage the three picos move closer together (SAC 412*1 Huaura 2.3),
the low calotte (SAC 261*/Huaura 2.2.2, , SAC 250/Huaura 4)) gradually becomes higher
(604*/Huaura 2.1, 610* in Huaura 2.2.2, 580*/Huaura 2.3).
The end of the Huaura sequence is diaracterised by two distinct forms: one features
generally short, triangular picos, often plain, divergent, and attached to no visible headdress
(SAC 471* in Huaura 2.2.2), with no parallel in Chancay-Huaura; related to these, but
possibly somewhat earlier would be 1222* (2.1) and P44 (2.2.2). The other late form is more
closely related to classic black-on-white Chancay-Huaura (l.5.2a): the main characteristic is
that the picos are truncated, sometimes with air-holes through the tip (P43t/2.2.2; 1 105*/2.3,

'The shapes illustrated below are marked with *
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perhaps 790* in 2.1 and a large number similar to 156 in Chancay-Huaura 1.5.2a and 1252,
576 in 1.5.2c.

1813 Ur. 2.3

-

610/Or.2.2.2

SAC412/Gr.2.3

1407/ Q.1.5. lb
551/Gr.2.1

604/Gr.2.1

608/Gr.2.3

580!Gr.2.3

Gr.2.2.2

1222/Gr.2.1

SAC261I

SAC2SO/Gr.4

Gr.2.2.2

P43'Gr.2.2.2

I 105/Gr.2.3

790/Gr.2.1

The decor of the head-dress correlates roughly with the suggested sequeilce: the early 3picos head-dresses have horizontal or regular parallel vertical stripes, whilst on the later ones

the vertical stripes have spaces between bunches of vertical stripes. But horizontal stripes can
also occur late (e.g.. 1 105/Huaura 2.3); note also the horizontal border with broken-line decor
below the clusters of vertical stripes on 1884 (Huaura 2.1), which comes late in the
intermediate sequence.
One or two specimens do not fit into this correlation between picos, shape and decor:
1 173/Huaura 2.1 has (early) spaced-out picos on a (later) high calotte, which however has a
faiily early decor. P43 (Huaura 2.2.2) combines late truncated picos with an early decor of
horizontal stripes. Other late features (angular elbows, necklace of several rows of small beads,
a "bridge" between the feet) show this to be a late specimen.
The position of the perforations (through the body of the picos or at their base, as opposed
to through the tip) do not appear to correlate with the other features.
Huaura 2is a very long-lived group:
Sub-group 2.1 appears to start in the late Middle Horizon, as we can see from traits shared

with Huaura 1, with Supe, with MH hybrids and with some late MH North Coast figurines.
Figurines belonging to the standard core of the group just predate or are contemporaneous with
the earliest Chancay (MH4-LIP 1-2, see Chancay chronology), when figurines of the two styles
are often difficuittotell apart (e.g. 1803 has a typical Chancay profile). But some 2.1 figurines
(roughly 1884 to SAC 467) survive into later phases of the LIP (SAC 467—in spite of folded
anns—has facial traits closely related to classic Chancay and may well date to LIP 6 or 7'.
The atypical figurines all belong to the late MH, excql SAC 285/SAC 286 which even have
'422, listed at the end of the sequence, belongs to a somewhat different manufacturing tradition. It
combines early traits such as three fingers, with a later overall look.
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LH traits such as the lateral appendages of the head-dresses. The location of the air-holes—rn
the early stages often at the neck or shoulders, then mainly behmd the upper arms, as rn early
Chancay--tallies with the suggested dating.
Sub-group 2.2 lacks a number of the early traits (except SAC 301, SAC 404 and the
atypical 1224, with their epigonal-derived ware) and probably starts at the same time as the
double- and extended arms figurines appear in Chancay, somewhere around LIP 2/3, continuing
into the later part of the LIP with specimens like 778 (see discussion of male head-dress above).
Note that the dating of the associated 542—if based on the Wari-Pachacamac connection—
could be as early as MH2, though this seems highly improbable.
Sub-group 2.3 may well start during the late MH with the couple with folded arms
(1813/P45), but probably dates mainly to LIP 2/3, with later specimens like 546, SAC 448/
SAC 449. This dating is based on markers such as the eyes, ranging from circular (raised,
raised/incised of. 1813, 606/605) to elliptic composite (1905/1904, 798), the picos of the male
head-dress (three, rounded (e.g. 1813), two, long (e.g. 608), short, truncated (546); note also
the appearance of air-holes under the armpits or at waist level. But this dating may well be too
early: 579, with several early features, has a profile very similar

to

classic Chancay, which

dates to LIP 5 and later. And some figurines like SAC 465, 1756, 1298, with their flat crown
and lack of head-dress are reminiscent of Late Horizon figurines. Altogether the dating of this
sub-group is uncertain.

GROUP 3: HUAURA FIGURINES WITh ELONGATED HEAD
Table 19

Catalogue: Vol.1!, pp.329-330

Plate 20

Sample: 6 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Middle-sized figurines with an elongated head, representing the cranial deformación por
Ilautu. Facial traits and ace-paint vary. All except one specimen are standing with arms which
can be folded or extended downwards towards the genital area. Three, possibly four, figurines
are female, with a genital triangle or naturalistic vulva, the remaining two have their genitals
covered by clothing. All the specimens wear a conical head-dress, most wear a necklace,
predominantly of large beads, molded or painted.
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All the figurines are mold-made, hollow, with air-holes at the neck or behind the upper arms.
The ware is 3-colour, mainly epigonal-derived.
DISCUSSION

Special features
Apart from two figurines among the anthropomorphic cats (Chapter 10, group 6), Huaura 3
is the first Central Coast group to feature the elongated cranial deformation por ilautu This is
a deformation used in the Sierra, which becomes more common amongst Chancay figurines
(see Discussion Chancay 2, Chapter 13). However the Huaura figurines with elongated head do
not carry a bundle or child on their backs as Chancay figurines with the same deformation do.
The applied mouth in the shape of a flower (851) is unique; as is the decor of the headdress
at the back of 352.
Links with other groups
Huaura 3 has many Huaura 1 features: modelling around the mouth (cf 851, 1925 with
536); thin, folded legs (cf 851 with 536); elements of the decor, like the step decor, stylized

birds (cf. 851, SAC 443 with 761, 660); hands placed on the genitals, shape of the genitals (ct
352 with several Huaura 1 figurines); collar of pendant triangles (cf 352 with SAC 399).
The overall aspect, especially of 1285,1186 is reminiscent of Huaura 2.1. Amongst Huaura
4 figurines the atypical 2038 also has an elongated head, with a molded edge to the head-dress.

The back of 1285, with its bulky head-dress or hair-style has a parallel in 859 (Unaffiliated
Figurines Gr.1, this chapter). The cranial deformation is a link with Chancay 2.
Context: No data.
Geographic distribution:
The only site attribution ("fhirly reliable") is for Pachacamac, but since no similar figurine
comes from a documented context at that site it is unlikely'. The similarity with Huaura 1 and 2
figurines from the Huaura valley, suggests that these specimens come from the same area.
Chronology:
The links with Huaura I (see above) point to the late Middle Horizon. 851 (and SAC 443,
not examined) have also many early features (decor of the clothin& head-dress with horizontal
stripes, ware, including the "bird's feet" design, a pattern wry common in early Chancay).

'In spite of generally fairly reliable ratings in the Gretzer/van den Zypen collection, most of the
Pachacamac provenances seem unlikely (see Appendix 2).
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Other traits such as the mainly horizontal stripes on the headdress (see Huaura 2), hands
with three fingers, arms folded upwards (see Chancay 1.1) show that this group survives into
the early LIP.
The ware, which best corresponds to Sawye?s (1975:123) description of the Huaura style
and the predominance of air-holes at the neck also argue for a date between MH3/4 and LIP
1/2.

GROUP 4: FLAT, SOLID HUAURA FIGURINES ("SLABS")
Table 20

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.330-332

Plate 20

Sample: 27 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Highly stylized, medium-sized figurines with an extremely fiat profile 1. The head is
generally trapezoidal or rectangular in shape, two figurines show bilobation. Face-paint (mainly
zoning and/or tear-lines is nearly always present. The eyes are circular or elliptic, the nose
often exceptionally large, the mouth straight, ears are rare. The body, mostly with angular
shoulders, has slightly tapering or straight sides. At first arms are not represented, later they are
folded (painted or applied), finally extended. The legs are generally short, completely separated
(note the wide crotch on P471P48, 1206), with or without feat. Six specimens are sexless, 16
are women, six are men; there are five couples. Only half of the females wear a head-dress (one
of them exceptionally with 3-picos), the males wear a 3-picos headdress. Body-paint and/or
cicthin& with a variety of designs, is nearly always present; necklaces, ear-plugs are rare.
The figurines are hand-made and solid. The wares and surface finish valy.
The group lacks cohesion and although this can be partly explained by changes through
time, it is not certain that all the figurines are definitely related to the Huaura style. Specimens
like 162 and 878—the latter possibly from Ancén grave T. 463, associated with 877 (see
Unaffihiated Group 1, below)—could belong to a local Ancón style. But the overall aspect
being rather Huaura-like, and in order to avoid excessive fragmentation, such figurines have
been included here.

The measurements of the thickness are misleading because they include projections such as
feet and nose.
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The associated figurine (2103) has a totally different type of ware and decor, but shares
many of the above characteristics. In spite of its singularity I am convinced that this figurine is
genuine, its owner sees it as a Paracas specimen, probably because of the resinous (?) red and
black paint, but its shape and many traits link it to the Central Coast.
DISCUSSION

Links with other groups
Arguably these hand-made figurines could be part of Huaura 2.3 (see above). However the
distinctive shape, the occasional absence of anus and the decor of the earlier specimens (692 to
1206) suggest that we might be dealing with a different concept or personage, also expressed in
he late MH Group 6 (Cats). Over a period the original significance of this personage (?) may
have been lost, hence the less stylized, more naturalistic later specimens in the group. The
following traits are shared with other groups:
Earlier traits:
• The pointed shoulders and absence of arms, the large central panel on 692, have
parallels in late Lana Nascoid figurines (chapter 7) and late Nasca.
• Feet sloping upwards at the back (1846, 1206) and perforations below the shoulders
occur in early MH Group 3 (chapter 8).
• A very wide, straight crotch, resulting in an unusually large gap between the legs
(P47/P48, 1206) also occurs on 1219 in the late MHGroup2 (chapter 9).
• 162: features parallel lines on the back, an unusual feature on the Central Coast, but
typical for North Coast Santa figurines (early MH) and early Ica/Chintha figurines
(late MH/early LIP). 162 also has raised eyes very similar to those of a face-neck jar
from Anccn 1, grave 539 (Ravines 1981:121, no.7333), dated to the late MH.
Later traits:
• Huaura traits (especially Huaura 1 and early specimens in Huaura 2.3): Facial

zoning, often outlined with a contrasting line or overall darker painting of the face,
tear-lines, circular eyes, line along the bridge of the nose, circles or dots on the arms,
small genital triangle, male/female pairs, female head-dress with vertical stripes, 3picos male head-dress; epigonal-derived ware.
• Traits shared with late MH Group 6 (Cats): Overall shape with wide pointed

shoulders; perforations through chest.
• The absence of arms also recalls some late MWearly LIP figurines from the Rimac
and Lurin valleys (chapter 12).
• Traits shared with early Chancay: Body decorated with small overall designs,

designs such as "bird-foot" (1336) and "composite cross" (2047).
Context
No data, except possibly for 878 (see below, Chronology).
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Geographic Distribution
There are only two fairly reliable provenances, one each fbr the Huaura and Chancay
Valleys. The Lambayeque provenance is probably incorrect (see Appendix 1).
• Chronology:
There are no gravelots to help date this group, except fbr 878. This figurine may be P.6485'
from Ancán 1, T.463, a grave which dates to MH4-LIP1/2 2 . Another similar bibbed figurine
with arms folded upwards (but sitting, with lateral perforations
(hollow ?)), from Ancán I grave 407 (Fig.38) is associated with a late
MN tumbler (P.5692), a bowl decorated with black and red

I.

"composite crosses" on a cream background (P.5694), similar to

P.5691

P.5693

Strong 1925:Pl.43 1, and a large red ware jar with a monkey figure at
the neck (P.5691), the latter both dating to LiP 1-3. Bibbed figurines,
though somewhat different, become more numerous in early Chancay.
In the absence of precise data it is the stylistic traits shared with I

P.5694

P.5692
Fig 38

I

late Middle Horizon groups and with early Huaura and Chancay (see above), as well as the
similarities of wares (for instance between 692 and 761/Huaura 1) and designs, which date part
of this group (692 to 2310) to the end of the Middle Horizon. Similarities with late Lima and
early MN Group 3 show a certain archaising aspect of this group, rather than an earlier date.
Gradual changes—overall shape, addition of applied or extended arms, an evolution in the 3picos head-dress (cf. P47 with SAC 252 and see Huaura 2, chronology)— lead into the early
phases of the LIP (1-3); 765 could be even later (LIP 4,5?).

CONCLUSION

The Huaura figurines are a heterogenous assemblage, which present many classificatory
problems. There is a certain icongraphic cohesion showing medium-sized specimens, both male
and female, often occurring in male/female couples and wearing sex-specific, fairly
characteristic headgear. Stylistically however we can distinguish between various strands,
which may be regional as well as chronological.
Whilst the appearance of the figurines undoubtedly dates to the end of the Middle Horizon,
with mold-made figurines produced in high quality epigonal-related wares, the subsequent
stages are less easy to date. Early on we also see figurines which are hand-made, in a much
more rustic ware, which—although also epigonal-derived in the variety of colours used—has an

'The sketch and description tally, but the measurements are given as 2Ocmx 9cm. instead of 13.2x8.4
2 See Chronology for 877 in Unafliliated Figurines sg.5.3, this chapter. and Gravelot T.463. App.3.
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unpolished surface and is often fired at low temperatures. This ware becomes typical m the
subsequent phase (or phases) and may well survive till the end of the LIP, without important
icongraphic changes to indicate a time depth.
Added to this possible longevity there are two other phenomonons which blurr the
chronological issue: one is the influence of the Ancón sub-style, the other is the emergence of
the Chancay-Huaura variant, translating Huaura iconography into the Chancay pottery style, a
variant which appears to co-exist both with the classic Chancay style and, probably, with late
survivors of the typical Huaura pottery. What we urgently need are controled assemblages from
the Huaura valley (and areas to the North?) and a much better taxonomy for both the Huaura
and Chancay pottery style or styles, into which to fit the relevant figurines.
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UNAFFILIATED FIGURINES OF THE LATE MIDDLE HORIZON AND THE EARLY
PART OF THE LATE INTERMEDIATE PERIOD

GROUP 1: FIGURINES RELATED TO THE ANCON SUB-STYLE OR STYLES
Table 21

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp. 333-334

Plate 21

Sample: 14 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

The figurines described here are grouped together on the strength of their stylistic affiliation
to features related to the Ancén sub-styles (see Chapter 9, Introduction). Their main common
characteristic are many press-molded features. The figurines have mostly straight bodies, but of
very different proportions. The head can be rounded, bibbed or elongated, with a variety of
features. Arms are generally folded upwards, less often at the waist. Legs can be joined, very
short or longer, separated. Nine figurines represent females, four possibly males, one has no
sex. Several figurines show press-molded hair at the back.
The figurines are mold-made, hollow with air-holes behind the upper arms or at the waist.
Wares are 3-colour (bIack white, red), bichrome (red on white) or monochrome, much of the
decor is press-molded.
DISCUSSION
Special

features

1710, 1711 and 1054 (sg 5.1) may represent a mythical or legendary personage,
characterised by a scarified face, an atrophied left arm and unusual genitals. A hare-lip or some
ether malformation may be indicated on 1054. Note also the lack of fronto-occipital
deformation. According to Cieza and Garcilaso (quoted by Cabieses 1974: 11,199) scarification
for ritual or esthetic purposes was carefully perfbnned with flint points.
The atrophied left arm— 87 which lacks the scars, also has an athrcphied right ann—is
folded upwards on 1710, 1711 and 87, but hanging down lifeless (the efibct of a stroke?) on
1054; it always has only three fingers. This net uncommon trait is thought to imply a birdrelated symbolism, an interpretation difficult to apply in this case. The protuberance in the
genital area could be an errect penis, but such a rendering is unique. It is impossible to explain
the nature of these personages.
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876 and 1051 have less clear mythical connotations, though the very pronounced bilobation
and the exageratedly long arms, folded upwards m an unusual way, may also indicate a
specific, possibly folkloric, personage.
1044 has two pairs of folded arms, as opposed to the common folded/extended combination
(see Huaura 2.2.1 and Chancay 1.2). Cwiously, on 1044, the arms start in the middle of the
body, under the chin and are folded upwards and outwards. The hands only have three fingers.
This specimen may also have a craneal deformation por ilautu.
2201 (sg 5.3) is a double-faced female figure, front and back, made with the same mold, a
personage not uncommon in the MH of the Central Coast (see Discussion under Nieveria,
Chapter 8, Group 1).
Links with other groups
Tear-lines and a thickened or outlined chin are widely distributed late MH/early LIP traits.
The molded hair or earplugs at the back (1054, 876, 1051, 504) resemble Supe backs (type A3,
A4, variant e).
The main link is with Huaura figurines: crude ware and molding stripy head-dress with
flattened edge (1710, 1711), single strand of large beads. Note also the resemblance of the
horizontal stripes on the head-dress of 1044 with 851 (Huaura 3), though here the stripes are
molded, there painted. The thick coil (part of the hairstyle) of 859 and 877 also features on
1285 (Huaura 3). Some of these traits also appear in early Chancay, but a more typical link
with early Chancay are the arms folded upwards (though not abnormally long as here), hands
with three fingers and the bilobation of 876 and 1051 (cf 866, 1344 in Chancay sg 1.1.4). 877

represents a border-line case botweemi Huaura and early Chancay.
The feature ontheback of 1044 could represent a bag. This would be a link with Chancay 2
figurines with elongated head, who nearly always carry a load (somotimes a child) on their
back. Huaura figurines with elongated head (Huaura 3) do not have this feature.
Context
Four figurines are known to come from graves, at least three of them contained infant
burials (see Appendix 3. Interestingly two of these (graves T.405 and T.718) contained reeds,
stopped with wool and filled with paint.
Geographic Distribution
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All the certain provenances are from Anccn, but the group is more widely distnbuted, which
explains some Huara- and Chancay-related features. The Pachacamac provenance is unlikely.
Chronology
Both 1044 and 859 can be dated to late MH4 on account of the press-molded monochrome
pottery (Meazel 1977:47).
877 a border-line case between Huaura and early Chancay, is part of a large gravelot
(Ancén 1-T.463), containing 16 vessels, many of them miniature. Two tumblers (P.6481,
P.6492) with black geometric designs on red are typical of the late MH epigonal-related ware; a
red ware vessel (P.6472) said to have decoración estampada estilo Pativilcd' must be pressmolded and date to MH4; others, like P.6474 with a cream slip, already resemble early
Chancay forms and could date to LIP 1-2. Note also a figurine (P.6483) with air-holes at the
waist, also more common during the LIP; one other associated figurine strongly resembles 878
(Huaura 4) but the measurements do not tally. Figurines like 876 to 1054, with press-molded
features, but some resemblance with bith Huaura and early Chancay also fit into the time span
MH4-LIP 1-2.

GROUP 2: HUAURA (OR CHANCAY?)-RELATED SPECIALS
Table 22

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp. 334-336

Plate 22

Sample: 10 Figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Heterogenous group of fairly large female figurines with folded or extended arms,
completely separated legs and a large painted genital triangle. The crown of the head is
generally straight and shows a marked fronto-occipital deformation in profile. Face-paint (eyeand cheek zoning with contrasting outline) is nearly always present. A headdress—mostly with
vertical stripes —and clothing is generally worn.
Judging mainly from the pottery there are at least three sub-styles: P52, 1070 and the
atypical 137 have a dark red or brown grounding with a decor of horizontal stripes with fillers
such as unoutlined white circles with central dot. Other specimens have an orange or terracotta
grounding with a central vertical panel (a textile border), with a criss-cross or broken line

Not visible on the drawing.
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design. Finally the black-on-white figurines are made of the typical Chancay pottery (though
with a reddish tonality, more often associated with the Chancay-Huaura sub-style).
The group lacks cohesion. I suspect that several specimens (678 to SAC 413) originate from
regions marginally outside the main study area. The remaining figurines, including the
associated 137, are more specifically Huaura- and Chancay-related---sharing characteristics
common to both groups which—but without fitting the parameters of any of the established
groups..
DISCUSSION

These figurines, related to both Huaura and Chancay—but marginally closer to Huauraprobably represent a local tradition (or traditions) originating in areas marginal to both (see
below Geographic distribution). The following traits are shared with:
• Huaura: Head-dress with vertical stripes (especially stripes of alternating colours or
plain stripes alternating with rows of dots); painted white line around the neck. With
Huaura 4 in paiticular: wide square shoulders; wide crotch (678, 784). The atypical
137 could also have been listed under Huaura 4, except that it is hollow.
• Huaura and early Chancay: eye-and-cheek zoning with contrasting diagonal outline;
horizontal lines across the legs; vertical band, immitating a textile, with broken line or
criss-cross designs (the latter trait also occuring in Supe).
• Early Chancay (though it also occurs sporadically in Huaura): "Bird-Foot" motif
(2248), composite-cross motif (1070), all over dots (784); pendant breasts (1087) and
rendering of the toes (784): cf in particular 674 (Chancay 1.3.1).
• Later Chancay (1.4, 1.6, 4): Two broad lines dividing the headdress into three
sections (P 52) occurs on P86 (Chancay 1.4.3) and may be related to the
"attendants" (Chancay Type 4); headdress perforations in sets of two (cf especially
Chancay 1.6); anlde-bones and a punctated necklace (784) are very common in late
Chancay(1.4, 1.6).
• The associated 137 shares traits with Huaura generally, and in particular with
Huaura 4, though it is not as flat, being actually hollow. But it also shows strong
Ancon features like the "claw" feet or the bilobation(cf Supe-Huaura hybrids,
chapter 10; and Unaffihiated Group 1, above)
Context: No data.
Geographic distribution

Two unvenfiable provenances are for the Huaura valley. The Galerie Ketterer Catalogue
(1991: no.357) specifies: "The huaqueros have not, as yet, revealed the provenance of this type
[of figurine]. It probably originates in a triangle between Huaura, the Haunaco (sic!) province
and the Chancay valley" (my translation).
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The unverifiable Chmcha provenance is somewhat doubtfiul, but since this is a rather
unusual figurine it cannot be dismissed out of hand (see also Chancay 1.3, Geographic
distribution).
Altogether we might be dealing here with several specimens (678 to SAC 413) from regions
marginally outside the main study area. The remaining figurines are more specifically Huaura
and Chancay-related, though they do not fit into any of the groups.
Chronology
The ware-types and decorative elements (see above) date this group from the end of the MH
to the early phases of the LIP (1-3/4?). This includes black-on-white, which can occur at the
end of this time span.
However, there are several anomalies: the earlier Huaura or Chancay head-dress tends to
have a rounded crown, whereas here it is straight (except on 678); the paired perfbraticns at the
corners of the head-dress (P 52, 2247, 2248, 677) are generally a late Chancay feature.
Furthennore—contrary to Huaura and especially Chancay figurines—there is no discemable
time difference between specimens with folded or extended arms: P 52 and 1070 appear to be
contemporary since they are both made in a typical 3-colour epigonal-derived ware.

GROUP 3: MISCELLANEOUS UNAFFILIATED FIGURINES
Table 23

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.336-337

Plate 22

Sample: 8 figurines
GROUP CHARACERLSTICS

The figurines in this group show isolated similarities with Central Coast groups of the
period, with some specimens being very unusual, whilst others are more clearly related. Each
figurine is discussed separately.
DISCUSSION

1821: Although the overall look and the manufhcture are unusual (but see 242 below), traits
such as biobation, large disk ear-plugs, folded arms are compatible with the late MN on the
Central Coast. The provenance from Ancon is wiverifiable.

242: From the Raiss and Stubel excavations at Ancén. Also an unusual specimen. The applied
coffee-bean eyes occur on 1902, 98 (below). The profile, reminiscent of early Nasca figurines,
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also occurs on the early Chancay-related 1847 (Chancay 6). The "rectangular" nose occurs m
Supe and Huaura. Arms lifted towards the head feature on 877 (Unaffiliated Group 1, above),
on contemporary figurines mainly from the lower Rimac valley (P53, 1534, 1427 in "Punch",
chapter 12), also on 854 below. All these specimens date to the end of the MH or the early LIP,
also a likely date fbr this figurine.
1902: No provenance, some similarity (eyes, nose) with 242 (above), probably of the same
date. The alternative to include it into Chancay6 has been rejected, because of the different
eyes and the fblded arms.
98: has a number of unique features: an extremely long face with well modelled jaw-bones, a
huge, naturalistic nose, thick applied lips, a very narrow body. Figurines standing on a base are
typical for Supe, but a cylindrical cross-section is rare. The elongated head does occur both in
Huaura and Chancay but never—as here—without a headdress. Note also that the figurine,
though hand-made and solid, shows vertical joins, as if imitating a mold-made version.
The figurines is said by Wiener (1880:652) to be part of a gravelot from Ancán, also
containing a Chancay cuchimilco and a wooden figure wrapped in clothing. Wiener's data are
unreliable (see Appendix 1) probably also in this case, because the figurine would be totally
atypical for the classic or late Chancay phase to which the associated cuchimilco belongs. The
cuchimilco is unusual itself, being of the classic black-on-white type, but with folded arms (or

possibly without arms, the illustration is not clear). It has four head-dress perforations in sots of
two which is usually—though not always—a late Chancay feature. The

.

wooden figurine and its textile wrapping are undiagnostic for dating purposes.
As the figurine bears a remote resemblance with LIP figurines from ..
Tantamayo, Dapt of Huanuco (see Fig.39) it might not come from the Central
Coast at all: it is included here because of its alleged provenance. However,
as far as the date is concerned—and by reference to the whole of the Peruvian
figurine material—a late MH/early LIP date is likely to be correct.
564: Unique specimen with a fairly reliable provenance from Lauri, Chancay.

Fig. 39

The bulging eyes, "rectangular" nose, nose-to-chin lines, tab ears with parallel incisions, occur
in various contemporaly figurines, mainly Huaura, but the shape is unique. The black ware

recalls late MN Group 6 ("Cats"); black ware reappears in classic and late Chancay, but often
with white incrustations, not present here. 564 is tentatively dated to late MN/early LIP.
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854: Seated figurine, allegedly from Huacho. The bent tip to the elongated head is unusual (see
profile), but the raised arms link it with various late MH Central Coast figurines (see above
242); the stylized folded legs also appear on figurines during the late MH (see 536 /Huaura 1,
851/Huaura 3) but become more common later (Chancay 2, 3). On the other hand the
modelling and detail is so unusual, that the figurine could belong to any date. The traces of
turquoise pigment, rubbed into folds and incisions, makes one wonder whether this specimen
was meant to imitate a metal figurine and whether it is genuine?

1296: shows an unusually pronounced bilobation, with large flap ears and
ç' -

sqarate legs, features which occur in a small but well defined late
MH/early Chimu group (see Fig.40: SRB n/n). However the biobation

•'

and ears are somewhat smaller and the lack of pamted decor, the circular

--

eyes (raised and incised, very similar to 605/606 in Huaura 2.3), the
incised genital triangle do not fit into that group. Another somewhat

Fig 40

similar figurine is P62 (Chancay 1.3.3, chapter 13). So 1296 (without provenance) may come
fromanareatothenorthoftheCenralCoastoritmaysimplybeaone-offalateMH/early
LIP date is likely.
153: This hunchback lacks the usual fronto-occipital deformation and has a long narrow face
with unusual modelled eyebrows. Nevertheless the overall aspect is Central Coast and hunchbacks are quite common in the Chancay culture. The date can be anything from the late MH to
the Late Horizon, though long rectangular ears are a MH feature (of southern origin), and the
air-holes behind the upper arms are also common for the late MH/early LIP.
Although one or two figurines, like 242 or 564, are definitely original local creations, others

may come from locations outside but adjoining the study area.
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CHAPTER 12
THE FIGURINES OF THE LATE MIDDLE HORIZON AND EARLY PART OF THE LATE
INTERMEDIATE PERIOD - PART II: FIGURINES FROM THE RIMAC
AND LURIN VALLEYS

INTRODUCTION

As we have seen, the latter part of the Middle Horizon leads to a clear separation in figurine groups and
their distribution between the Huaura, Chancay and Ancén section and the Rimac and Lurin section of the
Central Coast. As for the Chillán valley this period is badly documented and it is possible that some
specimens which fit uneasily into established groups come from there. However, in view of the later
development, it is more likely that any material of this period from the Chill& valley is related to the
northern sector.
In the southern sector there is only one clearly defined group for this period. I have named it "Punch"
because of the resemblance with the Comedia del Arte character. It shows a distant relationship with its
contemporary, the standard Huaura figurine. Like it, Punch is mediwn-sized, standing with folded or
extended arms, and wearing a head-dress, consisting of a calotte with painted decor, often of parallel
stripes. But here the resemblance ends and the overall look (shape and relative proportions of the head,
body, legs) is quite different. There is no difficulty at all in distinguishing between these groups.
Beside this group, the earliest figurines of the Ichma style also probably appear at this time. This style,
also known as Huandio style, is the contemporary of Chancay in the Rimac and Lurm valleys. Like
Chancay it starts at the end of the Middle Horizon and survives into the Late Horizon. The Ichma figurines
are studied in chapter 14.
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THE "PUNCH" FIGURINES
Table 24

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 338-339

Plate 23

Sample: 30 Figurines

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Fairly homogenous group of medium-sized, standing figurines with a large head on a rather squat body.
The features can be roughly rendered, with traces of a blunt instrument used for modelling. Arms can be
folded, extended forward, also upwards to the ears, or not shown. The stocky cylindrical legs taper towards
near-circular feat. About 50 % of the figurines show female genitals, with a raised or incised genital
triangle, but all are probably female because of similar clothing. This consists of a head-dress with painted
decor and mostly of a broad painted collar; five specimens wear a shirt; the majority also have painted
features in the back (pendant triangles or parallel lines on the head-dress, back of the collar or parallel
bands on the body.).
Within the group one can distinguish two different types, though the dividing-line is not clear-cut
enough to create sub-groups:
• Type a (1020 to 505): broader, with a lower head and a more rounded lateral body outline. Note

also the rounded corners of the head-dress, with decorative designs such as wide broken lines,
etc., the rough modelling of the facial features, elliptic eyes, ears decorated with dots;
• Type b (1524 to 427): more elongated, with a taller, more angular head-dress and straighter body,

often circular eyes, small ears, plain or with parallel stripes, stripy or criss-cross head-dress
decor.
The different characteristics do not seem to be linked to a given area, for instance types a and b both
appearatPachacamac(cf 1517 with 1480).
The remaining specimens cannot be assigned to either type; some are quite different in shape, but share
decorative elements with this group.
DISCUSSION

There can be little doubt that this figurine represents a
mythical personage or deity of some standing, since the same
personage, but with a wider, more important head-dress than on
the figurines, is also shown on a number of face-necks from

Fig. 42

Pachacamac (UhIe 1903: P1.7, fig.3), from Huallamarca (see Fig.41: Musco de Sitio,
lig. 41
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Huaca Huallamarca, no.? and several other fragments now at MCP, including Fig.42, a personage with the
typical Punch colarette canying a llama) as well as many of unrecorded provenance (Figs.43, 44). These
could simply be seen as representations of a high-ranking personage. But one vessel from Pachacamac (see
Schmidt 1929: 261), shows the same personage with the body of an
animal (bird-like, but with massive feet!), definitely showing a
mythical connotation. Note also the elaborate ears on two vessels
(Uhie and Schmidt above), which are obviously mythical in
:•i:

Menzel's (1977: 61) sense. Interestingly the unique modelling
Fig. 43

technique used on type a figurine faces—showing rough broad
strokes—also appears on some of the face-necks.

Fig. 44

There are no antecedents of this figurine type at Pachacamac: earlier types (see Early MN Gr.4,
Chapter 8; Late MN Gr.1, chapter 9) are very different in shape and feel. The similarity with standard
Huaura figurines, especially the shape and decor of the head-dress, could just reflect a similar costume
worn by contemporary ethnic groups.
Special features
The tear-lines in this group are unusual, often only consisting of a thin diagonal line, starting from the
inner corner of the eye
35, 433 and 353 have two lugs folded towards the back of the head. These are different from the lugs

characteristic for the Chancay witch (Chancay group 3), which are placed on the top of the head.
Links with other groups
The stripy head-dress of type b figurines is similar to that of the roughly ccnteniporaiy Huaura 2
figurines, but only the rather unusual 433 has a stronger Huaura feel (head-dress, facial zoning and painted
nose-to-chin lines). But the typical collar motif and the painted back, as well as its provenance from
Pachacamac, warrant its inclusion into this group. Note also the flap ears with parallel stripes (1480, 161,
not visible on photographs), common in Huaura.
1545 is a flat, slab-like specimen, related to Huaura 4, but with a decor typical for this group.

427 wears a series of concentric necklaces which also appear on MH3 South Coast face-necks (e.g.
Gayton and Kroeber 1927: Pl.19A).

'This feature is difficult to see on the photographs.
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The unusual head-dress of 2216 has a painted decor at the top, (white cross within black
circle, see Fig. 45). A somewhat similar design can be seen on Huan Nortio figurines and
South/Central Highland figurines 1 of the early Middle Horizon
Fig. 45

Stripes in the back are common on Huari Nortàio and early Ica/Chincha figurines.
449, attached to a fimerary cane litter and with an undeformed head, is related to Wari-Pacliacamac
figurines. But it shares the circular eyes, painted arms folded upward, overall shape, painted collar with
black lines and the stripy head-dress with this group.
Context

Although only three figurines from Maranga have documented gravelots, the majority of the other
figurines must also come from graves at Pachacamac (Uhie's Gravefield I, Bandelier's excavations), at
Huallamarca, etc. (see below). At Maranga one figurine (P 53) was found with the burial of a youth—two
further similar figurines were found inside the mummy bundle—, another (P54) was associated with one or

two infants, the third (1584) with an undescribed mummy (see Appendix 3).
Geographic distribution:

Provenance
Certain
Fairly reliable
Unverifiable

Rimac Valley
5
2

Lurin Valley
7
10
2

This group is one of the best documented of the whole study. It shows a very limited distribution area,
also confirmed by the related face-necks. The figurines come from three large ceremonial sites, re-used as
cemeteries, in the Rimac valley: Maranga, Huallamarca, (see Appendix 2) and Vista Alegre (situated on
the left bank of the Rimac, near Puruchuco; its main pyramid is known as Catalina Huanca); and from
Pachacamac in the Lurin Valley (see Appendix 2).
Chronology

There are some contradictory elements to take into consideration. The few gravelots and some of the
decorative elements point to MH2B or early MH3, but the provenance from Gravefield I at Pachacamac
(see Appendix 2) and data from Huallamarca (see below), as well as some stylistic elements point to the
late Middle Horizon or early Late Intermediate.

'Huari Norteflo, see MAL 961; South-Central Highlands figurine see PC2M.
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A. Gravelots:

P53 from Burial XLII at Huaca III, Maranga (see Appendix 2) is associated with two other similar
figurines (not illustrated) and several vessels only two of which are illustrated (Jijon y Caamafio 1949:
figs.30 and 31). The photographic quality makes identification difficult. No sizes are given. Jiján's Fig. 30
is a spheiical jar with a short conical neck and two vertical strap handles at mid-height. The decor is
polychrome, with light and dark red, grey, black and dirty white on an orange background; it consists of
four birds on the upper half and a step decor below. Jijài compares the ware to "Camarquilla" (i.e.
Nieveria) and assigns the vessel to Kroeber's "Middle Cafiete" (from the Cerro de Oro site). These
similarities (the one with the Cafiete pottery is doubtful) would yield an early MH phase (MHIB, according
to Mouzel 1964: 33-35). The other vessel (Jiján y Caamaiio 1949: fig.31) consists of two superimposed
spherical jars, with a flaring neck and strap handles, a shape difficult to place chronologically. There is an
"octopus" design on the upper half and broken lines with filler dots on the lower body, in cream, black, red,
violet on orange. The upper design is not clearly visible on the picture, but sounds like a MH2 design; the
lower design is a 3-colour geometric design, dating to MH4 - LIP 1-2. In fuct Jijén regards the figurine
from this burial as Chancay 3-colour, which it definitely is not.
P54 (Jijén y Caamafio 1949: fig.38) looks similar to P53 and is said to have a decoración de
rnangulos blanca, negra y roja en la espalda (p.312), typical for this group. It is associated with one

vessel (not illustrated).
According to Jijón y Caamafio (1949: 312-313) both burials belong to construction phase IV of Huaca
Ill at Maranga, which includes 23% of Chancay 3-colour geometric. This correlates well with the time
span I suggest for this figurine group.
1584, excavated by Kroeber at his Huaca 15 at Maranga/Aramburu (see Appendix 2) is not associated
with any vessel (see Gravelot), but Kroeber's catalogue entry (MS. p.20: "with Mummies 15-S-6")
suggests that this burial is part of what he calls "Late period burials". These post-date his Proto-Lima,
which includes late EIP (Lana) and early MH (Nieveria) strata (Kroeber 1954:33, note 2).
Bandelier's figurine from Pachacamac (1427) has no documented context.
2215 and 2216 are said to come from a late MH-early LIP reutilization of Huallamarca as a cemetery
(C. Valladolid, personal communication; see also Willay 39/40:16).
As usual the most useful data come from Uhle's excavations at Pachacamac. In the UPMP catalogue
UhIe writes: "Nos. 26958-26962 (my numbers 1517, 1480, 1524, 1614, 1468) are all clay dolls from
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Gravefield I, except 26961 (my 1614), probably obtained at San Pedro, LurIn V. and sent to Field
Museum". As far as ascertained Uhie gives no gravelots, possibly because of the disturbed state of the
cemetery. The material from this area is called by UhIe "Later Pre-Inca" and dates from MH4 and the LIP
(see Appendix 2 and Menzel 1964:54). Unfortunately it is impossible to say which phases of the LIP are
involved. The pottery illustrated by Uhie as "Later Pre-Inca" (1903: P1.7, figs. 1-9 and P1. 8) includes some
later LIP specimens (P1.8, figs 5, 7, 8).
Note that the funerary reed litter (449), common in the Lima culture and the Middle Horizon, survives
into the Late Intermediate Period.
B) Stylistic evidence:

Many stylistic elements are quite early (see also above "Links"):
• the unoutlined white circles with black central dot (290), a feature popular in MH2B (Menzel
1964:61);
• the cross design on the head-dress (2216, see fig.45);
• the concentric painted necklace (427);
• parallel lines in the back (Huari Norteño, early Ica/Chincha), etc.
Others elements are later and better fit the chronology of Gravefield I at Pachacamac:
• the use of a four- or three-colour, epigonal-derived ware;
• a decor of broken lines with filler-dots, typical for 3-colour geometric ware, on a "Punch" faceneck and a vessel, both illustrated by Uhle (1903: P1.7, figs 4 and 5)
• the resemblance with Huaura 2 figurines.
If we look for a chronological spread within the group itself, we find similar contradictions, because
some datable stylistic traits cut across other diagnostic elements such as the introduction of the mold,
folded versus extended arms, the position of the air-holes (neclç, shoulders, armpits). To give one example:
290, with an early head-dress decor of unoutlined white circles with black dots, has extended anns, which
is usually a later trait. Type a could be somewhat earlier than type b, with the exception of the black ware
505, which could be altogether later (LIP 4,5?).
To sum up: this group could start as early as MH2B, considering some of the gravelots, the
resemblance with other early MH figurines (Huari Norteilo, South-Central Highlands) and specimens like
449, with its undeformed head and attached to a litter. But if we take into account the data regarding the
provenance at Pachacamac—especially the total absence of this type in the "oldest part of Gravefield I"
which dates to MH2B—at Huallamarca and at Maranga, a certain resemblance with Huaura 2, as well as
the sporadic use of the mold and other diagnostic elements, a late MH-early LIP date is more likely.
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CHAPTER 13
THE FIGURINES OF THE CHANCAY CULTURE

INTRODUCTION

The Chancay culture represents a break hi the figurine tradition of the Central Coast in that,
for the first time, we find a number of iconographically well defined and totally distinct figurine
types within the same culture, obviously representing personages with a mythical or historic

context familiar to the Chancay people. This trend already starts on the Central Coast during
the late Middle Horizon, with the appearance of such groups as the anthropomorphic Cats and
Birds (chapter 10), early anthropomorphic Huaura figurines (Chapter 10) or isolated specimens

with elongated heads, but within the Chancay culture the distinct types become more numerous
and more specific. Ramos de Cox (1971) had already suggested some functional variations
within the Upper Formative and early Eariy Intermediate figurines from Tablada de LurIn, but
as more related figurines are recovered, it becomes obvious that the bulk is very stereotyped
indeed (see chapter 6).
The Chancay cultural area vanes somewhat through time: in the early and classic phases of
the culture generally over 80% of cuchimilcos (Group 1)' come from the Huaura and Chancay
valleys and from Anci. Towards the end of the Chancay sequence (late LIP, LH), red- and
black ware figurines appear to be more numerous in the Chillán valley (60%), whilst black-onwhite figurines probably continued to be produced in the Chancay heartland.
The Chancay figurines can be divided into the following types or groups:
Group 1: The Cuchimilco; Group 2: Figurines with elongated head ; Group 3: The "Witch";
Group 4: The Attendant; Group 5: Personage with Helmet; Group 6: Small, crudely-made
figurines; Group 7: The Anthropomorphic Monkey; Group 8: Chancay-related Specials.

'The calculations are based on certain and fairly reliable provenances in Group 1. Other Chancay
groups mostly come from the Chancay heartland.
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CHRONOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE CHANCAY CULTURE (see Chart 3)

No in-depth study has ever been made of the Chancay pottely style. Attempts at a
chronological sequence were made by Strong (1925), using Uhie's excavations at Ancén, by
Kroeber (1926b), using Uhie's excavations in the Chancay Valley, as well as by Willey
(1943b) who excavated at Ancón and by Horkheimer (1970) who excavated in the Chancay
valley. In addition Menzel (1977:4 1ff) has correlated UhIe's Anccn graves with her Middle
Horizon chronology. This allows us to date Strong's (1925) phases (Middle and Late Ancán).
More recently M.Comejo Guerrero has twice attempted a seriation, using gravelots
excavated by Horkheimer at Lauri, Chancay(Comejo Guerrero 1985 and 1991). In his 1985
seriatioii, Comejo uses 18 graves from Lauri (Lauri I to 12, 15; Lauri VI/1; Lauri
VIIh1,VII/1',VII/2, VII/3'). In his 1991 chronology he leaves out graves Lauri 2,3, and 5-10--gravelots listed as "secondary" to phases 3 and 4—but adds graves 13, 14; the graves from
sectors VI and VII remain the same. On the basis of these seriations, Cornejo proposes a
chronology—for the cemeteries at Lauri—of three main phases, the third one subdivided into
two sub-phases, A and B (Comejo 1991: 104).2
In his study of the Reiss and Stübel material from Ancán, which contains many figurines,
Haas (1986) follows the Strong ceramic phases in combination with the Rowe/Menzel
chronology. However in his dating of specific objects he often equates Late Ancán 1 with LIP
1-2, (rather than LIP 1-3), which results in a certain discrepancy with my own dating. k is also
unfortunate that he assigns objects to specific ceramic styles, even if the ware of the object does
net have the specific characteristics (f.i. nos. 111 (red on white) is assigned to epigonal; 112
(black on white), 113 (red on white) are assigned to 3-colour geometric; 122, with a white slip,
to Chancay Black-on-white).

Combining observations by these authors with the evidence provided by the figurines and
with associations from gravelots a chronological sequence of four phases does emerge for the
Chancay pottery style as a whole (see Chart 3, Proposed Chancay chronology). This is
somewhat distinct from Comejo's sequence for Laun, which—in its phase 1—contains only
Teatino style pottery. The matching of this chronology with the epochs and phases of Rowe and
Meezel's pan-Peruvian chronology and with absolute dates is at best tentative.

'The roman figures indicate different sectors of the Lauri cemetery.
his 1985 chronology Cornejo uses four phases. whilst in 1991 phase 3 becomes 3A. phase 4
becomes 3B. To avoid confi3sion I use the 1991 chronology, even when relhrring to the 1985 seriation.
2
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Chancay Phase 1 (MH4 to LIP 1-2):
Corresponds roughly to Comejo's phase 2, though it starts earlier. Some of the earliest
figurines which can be assigned to the Chancay culture (Chancay 1.1.4, 1.2.4, 1.3.4) are
figurines with folded arms in red ware, with press-molded details and/or white decor or
figurines with a very thin white slip, mostly only surviving in traces, applied cii the terracotta
ware, sometimes with red decor. These and related wares (refbrred to as "miscellaneous" in subgroup 1.1) are related to the sub-style or -styles originating in Ancén (see Introduction to the
late Middle Horizon, chapter 9). Out of 22 certain or fairly certain provenances in sub-groups
1.1.4, 1.2.4, 1.3.4 (miscellaneous wares), 16(72.7 %) come from Ancon.
Some figurines in wares derived from Uhle's Epigcnal style (white and black designs on a
red or orange grounding) and the 3-colour Geometric style (red and black designs on a white
grounding), and even an early version of Black-on-white' probably also date to this phase.
Unfortunately there are no associations to prove it. Although it is generally assumed that these
styles succeed each other in time, there is evidence that they did overlap at Chancay (Kroeber
1926a:271ff). At Anccsi, opigonal and 3-colour only occur together in significant proportions
during Late Ancon I, that is LIP 1-3 (my phase 2) whilst black-on-white only becomes
significant in LA II (my phase 3) (Strong 1925:160). However the resemblance of early
Chancay figurine shapes in all these wares confirms some degree of contemporaneity.
Associations for phase 1 figurines (see Appendix 3):
• 1075(P.11299) /Chancay 1.1.1 from Ancon 1/T.962 is clearly made in an epigonal-

derived type of ware, but is associated with a 3-colour geometric vessel.
• 862(P.9655)/Chancay 1.1.4 from Ancén 1/ T.721, a terracotta figurine with folded

anns, is associated with a 3-colour geometric early Chancay vessel (P.9644) (Ravines
1981:143). Ravines assigns this grave (his grave no.45) to his Epoca C, i.e. MH4
(1981:115).

• 866(P.8149) /Chancay 1.1.4: grave Ancén 1IT.619 (see P1.G2) contained two
figurines, an early Chancay specimen in white-on-red ware, associated with a Supe
figurine (867=P.8150), dating to the late Middle Horizon, as well as a 3-colour
geometric vessel (P.8143). The latter can also be dated to MH4 by comparison with
Strong 1925: Pl.49g (=MA II).
• 863(P.8128)/Chancay 1.1.4: In grave Ancán 1IT.6l8 an early Chancay figurine with
traces of white slip is associated with two typical late MH cups (P.8 107, P.8 132) and
two jars (P.8093, P.8094), fbatunng a decor which could be 3-colour geometric (the
sketches are poor). A similar cup, associated with an earlier epigonal-denved bottle is
dated to his phase C (MH4) by Ravines (1981:116-117).

'The early black colour has a purplish tinge, different from the later brownish or greyish black.
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Chancay Phase 2 (LIP 3-4):
Fills the gap between phases 2 and 3 in Comejo's Laun chronology. Figurines with folded
arms continue during this phase, with a variety of miscellaneous wares (red-en-white, black-cured, even black ware), appearing alongside the white-cu-red and white-slipped, 3-colour
geometric and black-on-white; epigonal-derived specimens diminish. An important innovation is
the appearance of figurines with extended arms. During this phase we see figurines with two
sets of arms, one folded, one extended, (Chancay 1.2), vezy similar to those with folded arms
only. We also find an early distinctive variant of figurines with extended arms, generally in redon-white, white-slipped and plain red ware (part of Chancay 1.3). Whilst some of these are
related to the Ancon sub-style (see above), others—from the lower Chillén and Rimac
valleys—show the begjnning of what Kroeber (1926c) calls "Sub-Chancay" (see below phase
3). We also see direct predecessors of the classic cuchimilco (Chancay 1.4)—both in 3-colour
geometric and black-and-white wares—though with some features which disappear in the
classic phase (phase 3).
Associations for phase 2 figurines (see Appendix 3):
The associations for phase 2 are somewhat problematic, but the validity of the stylistic and
iconographic criteria used to define this phase is corroborated by the dating of all the doubleanned specimens from the Reiss and StUbel Ancén excavations (243, 225, 341, 342) to Late
Anccai I (= my phase 2) also on stylistic grounds (Haas 1986:nos.1 15-119).
Two gravelots show that the figurines with double arms (Chancay 1.2) can be associated
either with figurines with folded or with extended anns:
• 871(P.6624)/Chancay 1.2.4, a hunch-back with two sets of arms, from Ancén
1IT.473, is associated with 870 (P.6630)11.1.3 a black-on-white figurine with folded
arms. This tomb is difficult to date: several associated vessels have a cream slip and a
jar (P.6627) has a globular neck which could be classic Chancay. But there is also a
plate (P.6638), described as having a black and red geometric design on an orange
grounding: this sounds earlier (epigonal-derived?). An acceptable date for these
associations would be (late?) phase 2.
• P.11055/1.2.4 from Ancán 1IT.852, is associated with a number of figurines with
extended arms (P.11050, P.11051), a small hand-made black ware specimen
(P.11045/Chancay 6.3) and with a few miniature pets, one ofthem (P.11045) with a
design of vertical black-on-white stripes (Comejo's decorative type P0-4) which
occurs in both Chancay phases 2 and 3; the globular shape ofthe vessel is more akin
tophase2types. Howevertheblackwareflgurinecoulddatetothelaterpartofphase
3! So the date of this gravelot is ambiguous.
As for the associations available for the early cuchimikos with extended arms (Chancay
1.3) they are somewhat problematic:
873/P.7427/Chancay 1.3.4, from Ancén ltr.555 (Ravines's grave no.49) is assigned
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by Ravines (1981:155) to his epoch D "Inca-Pachacamac". The figurine is totally
untypical of the Late Horizon. hi the absence of other grave goods the dating must be
based on the form of the burial—a shallow pit with an elliptic to rectangular plan,
covered by a mat—or on the single fardo, wrapped in a textile, tied by a string. But
these forms of burial and fardo already occur in the early LIP (Kaulicke 1983:37,
54ff.)'. The figurine—with characteristics such as a rounded head-dress with two
perforations and flattened edge (proffle), elongated eyebrows, traces of painted stripes
across the legs—is more typical for phase 2 (see also chronology of sub-groups 1.1.
to 1.3).
• P63/Chancay 1.3.4, is listed as coming from UhIe's Ancán burial T 14a (Strong
1925:190 and Pl.49d), located immediately above T 14 (Strong 1925:fig.8). The
lower burials at Ancán/Site T date to MH4, the upper burials (a) are intrusive in a
later midden strata and generally dated to Late Ancán 11/LIP 5-8. However, Strong
writes that the figurine was found "above T 14" and Uhie specifies that "it may have
been put there by people of a later time who knew of the presence of the old grave"
(Strong 1925:146). This clearly implies that the figurine was not actually part of the
upper burial T 14a. Strong also points out that the ware is reminiscent of MAII/MH4
(1925:146) and actually assigns the figurine to that period (1925:Pl.49d). This dating
is a little early: the pottery and overall aspect, traits shared with other early Chancay
figurines, which disappear in the classic black-on-white phase, suggest a date to the
early LIP 1- 3, i.e. phase2.
• 834/Chancay 2.2, a somewhat unusual black-on-white Chancay Group 2 figurine,
was excavated by Horkheimer at Pisquillo Grande grave 3. Comparing some
associated vessels (see Pl.G6) with Comejo's typology for Lauri (1985), we note the
following:
Pg(3)CVI is nearest in shape to cantaro C-lg only found in Lauri graves 2
and 6, both considered by Comejo (1985:42) as "secondary" to phase 3A in
that they include one or two phase 1 vessels associated with phase 3 vessels.
Pg(3)CXXVIII has a shape between aribalos A-i (Comejo's phase 2) and
A-la (phases 3A-3B), but the decor is clearly late 3-colour geometric
(Cornejo's phase 2).
Two further vessels, Pg(3)XXXII, a jarra between shapes 1- lb and J-lc,
both common in phase 3A and decor types Pg-5 and Pg-6, occurring from
phases 2 to 3B, and Pg(3)LXXXIII, a camaro C-IF, common during 3A
and B, with decor code as above, are less diagnostic.
Finally Pg(3)CXVII and Pg(3) CXXIII are so-called Chinos, face-necks
which Comejo considers as diagnostic for phase 3B (1991:110). However if
we compare these two specimens with the typical phase 3 Chinos (Comejo
1991 :fig.8) it is clear that we are dealing with something very diffeiit. The
phase 3B Chinos present a nearly cylindrical neck, with no demarcation
between the face and the headdress, as well as limbs in slight relief, whereas
these Chinos have a somewhat globular face and flaring rim with no headdress and no indication of limbs. If it were not for the lack of lateral
handles, they would be much closer to Comejo's aribalo 2a, only found in
Lauri grave VII(3) and dating to phase 2 (1991:106; 1985:App.2,p.59).

'Unfortunately none of the Ancôn 1 graves for which I have data come from the same excavation
zone (faja 60I6l) however the recorded burials nearest in numbering (T.543, T.548, T.578) all date to
the late MH (Ravines 1981:122-129).
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Other Chinos, which appear also earlier than phase 3B come from Pisquillo
grave 4 (see below).
I would therefore date this gravelot and the figurine to the end of my phase 2; it also fits
neatly in the hiatus which Comejo's sees botween his phases 2 and 3 (see Chart 3).
Chancay Phase 3 (LIP 5-8):

Coincides with Comejo's Phase 3A and (partly) 3B (see phase 4, below). Comejo's subdivision into A and B (1991:108) is based on ceramic variations within the black-on-white
style, as well as on association with other wares. These other wares are:
- for phase 3A: a red ware with a reed-incised decor, named Lauri impreso by Horkheimer
(1970);
- for phase 3B: a revival of a 3-colour ware, with red added to black-on-white.

The sample which I have assigned to this phase is dominated by the classic black-on-white
pctteiy, represented by iconographically distinct figurine types, some of which begin in the

preceding phase, as well as by stylistic variants such as the Chancay-Huaura (1.5) and Jecuan
[(1.5.3)] sub-groups. Beside the Black-on-white ware the sample also contains figurines in red
and in black ware.
There is not enough evidence of change in the black-on-white figurine material to apply
Comejo's subdivision into phases 3A and B (though some phase 3 black-on-white specimens
have red face-paint, a phase 3B trait according to Comejo), but I have tried to take the
subdivision into account when dating available gravelots.
Associations for phase 3 Black-on-white figurines (see Appendix 3):
Phase 3A:

Associations conic from two Lauri graves (used for Comejo's 1985 seriation) and a grave
from Pisquillo Grande, all excavated by Horkheimer and stored at the MPCS, Lima:
• 838/La(4)XLVIII, 840/La(4)XLIX, 837/La(4)LII, 845/La(4)L1V/Chancay 2.3' from
Lauri grave 4. The grave contains 55 vessels, dating to classic Chancay (Comejo
1985:App.2, pp.13-22).
• 839/La(12)XL/Chancay 1.4.la, from Laun grave 12 which contained 37 vessels,
with two cuchimilcos (only one recorded). (Comejo 1985:App.2, pp.39-IS;
1991: 108).

• 835/Pg(4)XXXI/Chancay 2.3, 836/Pg(4)XXX/Chancay 1.4.lb from Pisquillo
Grande grave 42 Associated vessels include three type C-lh cantaros i.e. Chino facenecks, holding goblets (Pg(4)XLVIII, Pg(4)CXII, Pg(4)CL). For Comejo this type is
'A fifth figurine (LI, unrecorded) is only described as "anthropomorphic" in Cornejo's catalogue
(1985: App.2. pp.13-22; 1991:108).
2 This grave is unpublished. The associated vessels were recorded at the MPCS.
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diagnostic lbr phase 3B (1991:110). We have already seen that vessels which
represent an intermediate stage between earlier face-necks (Comejo's aribalo 2a) and
the phase 3B chinos (cantaro lh) appear in a late phase 2 grave (see above, phase
2/Pisquillo grave 3). I now suggest that the chinos here represent two further stages:
Pg(4)XLVffl with its globular face, slightly flaring head-dress and applied circular
eyes is still related to the earlier Pisquillo grave 3 specimens, whereas Pg(4)CXII and
Pg(4)CXXVI have the near cylindrical vessel neck of the later chinos (see below
Uhie's graves Al, Bi and B2 and Comejo 1991 :flg.8). A further olla resembles type
0-1, dated to phase 3A. So this grave probably belongs to phase 3A.
Phase 3B?:

An attempt to date three further graves, using Cornejo's seriation shows that the
dividing line between the sub-phases 3A and 3B is not clear cut1:
• 1992(4-6437)Chancay 1.4.la, 1993(4-6436) Chancay 1.4.2 from Uhie's Lauren
(Lauri) grave B 1 Contained a total of 39 vessels. Note that 1992 has red decor on its
cheeks. Dating of some associated vessels is as follows:
4-6435: cantaro C-lh (Chino):

4-6438: cantaro shape C-if:

decor Pg-5?:
4-6439: aribalo shape Ar-la?:

decor Pg-7?:
4-6442: vaso shape V-i:

phase 3B
phases 3A-3B
phases 2-3B
phases 3A-3B
phase 3A-3B
phase 3A

Overall date of Grave B! : early part of 38?
• 1997(4-6492)/Chancay l.4.la, 1998(4-6493)1 Chancay l.4.la, 1994(4-6451)1

Chancay 1.4.2,2061(4-6452)! Chancay 1.4.2, 1996(4-6494)! Chancay 2.3, 1995(46495) Chancay 7 from Uhie's Lauren (Latin) grave B2 which contains 39 vessels,
amongst them:
4-6454: cantaro body-shape,
position of handles C-la:
shape of neck C-Id: phase 3B
4-6465: aribalo shape Ar-la?:

phases 3A-3B
phases 3A-3B

Design Pg-7?:
phases 3A-3B
4-6466 (Kroeber 1926b:Pl.81F):
cantaro shape C-if:
phases 3A-B
decor Pg-7:
phases 3A-3B
4-6475: vaso shape V-5:
phase 38
4-6477: cuenco shape Cu-!?:
phase 2-3B
4-6482: camaro C-lh (Chino):
phase 38

Overall date of Grave B2: early part of 3B?
• 1990(4-6371)!Chancay l.4.la, 1991(4-6372)! Chancay 3.1 from Uhle's grave Al at
La Mina, Chancay. It is described by Uhle as "touching the Incasic time" and
contained 48 objects, including vessels such as:
4-6361: cantaro shape C-lh (Chino): phase 3B
'Many shapes have no exact equivalent in Comejo; conversely he bunches together in one categoly
several ornamental designs (eg. Pg-7 covers vertical broken lines or criss-cross designs on the body as
well as a more complex neck decor).
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4-6363: black ware cantaro:
4-6365: aribalo shape A-la?:
decor neck Pg-6:
decor body Pg-4:
4-6366: aribalo shape A-la:
4-6367, aribalo?:
4-6369, cuenco or olla?:
4-6370 (Kroeber 1926b:PI.82C):
cuenco shape Cu-4:
4-6409 (Kroeber 1926b:Pl.80D):
aribalo shape A-Ia?:
Overall date of grave Al: phase 3B.

later than phase 3B?
phases 3A-3B
phases 2-3B
phases 2-3B
phases 3A-3B
no equivalent
no equivalent
phase 3A
phases 3A-3B

To recap: According to Comejo, Chinos are diaracteristic for phase 3B, so the three
gravelots (above) as well as the graves 3 and 4 from Pisquillo Grande (see above, phases 2 and
3A) should all date to phase 3B. However the differences between the chinos in Pisquillo
Grande graves 3 and 4 and those in Uhie's graves above and in Horkheime?s Latiri grave
VII(2) (see Comejo 1991 figS), the association of that type with phase 2 and 3A vessels, seem
to imply that chinos had a much longer life span than that envisaged by Comejo. Obviously his
chronology still needs to be refined, using a larger sample.
Interestingly, there is hardly any mention m publications of variants in the black-on-white
Chancay pottery style. However in the figurine sample such variants are represented by the
distinctive Chancay-Huaura and Jecuan sub-styles (13). The former combines Huaura
traits—especially the occurrence of males—with typical Chancay wares. The latter shares
some Chancay-Huaura decorative elements, but lacks other specific characteristics: I suggest to
call it the Jecuan sub-style (1.5.3), because it resembles pottery found by Uhie at the Calera de
Jegoan (sic), his Chancay Site C. In his description of the material from Jecuan, Uhie says that
it shows "a continuous development from the Epigonal, through Three-coloured pottery .. .to the
older and middle phases of the White-and-black pottery of Chancay" (Kroeber 1926b:293). The
published black-on-white vessels from the site appear to have a decor which could be somewhat
earlier than classic Chancay in that the designs are still close to 3-colour geometric (Kroeber
1926b:Pl.80C, 81G, 82D-G)'. Of particular interest are the curlicues and stylized fish design
(Kroeber 1926b:Pl.81G) which also occur on Chancay-Huaura and Jecuan figurines and the
Chancay "Interlocking" design (Kroeber 1926b:Pl.82E) which appears on early and later blackon-white figurines (1.3,1.4). However judging from the changes within the figurine material,

'The Jecuan sub-style was not confined to that site to judge from a vessel with $tnuIRr decor found at
Huaral Viejo (Kroeber 1926b:PI8OC) and from Jecuan style figurines coming from other sites.
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the Chancay-Huaura and Jecuan sub-styles probably date to the later half of phase 3, some
figurines with Jecuan-related features (1.4.3,1.5) survive into phase 4.
A number of red ware and black ware (or black-slipped) figurines also belong to Chancay
phase 3 (See sub-groups 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 6.2. and 6.3). The red ware, often

with

punctated or

incised decor, is perhaps related to the "Lauri hnpreso" ware (Kr7anowski 199 Id), though
Kroeber's (1926c) "Sub-Chancay", a crude Chancay-related ware, is probably a better
candidate. Kroeber gives its distribution area as the Chill& and Rimac valleys; this is reflected
in the figurine material, with hardly any such specimens from Chancay and relatively few from
Ancán. As to the black ware' it is documented in Chancay (Kroeber 1926b) and Ancon
assemblages during various phases, representing 7% of Late Ancén II (Strong 1925:60, Table
1). For the Chillãi-Rimac area Kroeber (1926c) mentions that it always occurs hi association
with Sub-Chancay.
Associations fbr phase 3 red ware figurines2 (see Appendix 3)
2013( 4-5774)/Chancay 1.6.1 comes from UhIe's Ancáii grave T2. The actual
location of this grave is uncertain (Strong 1925:181). The non-descript pottery,
including a small llama (Strong 1925:Pl.43g), is classifbd as Late Ancán II (ibid.:
168). The figurine itself is of very poor quality and only distantly related to Chancay
by a high head-dress with perforations.
• 1595 (1588/345)/Chancay 1.6.1, a roughly-made figurine with its head missing
excavated by Kroeber at Marquez, is associated with several vessels. The shape of
two jars (see IPII) is similar to a Late Ancon II vessel (cf Strong 1925: Pl.42i), so the
gravelot dates to phase 3.

Chancay Phase 4: Late Horizon
Comejo's Phase 3B extends into the Late Horizon (Cornejo 1991:111) during which the
Black-on-white ceramic style apparently survives in the Chancay heartland. Krzanowski
(199 Ic) makes out a case for Inca influence in the area, though this influence is negligible.
As far as the figurines are concerned, the Late Horizon marks a break in the tradition which
is clear enough to justify an additional chronological phase. Some black-on-white pottery
appears to survive in the Chancay valley, as there is evidence of iconographic changes in some
of the large black-on-white cuchimilcos (e.g. 1150, 245 in Chancay 1.4.2 and specimens in
Chancay 1.4.3). Similar changes are not apparent amongst the smaller, less elaborate blackon-white figurines: only one small black-on-white cuchimilco (see 6/Chancay 1.4.lb). shows
'This is often referred to as "Chimu" ware, but it is stylistically totally different.
2 There are no gravelots associated with phase 3 black ware
3 hi Cornejo's chronological table (199 1:fig. 10) Phase 3B appears to end at the beginning of the LH.
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phase 4 characteristics. Most Chancay phase 4 figurines are manufactured in red or black
wares. But since over 75% of these come from an outside the Chancay heartland, I suspect that
the typical small black-on-white cuchimilco went on being manufactured in the Huaura and
Chancay valleys.
Since a strong Chancay-derived influence is apparent in all Central Coast figurines during
the Late Horizon, I have tried to isolate a number of iconographic and stylistic traits Which
allow to distinguish between what I see as Chancay phase 4 figurines and other Late Horizon
figurines on the Central Coast. Obviously this applies to Chancay figurines which are not
black-on-white (mainly groups 1.6, 2.4, 3.2), but which have a Chancay look about them
and/or come from areas of Chancay influence.
Chancay phase 4 figurInes
I Other Central Coast Late Horizon figurines
Ia. Hollow figurines with extended anns
Head-dress: mostly has a patterned border and/or Head-dress hardly ever has a border, perforations
are rare.
perforations [(83% 43/52)]
Air-holes: always at waist (as well as ears etc.) Air-holes: never at waist
lb. Hollowflgurines withfoldedanns
There are no late Chancay hollow figurines with As above Ia.
folded aims (exception I 523/Chancay 1.6.1)
2a. Solidfigurines with extended anns
There are no solid Late Horizon figurines with
Head-dress with patterned border and/or
extended arms (exception: 570, 346,856/ LH 1.2)
perforations
2b. Solidfigurines withfoldedanns
There are only four such Chancay figurines (see Head-dress may have a patterned border, but the
shape is different; perforations are relatively rare.
1.6.1)
Common traits (optional)
Large semi-circular eyebrows
Punctated nipples
Double incision at waist (part of genital triangle)
Circular ear-plugs
Necklace, often bulky
phase 4
phase 4 trait, rare on otherLwfigurinel LFlfigurine traits, rare on
figunnes:
Headband design of broken lines with multiple dot
fillers
Emphasized shoulders; emphasized clitoris; linked
feet
I Chancay

Chancay

Associations for phase 4 figurines (see Appendix 3):
There is only one well documented gravelot for Chancay phase 4 figurines. It was excavated
by Uhle at Anccm Site E. Uhle assigns the three graves from this site to "partly ...of the
Chancay period., partly of a more recent age.. in which contact with the Inca civilization has
already taken place" (Strong 1925:176):
• 2063(4-5851)/Chancay 1.6.1, from grave El, is associated with two vessels of which
only one is illustrated (Strong 1925:Pl.43d). The decor, though black-on-white, does
not look typical for classic Chancay. Whilst UhIe assigns E2 to the Inca period and
E3 to Chancay, he does not assign El to either. The figurine itself, made of one mold,
solid, with an incised head-dress border featuring broken lines with multiple dot
fillers, clearly belongs to phase 4.
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THE CHANCAY FIGURINES
GROUP 1: THE CHANCAY CUCHIMILCO
The word cuchimilco' is generally used to designate the most common of Peruvian petteiy
figurines: the classic black-on-white Chancay doll, female, standing generally with extended
arms, naked, except for a head-dress and with a distinctive face paint in the form of
"spectacles". The classic figurine is preceded by a variety of related earlier forms. So the name
will be used for all Chancay figurines of that type, regardless of ware.
The forms predating the classic cuchimilco can be classified by the position of the arms:
folded (Sub-group 1.1), folded and extended on the same figurine (Sub-group 1.2), extended
but difibring from the 1.4 classic prototype (Sub-group 1.3), the classic cuchimilco (Sub-group
1.4). A further sub-group (1.5) covers cuchimilcos of a Chancay-Huaura and other sub-styles.

SUB-GRoUP 1.1: EARLY CHANCAY CucHIMILcOS WITH FOLDED ARMS
• SUB-GROUPS 1.1.1 TO 1.1.4
Tables 25-28

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp.340-342

Plates 24-26

Sample: 63 figurines
GROUP CHARACItRISTICS
This heterogeneous grouping includes figurines differing in wares, shapes and sizes, but all
are clear precursors of the classic black-and-white Chancay cuchimilco (1.4, see below).
Although some of the variations between specimens are due to a difiice in time, there is no
clear stylistic development, nor a clear correlation between styles and wares: early in the series
we find specimens—especially the larger, well-made figurines (e.g.794/1.1.2)—which already
closely resemble the classic cuchimilco.
The figurines range in size from 7.9 cm to 60.0 cm, with a median height around 16.0 cm;
generally the larger specimens are more carefully finished, with a more elaborate modelled
and/or painted ornamentation.
All the figurines—except three hunchbacks—are standing. The head tends to be smaller in
proportion to the body on the larger figurines and can be rounded (65%), bibbed (circa 22%),
or more rectangular (10%), broken (3%). In profile a marked fronto-occipital deformation is the

'This word is not listed in dictionaries of either Quechua or Americanisms!
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norm. The face tends to be wide, some modelling of the eye-sockets and/or eyebrows, cheeks
and dim is common. Some form of face paint, mainly zoning of the cheeks and outlining of the
chin, is also quite common.
The body varies from fairly naturalistic to stylized, often broader in the upper part and
straight or tapering towards the legs. These can be totally separated but are more often joined
along the inside and often adorned with horizontal lines. The arms are folded, often upwards on
the chest; hands with three fingers are common (circa 60%), except on black-on-white
specimens. All the figurines are female, mostly with a large raised and outlined genital triangle.
The back often shows some modelling of the neck, waist and buttocks.
Most specimens wear a head-dress: shapes vary, but a decor of vertical stripes is most
common. Clothes are not worn, but in addition to the outlined genital triangle and the lines
across the legs, more extensive body-paint is common in the 3-colour geometric sample (1.1.2,
1.2.2, 1.3.2), with the bird-foot motif and birds in general being represented. Half of the
figurines wear a necklace (over 37% a single row of large beads), a few wear circular earplugs.
As no obvious iconographic groupings stand out—the larger figurines representing oneofi—the specimens are grouped by ware types: epigonal-derived, 3-colour geometric, blackon-white, miscellaneous wares (white-slipped, red-on-white, black-on-red, etc.). The latter
represent a somewhat difibrent tradition related to an ill-defined Ancon sub-style or styles (see
Chapter 9, Introduction), with such traits as a flattened edge to the head-dress (in profile), lack
of face- and body-paint. In the other wares many traits appear interchangeable: there is as yet
no standardization. All wares include specimens showing some Huaura influence (see
Discussion). Note that the decor in all wares is often only applied to the front (except for the
upper part of the head-dress). Over 60 % have air-holes behind the upper arms, at the shoulders
or the neck (as on late MH figurines) against 28% at or above the waist (as in classic
Chancay).
DISCUSSION
Special features
Cranial deformation: Bilobation

Over 90% of the figurines have a clear fronto-occipital cranial deformation. In addition over
22% show some form of biobation, from large rounded lobes to a very small indentation in the
center of the crown.
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Weiss (1962) and Reichien (1982) describe two types of cranial deformation which can
result in bilobation:
the Huaura type is achieved by a downwards flattening of the cranium. It results in
large parieto-occipital protuberances and sometimes—but not always—leads to
bilobation (Weiss 1962:27; Reichlen 1982:LIm.6A,B,C; Muelle and Rojas Ponce
1967/68:flgs.7-9). This form is mainly found on the Central Coast.
• the Palta type (the name refers to the Palta Indians) is produced by a flattening
upwards and backwards, always resulting in bilobation (Weiss 1 962:Lám.4B,B 1;
Reichien 1982:LIm.5ABC). The distribution area includes the North and Central
Coast (Reichlen 1982:389).
Most of the figurines would appear to show the Huaura deformation, but since the
representations are stylized, it is difficult to differentiate between the basic deformation
(resulting in lateral protuberances) and actual bilobaticn, presumably showing a marked
incurving or indentation in the center of the crown. Only one epigonal-derived specimen
(675/Chancay 1.1.1) appears to have a deformation of the Palta type.
According to Weiss (1962:24) the Huaura type deformation is mainly found in the "Huaura
stratum at Chancay, Ancén and Lima". At Ancàn 1, skeletal material with biobation is
documented mainly from late MWearly LIP graves. Amongst the few excavated tombs from
that site for which the inventories were made available to me the percentage of bilobation on
skeletal material is quite large: Tomb 105 (Inventarlo vol.? p.39), associated with a Supe
figurine; three out of four skulls from Tomb 879, associated with a Supe figurine (Inventarlo
vol.IX? p.43); tombs 539, 534, 578, 691, 721, (Ravines 1981:118, 122, 127, 132, 142)

amongst others. There are also a number of bibbed figurines (some not recorded here because
of insufficient data) in the available inventories.
Amongst Central Coast figurines bilobation first appears on figurines of the late Lima
culture (see 1999, 633, 696, 2135). It is absent during the early Middle Horizon—indeed at
Pachacamac during MH2 even the fronto-occipital deformation disappears. Bilobation
reappears in the late Middle Horizon (Groups 1-3, 6), but is totally absent in Supe; only one
Huaura figurine (the atypical 1521/Huaura 2.1) and some late MN-early LIP unaffiliated
figurines (876, 1051/Unaffihiated Gr. 1, 137/Unaffiliated Gr.2, 1821, 1296/ Unaffiliated Gr.3)
show bilobation (not to be confused with head-dress projections).
The deformation becomes common in early Chancay cuchimilcos (sub-groups 1.1 to 1.3),
where more than 22% of figurines show a clear bilobation. Amongst these the bilobation is
most common in 3-colour geometric (55% of bibbed figurines), followed by black-on-white
(26%) miscellaneous wares (16%) and epigonal-derived (3%). Bilobation becomes rarer in
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classic Chancay (7.5% in Chancay 1.4.1), except if one takes into account the small central
indentation on the large cuchimilcos (35% in 1.4.2,6% in 1.4.3). It is practically non-existent
in Chancay-Huaura (3%), amongst the red- and black ware cuchimilcos (3 .5% Chancay 1.6)
and the small Chancay-related figurines (8.5% Chancay 6). Note also that the "attendants"
with their characteristic "bicome" head-dress show strong bilobation (Chancay 4); the "lugs" of
the Chancay witch (Chancay 3) could perhaps also be linked with bilobaticn.
The rendering of bilobation on the figurines varies from a simple lateral widening (see 227
in Late MH Group I and 538 in Late MH Group 2, chapter 9) to more pointed lateral
protuberances (e.g. 830, 589 in Teatino, chapter 9), highly stylized semi-circular lobes divided
by a deep indentation (e.g. 1785, "Bird", chapter 10). In early Chancay—besides the forms
mentioned above—the most common form consists of broad, low lobes with a shallow
depression between them (e.g. 1079, 1062/1.1.2). Finally the large classic cuchimilcos (1.4.2)
only show a minute indentation at the center of a straight crown.
The distribution area of bibbed figurines is generally confined to the Ancén-Chancay area:
of the 103 late MH and LIP specimens with bilobation, circa 57% have no provenanc&, 13.5 %
come from Ancán, 21.5 % from Chancay, Pasamayo or Lachay, less than 4 % from the Chillén
valley, the rest from other sites.
Weiss and Rojas Pence (1967/8) have attempted an interpretation of the bilobation in the
Chancay and Chimu cultures. Bilobation is common on a certain type of Chimu face-neck,
associated with symbols of marine life, plants or stars, and interpreted as a divine attribute. In
Chancay the associations are less obvious, although some of the bibbed figurines (e.g. 1892,
1016/1.3.2) have representations of (marine?) birds painted in their genital triangle. Note also
799, 1179(1.1.2) which—like the late MH bibbed biopomorphic figurines (Cats and Birds)—
may represent anthropomorphic animals.
Another interpretation links biobaticn to a specific lineage or clan. This is documented by a
number of chroniclers and survived well into the colonial period (Weiss and Rojas Pence
1967/7:303). The fact that biobation is only shown on some figurines and the presence of three
bibbed skulls in the same tomb (see above) would corroborate such an explanation. More work
on skeletal remains is necessary to shed light on this particular form of cranial deformation.
Note that five early Chancay figurines (7%) do not have a fronto-occipital deformation.
Three ofthese (103/1.1.1, 82/1.1.2, 59/1.1.3) also share a rather unusual elongated body-shape
and may be early forms of the anthropomorphic Chancay "monkey" (Chancay 7).
'Sites of all ratings (from certain to unverifiable) are included.
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Hands with three fingers

This is a recurrent theme hi Peruvian iconography, either as three fingers and offsst thumb
(in Tiahuanaco and Wan iconography especially) or without the thumb, in which case it is
thought to be linked with bird symbolism. Hands with three fingers first appear on Central
Coast figurines during the Early Intermediate (see 804 and 815 hi chapter 6,633 in chapter 7)
but become more common later (chapter 9), especially in late MH-early LIP unaffihiated
figurines (chapter 11) , disappearing from classic Chancay onwards. They are also common in
the LIP of the South Coast (Ica-Chincha figurines), but otherwise rare.
Hunchbacks

Seven hunchbacks are found amongst early Chancay cuchimikos (1.1-1.3); some also occur
in early Ancén, in Huaura 2, in late Chancay black ware cuchimilcos (1.6.2) and Chancay
group 2. In group 3 a deformed—mostly rounded—back, is

one

characteristic amongst others

which defines that complex personage.
According to Cabieses (1974: vol.11,p.77) this defonnity (resulting in a projecting back, and
often also chest) was the result of tuberculosis of the spine; the bacillus itself has been isolated
in a mummy. The recurrent representation must have had a specific significance. Hunchbacks

are generally considered in pre-Columbian America as possessing special powers, which can be
malevolent or beneficial (Linné 1943; Barbour 1977: 24). They were excluded from
purification rites (Hocquenghem 1979: 221, 227). Acosta (1954/1590: 168f) relates their role
in ritual flagellations.

Other special features
The epigonal-related 541 (1.1.1)

has unusual eye-appendages, inspired by the MH "ibather"

motif(cf withhead-dressofl075/1.1.1).
1062 (1.1.2) with a bird and a fish painted on its chest, is seen by Rostworowski (1973) as
Urpayhuachac, the goddess of fishermen, provider of fish and linked with marine birds'.
The black-on-white SAC 218 (1.1.3) appears to have pustules (molded, painted black) on
his chest. This may be the representation of a severe rash or "veruga". For a similar rendering
ofa disease see Cabieses 1974: vol.11, pp.80-82.
870 (1.1.3) has a deep groove running along the join of the front and back pieces (including
on top of the head and under the fest). This can usually be seen on positive molds, which are

'See also Chancay-Huaura sub-group l.5.2a, Special features.
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used as a matrix to produce the negative mold. But this figurine, hollow and painted, is not a
positive mold.
Links with other groups
The connection with Huaura 2 is undeniable (see Introduction, chapter 11, on
Huaura-Chancay relationship). Similarities include air-holes often placed behind the upper
arms, painted decor in front only. A stripy head-dress, a large bead necklace (though here often
painted rather than molded), zoning of the cheeks, are also fairly common. But Huaura traits
such as circular eyes, tearmarks, pointed tab ears all but disappear, whilst bilobation, arms
folded upwards, hands with three fingers become more common in early Chancay. Above all
there are changes announcing classic Chancay: a head with a lower crown, specific facial traits
such as molded eye-sockets and/or brows, elliptic eyes, larger ears, a larger genital triangle,
modelled buttocks, the use of black-on-white pottery and a gradual shift of the air-holes
towards the waist.
The influence of the Ancán sub-style, felt on Huaura figurines, is also perceptible here,
especially on white-on-red figurines (1.1.4): small genital triangle, large beads, stripy headdress flattened at the edges (866, 1344), molded hair at the back (863). But the shape, notably
of 863 and 862, the raised arms and three fingers are marginally more typical for early
Chancay. Other candidates for the Ancài sub-style are 409, 1015 (1.1.1), but they too fit
better into early Chancay than into Huaura or the Ancén-related Unaffiliated figurines (chapter
11).
An interesting rare trait is the continuous line linking the arms across the chest on four
figurines (675/1.1.1, 794/1.1.2, 870/1.1.3, 863/1.1.4): this occurs in Huaura 2.1 as well as in
late MH North Coast figurines (see Huaura 2, discussion).
Context
The eight specimens with certain provenance all come from graves, three from child burials,
two from women burials (see Appendix 3).
Geographic distribution
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Out of 21 certain or fairly reliable provenances 81% (17) are from Huaura, Chancay and
Ancon (all the latter certain). 1512(1.1.1), said to come from Marquez, was acquired by Uhie
from huaqueros (see Appendix 1): judging from the style, it is unlikely to come from there. The
same applies to 1344 (1.1.4), which is closely related to the Ancén sub-style.
708 (1.1.4) is said to come from Chincha, which is not impossible (see Appendix 1/MRI),
the specimen being so unusual. One figurine (406/1.1.1), is said to come from Pachacamac.
Like 1513 (similar but without provenance) it has a tubular body, large head and multi-row
necklace, resulting in a Chimu look. I doubt that the provenance is correct.
Chronology : see Group 1.3.

SuB-GRouP 1.2: EARLY CHANCAY CucHIMILc0S WITH TWO SETS OF ARMS
• SUB-GROUPS 1 .2.21 1.2.4
W

Table 29

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.343-344

Plates 26-27

Sample: 29 figurines.
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
Because of the absence of large, one-off figurines, the specimens in this group are more
homogenous than in sub-group 1.1. They are generally smaller and often less well made. The
main difference lies in the double sot of arms, one folded on the chest, always upwards and with
hands often with three fingers, the other extended sideways, either ending in a tip, or with
circular concave hands lacking fingers; some 3-colour and black-on-white specimens have
angular elbows. Other diffeiices are: changes in the head-dress (diminution of vertical stripes,
appearance of perforations), lack of overall body-paint, only 14% wear large bead necidaces,
only 14 % are bibbed.

'There is no sub-group 1.2.1 (Epigonal-related), but the nwnbering starts with 1.2.2 to keep the subgroups in line with sub-groups 1.1 and 1.3.
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The figurines are medium sized (median size: 15.5 cm). Like in sub-group 1.1 various wares
are represented: 3- colour geometiic, black-on-white, and the typical Ancon ware with a thin
white slip, sometimes with red decor, but no epigonal-related ware. There is now a greater
similarity between some of the 3-colour and black-on-white specimens (compare 820/1.2.2 with
394/1.2.3), whilst the figurines in the miscellaneous wares are different. A specific Ancén
vaiiant includes figurines with long straight eye-brows, large ears, arms folded high on the
chest and extended arms starting at waist level (341, 342/1.2.2; 871, 1353/1.2.3; see also 1.3).
Figurines showing a clear Huaura influence have disappeared. Note that all the hollow figurines
have air-holes at waist-level.
DISCUSSION

Special features
Figurines with two sets of arms, one folded, the other extended are specific to the Central
Coast and in particular Chancay (see also Huaura 2.2.1). They first appear at the very end of
the MH and although there are isolated specimens in classic or late Chancay (410/Chancay
2.3), the majority are confined to the early phases of the Late Intennediate. They appear to
mark a transitional stage, after which extended arms become the absolute norm for Chancay,
though possibly not for Huaura. At Ancán, where early Chancay figurines with double arms
are fairly common, followed by Chancay figurines with extended arms only, the Late Horizon
sees the reappearance of figurines with folded arms. The appearance of extended arms in the
Huaura and Chancay cukures might be linked with the rejection of the religious dominance of
Pachacamac, mentioned earlier in relation with the local creation myths (see Huaura 2,
discussion).
It has been suggested that the second, extended pair of arms represents wings: it is true that
in the majority of cases the extended arms either have no hands or the hands are sketchy,
slightly convex, with no fingers; in addition the hands of the folded arms often have only three
fingers, which has been inteipreted as a bird characteristic. Carrián Cachet (1951) identifies the
typical Chancay female—her extended arms seen as wings—with an omithomorphic Moon
goddess. I cannot go along with this interpretation because in classic Chancay the extended
arms are definitely shown as arms, with realistic hands and fingers: they correspond much more
to the orante position (transi. "worshipper"), described by Acosta (1590/1954: 144): "...El
modo de hacerle oracián al Viracocha. . .y a las demis guacas y idolos, era do abrir las manos, y
hacer cierto sonido con los labios..".
One figurine with double arms (1329/1.2.4) was found attached to a cane litter.
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Context
At least nine specimens (including those excavated by Reiss and StubeI) come from
graves, mostly at Ancén.
Geographic distribution

Of the 15 certain or fairly reliable provenances, eleven (over 73%) are from Ancài, only one
from Chancay, perhaps showing that this type is more closely linked with the Ancán sub-style,
though one must net forget that Anccxi is the most excavated site in the area. Three figurines
are from the lower Rimac valley. Amongst them: 1580 (1.2.2) was excavated by Kroeber at
Huaca 15/Aramburu-Maranga'.

Chronology: see sub-group 1.3.

SuB-GROUP 1.3: EARLY CHANCAY CucHIMILCOS WITH EXTENDED ARMS
• SUB-GROUPS 1.3.1 - 1.3.4
Tables 30-32

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 345-347

Plates 28-29

Sample: 49 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
This large sub-group is heterogeneous: like sub-group 1.1 it includes a number of important
specimens as well as figurines belonging to somewhat different stylistic traditions (1.3.4). The
head varies in size, the crown is generally rounded, over 26% show bilobation. Beside face-

'The catalogue entry reads "from upper levels, caved in, above 2.8m". These are probably the
"clearing excavations" to reach the Proto-Lima (e.g. Linia. Nieverla) levels (Kroeber 1954:11).
Unfortunately Kroeber left no record of the 71 late mummies removed!
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paint similar to sub-groups 1.1 and 1.2 we see the first appearance of classic Chancay facepaint. The arms are now extended, mostly sideways and upwards, but also vertically upwards
from the elbow (early 3-colour geometric) or horizontally fbrward (epigonal-derived); hands
can be featureless, like in 1.2, but more than 50% of 3-colour and black-on-white figurines now
have incised fingers. Body-paint (except in 1.3.4) is extremely elaborate, including—besides the
outline of the genital triangle (all the figurines are female) and lines across the legs— complex
all-over decor. The necklace of large beads (worn by only 10%) is often replaced by several
rows of beads or by a painted line.
The figurines range from 9 cm to 65 cm, with a median size of 20 cm. There are only three
rather unusual epigonal-related specimens (1.3.1), the other sub-groups being equal in size.
Note that over 80% of air-holes are now at waist level.
DISCUSSION
Special traits I Links with other groups
Two epigonal-related specimens (1.3.1), especially 674, said to come from Chincha',
are rather unusual, with arms extended forward (broken on 1281), pendant breasts and
elaborate body-paint on 674. Some of these traits do occur in Chancay, but are rare: pendant
breasts are represented on an exceptional Chancay (?) modelled jar (Lavalle and Lang 1982:47)
and on a few Chancay Group 3 figurines (376, 508). The body-paint motift are Chancay (bird
foot and composite cross), but the composite cross is also common in the Chmclia and Ica
styles2; the pointed fingers and toes also have a South Coast feel about them (cf Lapiner
1979:fig.501). Contacts between Chincha and Chancay are mainly said to occur during the
classic Chancay phase 3, from LIP 4 onwards (Menzel and Rowe 1966:65; Menzel 1966:107),
so the origin and date of 674 remain problematic.
The other epigonal-related specimens (1213) with thick arched eyebrows, much lower headdress, as well as the unusual dark face-paint with tears, does not belong to the main Chancay
tradition. It may be distantly related to another marginal grouping (see SAC 301, SAC 404,
SAC 201, SAC 271 in Huaura 2.2.).
1250 (1.3.2) and 594 (1.3.3) have a veiy marked biobation, akin to animal ears, continuing
a tradition starting with the late MH "Cats" or "Birds" (Group 6, chapter 10. P62 (1.3.3) has a
'According to R.Fung Pineda (personal communication) the numbering 20/... at the MNAA, Lima,
covers a collection of ChinqUi ceramics. However three specimens with a 20/... numbering (674 in
1.3.1, 784 in Unafiuiated Group 2 (Chapter 11) and a LIP South Coast figurine (PCru NA) p.274)) all
come from Peru.
2 In Ica the "composite cross" only occurs in patterned bands, not in a scattered design, though the
derivative "tailed square" design does (Menzel 1976:figs 299, 488, 324)
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different, "Mickey-mouse" type of bilobation which has parallels in an early Chimu group (see
Fig. 40, Chapter 11) and unaffihiated figurines such as 1296 (Unaffiliated Group 3, Chapter 11)
and 424 (Chancay 8).
The atypical 792 (1.3.3), a sitting hunchback, with its unusual Jugs attached to the headdress border-band could be a predecessor of the mythical Chancay type 3.
53, 527 (1.3.2), 358 (1.3.3) with their very large semi-circular head-dress, mostly with

narrow applied border, and ears shown inside the head-dress are related to 1634, 1917 (1.4.la),
1080 (1.4.lb), 781, 1745 (1.6.2); they may also represent a regional variant.
1256 to 1798 (1.3.3) and 368 (1.3.4) show some Huaura influence.
The red-on-white figurines (1.3.4) are a continuation of earlier figurines in similar wares
(1.1.4, 1.2.4), sharing traits like the elongated eye-brows, long necks etc., and are related to the
Ancán sub-style. Other white-slipped solid figurines (226-3 80), one of them allegedly from the
lower Chillén valley, could perhaps be assigned to Kroebe?s (1926c) "Sub-Chancay". Beth
variants represent somewhat different traditions from the Chancay mainstream.
Context
One figurine comes from a grave (873 from Ancán 1/grave 555, Ravines 198 1:155-156);
P63 was found above grave T14 (Strong 1925). The five specimens excavated by Reiss and
Stübel in the Ancón Necropolis and two figurine purchased by Utile in the Chillán valley
probably also come from burials, though there are no data about their context.
Geographic Distribution
Others
Chillón Valley
_________ Huaura Valley Chancay Valley
Ancón
Chancay1.3.1 ____________ _____________ ___________ ____________ _________
Certain___________ ____________ __________ ___________ _________
Fairlyreliable ____________ _____________ __________ ___________ Chincha
Unverifiable____________ _____________ __________ ___________ _________
Chancay1.3.2 ___________ ____________ __________ ___________ _________
Certain___________ ____________ __________ ___________ _________
1
__________
Fairlyreliable _____________
2
___________
____________ 2 1 ____________ _________
Unverifiable
Chancay1.3.3 ____________ _____________ ___________ ____________ _________
Certain__________ ___________ _________ __________ ________
Fairlyreliable _____________ ______________ ___________ _____________ __________
____________
Unverifiable
1
__________ ___________ _________
ChancayL3.4 ____________ _____________ ___________ ____________ _________
Certain___________ ____________
6
___________ ________
Fairlyreliable
1
1
______________ ___________
__________
_____________
2
Unverifiable1
____________ _________

This sub-group is very badly documented. Like in sub-group 1.2 the six ceitain
provenances are all from Ancén. In this case however, all the figurines occur in sub-group
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1.3.4, which strengthens the argument for the existence of an Ancon sub-style. The provenance
form the "Vicinity of Trujillo" is certainly wrong.
CHRONOLOGY (SUB-GROUPS 1.1,

1.2, 1.3)

It is obvious from the similarities between the three early Chancay sub-groups that they
partly overlap chronologically, so their position in time is best discussed in relation to each
other and to classic Chancay types.
Gravelot associótions (see Chancay Chronological framework and Appendix 3):

Unfortunately meaningful gravelot associations only exist for seven figurines, mostly in
miscellanous wares:
• 1.1.1: lo75datestoLlPl-2,Chancayphasel.
• 1.1.3: 870 (associated with 871/1.2.4): the dating of other associated vessels is fairly
likely date is LIP 3-4, the end of phase 2.
ambiguous, but a
• 1.1.4: 862, 866 and 863 all date to the lateMH, i.e. Chancay phase 1.
• 1.2.4: The association of P.11055 with figurines with extended arms (in Ancési 1,
grave 852) also shows that double-armed figurines occur both with type 1.1 (see
above 870) and 1.3 specimens. But this gravelot also contains P.11053 (1.6.2), a
black ware figurine which could be much later!
• 1.3.4: The dating of two figurines (873 and P63) are subject to debate (see above
Chancay chronology).
In the absence of proper associations, the early Chancay figurines have to be dated through
manufacturing criteria (wares, air-holes) and stylistic traits:
Manufacturing criteria:

Although this is a random sample par excellence, it is still significant that the epigonalderived wares decrease from 28.5% in 1.1.1 to 6% in 1.3.1', whilst 3-colour geometric
increases from 25% in 1.1.2 to 38% in 1.2.2 and to 32% in 1.3.2: this follows the expected
frequency curve of these wares from the late Middle Horizon to the time they are completely
replaced by black-on-white2.
The frequency of black-on-white figurines does not quite follow the curve one could expect
(1.1.3: 22%, 1.2.3:17%, 1.3.3:31 %), with too large a percentage in sub-group 1.1. This may
be due to the fact that the position of the arms is not an absolute criterion in a chronological

sense: figurines with folded arms probably went on being produced during Phase 2 (we know
that a few survive into phase 3). Also some figurines which have been included in the classic
'Epigonal-derived wares do not occur in sub-group 1.2.
2 The percentage of 3-colour in 1.2 could be even higher: some Reiss and StUbel specimens which I
have included in the miscellaneous wares have been classified by Haas (1986) as 3-colour geometric
on stylistic grounds.
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Chancay phase 3 (see 1.4 and especially in 1.5.2), may be somewhat earlier, which would
increase the black-on-white percentage in 1.3, that is towards the end of phase 2.
The position of the air-holes strengthens the picture provided by the wares. If we remember
that during the classic phase 3 the air-holes are always near the waist and counting only the
hollow figurines with recorded air-hole locations for this calculation, we see that 1.1 figurines
have 30% air-holes at the waist, 1.2: 100%, 1.3: 87.5%. If we only consider black-on-white
figurines: 1.1.3 figurines have 33 %of air-holes at waist level, 1.2.3: 100%, 1.3.3: 92%.
Stylistic traits:

If we assign the classic Black-on-white cuchimilco (1.4) to Phase 3, the following traits—
present in eaiiy sub-groups 1.1 to 1.3 and excluding the miscellaneous wares when referring to
painted decor—have all but disappeared by phase 3:
• Marked bilobation (a very small indentation can occur later);
• Folded arms, hands with three fingers; note also the gradual change—on extended
arms—from lack of hands, to rounded scooped hands (1.2) to hands with incised
fingers (1.3);
• Painted outline of the genital triangle, sometimes with filler elements;
• Painted lines across the legs. Note that this trait occurs on Chancay-Huaura figurines
in phase 3 and reappears more generally in phase 4;
• Overall body-paint of small motif;
• Necklace of large single beads or painted line around the neck;
• Changes in face paint (see Plate 30) show a definite evolution from the late Middle
Horizon to classic Chancay. Broadly speaking we start with a large percentage of allover face-paint, which only occurs in sg. 1.1; also popular in sg.1.1 is an early form
of facial zoning, very common on Huaura figurines, which covers the eyes and cuts
diagonally across the cheeks to the chin. This survives as the most common form also
in sgs. 1.2 and 1.3, but does not occur in sg. 1.4. In early epigciial-related figurines
the diagonal section of the cheek-zoning can be outlined by a contrasting line in white
(e.g. 141, 143/1.1.1), replaced by a straight double line or stepped line in 3-colour
geometric or early black-on-white figurines (e.g. 794, P56 in 1.1.2; 1448, 1749 in
1.3.2, 2275 in sg. 1.3.3); but more often the outline is in a darker colour.
In sg. 1.3 a new form of face zoning appears, sometimes only covering part of the
eyes, but extending towards the temples—as in the classic Chancay "spectacles" of
1.4—and covering the cheeks to the chin (77, 598/1.3.2, 1333/1.3.3).
Alongside these two forms of zoning we see the appearance of horizontal lines along
the lower part of the cheeks, which become typical in classic Chancay (e.g.
P56/1.1.2; 1892/1.3.2, SAC 247/1.3.3; also occasionally a "medallion" enclosing
birds, (e.g. 1016, 100/1.3.2).
• Changes in the head-dress: the classic (1.4) head-dress generally Consists of a
rectangular hat (sometimes rounded at the corners), with a plain black calotte, often
pierced by a row of small perforations, and edged with a horizontal border-band,
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painted with designs such as broken-line-and dot, Chancay Interlocking etc. The
following variants, occurring in sgs.1.1, 1.2, 1.3 all but disappear later:
- head-dress with vertical or diagonal stripes or a combination of stripes
and a horizontal border-band (e.g. 541/1.1.1, SAC 257/1.1.3, 674/1.3.1
and numerous other examples);
- applied brim with vertical perforations (675/1.1.1; 794, P55, in 1.1.2;
222 in 1.3.4);
- raised—rather than painted—border-band (P56/1.1.2; 1892, 2249,
598, 594, 527/1.3.2, 358, 165/1.3.3);
- border-band with designs such as: square-and-dot (794, 1062/1.1.2;
661/1.2.2), crosses (225/1.2.2), meander variants (541/1.1.1;
820/1.2.2; SAC 247, 1333 in 1.3.3) These designs disappear or are
greatly modified in classic Chancay.
- head-dresses with perforations along the top (not always visible on the
photographs), very common in classic Chancay, increase from 6 % in
sg. 1.1 to 27.5% in sg. 1.2 to 39% in sg. 1.3. The number of
perforations per head-dress also increases from mostly two (sgs. 1.1,
1.2) to three or four (sg. 1.3), in line with classic Chancay.
• Rarertraits such as very elongated eyebrows (e.g. 1148, SAC 262/1.1.4; 1782/1.2.3.,
1353/1.2.4; many figurines in 1.3.4) or large eyes with parallel lids (491/1.1.2;
164/1.2.4; 226/1.3.4) also disappear later', whereas typical traits like the classic
Chancay features, especially the thin nose with nostrils and alae and the naturalistic
mouth gradually make their appearance.
Although these traits are valid criteria for dating they are not specifically linked to any of
the three sub-groups. As a result no sub-group as a whole can be assigned to a single phase (cf
with Chronological framework):
Sub-group 1.1: Early cuchimilcos with folded arms:
Sub-group 1.1.1 (epigonal-related): 1075 (from Ancon 1/T.962, associated with a 3-colour

geometric vessel) and 541, both with feather-motif decorative elements (on 541: the
corners of the eyes) belong to MH4 (Chancay phase 1). 231 is dated by Haas (1986:299)
to LIP 1-2 (Chancay phase 1). Some others extend into phase 2, especially 675 and 1320
which are already very close to classic Chancay, though the horizontal perforated brim
(675) is an early trait.
Sub-group 1.1.2 (3-colour geometric): may start at the end of phase 1 and spans phase 2:

comparing the 3-colour geometric design elements with other figurine traits I discern a
possible sequence in time of decorative motifs: from composite cross or square-and-dot
(794, P55, P56) to smaller all-over motifs like bird's foot or simple cross (1061; of also
1.3.2).

Long eye-brows reappear on late Chancay figurines from the Chillôn valley (see Chancay Group
1.6.3).
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Sub-group 1.1.3 (black-on-white): 870 from Ancén IIT.473, associated with a double-armed

figurine (871/1.2.4) and rather non-diagnostic vessels dates to the earlier part of phase 2.
Most of the disparate black-on-white sample can be dated to the later part of phase 2
because of the appearance of the classic ware (but without the classic extended arms):
some of the ware is decidedly of the black/brown-on-yellow/white varioty, as opposed to
a purply black which is earlier. Here SAC 257 is a typical predecessor of the classic
cuchimilco, but still showing such early traits as a stripy head-dress, facial zoning,

folded arms, large painted genital triangle and stripes across the legs and arms. Most of
this sub-group belongs to the latter part of phase 2.
Sub-group 1.1.4 (miscellaneous wares): 862, 866, 863 from Anccm 1IT.721, T.619 and T.618

date to MH4 (Chancay phase 1). Note the press-molded features reminiscent of Ancán
related unaffihiated figurines (Unafihliated Group 1, chapter 11). The other specimens in
1.1.4, representing various other stylistic currents (e.g. 1148 to 150 with high stripy
head-dress related to Huaura; 1253 and 1227 with both Huaura and Chancay elements;
the unusual 708 said to come from Chincha), all belong to phase 2.
Sub-group 1.2: Early cuchimilcos with two sets ofarms (folded and extended):

(Sub-group.1.2.1: No epigonal-related figurines).
Sub-groups 1.2.2 (3-colour geometric) and 1.2.3 (black-on-white): Three figurines from the

Reiss and StubeI Anccn collection (225, 341, 342) are dated by Haas (1986: nos.292,
294, 295) to Late Ancon 1/LIP 1-2 (Chancay phase 1). But by comparison with the
specimens in Chancay sg. 1.1. the figurines in 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 should date to the end of
Late Anccn I, i.e. to Chancay phase 2, though a few figurines, especially black-on-white
ones could be earlier than in sg. 1.1.3 (many have a purplish tinge to the black colour).
Sub-group 1.2.4 (miscellaneous wares): The hunchback 871 from Ancán 1IT.473 is associated

with 870 (1.1.3) and dates to early phase 2. P.11055 from Anc&IT.852 is associated to
figurines with extended arms and a miniature vessel with black vertical stripes on a
cream background (P.11045), both dating to the end of phase 2. Haas (1986: nos. 290,
297) dates the Reiss and Stubel figurines (243 and 340) to Late Ancon I, (Chancay
phase 1/2), but 340 is problematic: admittedly the double anns are an early feature, as is
the biobation and the two perforations on the head-dress, but the lateral appendages of
the head-dress and the facial traits have a Late Horizon look about them'! The
associated 1238, which has a definite Huaura feel to it, could be phase 3.

'There is a similar problem with dating the atical 410/Chancay 2.1.3.
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Sub-group 1.3: Early cuchimilcos with extended arms:
Sub-group 1.3.1 (epigonal-derived): The unusual 674 combines early decorative elements

(composite crosses, unoutlined white dots, facial zoning) with a shape already close to
the classic cuchimilco, which dates it to phase 2. The same can be said fbr 1213 (ware,
tearlines) which probably comes from an area peripheral to the Chancay heartland.
Sub-group 1.3.2 (3-colour geometric): The 3-colour figurines (except P61) have later design

elements than in sg. 1.3.1 (bird's feat, simple crosses, dots, birds) and many figurines are
already close to classic Chancay (1749 to 598), so they must date to the second half of
phase 2.
Sub-group 1.3.3 (black-on-white): The black-on-white figurines also belong to the later phase

2; some Huaura-influenced figurines (1256 to 1798) could be earlier. 1333 lacks the
outlined genital triangle and horizontal lines across the legs, but has a type of face-paint
and a meander-design variant on the head-dress which do not occur in classic Chancay,
so it isatransitional 1.3/1.4 figurine.
Sub-group. 1.3.4 (miscellaneous wares): 873 from Ancén lIT.555 probably dates to phase 2

(see Chronological framework). P63, from UhIe's Ancén T14a is similar to other
specimens (e.g.. 226, 380), with a straight crown and very large eyes. These figurines are
crudely made, solid, with a thin white slip, probably a local Ancén variant. Strong
(1925:Pl.49d) dates P63 to MA ll/MH4, i.e. Chancay phase 1, as Haas (1986: no.110)
does 226. But the extended arms and the shape of the head point to the end of phase 2.
Some other red-on-white specimens are more difficult to date, sharing traits with phase 1
or early phase 2: elongated eye-brows (222 to 1519), perforated horizontal hat-brim
(222), flattened edge to head profile (45, 191, 1307), but these latter figurines already
have perfbraticns through their head-dress, a later trait. Haas dates 222, 232 (1986: no.
113, no.119) to LA 1/LIP 1-3. The non-descript 241 is dated by Haas (1986: no.111)to
MA ll/MH4 (Chancay phase 1). Altogether the dating of 1.3.4 figurines remains
speculative. The majority clearly dates to phase 2; some specimens conld be late
Chancay, though compared to phase 4 figurines the overall impression is quite diffeftait
(see chronology of Chancay 1.6 and Chancay 6).
To sum up: Early Chancay cuchimilcos (Sub-groups 1.1 to 1.3) span phases 1 and 2 of the
Chancay chronology (MH4 to LIP 4). But isolated specimens may date to the early part of
phase 3 (LIP 5), some even to the Late Horizon.
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SuB-GROUP 1.4: THE CLASSIC' BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILc0

This sub-group represents the most common and best known Peruvian figurines. It can be
sub-divided into three further sub-groups: two discrete sub-groups on the basis of size: small
cuchimilcos (1.4. Ia and b) never exceeding 30 cm in height and large cuchimilcos (sub-group
1.4.2) measuring more than 50 cm, (indeed nearly 75% of these measuring more than 60 cm).
A third sub-group (1.4.3) stands out by its unusual "baroque" ornamentation, net shared by the
ether classic cuchimilcos.
SUB-GROUP 1.4.1: SMALL BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILCOS (HEIGHT UP TO 30.0 CM)
• SUB-GROUP 1.4.1A: SMALL BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILCOS WITH HEADS
WIDER THAN HIGH
• SUB-GROUP 1.4.1B: SMALL BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILCOS WiTH HEADS
HIGHER THAN WIDE

Tables 33-34

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.347-352

Plates3l-34

Sample: 119 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Medium sized fbmales, standing (except for three specimens, two of them hunchbacks), with
laterally extended arms and fairly straight legs, which can be separated but are more commonly
joined along the inside. Typical traits include: finely molded facial features and face-paint
consisting of "specs" and often of a fine line decor on the cheeks; a raised genital triangle,
mostly with vulva and small molded and/or painted nipples; a head-dress consisting of a
straight or rounded black calotte with a painted border-band. Often the calotte shows some
perforations, which were used to adorn the figurines with feathers, shells or coloured string.
The figurines can be naked or wear a short tunic, a string vest or crossed fajas2.
This type is always made of two vertical molds with clearly visible lateral joins and airholes placed predominantly at the waist. Although there is a noticeable variety in the hue of
beth the 'white" and "black" paint, those differences appear not to be linked to any stylistic
variables For instance: 1245 and 1246 (sg. 1.4.la) are obviously a pair, made from the same
mold, but the slip on 1246 has a distinctly more pinky hue than on 1245.
The attribute analysis shows that a valid criterion for a sub-division of the sub-group is the
shape of the head (see discussion below). Although some variables may be chronological, it
would appear that—by and large—sub-groups 1.4. la and 1.4. lb come from different areas of

'The term "classic" was coined by Uhie for the black-on-white Chancay pottely (Kroeber 1944:44).
Fajas made of string weund across the body also occur (1602/1.4.la, 377/1.4.lb).

2
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the Central Coast (Chancay and Ancán/Chillón). Within the sub-groups one notices further
stylistic groupings (see below).
DISCUSSION
A number of traits either difthr completely or are less common in sub-groups 1.4. la and
1.4. lb (with a few exceptions listed below):
Sub-group 1.4.la

Sub-group 1.4.lb

Head as wide or wider than high

Head higher than wide

In profile often tilted backwards

In profile often straight

Crown: various shapes, including semi- Crown: straight or slightly rounded, rarely semicircular
circular
Bilobation: 10%

Bilobation very rare

Body shape: broader chest, tapering towards Straighter lateral outline; legs longer, narrower,
short legs, which can be fully separated, always joined, feet often an extension of the legs
(e.g. 1360, 71, 2000);
broader, flatter feet (when shown);
Hands often painted black;

Hands rarely painted black;

Head-dress: black calotte with fairly narrow Head-dress: narrow calcite, often with very wide
border band, band sometimes in relief, border band, which can be separated from the
sometimes not shown; border band motifs calotte by a wide space or several horizontal
lines; border band motifs different from
different from sg.l.4.lb
sg.1.4.la
Clothing: either none or plain tunic Clothing: always worn (tunic, string vest,
crossed fajas)
(exceptions see below)
A few specimens in each sub-group show traits more common to the other sub-group:
In sg 1.4.la: Figurines 1356 to C4, have clothing more typical for sg.1.4.lb (416 and
492 only in the back); 416 has pendant triangles at the back of the head-dress, a trait
shared with 121 and 65 in sg.1.4.lb. 50 has an overall shape more typical for sg.
1.4.lb: note also the unusual high black calcite, like 142 and 493 in sg. l.4.lb (see

below).
• In sg.1.4.lb: 843 and 1244 have a rounded head-dress with a small bilobation,

painted hands, and no clothing (843 only) more typical for sg. l.4.la. However the
wide spacing between the calcite and border band (843) and the broad border band
and the vest (1244) correspond to sg. 1.4.lb. 142 and 493 are included in sg. l.4.lb
because of their head size, but all the other traits (face-paint, body-shape, painted
hands, lack of cicihing narrow border band) are typical of sg. 1.4. la. Note the
unusually high calcite, resembling 50 in sg. 1.4.la (see above). Finally 1321 shares
with sg. 1.4. la the absence of clothing and of head-dress border, and the painted
hands.
Within each sub-group one can discern the following groupings:
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Sub-group 1.4.la:

• 544 to 400 are on the whole better-made, mostly larger specimons, some with
biobation and/or separate legs, more elaborate face-paint; 1998 to 400 have double
"specs" and curlicucs more common in the Chancay-Huaura and Jecuan sub-styles
(sgs. 1.5.2,3).

• P64 to 1589 have nearly square heads, with the ears placed inside the head-dress;
note the criss-cross on the border band of 396, 1598 and SAC 276, similar to
Chancay-Huaura. 1248 to 832 are smaller, crudely made figurines.
• 470to 378 are grouped by linkage: trianglemotifonthe borderband, or lack of
border band, markings in the corners of the mouth; note the very differont facial traits
of 477, said to come from the Rimac valley. SAC 360 to 492 are one-offs: SAC 360
is related to the atypical 568. 1356 to 50 are related to sg.1.4.lb (see above).
• Amongst the atypical figurines note the unusual face paint of SAC 352, 1243; 1634
and 1917 have semi-circular calottes with applied border-bands, both early traits;
1540 to SAC 179 have folded (or absait) arms, but they show no early traits, so do
not belongtoChancay 1.1.
Sub-group 1.4.lb:

The main groupings co-relate with the clothing. The specimons with tunic (80 to 118)
taid to have narrower border bands on their head-dresses, but there are no significant
differaices betweon those with string vest and those with fajas. 843 to 1321 wear no
clothing; they and 1244 are related to sg. 1.4.la. The atypical 1080 is related to 1634
and 1917 in sg. l.4.la; 6is a Late Horizon figurine with Chancay decor.
However, many of the stylistic traits described may not have a real significance in terms of
temporal or regional variations. If we examine the figurines from Uhle's grave B2 at Lauri
(1997, 1998/l.4.la, 1994, 2061/1.4.2, 1996/ 2.3, 1995/3) we note differaices in the quality of
the manufacture, the colour of the surface finish, the design motifs of the border band, etc. To
compare only like and like, that is 1997 and 1998, both from sg. 1.4.la:
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It is of course possible that these figurines were luxury goods, produced at different centers,
though in roughly the same area, or heirlooms of different epochs. A more plausible explanation
is that we are dealing with a certain amount of creative freedom. On the other hand the
iconographic variations (e.g. different figurine types) within the same burial are more likely to
have had a functional significance.
Context
The figurines were undoubtedly grave goods: at least nine specünens (1992, 1997, 1998,
839, 832/sg.1.4.la and 1990, 836, 2000, 8431sg. l.4.lb) come from documented graves and
four further specimens were excavated in the Necropolis of Ancén or in Quintay.
Two of the figurines (839, 843) are known to come from inside
the wrappings ofafardo; 839 was placed together with another

0

similar figurine (La-12-XXXVII) in a largefardo, presumably that of
an adult (Comejo 1985: App.!, pp.12, 45). This is a common
practice m Chancay: no less than four figunnes are visible on the X-
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ray of a fardo from Ancán (fig.46). There are no other data ;'
III regarding the age or sex of the intermaits.
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Some figurines may have been toys: 1458/1.4.la is attached to a
litter made of crossed strings, probably representing a cradle, rather
than a flinerary litter (see chapter 16). 377/1.4.lb carries a load of
sticks attached to its baclç possibly representing spindles wrapped in

Li -"-Fig 46

a textile. This of course may also have a symbolic meanin& since similar bundles of spindles
are frequently found in burials (e.g. Kaulicke 1983: Abb.81.7).
Many of the figurines, especially those in sg. 1.4.lb are in poor condition. This may be due
to prolonged use before interment, though many specimens in this sub-group come from Ancon
and Chillén and may have been less well made than those from Chancay.
Geographic distribution

We see that in sg.1.4.la 18 of the 24 (75 %) figurines with certain or fairly reliable
provenances come from Chancay and Huaura, 3 (12.5 %) from Ancon, 2 (8.3 %) from Chill&
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In sg.1.4.lb, fbr 19 certain or fairly reliable provenances 9 (47.3 %) are from Chancay and
Huaura, 3 (15.8 %) from Ancén and 7 (36.8 %) from Chill& Note also that 1365 from
Marquez (sg. 1.4. la) has clothing more typical fbr sgl .4. lb (see above); conversely in sg.
l.4.Ib 843 from Lauri and 493 from Chancay show traits (no cicthin& bilobation) typical for
sg. 1.4.la (see above). So it would appear that the geographic distribution accounts—at least
partly—for the differences in the two sub-groups.
Chronology (refbr to Chronological framework)
This group dates mainly to the classic phase 3 of the Chancay pottery style. Many early
traits (painted outline of the genital triangle, all-over body-paint; painted lines across the legs or
at the neck) have all but disappeared, others (bilobation, beads at neck, relief head-dress
border) have become rare: they are replaced by the characteristic Chancay face and the typical
face-paint (with "specs" and fine line-drawings on lower cheeks) and an unadorned body with
or without basic clothing on its upper part.
An attempt to fit this group into Comejo's chronology (see Chancay chronology) using the
available gravelots raises some problems:
Several figurines (544 to 1430 in sg.1.4.la), carefully made, with a rounded, sometimes
bibbed head and/or the "Chancay Interlocking" head-band motii broad chest, more oftai
separate legs, clearly retain some resemblance with earlier 3-colour geometric or black-andwhite figurines (cf with 1749 to 100 in sg. 1.3.2, 956 to 1333 in sg. 1.3.3). Logically, they
should belong to Comejo's phase 3A. By the same token, figurines with a straight crown and
lacking some of the above traits, could belong to phase 3B.
But the evidence of the figurines is conflicting:
• A figurine with rounded, bibbed head (843/1.4.lb), from Lauri grave 2 is indeed
dated 3A, as is 839/l.4.Ia, from Lauri grave 12, with an only slightly rounded head.
• On the other hand a specimen with slightly rounded head and Chancay "Interlocking"
head-dress border (1992/1.4. Ia) from Uhie's Lauri grave B 1—which on stylistic
grounds would be assigned to phase 3A—actually dates to (early) 3B.
• Equally 1998 from UhIe's Lauri grave B2 with a large molded bead necklace (an
early trait) has face-paint with curlicues, (reminiscent of Jecuan black-on-white
pottery possibly dating to the later part of phase 3). It also dates to 3B.
• 836/1.4.lb from Pisquillo Grande grave 4, with a high, straight head, would be dated
to 3B on stylistic grounds, whereas that grave probably dates to phase 3A.
• Of the two figurines excavated by UhIe at Ancán, P64/I .4. Ia, with a broad, slightly
rounded head, is said to come from "under the strata of the Chancay period [midden]
at T". For Strong this means that it comes from the midden strata itself (1925:141)
and if the midden represents a time span, the figurine would come from the earlier
part of it. The other Ancén figurine (2000/1.4.lb) has a very high head. It is from
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Site A, which only contained Chancay pottery, and is listed in Uhie's MS catalogue
(vol.VII, p.5) amongst the "objects found m graves on the top of the mound",
indicating the end of the Chancay use of that area for burials, therefore possibly, but
not necessarily, a late Chancay phase.
There are no other burial associations. If we consider individual features:
• The figurines with relief head-dress border (474, 55, 1579, 1304, and the atypical
1634 and 1917, all in sg. 1.4. la) probably date to early phase 3: 474 has the Chancay
"Interlocking" motif which already occurs in early Chancay, the others are all
somewhat different from the mainstream. A plain white slip (1634) is usually
considered to be late Chancay (cf the tumbler 4/6475 from Uhie's Lauren grave B2)
but the slip here is thick, pinky-white, similar to one that occurs in some Huaura 2.2
figurines. However C4, with a molded decor on its relief headband looks later.
• 842/1.4.lb has circular eyes, which can be an early feature. k also has a partly
incised head-dress-border, reminiscent of 834 (Chancay Group 2), a transitional
specimen between phases 2 and 31
Horizontal lines painted on the legs are very common on early figurines, either in
bands of two or three colours or as two or three parallel lines (see Chancay sgs. 1.1.
to 1.3). They also occur on some late Chancay figurines (1.4.3, 1.6.1) and in
Chancay-Huaura (1.5). Here they feature only on six figurines (5 %) e.g. 80, 121, 30,
1360, 65, 487, all in sg. 1.4.lb, one of them from Ancén, two others from Chillén. So
the horizontal lines could be a regional or a temporal feature: many ofthe late
Chancay 1.6. figurines with this feature come—like sg.l.4.lb figurines—
predominantly from the Anci/Chillán area.
• The atypical figurines with folded arms in 1.4.la have none of the early features
otherwise associated with folded arms (see Chancay sgs. 1.1) and clearly belong to
phase 3.
The following figurines could belong to the end of phase 3 (cf. chronology of Chancay 1.6):
• 1248/sg.l.4.la, with a "sketchy" fece-paint and four head-dress perforations in pairs
of two, placed fer apart; probably also 359 with three pairs of two perforations, and
the related 396 (perforations broken);
• Pendant triangles painted at the back of the head-dress (121, 65/l.4.lb) are also a late
feature(cf 2266, 583 in sg. 1.4.3)
• 475, 1579/l.4.la and 487, 398/1.4.lb have a feature imitating a genital triangle
incised atthe back: the same feature occurs on late specimens (cf 413/sg.l.6.1)
• 412/1.4.lb: thick eye-brows, punctated ear-plugs;
• 1383/1.4. Ib, atypical: double incision at waist;
The atypical 6/sg. I.4.lb belongs to phase 4: molded semi-circular eye-brows, design on
nose (see Late Horizon 1.1), applied circular ear-plugs, folded arms, double incision at waist; it
is made of one mold, solid. It is the only example of a typical Late Horizon figurine made in
black-ui-white ware.

'The cicular eyes of 842 may mean that a different personage is depicted: note the resemblance with
275 (Chancay 5, atypical): circular eyes, thick chin-strap?, spherical pendant on string.
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To sum up: on purely stylistic grounds many figurines from sg. 1.4.la, which share some
traits of earlier group 1.3 specimens should be dated to the earlier part of phase 3 (3A), whilst
conversely the greater part of the figurines in sg.1.4.lb which show none of these traits would
be later (phase 3B). However the dating on stylistic grounds is not borne out by the—
admittedly uncertain—Comejo chronology. So—unless we assume that some specimens may
have been heirlooms—we can only say that both sub-groups date mainly to Chancay phase 3,
some with specifically late features to phase 4.
As it seems that the sub-groups come—at least partly—from distinct areas, a more accurate
dating could throw light on the possible expansion of Chancay influence south to Ancán and the
Chill& valley, with important athno-historical implications.

• SUB-GROUP 1.4.2: LARGE BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILCOS
(HEIGHT ABOVE 50 CM)'

Table 35

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp. 352-354

Plates 35-36

Sample: 51 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Homogenous group of large standing females with laterally extended arms. The head is
broad, with a rectangular head-dress, generally consisting of a plain dark calotte and painted
border band. The facial features are standardised, with large eyes, a small nose and mouth and
conchlike ears. Face-paint consists of "specs" and fine-line drawing on the cheeks. The body is
fairly naturalistic, often with modelling of the thoracic cage and/or the breasts, the waist, and
withaised genital triangle. All the specimens are female. The arms are always raised sideways
and upwards, the straight legs can show modelling of the calves and/or of the ankle bones.
There is no body-paint or clothing.
The figurines have mold-made heads on hand-made? bodies. Many are in mint condition,
with a particularly light, yellow-white slip.
Within the group, we distinguish the following groupings:
• 2061 to P76: 25 extremely stereotyped, often nearly identical figures, only
differentiated by the head-dress borders (see discussion below);
• P78 to P80: 11 figurines with very long bodies on short legs and feat with molded
toes, very different from the grouping above; several also have a high head.
'Exceptions: 1419(41.0 cm), 245 (48.0 cm), both somewhat atypical specimens.
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• 1419 to 1924 are obese; notice also the slightly difibrent "specs" (1239 and 460) and
arms (460, P8 1).
DISCUSSION

Special features

A striking trait amongst the stereotyped specimens (see above) is the standardization of the
head-dress border: 10 figurines (2061-SAC 458) have a stepped motif with circles, 11 figurines
(1850-2164) have a double band, the upper with steps, the lower with broken lines and circles.
In contrast, amongst the remaining 30 figurines, there are more than a dozen different borders,
admittedly variations on basic designs like "Chancay Interlocking" and broken-lines-with dots'
Such a variety is also the norm in sgs. 1.4. la,b. Note that—apart from the standardized designs
on

the stereotyped specimens—there is no obvious correlation between the appearance of

figurines with similar head-dress borders.
Did the borders represent more than just an ornament, dictated by thshion? Possible
interpretations are:
a) a specific textile design linked to a group (ethnic, kinship);
b) a marker indicating a hierarchical level;
c) a design linked to the representation of a specific personage.
There is some ethnographic evidence that textile designs are linked to kinship groups.
Stephen Hugh-Jones of King's College, Cambridge (personal communication), found that
feather work incorporated in the head-dress of some Amazonian tribes is the equivalent to
heraldic symbolism in medieval Europe, implying an undeniable kinship link. It is also linked
with specific rites and chants—geometric motifs can encode songs—part of an activation,
verbalisation and representation of the ancestral tradition. If one were to assume that the border
identifies with an ethnic or kinship group, such as an ayllu, figurines in one burial should
theoretically all have the same band. This is not the case: amongst the cuchimilcos from grave
Lauri B2 we see three different borders, and a type 2 figurine with yet a fourth design.
The headband could signifr a hierarchical level, though there is no ethnographic equivalent
for this interpretation.
Lastly, if the large cuchimilcos represented a specific personage accompanying the dead in
their last voyage, their head-dress—at a certain time and in a certain area—could be identical,
as is the case here.

'The

latter design is probably a simplification of the former.
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A unique feature are the mole-like protuberances on the arms of two closely related figurines
(460, P8 1); both also have punctated nipples, a late feature (see below, chronology).
Context
Three figurines (2061, 1994, 1993) were found in graves. There are no data about the
interments (see Appendix 3). Two ahnost identical specimens (2061, 1994) were found in the
same grave (Uhie's Lauren grave B2), but we don't know whether this was a multiple burial,
with each of the large cuchimilcos serving as a possible attendant/mother- or wife-substitute for
different individuals. The pristine condition of so many specimens—especially amongst the
stereotyped ones— can only mean that they were not used prior to deposition, indeed that they
were manufactured specifically as gravegoods. Note however that the head fragment (204) has
holesdrilledatthebackofthenecktotiethebrokenheadtothebody(nowmissing); inthat
case it is likely that it was in use before being deposited.
The difibrence in size (over 20 cm) between the largest of the small cuchimilcos (1.4.la, b)
and the smallest in this group must mean that the two sub-types had a somewhat difTuient
function. However, apart from the difference in size, there are no fundamental iconographic
differences with the small cuchimilcos, both representing naked females wearing the same type
of head-dress. Considering their weight these figures cannot have been toys.
Geographic distribution:
All the provenances are for the Chancay Valley (three certain, three fairly reliable, five
unverifiable), except one reliable for Quintay, Huaura Valley.
Chronology
This group can be dated to phase 3—more specifically to phase 3B—by reference to Uhle's
gravelots Bi and B2 from Laun (see Chancay chronology and chronology of 1.4.1 above). The
absence of any early traits (cf sub-group 1.3) confirms a fairly late date for the whole group.
be

Some specimens probably belong to the end of phase 3 or phase 4, by comparison with
Chancay 1.6 figurines: head-dress perforations in sets of two (1419); punctated nipples (460,
P81). 1150, 245, with elongated, stylized bodies and less careful decor (face-paint, head-dress),
and a painted genital triangle and horizontal lines across the legs (245) belong to phase 4.
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SUB-GROUP 1.4.3: "BAROQUE" BLACK-ON-WHITE CUCHIMILCOS

Table 36

Catalogue: vol.11, pp. 354-355

Plate 37

Sample: 25 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

This group probably represents the final stage of Chancay black-on-white figurine
production. The group is characterized by an unusually elaborate decor, often—though not
always—rather carelessly executed. Many of the figurines are entirely hand-made. All the
cuchimikos are female, with laterally extended arms like the classic specimens, but the headand body shape, the proportions and the decor are much more varied.
Some groupings are apparent within the sample:
• P82, 2321 are close to 1.4.2 figures, except that they wear clothes.
• 2322 to P85 mostly have rotund, ftirly short bodies;
• 572 to P86 have straighter, more elongated bodies, especially 582 to 578.
• 575 and P86 are naked like the classic large cuchimilcos (1.4.2), but they have an
altogether different, more "baroque" lock.
DISCUSSION

Special features, links with other groups
P85 is a unique specimen: the projection on the forehead above the nose resembles headgear
with an animal head at its center, common in Moche iconography, but has no parallels on the
Central Coast. The pendant earrings are also common in Moche; the
unusual necklace with long paidants (also on 572 and on 1315/1.4.la) has
a parallel on a figurine (Fig. 47), with an undeniable North Coast look1.
Similar earrings or necklaces are otherwise unknown on the Central Coast.
Tunics with diagonal parallel stripes do occur on early Chancay figurines
(see P55lChancay 1.1.2), though the fillers here are not dots, but stylized
fish—also painted on the forehead—a typical Chancay-Huaura and Jecuan

Fig. 47

motif (see 1.5).
The atypical P86a has a unique mouth: lips held together by thorns occur on Nasca trophyheads (real or vessels), but they are not recorded on the Central Coast; besides, this figurine
clearly depicts a living human being.
This group shares many traits with Chancay-Huaura and Jecuan (see 1.5):
'The figurine has a "fairly reliable" provenance from the Chancay valley!
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• Face-paint with curlicues (2244, P83, SAC 359)
• Double "specs" (2242, P83, 698)
• Zoning or face-paint of the mouth and chin (numerous specimens, e.g. P82, 698, etc.)
• Clitoris (P83?, 698), a late trait (see also LH 1.1)
• Applied "belly-button" (583, P 84, P86).
Some of the decorative motifs are fairly unusual: the spiral motif in the face-paint of P84,
head-bands etc.
Other unusual features can occur in other Chancay groups:
• the unusual large feet with modelled toenails (cf 583, 575, P86, P86a with 588 in
1.4.2, 1146 in 1.5.2b, etc.)
• the triple pendant triangles (cf. backs of 583, 2266 with 121 in 1.4. Ib)
Context: No data, but probably the same as 1.4.1, 1.4.2.
Geographic distribution:
There are five fairly reliable provenances, all from the same area of the Chancay valley
(Lauri, Pisquillo).
Chronology
There are no documented gravelots fbr this group, but one

___

___

vessel (Fig. 49) is said to have been associated with 2265. A ________
corresponding shape comes from Horkheimer's Laun VII,

1'

grave 2 (Cornejo 1991: Fig.6, top left) and a similar, though

U

not identical decor appears on another vessel from the same
grave (ibid: Fig. 9, no.XXXVLLI). This grave is dated to phase 3 B,

J Ii
jttbJ.
.(
_

}ig.49

i.e. the end of my phase 3 or even phase 4.
Several figurines show similarities with the Jecuan sub-style: Uhie considered it an early
phase of black-on-white, but I believe it to be contemporary with the later part of classic
Chancay (see below 1.5.3). Although some features like the zoning of the eyes (SAC 246, 582)
and of the cheeks (578) or the circular eyes (578) have early parallels, I believe them to be
archaising traits (the "early" circular eyes are combined with "late" arched eyebrows on 578!).
Other features, like the cheek-decor drawn within horizontal lines (1310, P84, SAC 246), the
arms starting rather low on the body (154, SAC 359, 583, 578), stripes painted across the legs
(1310, P86, 698), the wearing of ear-plugs, are also a late development.
If we consider the stylistic development within Chancay group 1, especially the continuum
between larger specimens in sub-groups 1.3 (epigonal-denved and 3-colour geometric) and
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1.4.2, the figurines in sub-group 1.4.3 fit best into the end of that sequence, as a decadent form
of classic Chancay. The naturalistic figure with its broad chest and modelled legs has given
way to a baroque representation with a rotund or exageratedly tubular body and often very long
or fat legs, some with huge feet (583, 575). The manufacture is often less accomplished, the
paintwork sloppy (viz, the drips of paint on 583). One also feels that the potter is no longer
familiar with traditional designs (viz, the irregular border bands of 583, 582). Overall: P82 and
2321 may still date to classic phase 3, 2322 to P85 are late phase 3, the remaining specimens
(572 to P86) are probably the Chancay valley contemporaries of Late Horizon figurines and
therefore date to Chancay phase 4.

SuB-GRouP 1.5: CHANCAY-HUAURA CucHIMILcOS
The figurines of this sub-group are icongraphically and technically related to the Huaura
figurines. However the wares involved (especially 3-colour geometric and Black-on-white) are
typical for the Chancay culture and the overall aspect also differs from Huaura figurines. In
publications such figurines are always considered to belong to the Chancay style. The scarce
provenanoes, none of them documented, are fairly evenly divided between the Huaura and
Chancay valleys. The broader relationship between Huaura and Chancay figurines is discussed
underHuaurafigurinesindiapter 11.
.
• SUB-GROUP 1.5.1: EARLY CHANCAY-HUAURA CUCHIMILCOS
Table 37

Catalogue: VoLJI, pp. 356-357

Plate 38

Sample: 6 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
Large standing specimens, with extended anus and completely separate legs; there are two
males and four females (two couples). Face- and body-paint or clothing is always present. The
Huaura component consists in the occurrence of males and male/female couples and the male
head-dress with picos, while the shape and proportions of head and body, decorative elements
and the wares, especially the 3-colour geometric ware, are specific to the Chancay culture.
DISCUSSION
Special features, links with other groups
• P87 has small lugs on the headdress, reminiscent of Chancay Group 3, but not known
in this form on cuchimilcos or on Huaura females.
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• P89 is shown with stubble on his chin, like P421P43 in Huaura sg. 2.2.2. The
triangles painted around the chin of 1407/1408 are unusual.
• It is interesting to note the decorative traits shared with 674 (Chancay 1.3.1): bird's
feet (P89), composite cross with central dot, triangle with appendages, outlining of the
umbilicus (1408), broad belt, plain painted band at neck, etc. The specific meander
head-dress border (1408) also occurs en 97/1.3.1 and P44/1.3.2.
Context, Geographic distribution: no data.
Chronology
The epigenal-derived tricolour ware (with additional post-fired red face-paint en P88, P89),
is common in Chancay phases 1 and 2. The derivative fleur-de-lis motif en the head-dress
border (P88) is late Middle Horizon in inspiration, whilst the bird's foot body-paint motif en
P89 is typical for early Chancay. That and the extended arms date nos. 2253 to P89 to phase 2.
1407/1408 are in typical 3-colour geometric Chancay ware, with such decorative motift as
the composite cross with central dot and the meander head-dress border en the female (1408),
whilst the male (1407) features the large circles with central dot which become the hallmark of
the Chancay-Huaura males (see below 1.5.2)1. The overall aspect is closer to classic Chancay,
so the later part of phase 2 seems a plausible date.

SuB-GROUP 1.5.2: BLAcK-ON-WHITE CHANCAY-HUAURA CUcHIMILcOS
• SUB-GROUP 1.5.2A: STANDARD CHANCAY HUAURA CUCHIMILCOS
• SUB-GROUP 1.5.2B: CHANCAY-HUAURA CANTORES
S SUB-GROUP 1.5.2C: CHANCAY CUCHIMILCOS WITH CHANCAY-HUAURA
FEATURES

Table 37

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 357-361

Plates 38-41

Sample: 61 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

The main icenographic traits—which do not occur en classic Chancay cuchimilcos (1.4.1,
1.4.2)—are either Huaura-denved or specific to this sub-group. The Huaura-derived
characteristics are the occurrence of males with outsize genitals, and of male/female couples;
all-over face-paint and head-dress with picos and vertical stripes (males). Other specific
features are figurines with an undeformed head (see sg. 1.5 .2b), male body-paint consisting of

'Exceptionally the female 1408 also features circles with central dots—an exclusively male motifpeinted in the pubic area.
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large circles with central dot or—rarely--of a bird and female body-paint featuring fish.
Finally, some traits are partly shared with other Chancay groups: male/female face-paint
consisting of zoning of the lower part of the face, a more stylized body, an applied belly-button,
the female head-dress shown as a low decorated calotte (no longer stripy as in Huaura, nor
plain, with a decorated border band as in Chancay) also occur in the "baroque" 1.4.3 subgroup; two fajas crossed over the abdomen can occur in 1.4.lb, but here they are practically
standard. A rare feature are female genitals with a prominent clitoris.
Technically the figurines appear generally hand-made (though some may have a mold-made
head), with a rougher surface and air-holes in difl1t positions than the majority of classic
Chancay cuchimilcos (mainly ears, mouth, nose, rarely at the waist). Although the ware is
basically black-on-white, the hues are often reddish-brown on a pink-buff grounding; red can be
added, mainly in the face-paint. The majority of figurines are very large and exceptionally
heavy, many weighing well over 1 kg. This may partly be due to the fact that some—but not
all—are filled with sand, perhaps to give them greater stability.
The group is divided into three sub-groups, with further groupings within some of those:
Sub-group 1.5.2a:
The largest sub-group (41 specimens) with the most clearly Huaura-derived features. There
are 19 males and 22 females', including seven, possibly nine, couples. The men have plain or
stripy hats, generally topped by three picos. The mouth is very often a hole. Note also traits like
the modelling of the thoracic cage (different from classic cuchimilcos), the characteristic
applied belly-button (e.g. 29).
A first grouping (155 to 1811) is charactensed by fairly naturalistic figurines with all-over
face-paint (males), prominent hip-bones on some males; note also the more elaborate "specs" on
1235 to P94, shared with the Jecuan sub-style (1.5.3). The next grouping (1445/1446 to
1741/1740) is more stylized, with excessively fiat or globular specimens; finally SAC 373 to
P97 also share some "Jecuan-style" (1.5.3) traits (triple "specs", molded and/or outlined fingers,
lines across the abdomen), whilst the body-shape is closer to the "Cantores" (1.5.2b).
Sub-group 1.5.2b: "Cantores"
Includes the biggest figurine of the study sample (584: 76 cm). The 16 figurines (10 or 11
males, 5 fbmale&, one couple) are associated by linkage. The first three figurines (584, P98,
P99), with their trapezoidal head and wide open mouth are obviously related to the female
P100, who in turn forms a couple with the round-headed male P101. This allows us to include
'Theses figures include the atypical figurines.
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in this sub-group a number of round-headed males (some without cranial deformation and/or
with one-or two pcos hats), which share characteristics such as the large circle-and-dot bodypaint and the open mouth with 1.5 .2a. Some specimens have exceptionally large air-holes under
the armpits. Because of their wide-open mouth these figurines have been called cantores
(Lavalle and Lang 1982).
The atypical and associated figurines m sgs. 1.5 .2a and 2b have some Chancay-Huaura
features, however unusual they may be!
Sub-group 1.5. 2c: Chancay figurines with Chancay-Huaura features

These figurines have a typical Chancay look, especially in profile, but three are male with a
Huaura-type head-dress, very high on 576; 1259 has also Huaura-derived cheek zoning. The
heavily built female (456) is included here because of its sünilarity with the males and its
dissimilarity with the classic Chancay cuchimilco (1.4.1 or 1.4.2).
DISCUSSION

Special features
Many special features have been listed in the Group Characteristics (see also catalogue).
But a special mention must be made of the pronounced sexualiy of these figurines, with
outsize (though not erect) penises on the males and a modelled clitoris on many females. This is
in contrast to the classic cuchimilco with its underscored female attnbutes.
Another interesting feature is the gender thfferentiation of the body-paint: fish are painted

on the arms or legs of some females, birds appear on the chest of some males. Rostworowski
links the two symbols in the goddess Urpayhuachac, described as "...creadora de los peces,
relacionada con las ayes marinas o guaneras, y adorada por los pescadores" (1973:20). She

sees this goddess in a figurine with both a fish and a bird painted on its chest (1062, Chancay
1.1.2). In early and classic cuchimilcos birds are often linked to females: painted in the pubic
area (e.g. 1892/1.3.2), as head-dress border motif (1251, 1430/1.4.la) or in the fece-paint
(1547/ 1.4. la). What is significant in the Chancay-Huaura figurines is that the two symbolic
elements, the bird and the fish, are sex-specific and separate. The fertility symbolism linking
female and fish is also strongly expressed in Nasca figurines (Morgan 1988), but as yst the
equivalent of man and bird has not come to my attention
Note the sexual ambivalence of P103/1.5.2b: the ear-plugs, the vestigial "specs" and the
outlined genital triangle are female attributes (cf 58411.5.2b), accompanied by male genitals,
awkwardly located just below the waist. Other rare traits on the same specimen are: the facepaint (inverted triangle on the forehead, circles on cheeks) and the necklace with pendants
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(otherwise shown on females). This specimen, which does not look like a fake, may represent a
hermaphrodite, not unknown in pre-Columbian Peru (Cabieses 1974: vol.1, p.111). Vestigial
"specs" also occur on another male in this sub-group (P102/I .5.2b).
What can be the meaning of the open mouth? Some figurines in 1.5.2a have pursed lips,
with only a small opening perhaps depicting the way Calandia describes the act of praying
("mocha") "...hacer ciertos sonidos con los labios, como quien besa...". This may have
developed gradually into an open mouth. No other Chancay figurine group nor, to my
knowledge, Chancay face-necks ever have open mouths. But they do occur during the Late
Horizon. Also of interest is that three cantores, possibly more, have no cranial deformation.
Two male cantores (P101, P102) have a narrow rectangular projection on their left temple,
a unique and unexplained attribute. On 581, also a cantor, a similar feature looks like a band
tied around the head.
Links with other groups

As we have seen, Chancay-Huaura figurines share a nwnber of traits with Huaura figurines.
They certainly express a tradition somewhat different from classic Chancay. The differences
are not only iconographic but also technological (heavier, rougher paste, different position of
air-holes, differences in colour). If we assume that there is no significant time difference
between classic Chancay and Chancay-Huaura of phase 3 and if both were manufactured in the
same area (see below), we must examine models which could explain such difibraices:
a) The specimens were manufactured in the Huaura valley and exported: a possible model only
if this sub-group (including related vessels) is exclusive to the Huaura area. Considering that
the Chancay-Huaura sub-group is always classified as Chancay, we don't really know what
pottery is referred to as "Chancay" in a Huaura Valley context. Furthermore this model would
not explain the subtle differences in style, especially of the earlier specimens (1.5.1), nor the
fact that some actual Huaura figurines (Huaura 2.2, 2.3, 4) could be contemporary of the
Chancay-Huaura figurines of phase 3: they would represent the figurines produced in the
Huaura valley at that time.
b) Chancay-Huaura figurines were manufactured by Huaura immigrants in the Chancay and

Ancc,n areas: Rostworowski reports that at the time of the Conquest, the Chancay Valley was
under the control of the curaca of Huaura (1978:127) and that he dispatched mitmaes to
Chancay. We cannot know how far back in time this organisation goes and what implications
it has regarding the ethnic composition of the population, but it might provide a clue to the coexistence of the two stylistic traditions.
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c) The figurines were part of a cult or mythical tradition, involving a male/female couple,
originating in the Huaura valley towards the end of the Middle Horizon (see Huaura 2, chapter
11), a cult which had spread southwards by the Late Intermediate. Their icenography and even
their manufacture is still determined by the original religious context.
d) A different function (see below, context).
Context
There is no documented context fbr any specimen in this group, but like other cuchimilcos
this sub-group probably comes from graves. However the exceptional heaviness of these
figurines and the fact that, unlike the classic cuchimilcos, many were found filled with sand,
presumably to give them stability, suggest that they may have been used in another context,
prior to burial. A different function could be yet another explanation for the differences between
this sub-type and classic Chancay figurines.
Geographic distribution

Of the nine certain or fairly reliable provenances (under 15 % of the figurines!), five are
from Huacho, four from Chancay. Overall there are six provenances for Huaura against
thirteen for Chancay. This would indicate that the majority of these figurines were made in the
Chancay valley, though there are really too few provenances to be certain. The (unverifiable)
provenances from Ancán are not corroborated by the material excavated at the site. There are
no provenances at all for the Chillán valley.
Chronology
In the absence of gravelots, the main basis for dating are Chancay features such as the use
of the bidirome black-cu-white ware, combined with extended arms, the appearance of "specs",
lack of large outlined genital triangle and Huaura features such as the phasing out—on the
females—of the stripy head-dress and the appearance of short, truncated picos on the male
head-dress (cf. chronology of Huaura 2 and Chancay 1.4):
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Sub-group I.5.2a dates mainly to phase 3, probably to the later part. Some traits, which in

typical Chancay figurines tend to be early (circular eyes) or early and late (horizontal
lines across the legs) appear here together with such phase 3 features as the crossed fajas
or the head-dress with truncated picos (e.g. P90, P9 1). The many features shared with
1.4.3 (head-dress shape and decor, face-paint, some cinthing) also indicate a late date.
Other features like a border band with a broken-lines-and-multiple-dots design (1235) or
double incisions at the waist (1235, 1236) are also late (cf chronology Chancay 1.6).
The atypical 776, with its "baroque" body, 2274, 2241 with no head-dress--a common
Late Horizon feature (cf. LH Group 1)—large eye-brows and eyes definitely date to
Chancay phase 4
Sub-group 1.5.2b/Cantores: most figurines in this group are "baroque" both in shape and

decor. Note the vestigial triple "specs" on 584 and P103, as if the artist no longer
understood this fbature; the modelled toe-nails (1146) are also late (cf 583, 575/1.4.3b);
the absence of head-dress (1146), the incised mechones (1866), are also LH features.
The atypical 797 with its unusual loin cloth and appendages could even be early colonial.

The atypical 457 has an applied head-dress border: this could be early, but here it lacks
perforations (cf. 675/1.1.1, 794/1.1.2, and its extended arms also point to phase 3. The
sub-group dates to late phase 3/phase 4.
Sub-group 1.5.2c: The figurines have a typical classic Chancay look and—in the absence of

other diagnostic features—must be assigned to phase 3.

SuB-GRouP 1.5.3 : A CHANCAY-HUAURA VAJUANT: CucHIMILcos OF THE
JECUAN SUB-STYLE

Table 38

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp. 362-362

Plate 41

Sample: 12 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS, DISCUSSION

This sub-group of 12 figurines (all female) represents a distinctive sub-style. The name
suggested fbr it comes from the resemblance with pottery excavated by Uhle at Jecuan,
Chancay valley, in particular a similar face-neck (Kroeber 1926b:Pl. 81). its inclusion into the
Chancay-Huaura group needs some justification:
The figurines are related to classic Chancay in that they are mold-made and of the typical
Chancay ware. They are similar in size to the small classic cuchimilco (1.4.la,b) and many
also have a typical Chancay body-shape, especially in profile; finally there are no males in the
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sub-group. But some specific features—not necessarily all occurring on each specimen—
distinguish the figurines from classic Chancay specimens: mold-made features such as fingers
or bead necklaces; painted decor such as the outline of the fingers, parallel lines across the
abdomen. They are also much heavier and less than half of them have the typical air-holes at
the waist.
At the same time many Jecuan-style figurines share some Chancay-Huaura characteristics
such as the head-dress decor (mainly criss-cross design); more elaborate "specs" (usually triple,
often with curlicues); the open mouth (cf 1936, 111 with SAC 431/1.5.2a and
584,P1O1/1.5.2b). The diagonally crossed fajas and zoning of the lower cheeks, sometimes
with a line above, are traits that can occur in classic Chancay, but are more typical of
Chancay-Huaura.
Some Jecuan sub-style specimens also occur amongst Chancay type 2 figurines (2.3.2).
Context

No data.
Geographic distribution

There is only one (unverifiable) provenance from Mirafiores, Chancay.
Chronology:

The black-on-white pottery excavated by UhIe at Jecuan (his site C), shows some traits
(curlicues, stylized fish) which occur on these figurines. Even more clearly related is the only
published face-neck from the site (Kroeber 1926b:Pl.81E), with its triple "specs". Unfortunately
no figurines appear in Uhle's published Jecuan material. Uhle considered the ceramics from
Jecuan to represent "...the older and middle phases of the White-and-black pottery of Chancay"
(Kroeber 1926b:293). However the figurines in this sub-group lack some features occurring on
early black-and-white figurines with extended arms (1.3.3) such as facial "zoning", all-over
body-paint of small motifs, a painted rather than raised or incised genital triangle. We have also
seen that some Chancay and Chancay-Huaura figurines with Jecuan-related features (cf
chronology of Chancay 1.4.3 and 1.5.2a) could be quite late. Three Jecuan-style figurines have
five head-dress perforations, also a late feature. So the figurines of the Jecuan sub-style date to
Chancay phase 3, probably to the later part of that phase.
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SUB-GROuP 1.6: CUCHIMILCOS OF CHANCAY PHASES 3 AND
WARES

4 IN RED OR BLACK

Unlike in most other groups, one of the main criteria used to classify this group has been the
provenance. The aim was to establish whether the stylistic and technical differences could be
explained as regional variants and to examine their relationship with the main stream Chancay
culture, as represented by the classic black-on-white ware. The resulting classification
produced three fairly discrete sub-groups, the third one especially representing a different
stylistic trend.
• SUB-GROUP 1.6.1: FIGURINES IN RED WARE

Table 39

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.363-365

Plates 41-43

Sample: 56 figurines
• SUB-GROUP 1.6.2: FIGURINES IN BLACK OR BLACK-SLIPPED WARES

Table 40

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp. 365-366

Plate 44

Sample: 28 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
Varied figurines, clearly related to the classic black-on-white cuchimilcos, the diffnaices
being mainly in the manufacturing tecimiques and the wares (see Discussion). The quality of
the figurines is less consistent than in classic Chancay: it can be of the highest standard but also
ve poor.
Both sub-groups 1.6.1 and 1.6.2 contain small and large cuchimilcos, but the size of the
sample and the less clearly defined differences make the subdivisions used in sub-group 1.4
inapplicable here. Nor does the distinction between broad and high heads, used to subdivide
sub-group 1.4.1 into 1.4.la and 1.4.lb, apply, as there is no correlation between the head
proportions and other iconographic elements. But differences in the manufacturing tedmiques
(two molds, mold- and hand-made specimens and especially the new technique of one frontal
mold only) is reflected in the listing of the figurines, the provenance being an important
criterium of classification in each sub-group.
The figurines are standing, with extended arms and straight legs. Exceptions: seven figurines
are sitting four figurines have folded arms. There are seven hunchbacks. There are no males
and nearly all the figurines are clearly shown to be fbmales.
The shape of the head and body are generally quite similar to classic black-on-white
Chancay, but there are a number of differences or innovations: the classic face-paint, with
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"specs" are incised). Although the facial features are similar, many specimens have large semicircular modelled eye-brows. As far as the body is concerned, the basic shape is similar to the
classic cuchimilcos, variations occurring in function of the size. The main innovation here is
that the genital triangle is often incised, instead of modelled.
The majority of figurines wear the typical rectangular Chancay headdress. But the
decorative border band is often much broader and is mostly incised rather than painted; there
are also changes in the decorative motifs; on about 37% (i.e. 31 out of at total 83) the headband
is missing altogether. The number of perforations is also different with many more specimens
having four or six perforations, especially in the red wares. As in classic
Chancay clothing is not shown. But many figurines now wear incised
circular ear-plugs and/or bulky necklaces unlmown in classic Chancay.
Although some figurines date to phase 3— even to the early pait of
that phase—the majority belong to a time of transition and to phase 4. A
figurine with an undoubtedly Chancay loolç but incorporating all the late
features is 369 (Fig.50): head-dress with incised border band and six
perforations disposed in three pairs; semi-circular eye-brows, no face
paint; punctated nipples, double incision at the waist, double incision

Hg.50

marking the vulva; painted lines across the legs (an early feature reappearing in phase 4); large
applied ear-plugs with incised cross-and-dot motif, bulky necklace with ties hanging down the
back.
DISCUSSION

Special features, links with other groups
Ten black ware or black-slipped figurines (1.6.2) have red and white or yellow post-fired
paint rubbed into the incisions. This ware is similar to that of Early Horizon Ancon figurines
(see chapter 5: Ancon Sub-group I). An obvious exp i ntion for the emergence of this unusual
ware is that the late dwellers of Ancon came across some of the earlier pottery, liked the look of
it and copied it. Like in the earlier group, the ware can be both reduced-fired and polished to a
high gloss or oxidized, with a black slip. There is also one red slipped specimen with red and
white incrustations (348 in 1.6.1).
2257(sg. 1.6.2) is extremely puzzling: it has an undeniable Chancay look, especially because
of the typical head-dress, but the overall shape and the decor of incised circles is very similar to
that of the "Cats" dating to the late Middle Horizon (see Chapter 10, Group 6.1). Other
figurines belonging to "Cats" also show some Chancay traits. Either this figurine is also an
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imitation of the earlier type or the "Cats" group has a very long time span or my suggested
dating for the group is incorrect. The "Birds", a related sub-group (Chapter 10, Group 6.2) are
definitely found associated with late MH pottery.
1455, a sitting hunchback, is unique: it has an undefbrmed head and a curious head-dress
(or hairstyle showing plaits?), desconding down the back.
Many specimons, especially those made of one (frontal) mold only, including the figurines
with folded arms, are closely related to non-Chancay LH figurines. The decision to include
them here is based on the specifications discussed in the Chancay chronology.
Context
A number of figurines come from graves (see Appendix 3), including those excavated by
Reiss and Stubel and those from Uhie's excavations in and around Marquez Chillén valley.
The latter probably come from cementeries located on or around earlier huacas, re-used as
burial grounds during the late Late Intermediate and the Late Horizon. Note that 2013, 1595
were associated with infants, 235 comes from a sewing basket, 2063 was also found with
weaving implements, as well as two cats' heads and the jaw of a sea lion! 384 was wrapped in
a textile with another figurine. P105 comes from a refuse layer at Maranga.
The large black cuchimilco P109/sg. 1.6.2 was found near the surface (0.85 m) of Huaca 18
at Pando, (Maranga). Ithada stringtied around itsneckandwas coveredwithpacae leaves; it
was not part of a burial, but appeared associated with two storage pits, mainly containing
maize. At°Iistance of 2.60 m. but on the same level, was a pen for guinea-pigs, containing
guinea-pigs' droppings. On the basis of these associations the figurine is seen as a fertility
goddess! (Belcore and Obando 1970:160).
Most of the large cuchimilcos are fairly stable. Unlike some large cuchimilcos in sub-group
1.4.2 all appear to have been used prior to deposition.
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Geographic distribution

Taking both sub-groups togather we see that out of 47 certain or fairly reliable provulances
14.9% come from Anccm, 49 % from the Chum Valley, 10.5 % from the Rimac Valley and
only 25 %froniChancay, Huauraor Supe. That is a total of over 75 %outsidethe Chancay
heartland.
Note however that—as far as black- or black-slipped wares are concerned—a slightly larger
proportion (with 50% of the certain and fairly reliable provonances) comes from Chancay or
Huaura. In particular most of the black figurines with post-fired incrustaticos come from that
area.
Of the three unverifiable attributions for Pachacamac, two are highly unlikely (1437, 1827),
but the third (123), a figurine with fblded arms and low head-dress could be correct.
On the whole, we are dealing in this group with some of the material that Kroeber (1926c)
calls "Sub-Chancay". The distribution outside the Chancay valley confirms my suggestion that
black-and white figurines wont on being produced in the Chancay valley during phase 4 (LH).
Chronological position:

Only three figurines come from datable gravelots, none of them very specific (see Chancay
Chronology and Appondix 3). Two roughly made figurines, 2013 (from (Jhle's Ancon grave
T2) and 1595 (from Kroeber's excavation at Marquez) date to late phase 3, whilst the small
2063 (from UhIe's Ancán El) dates to phase 4.
So this group must also be dated on the basis of stylistic traits:
Sub-group 1.6.1:

• 145, with its semi-circular headdress and only two perforations could date to the
earlier part of phase 3. The roughly made 1522, 1542, 1418 and 407, also with a
rounded head-dress appear to be later: 1522 has six head-dress perforations, 1542 has
a typical phase 3 profile. 1418, with two perforations and high, slightly laterally
placed ear-plugs (cf with 1018/Huaura 2.1!) could be early, though the overall feel is
'A further two figurines UPMP 33568, 33762) from Huaca Paralso, ChilIôn Valley, acquired by Uhie
have not been included as their features are too sketchy.
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late. 407 with its bad workmanship, unusual face and rectangular genital triangle
could even date to phase 4.
• 230, 124, 1358, 1370, P104, 348, 1748, 106, 373, 2318 all belong to phase 3. 413,
1357, 414, 479, 1317 are border-line case between phases 3 and 4, considering some
of the late traits listed below.
• The remaining figurines with such late traits as manufacture with one mold only, an
incised or punctated decor, and features such as the emphasized eye-brows, headdress perforations in sets of two or three, punctated nipples, double incisions at the
waist, necklaces, ear-plugs (the latter very rare in phase 3) date to phase 4, i.e. the
Late Horizon. Note also late Chancay designs such as the broken-lines-with multipledots (e.g. 841), instead of the traditional broken-line-and-dot; lines painted across the
legs (e.g. 369, 432), an early feature, revived during phase 4 (see Chancay 1.4.2,
1.4.3). 1523 is a border-line case with a typical Chancay head-dress but with the
folded arms and feet joined by a "bridge", typical for non-Chancay LH figurines.
Sub-group 1.6.2:

• The sitting hunchbacks 1745 and 781, with raised arms and extended legs, wearing a
semi-circular head-dress with raised border band belong to early phase 3
(cf. 1917/1.4. Ia). Note that later sitting figures always have folded legs.
• 283, 1387 to 502 are fairly traditional looking figurines of phase 3; 1440 less so, but
the top of the head-dress is missing, which could explain its unusual aspect.
• Most of the black figurines with post-fired incrustations still have the classic Chancay
look, including specs and lower cheek decor; but several are made of one mold or
hand-made and the decor is incised. So they probably date to the end of phase 3.
P105' comes from a refuse layer at Huaca III, Maranga, which is dated to the earlier
phases of the Lima style (Jijén and Caamaiio 1949:15, 18, 494). In fact the figurine
clearly belongs to late Chancay (late phase 3 or 4?). The unusual 2257, an imitation
of the late MH "Cat" (?), must be of the same late Chancay date (see above).
• Of the large cuchimilcos only 574, and possible 509 and 1421 belong to the end of
phase 3, while the rest belong to phase 4: they have such late traits as semi-circular
eye-brows, ear-plugs and/or, incised headbands. Note also the low arms and the headdress perforations, either numerous (16 on P108, 6 on P109) or disposed in pairs
(P107).
S SUB-GROUP 1.6.3: A CHILLON SUB-STYLE?
Table 41

Catalogue: vol.11, pp.367-368

Plate 45

Sample: 9 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Small group of fairly large figurines with a rotund body and long straight eye-brows; only
one figurine is small and fiat, but has similar eye-brows. One figurine has two sets of amis.
Four of the figurines come from Marque; Chillén Valley, three of them from Uhle's

'P105, that is Jijôn and CmiIo 1949:471 and Lam. CIII, no.5, is in fact the fourth oLect from the
left. no.3 having been left out.
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excavations in what he calls "the southern corner". The figurines are mostly hand-made and
hollow, in red- or black ware.
DISCUSSION

The Chillán valley, which plays a somewhat marginal role in figurine production, is
generally more closely linked to the Northern sector (Ancán, Chancay) than to the neighbouring
Riinac valley.

At the end of the Late Intermediate it is still strongly influenced by the Chancay

style, with a very similar iconography, even though the local pottery now consists of red- or
black ware: the former being what Kroeber calls "Sub-Chancay", the latter often found in
association with it(1926c).
Although sub-group 1.6.3 is clearly affiliated to the Chancay style it is different enough
from the contemporary Chancay and "Sub-Chancay" cuchimilcos of the lower Chilon to stand
out as an autochtonous sub-style. Dillehay (n.d.) combining a number of ethnohistorical
studies, especially those by Rostworowski (1970; 1973; 1974) and Murra (1972), with
archaeological data, has tried to trace the various ethnic groups settled in the valley between
1200 and 1500. He states (n.d.: 10) that although the ceramic styles in the lower and middle
valley are basically similar, each distinct ethnic territory or group of settlements shows subtle
decorative differences. The mouth of the Chillén was occupied by the Chuquitunga. The
question is whether this ethnic group can be sub-divided into yet smaller units to account for
stylistic difirces in the Marquez area—as shown in the figurine material—or whether this
sub-style is simply the work of one potter or group of potters.
Special features:
827 has two sets of arms (the folded arms are applied, very small, one is missing), an
unusual, though not unique, trait on so late a specimen (cf. 410/Chancay 2.3).
Context
No data, but very likely funerary (see above). Note that 247, 466 and 1467, from Marquez
(the red ware 1466 and black ware 1467 from the same huaca) have both arms broken. This
may have a ritual significance, but could equally be a manufacturing defect.
Geographic distribution
Three certain provaiances are for UhIe's "Huaca at the South Corner of Marquez", Chillén
valley; a further fairly reliable provenance is also for Marques. 827 is deposited amongst
Horkheimer's Chancay material at the MPCS, but is not numbered, so its provenance is
uncertain.
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Chronology
The majority of figurines in this sub-group obviously belong to Chancay phase 4, with such
features as the incised headband, punctated nipples and a double incised waist-line, all featured
on 1467. This specimen in turn shares an overall resemblance with others, such as 247, and
1466. Note that 247 and 1466 have air-holes below the ears, an unusual location—related to
ncm-Chancay LH figurines, were air-holes are often placed at the shoulders—as well as at the
waist, typical for Chancay; 827 has only air-holes at the shoulders, but has been included here
because of the resemblance to this sub-group. Another late feature are the head-dress
perforations in sets of two (827, 1545). The one-mold solid figurine (1941) is also typical for
phase 4.
Two figurines are more problematic: P110 has a rounded crown, Pill a marked biobation,
both early features. But the fecial features, especially the "composite eyes" and conch-like ears,
and the incised genital triangle as well as the general resemblance' with the group—especially
the long eye-brows—make a convincing case for a late date.

GROUP 2: CHANCAY FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD
• SUB-GROUP 2.1: EARLY FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD AND FOLDED ARMS
• SUB-GROUP 2.2: EARLY FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD AND EXTENDED
ARMS
• SUB-GROUP 2.3: CLASSIC BLACK-ON-WHITE FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD
• SUB-GROUP 2.4: FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD IN RED OR BLACK WARE
• SUB-GROUP 2.5: SPECIAL FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD.

Tables 42-47

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 368-376

Plates 45-50

Sample: 109 Figurines
GROUP CHARACIERISTICS

Figurines characterised by an elongated head deformation. 79 figurines are standing 30 are
sitting but there are no other traits specifically linked with the posture. All except three
specimens are probably female (the sex is not indicated on 28 figurines). Although there are
diffces in the aspect and workmanship between specimens 2, group 2 is on the whole more
homogenous than group 1. Like in group 1 some early and some late specimens have folded
'The flipper-like hank and unusual small Ibet on P111 are said to be restaurations
Onc must not attach too much importance to such differences: in grave 4. LaurL excavated by
Horkheimer, rather poor specimens like 837, 838, 845 were found inside the same fardo as the wellmade 840.
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arms, the rest have extended arms. There are only two specimens with two sots of arms which
clearly belong to phase 3.
The classic black-on-white group 2 figurines (2.3.1) differ from group 1.4 in many respects:
the elongated head shape, the features, especially the eyes, which tend to be larger and often
rounder, the face-paint—mainly tearmarks, often shown as short broad double lines not linked
to the eyes, while "specs" and lower cheek decor are extremely rare—and the clothing. This
consists of a black tunic, often with a wide patterned belt (on some figurines the clothing covers
the whole body), with large circular tupos at the shoulders.. 28 figurines carly a load on their
back, mostly a patterned bag, attached to the fbrehead by a tump-line, thur figurines cany a
child, a farther two cradle a child on their lap.
The figurines of the Jecuan sub-style (2.3.2) and the black ware figurines (2.4.2) are more
closely related to their equivalents in group 1 (1.5.3, 1.6.2), with similar clothing and/or bodyand face-paint. The red ware specimens (2.4.1) and the "specials" (2.5) are quite different from
the rest ofGroup2and from Group

1.

Most figurines are mold-made and hollow, with air-holes as in group 1 (depending on the
phases). About 10% of recorded specimens are hand- and mold-made, another 6% are made of
one mold only.
DISCUSSION

Special features

Early representations of elongated heads already occur at the end of the Middle Horizon (see
Huaura group 3). They depict the so-called deformacion por ilautu, typical for the Sierra
(Weiss 1962), but practically unknown on the coast'. Diez de San Miguel (quoted by Weiss
and Rqjas Ponce 1968:307) explains that this deformation was carried out ".. solo a fin de que
cuando sean hombres se les eiicajen en las cabezas unas caperuzas largas y angostas. . .de
manera que en lugar de hacer las caperuzas confonna a las cabezas, hacai las cabezas al talle
de las caperuzas."
The differences in the head shape, the features and the face-paint, as well as the specific
clothing and tupos, associated with the bag which many figurines cariy on their back, leads me
to identify these figurines as "foreigners" from the Sierra. If one compares the facial traits of
some of the large group 2 figurines (849, 585/sg.2.3) with their equivalent in group 1 (1994 and
others in 1.4.2), it becomes clear that they are meant to represent different physical types. It is
'In a study of Late Intermediate Period skeletal material from the Central Coast only 5 out
skulls, i.e. less than 2% showed this deformation (Reichlen 1982:382).

of 274
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possible that differences in the face-paint also mirror the real face-paint of coastal and highland
people. As regards the decorative motifs on headbands, tump-lines and belts, there is little
di cc botweenthetwotypes, though someofthe belt-motifs donc,t occur on group 1
cuchimilcos (P113, 2250 (back)/2.3.1)'. Felipe de Medina, active in the extirpation of idolatry,
describes a famous shrine at Choque Ispana, near Huacho, a local pilgrimage much visited by
the serranos, with separate entrances for them and their wives. "Hallé. ..un camerito de Ia tierra
que llaman mamallama por ci augmento de ellos y que teogan los serranos que traer mas de este
genera, pare que sirvan en sus sacnflcios y do aqui se verifica y do auer hallado los idolos
pequeños vesidos a lo serrano [my italics] que este adoratorio era general y comun asI pare
los do la sierra como pare los do los ilanos" (quoted by Krzanowski .199ld:240).
The group 2 personage appears to go far back in time. Three Nieveria style vessels from
Vista Alegre, Rimac Valley, show one or other
of the attributes characteristic of this group. A
sitting figure (Fig.51) wears the typical tupos
and large belt; another (Fig.52) with the typical
belt, but without tupos, is breastibeding a child
(a theme which only occurs in group 2!); a third
Fig.51

(Fig.53), with belt, tupos and an elongated head,
-4

carries a bag on its back.
According to M.Rostworowski (personal

•A

conununication) the personage represented may
be the mythical Raiguana or Mama Raiguana
who reigned over all staple plants which she
reserved for her offsprings. In one particular
version of the myth, an eagle carries off Raiguana's child until she agrees to
distribute the fruits of the earth (Rostworowski 1983:73).
Another, more tenuous link botween this personage and Pachamama is found in a creation
myth centered on the nevado "La Viuda" at the headwaters

of the

Chancay and Chum valleys.

Here the Earth Mother Pachamama, struggling to raise her twins after the death of their father
Pachacamac, is eventually killed by the highland God Wakon and changed into the Nevado.
This is a different version of the creation myth involving a couple (twins, brother and sister,
man and wife?) centered on Vegeta, Huaura valley, in which Pachacamac plays a negative role

'The motifs on the bags are very varied, but we have nothing to compare them with in group 1.
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(see Huaura 2, Discussion)'. In a village at the foot of "La Viuda" three monoliths were still
worshipped in the 1920s. One of them resembled a woman carrying a load
on her back and was specifically said to represent Pachamama, canying her
twins (Kill n.d.: 83). There is a discrepancy, because our woman cames a

1

single child. However the tearmarks, very common on group 2 figurines and
the doleful appearance of the two figurines carrying a child cii their lap may
point to some such creation myth, involving a suffering mother. In this
context one must also recall Gutierrez do Santa Clara (1963/1548:23 1) who
Fig.54

specifies that—contrary to the images of other gods—the Earth idol

(Pachamama?) was made of pottery. ft is interesting that—whilst group I figurines are never
seen on face-necks (features like the head-dress, face-paint or other ornaments are always quite
different)—representations similar to group 2 figurines do appear on face-necks. The head is
not elongated, probably because it fonns the spout of the vessel, but many representations have
the same tearmarks, similar clothing and textile patterns (see Fig.54 holding a child, Lavalle
and Lang 1982:70).
Some of the face-necks, with a sling? and large disk
ornament on their head may represent males (c.f. Lavalle and
Lang 1982:71 upper and lower right). All carry a load (vessels,
.3,

llamas and other animals) on their backs. Like the figurines, they
appear to represent foreigners or travellers. One, with different
clothing and large ear-pendants, carrying a parrot and a
monkey, may represent a traveller coming from the rain-forest
(cf. Lavalle and Lang 1982:71, lower left). Note also a figure,

Fig.55

originally pait of a vessel (Fig 55) with an elongated head and head-dress adorned with a large
conch, which also carries a bag on its back..
We find a similar head-dress with conch ornament on two of the large males in 2.5 (1747,
2190). These have an elongated head, but do not carry a load. One ofthem is a hunchback with
an unusual representation of the spine. On vessels the conch also appears on the head-dress of

Chancay attendants (Lavalle and Lang 1982:54 left, 83). These figures—identified as
attendants by their head-dress (see Chancay group 4) are pait of a whistling vessel and one of
them plays a musical instrument. The conch itself may also have been used as one. One

'A myth regarding the origin of food and still recounted in the Pampas region. actually blends the
two stories (Rostworowski 1983:74).
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possible nterpretation therefore, combining the foreign origm with the role of attendant, is that
the males of group 2.5 represent slaves, perhaps musicians in the service of a Chancay lord.
Context
Eight figurines come from documented graves (see Appendix 3). Amcngst these 837, 838,
845,

840 and another unrecorded figurine (La 4 LI) were found inside the same fardo: all

belong to sg. 2.3.1, whereas 1996/2.3.1 from Uhie's grave B2 at Lauri was associated with
four group 1 and one group 3 figurine. Three further figurines (237, P117, P118) were
excavated by Raiss and Stubel in the Ancán necropolis. There are no data about the age and
sex of the burials.
P118 was attached to the neck of a small gourd container (Reiss and Stübel 18801889:vol.ffl, P1.82, fig.2, caption). The description reminds of containers for the chalk used in
coca-smoking. The figurine must have served as an amulet.
As in group 1.4.2 some of the large, better made figurines are in mint condition and may
have been specifically produced as grave goods.
Geographic distribution

Of a total of 34 certain or fairly reliable provenances 25(73.5 %) are from the Chancay and
Huaura valleys against 4 (11.8%) from Ancán and 5 (14.7 %)—of which only one (3%) is
certain—from the Chillén valley. This strengthens the argument that the figurines may have
been linked to a pilgrimage of people from the Sierra to a shrine in the Huaura valley (see
above, special features). But note that—as in sg.1.6—red- and black ware specimens (sg. 2.4)
tend to come from the Ancon and Chillon area.
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Chronology
The chronology is based on traits discussed and dated under Chancay group 1 figurines:
Sub-group 2.1:
Like Chancay group I the early group 2 figurines have folded arms. They are assigned to
Chancay mainly because of the wares (epigcnal-related, 3-colour geometric and black-onwhite), but they obviously have common origins with Huaura-related figurines with elongated
head, especially with 851 (Huaura 3). Early traits also found in both Huaura and early
Chancay group 2 figurines include: circular eyes, overall face-paint or zoning of the eyes and
cheeks, folded arms, often with a painted outline, hands with three fingers, horizontal lines
across the legs, modelling of the knees, outlined git2l triangle, sometimes with filler-elements
(see the typical 3-colour bird foot motif on 357); necklace of large molded beads; slip or decor
applied in front only, air-holes behind the upper arms. The'roup therefore dates to Chancay
late phase 1 and phase 2.
However, I have doubts regarding the dating of 473: it has many early traits (see above) and
aktheranearlyloc1çbutthebagorpethapsanimalskinitcarriesatthebackissimilarto
that of 1187, 410, 139 (2.3.1, see P1.48) which are undoubtedly late. Another possibly late
trait of 473 is the replica of a genital triangle incised on the buttocks and the bulky necklace (cf
1.6).
Sub-group 2.2:
The arms are now extended, but P112 is of epigonal-related ware, and its decor of diagonal
stripes with white circles and dark central dot resembles the head-dress of 674 (1.3.1). Some
early traits like the outlined genital triangle and lines across the legs still occur on some
specimens. For 834, from Pisquillo Grande grave 3, a transitional phase 2 to 3A dating is given
by the gravelot (see Chancay chronology). The black-on-white 1027 has early traits combined
with Jecuan-related face-paint with curlicues. This sub-group therefore dates from late phase 2
to early ?phase 3.
Sub-group 2.3:
Sub-group 2.3.1: Four gravelots allow to date most of this group to phase 3. Phase 3A includes
837, 838, 840, 845 (all from Lauri grave 4) and 835 (Pisquillo Grande grave 4). 844
(Laun grave 8) and 1996 (Lauri grave B2) probably belong to late phase 3 (see Chancay
chronology).
Stylistically it is difficult to pick out chronological differentiations within the group, the
distinctions residing mainly between well-made, important specimens (e.g. 849, 585,
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840, 1076) and lesser figurines, rather than in features like more rounded or pointed
heads, etc.. The relief headband. combined with the stepped cheek zoning and bird decor
(2250) could be earlier (cf 2262/1.1.3, 100/1.3.2), whilst an incised triangle, replicating
the genital triangle, on the buttocks (e.g. 585, 1135, etc.) is a late feature. The thin,
folded legs of the sitting figurines also belong to the later rather than earlier part of phase
31
It is alsomoredificultto set up criteria foraphase4(LH)inthis groupthaningroup 1,
as the sample does not feature any of the typical Late Horizon traits listed for sub-group
1.6 (see above 1.6. chronology):
• 1187,410 (sitting) deserve special mention because they have a very different look
both from standard phase 3 specimens and the ncn-Chancay LH figurines with
elongated head (LH gr. 2). The starting point for dating these two figurines is their
resemblance with 1242 (2.5) which looks much like a metal Inca figurine. It shares
aspects of its unusual head-dress (molded edges around the face, lateral flaps, back
flap descending to the neck or below at the back) with other figurines in group 2.5
(2190, 767). 1187, 410 share the bulky relief head-dress border and an undeniably
"modem" face with 1242. At the same time they carry the unusual bag (or animal
skin?) of 473 (2.1), the dating of which is uncertain (see above). 410 also has two sets
of arms, generally a phase 2 characteristic, though there is one other late exception
(827/1.6.3). On balance these two figurines probably date to the later part of phase 3
ortophase4.
• The same problems arise with 139 and 1340. 139 has the same "controversial" load
atthe back as the early 473/2.1 and the late 1187,410/2.3.1, and air-holes behind the
upper arms, usually an early position. 1340 has a feature (load?) at the back which
resembles thatofthe late MH 859 (Unaffiliatedgr.l, chapter 11). Both 139 and 1340
lack arms which adds to the confusion: as we know folded arms can be both early or
late. However the overall look, the thin folded legs, and features on 139 like the relief
necklace (with painted, not molded beads), or the large nostrils and mouth
(resembling the late 7/2.4.1) speak for a late date, possibly phase 4.
Other figurines probably dating to phase 4 are 1433 (incised hair at the back and a late look:
it wears a necklace containing glass beads!) and 1377, also with incised hair, a genital triangle
at the back and one folded, one extended arm (both standing).

Sub-group 2.3.2: All the figurines of the Jecuan sub-style date to phase 3, (see chronology
Chancay 1.5.3).
Sub-group 2.4:
Sub-group 2.4.1: In the absence of datable features, the overall impression, with hand-made,
incised and applied features (1385, 7) is late (late phase 3, phase 4).

'Phase 2 and early phase 3 sitting figurines usually have legs extended forward(eg. 1781/1.1.3, 792/
1.3.3; 1917/1.4.la; 1745. 781/1.6.2).
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1223 is difficult to date because it has some early features: possibly an epigonal-derived
ware, with traces of black and white on terracotta; air-holes bthmd the upper arms; arms
extended forward, an unusual feature also occurring on the early 674/1.3.1. However it
has thin folded legs and shares a head-dress with lateral flaps with 1187, 410 (2.3.1) and
especially 1242 (2.5) below, which are undoubtedly late. The rather naturalistic face is
also late rather than early. On the whole it is probably late phase 3 or phase 4.
Sub-group 2.4.2: 282, 281 and 2064, which are mold-made in the Chancay tradition, but have

some decorative elements (headband with broken lines and multiple dots (282), lateral
pendantsto the head-dress (281), belts with lozenges with central dot) are post classic,
e.g. late phase 3 or phase 4. 1376 with its incised features, especially the double waist
line is also late, as are the remaining specimens, probably all made with one (frontal)
mold only. The atypical 1306, included here because of the bag carned at the back,
shows a number of phase 4 traits: thick eye-brows, large ear-plugs with cross-and-dot
design, thick necklace, double incised waist-line (c.f. Chronology 1.6).
Sub-group 2.5:

The Inca aspect of 1242 was discussed under 2.3.1 above. Figurines like 1747, 2190, 767
belong to a somewhat different tradition, related to Chancay-Huaura (male genitals, pinkywhite slip on 767), but their "baroque" aspect clearly fits into the end of the Chancay sequence
(cf 1.4.3, 1.5.2 etc.). 2190 and 767 also share the flaps at the sides and back of the headdress
with 1242. 2270 with undeformed head is certainly very late and could even date to early
colonial times. All are late Chancay, probably phase 4.

GROUP 3: THE CHANCAY "WITCH"'
• SUB-GROUP

3.1: THE BLACK-ON-WHITE "WITCH"

• SUB-GROUP

3.2 THE "WITCH" IN RED OR BLACK WARES

Tables 48-49

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 376-379

Plates 50-52

Sample: 50 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Group 3 shows a mythical or legendary female with animal overtones. The head, which
lacks the usual cranial deformation, features two short lugs. It is globular, somewhat flattened,
made to look like an animal head, perhaps that ofa cat. The face is charactensed by high
cheek-bones and narrow slit eyes. The body is globular, often with a more or less pronounced
'This name is suggested by me as appropriate to describe an unusual—probably mythical—female.
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hump on the back and extended arms. All but five figurines are sitting with folded legs or small
projecting foot.
Within the black-on-white sub-group (3.1) one can distinguish several groupings (66 to
1464, SAC 355 to C8); the red- and black ware samples (sub-groups 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) are too
small to show subdivisions.
The majority of black-on-white figurines are mold-made, the larger specimens in two
separate sections (head and body), whilst in the other wares hand-made specimens are more
common. Most figurines are hollow, with air-holes at the ears and/or the waist. On the whole
the manufacture tends to be rather less careful than in other Chancay groups.
DISCUSSION

The personage depicted in group 3 seems confined to the Chancay culture. There are no
obvious antecedents for group 3 figurines. If we take the specific elements separately, we see
that:
• Horn-like projections, rather than perforated lugs, associated with undeforined heads,
occur on two Middle Horizon figurines 426 (Chapter 8, group 4) and 542 (Chapter

11, Huaura 2.2.1, associated), but the overall aspect of these figurines is totally
diffeiwt from group 3;
• Two to four projections, perforated or not, are common on the head-dress of Huaura
and Chancay-Huaura figurines, but they are clearly part of the head-dress and are an
exclusively male prerogative.
• The smaller lugs, as featured on group 3, never more than two in number, may be a
development of or have the same meaning as the bilobation, so conunon in earlier
Chancay (e.g. 1061 in 1.1.2, 378 in 1.2.2, 1250 in 1.3.3, all perforated). A pair of
small classic cuchimilcos (1245, 1246 in 1.4.la) also have small perforated
projections.
• An early form of the lugs may be those of 792 (sg. 1.3.3), placed on the decorative
border just above the forehead, rather than on the crown. 792 is a sitting hunchback.
• The undeformed head is unique in the post-MH Central Coast tradition, as are the slit
eyes and..high cheek-bones; all these characteristics only occur in group 3.
• There is perhaps a cat-like aspect to the personage, with possible antecedents in Late
MH sub-group 6.1 "Cats" (chapter 10) and parallels in textile representations
(Lavalle and Lang 1982:139; Anton 1984: no.130; Lommel 1980: no.412).
Special features/Links with other groups

A few late specimens (1475, 329, 388 in sg. 3.2.1, C9 in sg. 3.2.2) do not strictly fulfill the
criteria dividing Chancay from non-Chancay (see Chancay chronology), but as they are so few
and so closely related to group 3 they were included here. Only the atypical 543 (sg. 3.2.1) is a
real border-line case. It has a group I head, with cranial deformation, incised headband and late
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Chancay facial features (cf P107 in 1.6.2) cii a type 3 body. Lugs, now broken, may originally
have been located at both corners of the head-dress; but note the head-dress ending in a point at
theback,atype3feature(cf 44, 1319, C8 in 3.1).
The somewhat atypical 885 (sg. 3.1) carries a bundle on its back, a feature typical for
Chancay group 2. However the bundle has a different shape.
No group 3 figurines appear to belong to the Jecuan sub-style or to
Chancay-Huaura, although the associated 2271 and 2256 have some
features (double "specs", face-paint covering the mouth, a thick strip
across the abdomen on 2256) associated with those sub-styles.
Chancay huacos featuring the group 3 "witch" are rare; the only one
known to me has no lugs (Fig.56).
Two khma figurines reminiscent of the Chancay "witch" were

Fis.56

found as an offering on Huaca Pudliana in Lima (see chapter 14). They have the same
undeformed head, high cheek-bones (but standard eyes), bulbous body (but folded arms). Note
also the uplifted face (2323, chapter 14), similar to some of the red ware specimens (sg. 3.2.1).
At present there are no clues as to what personage or deity this figure depicts.
Context
One figurine (1991) comes from from UhIe's La Mina grave Al (see Appendix 3). Another
black-on-white witch (La 11 XLVIII) 1 comes from Lauri grave 11, a large burial, containing
one fardo (age and sex not specified) and at least 54 ceramics. The bodies of two dogs, wrapped
in textiles, were placed above the tomb (Cornejo 1985: App. 1:34-37, App.2, 29-39).

Gcographic distribution

We see that the black-on-white figurines come mainly from the Chancay/Huaura area,
whereas the red and black ware specimens are more common in the Ancán/Chillán area, as is

This figurine was not recorded as the illustration is not clear.
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the case with phase 3 and 4 figurines of groups 1 and 2 (cf. 1.6, 2.4).
The two attributions for Pachacamac are suspicious—even though they come from the
usually fairly reliable v.dZypen/ Grstzer collection—because no such figurines occur in
excavated material from the site.
Chronology

Group 3.1:
There are two dated gravelots for this type: Uhie's graves Al (1991) dated to phase 3B
and Horkheimer's grave Lauri 11', dated by Cornejo (1991:108) to phase 3A. The overall
aspect of the figurines confirms this dating, except for the zoning of the face, an early trait on
group 1 figurines, which occurs here on some classic group 3.1 specimens (cf 66, SAC 354,
539, 1314).
Group 3.2:
Sub-group 3.2.1: Seven figurines (254-3 1 and 1143) belong to phase 3. The remaining six
show phase 4 traits (as described in 1.6): thick eye-brows, punctated nipples, an incised
square genital pattern (441, cf group 6), punctated ear-plugs; 1475 and 329 have airholes at the shoulders—a typical LH (non-Chancay) trait—as well as at the waist. The
atypical 543 also belongs to Chancay phase 4.
Sub-group 3.2.2: 1744 dates to phase 3,591 with its white and red post-fired incrustaticus and
applied mouth can be dated to the very end of that phase; C9 with its thick eyebrows and
emphasized shoulders probably dates to phase 4.

CHANCAY GROUP 4: THE CHANCAY "ATrENDANT"
Table 50

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp.380-381

Plates 53-54

Sample: 24 Figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Small standing figurines characterised by their typical clothing, consisting of a two-cornered
hat with diagonal bands, a body-length belted tunic and a bulky necklace. Other features
correspond to classic Chancay. The sex is not indicated, but they are probably male (see

below).

'See footnote p.230.
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The majority are mold-made, hollow, with airholes at the waist; two atypical figurines have
airholes behind the upper arms. Most are made in black-on-white Chancay ware, one is black
and red on cream, three are white-slipped only; one, possibly two, are in red ware.
DISCUSSION

The figurines are identified as attendants because of their resemblance with personages
:.,

.

bottom, Dissethof 1970 90, Anton 1972 no 220) These
personages wear the same hat and long tunic, though not the
multi-row necklac&. Their function implies that they are

.

J

carrying a chieftain on a litter (Lavalle and Lang 1982:55
...
'

male. Representations on vessels are quite common (Fig. 57;
I I!

-

Fig 58; Katz 1983:no.89).
Fig.57

There are no obvious antecedents of this type on the Central Coast. Only 83, with its partly

incised circular eyes and the pointed protuberances on the head-dress somewhat recalls the late
M}I "Cats" (see Late MI! Group 6.1, chapter 10). A small number of figurines (361, 2013/sg.
1.6.3, 1821/Unaffihiated group 3, chapter 11) have a head-dress with similar protuberances, but
they lack the diagonal bands or any of the other group 4 attributes.
A similar head-dress, though without the diagonal bands, is very common on Chimu
figurines, but the Chimu figurines also lack the characteristic tunic and necklace. The Chimu
link is interesting because the Chancay culture area may have been under Chimu domination
towards the end of the LIP (Rowe 1948:40-41). In this context the figurines may represent the
attendants of the Chimu lord. There are no group 4 figurines before phase 3.
k is not clear to what degree the two-cornered hat can be linked with the cranial deformation
known as biobation, quite common during Chancay phases land 2(see sgs. 1.1 to 1.3). While
some group 4 hats are quite fiat with projections directed lateraly (eg. 498), others have
elongated, conical protuberances (eg SAC 324). In the Chimu culture the figurines consistently
only have small lateral protuberances, whilst the marked bilobation is reserved for personages
represented on vessels (Martinez 1986: Part ii, nos. 670-682). Here the lobes may be a divine
attribute and a gradual accentuation of these lobes is seen as the result of deviations in the
original belieft (Weiss and Rojas Ponce 1967/68:296).
Some of the atypical and associated figurines are of particular interest:

'Note that on the litters pictured by Disseihof and Anton, the chieftain himself wears the same hat

and a necklace with large beads.
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• 471 wears a beret with a criss-cross decor common in Nasca pottery where it
represents a fishing net, sometimes also worn on the head (Lapiner 1975: nos. 511,
515). This head-dress is unique amongst Chancay figurines; the rest of the clothing is
typical for group 4.
• 533, 532, ClO with some attributes reminiscent of group 4 (head-dress, painted
necklace) both carry a large object looking like a shield, but actually too wide for that
function; note also that— unlike Moche warrior figurines with shields—these
specimens carry no offensive weapons. These "shields" or panels are unique to my
knowledge, as neither similar objects nor representations on vessels or textiles have
come to light; the only similarity is with the back-rest of Chancay litters (cf the decor
on 532 with 602, 1857, chapter 16).
Context: no data.

Geographic distribution

It is puzzling that a larger number of these specimens, made in the typical Chancay ware,
should come from the Ancán and even Chillon areas, especially as this figure is also depicted
on many typical Chancay vessels. More than anything else, this probably shows that many
provenances are at best only fairly reliable.
Chronology:

The are no early group 4 figurines, the bulk dates to Chancay phase 3. Although several
figurines have folded arms (149, 63, SAC 423, 1138, 2200, 2313) these are not the typical
early folded arms, nor are other early traits present. Only the atypical 2200 and 2313 have airholes behind the upper arms, which could be an early feature'; in addition 2313 is tricolour,
though the tonalities of both the black and the yellowy-white are typical for classic Chancay.
However the punctated necklace of 2200 is late (see Chancay 1.6), and 2314, with similar
applied bands, has the rough look which we associate with the late Chancay 6 figurines. So by
analogy 2313 is probably also late. Another specimen with folded arms, SAC 423, made of red
ware, has the pronounced shoulders which are more common in the Late Horizon: these
specimens could date to late phase 3 or phase 4; 1606 featuring a necklace with incised brokenlines-and-multiple-dots decor could also date to phase 4.

'Such an airhole position could also be late (cf 139/2.3.1, 1223/2.4.1).
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CHANCAY GROUP 5: PERSONAGE WITH HELMET
Table 51

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp.382

Plate 54

Sample: 4 figurines.
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Although the sample is small there can be no doubt that group 5 represents a specific
personage characterised mainly by its accessories: a head-dress which can vary in shape, but
which frames the face with an edglng of bobbles, and a necldace with a large spherical pendant.
Two figurines may have an elongated head, another lacks any cranial deformation. Eyes are
circular. Arms can be extended or folded; two figurines are standing, two sitting. The sex is not
indicated. One figurine carries a monkey on its back.
The associated figurine is unique in many ways, though it is closer to group 5—because of
the "thin-strap" and the pendant—than to any other type. The loin-cloth in the shape of a
genital triangle may indicate a female.
The figurines are black-on-white, the associated one has a black slip with white and red
incrustations; the manufacturing techniques are different for each specimen (see Catalogue).
DISCUSSION

The elongated head-dress of 1069 and 603 and the fact that 1069 carries a monkey may
indicate that— like group 2—this personage is a "foreigner", in this case from the selva. We see
the same personage on a double vessel (Lavalle and Lang 1982:74) with a monkey sitting on its
head and carrying a dog. The circular eyes (which can be an early trait) are more likely here to
have an othnic or perhaps mythical connotation.
Context: no data.
Geographic distribution: There are two "fairly reliable" provenances: one for Lauri, Chancay
(black-on-white), one for Chuquitanta, Chillén (black-slipped).
Chronology
The black-on-white figurines certainly date to phase 3, even though two of them have folded
arms. Unfortunately double-chambered vessels are not included in Comejo's typology, so the
occurence of a group 5 personage on such a vessel does not provide a further chronological
indication. The associated 275 has late phase 3/phase 4 features: mold-made front with flat
back, black-slipped ware with post-fired incrustations, punctated nipples (see 1.6).
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GROUP 6: SMALL, CRUDELY MADE FIGURINES ("SPOOKS")
Table 52

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp. 383-384

Plates 54-56

• SUB-GROUP 6.1: BLACK-ON-WHITE "SPOOKS"
• SUB-GROUP 6.2: MISCELLANEOUS RED WARE "SPOOKS"
• SUB-GROUP 6.3: BLACK WARE "SPOOKS"

Sample: 38 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Extremely heterogeneous figurines linked by the following common traits: they are fairly
small (median height 9.2 cm), hand-made, standing with extended arms and a flat profile. The
crown of the head can be rounded or straight, facial traits are often applied and/or incised: eyes
can be round or rectangular, a long, pointed nose and jutting thin are quite common. The body
is mostly plain, except for the incised genital pattern which can be triangular or rectangular.
Arms and legs are sketchy. Clothes are rarely worn, though a head-dress can be inferred from
the shape of the head and perforations on some specimens.
Of the four associated specimens, one is much more carefully made, the others more
naturalistic than the figurines in the group. But overall they fit best into this group.
The group has been divided according to the different wares (black-on-white, red ware,
including white-slipped, white on red, plain red, and black ware), but characteristics are shared
across the sub-groups.
DISCUSSION

Links with other groups
These figurines have been classified as Chancay for the following reasons: a small number
of specimens are made of the typical Black-on-white pottery, whilst others, made in red or
black ware, have an undeniable Chancay look (1593, 1491, 13, 1497/sg. 6.2 or P.11053 and
1374/sg. 6.3). Finally a number also come from the Chancay culture area. Through linkage we
then find that specimens with less clear Chancay traits are also related (see Chronology below).
Context
At least 12 specimens are known to come from graves or burial grounds. The Ancán burial
T. 852, (P.11053/6.3) may have been a child burial because—apart from five figurines—it
contained miniature vessels and a sling (see Appendix 3).
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833/6.2 was found in the surface soil above Horkheimer's Lauri grave 1, located 1.20m
below the surface, under a thick layer of sterile sand (Comejo 1985: Appendix 1, pp.1-2).
There is therefore no connection botween the object and grave Lauri 1.
1583/6.2, excavated by Kroeber at Marquez, is listed under the heading "Various mummies

or loose in soil" (Kroeber MS "First Shipment", Jan-June 1925, p.12). However as surface
finds are listed separately, it would appear that the figurine, with two bowls and six ears of
maize were the contents of one mummy bundle.
Geographic distribution

Of the 22 certain and fairly reliable provenances 22.7 % are from Chancay, 22.7 % from
Ancán and 45.5% from Chill&, indicating that this group may be an important component of
Kroeber's Sub-Chancay. Note that amongst the figurines from the Chancay valley, several are
not black-on-white.
Chronology
In the absence of datable associated ceramics (see Appendix 3), the chronology is

established on stylistic criteria:
Sub-group 6.1:

• 1847 with an early head-dress border design (row of dots, cf 231/Chancay 1.1.1 or
squares with central dots, as 794, 1079, 1062 in Chancay 1.1.2) may date to phase 2
(LIP 3-4).
• 81, with a head-dress with vertical stripes and air-holes at neck level could belong to
early phase 3. But 12 and 872 with their crossedfaja are phase 3 figurines.
• 554, with the lower cheek paint inside rectangles, its "string vest" and a head-dress
with pendant triangles at the back is late phase 3 or phase 4 (cf 1237, 578, 583 in sg.
1.4.3).
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Note that 12, with its phase 3fajas, has applied and incised rectangular eyes—a variant of
"coffee-bean" eyes—and an applied mouth and chin, both characteristic for this group. 554,
clearly a late Chancay figurine, has circular eyes, normally an early characteristic, and a
rectangular, rather than triangular genital pattern. All these traits help to date specimens in the
other sub-groups.
Sub-group 6.2: (taking the more Chancay-like figurines as a starting point):

1491, with a Chancay head-shape, has the following late features: four headdress
perforations, punctated ear-plugs, punctated nipples, associated here with the coffeebean eyes with double incision. Some of these traits are shared by 1940.
• 1497 also has a Chancay shape, as well as coffee-bean eyes and four head-dress
perforations in sets of two, dating it to late Chancay. This figurine also has a typical
profile with a pointed nose and jutting chin (not illustrated, but see 1473 in sg. 6.3).
This profile allows to date to late Chancay some less typical figurines, such as 1593
and 372, with traits like circular eyes, which reappear at this late stage on nearly 40%
in this group (see also the dating of 5541sg. 6.1). Another usually early trait on 1593
are the long eyebrows, but they can also be late (cf 1466, 246 in Chancay 1.6.1).
The characteristic coffee-bean eyes (seen on obvious Chancay figurines, like 1497, 1583,
1496) occur on a number of less typical figurines (240, 339, 365, 349, 452); some of these also
have a rectangular genital pattern, which in turn appears on specimens like 84. The latter
figurine is a link with specimens 152, 163, 833, 385 which could be slightly earlier.
Other features which provide chronological clues are:
• the head-dress perforations can serve as a general guide-line, though only in
conjunction with other traits: a rounded head-dress with two perforations, fairly close
together, is more typical for phase 2 (though if far apart and on a head-dress with a
straighter crown they belong to late Chancay), three perforations are typical for phase
3, four or more perforations for late Chancay (late phase 3 and phase 4);
• short arms with perforations where they join the body (see 699, 163) can be an early
trait (see Unaffiliated figurines, chapter 11), but occur again in late Chancay (1.6.1);
• the large umbilicus, placed fairly high, is a latish feature (cf 575/sg. 1.4.3, 1466/sg.
1.6.1).
So, in spite of a fairly primitive loolç I see most of the figurines in sg. 6.2 as belonging to
late Chancay, although some figurines like 152, 699, 385 and possibly some others could be
earlier (late phase 2, early phase 3?).
Sub-group 6.3:

Black ware figurines in general tend to be late (cf sgs. 1.6.2, 2.4.2, 3.2). Using the same
criteria as above, all the figurines—except perhaps 558 ?—belong to late phase 3 and phase 4:
• P.11053 with crossed, incisedfajas;
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• 1473 with punctated nipples and a high umbilicus (though note the semi-circular
crown with two perforations);
1374 with coffee-bean eyes and two head-dress perforations placed wide apart;
• also note the characteristic profile of 1473 and 1374.
To conclude: the majority of figurines in group 6 belong to the later part of phase 3 and
phase 4, though isolated figurines could be earlier. This is corroborated by the fact that many
specimens are part of the Uhle and Kroeber material from Marques, which—apart from one
possibly earlier figurine (1481/5g. 1 .6.I)—tend to be late Chancay. Note also that Liien (1956:
Tables 22 and 25) assigns figurines in this group to her Late Imperial (i.e. Late Horizon) phase.
On the other hand Haas (1986) dates 240, 339 and 229 (his nos. 107, 108, 109) to "MH4?",
probably because of their "primitive" look and the small sample of this type in the Reiss and
Stübel material.
A few similar Ichma specimens have also been found in a Late Horizon context (see 2206,
2205, 2237 in chapter 14). The question comes to mmd whother such figurines were not made
secretly in early post-Conquest times, when it could have been difficult to produce mold-made
specimens without attracting the attention of the clergy?

GROUP 7: THE ANTHROPOMORPHIC MONKEY
Table 53

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.385-386

Plate 56

Sample: 12 Figurines
GROUP CHARACIERISTICS

Although this study does not cover animal figurines, monkeys were included because of their
anthropomorphic features.
The main characteristics of these figurines are: a projecting forehead, round eyes, an
undeformed head, somewhat elongated at the back, often on a relatively thin neck. The body is
characterised by a rounded hump-like back. Although these features are not particularly simian,
a monkey is immediately recognizable, at least on some of the specimens (1252 to 53A). Others
have been included into the group by linkage. The associated figurine (547), with its outsize
eyes, snout and tail, looks like an animal, though it is not clearly a monkey.
The majority of specimens are mold-made and hollow, with air-holes at the waist or behind
the upper arms. The wares are mainly Chancay black-on-white and red ware.
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DISCUSSION

The monkey has many mythical connotations m Andean lore and is frequently represented
on pre-Columbian ceramics or textiles. To this day, at the time of the Renua, a renewal
ceremony which takes place in the Altiplano m September-October, young men dress up as
monkeys, playing jokes on the public (H. Stobart, personal comnumication).
On the Central Coast monkeys have been linked to the myth of Pachacamac. According to
Gutierrez de Santa Clara (1963/1548: 233), Pathacamac, after his victory over Con, turned
humanity into monkeys. Another form of the myth, reported by Calvete de la Estrella (in
Valcarcel 1964: vol.!!, 458), Pachacamac, when creating the world, put the sea into a recipient
andentrustedittoacouple.Howevertheyallowedtheseatospilhintoitspresentsize.To
punish them, Pachacamac turned the man into a monkey and the woman into a fox.
According to Menzel (1977:33) "monkeys symbolized fertility, primarily in the context of
sexual activity". It is therefore surprising that the sex of the monkey figurines is either not
indicated or that females appear to be represented. It may be that within the funerary context
monkeys took on another symbolic meaning. We know that bodies of monkeys were sometimes
placed in burials (Sestieri 1971: 103-104). Monkey figurines may also have had a specific
function prior to burial: it is noticeable that nearly 60% of figurines have one or both arms
broken.
Special features
As mentioned, some specimens were included in this group through linkage. Thus 1582,
which to some degree shares the peculiar monkey face with projecting forehead, has traces of a
band placed across the head, hiding the ears. A similar feature appears faintly on both 323 and
the associated 547.
The pronounced spine on 1339 and to a lesser degree on 425 is a rare feature, which
otherwise only occurs on 1747 (see Chancay 2.4.1), a large standing male: generally the spine,
if indicated, is shown as a groove. This feature is not really simian, so some other mythical
connotation might be indicated, especially on 1339.
425, the only figurine which also has the prognatious mouth which we would associate with
a monkey, wears a curious head-dress, in the form of a net, with truncated projections on either

side of the head. Nets are often depicted on the head of Nasca fishermen, but only two Chancay
figurines wear anything that could be interpreted as a net, painted rather than in relief like here
(see 471/group 4 and 2312/sg. 6.1). The truncated lateral projections, the tops decorated with a
painted cross are unique. This figurine—and perhaps 1472—may have been holding an object.
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1995 has small lugs cii the head like group 3 figurines. But because of the typical monkey
forehead it has been included in this group.
Context
At least three figurines, probably more, come from graves. 1995, from Uhle's grave B2 at
Lauri, was associated with several cuchimilcos and one group 2 figurine (see Appendix 3).
Geographic distribution
Of the eight figurines with certain or fairly reliable provenance, three are from the Chancay
Valley, one from Ancén and four from the Chillén valley, which means that the type is fairly
evenly distributed.
Chronology
The group probably covers a long time span. We know that 1995, from Latiri (have B2
belongs to the latter part of phase 3 (see Chancay chronology).
Specimens like 56, 1252 with air-holes behind the upper arms and painted features such as
transversal lines across the legs (1252, very faint), facial zoning and outlined genital triangle
(56) the latter also with folded arms, date to the end of phase 2 or early phase 3.
1339 with its pointed elbows and "baroque" spine is probably late, as are 1477 and 1472
from the Huaca at the southern corner of Marquez, which has only yielded late specimens (cf
1542, 1544/1.6.1, 1470/2.3.1, 1475/3.2.1).
The one puzzling specimen is 425: it is somehow reminiscent of late MWearly LIP
specimens like 1188/Huaura 2.1 and 542/Huaura 2.2, both with lateral projections on their
heads and somewhat similar modelling of the facial features. The position of the arms and the
air-holes is too unusual for dating pulposes, though one early Chancay figurine (P56/i .1.2).
has antis placed this way. On the whole the feel is early (Chancay late phase I or phase 2?).
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GROUP 8: CHANCAY-RELATED SPECIALS
Table 54

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 386-387

Plate 57

Sample: 13 Figurines
CHARACTERISTICS AND DISCUSSION

The figurines do not form a group and are discussed individually.
557: This figurine is related to both the late MH "Cats" (see Chapter 10) and the Huaura 4
"Slabs"(Chapter 11), because of its cat-like appearance and flat body. But the different
ware (reddish-brown on cream) and the provenance from Laun, Chancay Valley, allows
to classify this specimen as Chancay. Date: Chancay phase 1-2?
424: This figurine shows some links with early Chancay cuchimilcos: bilobation, zoning of the
face, body-shape, ware (cf sgs. 1.1.1, 1.3.2, in particular 5941sg. 1.3.2). The
provenance from Pachacamac is doubtfiul, especially as the catalogue number has a
question mark, though air-holes placed at the neck—a late MH feature—are typical for
the Pachacamac "Punch" type figurine (see Chapter 12); they also occur on Supe and
Huaura figurines (Chapters 10, 11). But the overall impression is Chancay related and
the date, taking into account the extended arms, cannot be before Chancay phase 2.
1084: No other figurine has the tip of the pointed head bent forward, though a pointed rather
than elongated head does occur (cf 1028, Chancay 2.3.1). The molded features and the
body shape with extended arms are reminiscent of Chancay; representation of hair at the
back, here molded, is a late feature (cf 1135, 486, 1377/Chancay 2.3.1, 510/LH1). No
provenance. Date: Chancay Phase 3 (late?).
361: Unusual specimen from Marque; Chillon valley. The two projections on the head are
related to the homed or bibbed mythical personage with a long Central Coast tradition
going back to the MH and earlier. They also link the figurine distantly with Chancay
group 3. The facial features and the body with extended arms are Chancay. The
punctated necklace and the single (frontal) mold are late features (see Chancay 1.6).
Suggested date: Chancay late phase 3?
2319: Unique figurine. Many features are reminiscent of the late MH: the shape of a "slab"
(see Huaura 4), the necklace of large molded beads, the press-molded decor. But
although the step motif is conunon in the MH, the other motifs are not; nor have I come
across press-molded motifs repeated in this way or shown inside checkerboard squares
(see back of figurine) on late MH Central Coast vessels.
However a similar decor occurs on an Ica gold tumbler of LIP 6 (Menzel 1977: fig.31A).
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The beaky nose, short, nearly vertical nose-to-dun lines, combined with the tiny mouth
are also vely common on Ica-Chincha figurines of the LIP. On the other hand the headdress with its straight crown and decorative border is typical for classic Chancay. The
folded arms with three fingers are common in early Chancay and in later Ica-Chincha,
but the perforations through the arms are a Central Coast feature. The figurine may well
come from an area between the Central and South Coast, like the Cañete valley. A likely
date would be LIP 6-8.
338: Unusual figurine from Ancén, undoubtedly Chancay-related, not Chimu, as Haas
(1986:308) suggests. ft may originally have had lugs at the back (top) of the head, an
early feature (see also 433, 353/Punch, chapter 12). But considering the extended arms,
an early phase 3 date is likely'.
371: The elongated head is typical for Chancay group 2, though in that group the head-dress is
generally not perforated and other features of that group (tunip-line, load on the back)
are lacking. The applied eyebrows are thinner and placed higher than the typical late
Chancay eye-brows (see 1.6); the punctated necklace in "V" is also unlike any late form.
Provenance: Ancán, unverifiable. Suggested date: Chancay phase 3.
17: Although this figurine has molded Chancay features and a body related to—though not
typical of—Chancay (e.g. the raised genital triangle), the unusual head-dress covering
the ears has a North Coast feel to it. The figurine may come from the area north of the
Huaura valley, for which no LIP figurines are known. It dates undoubtedly to the later
LIP, phases 6-8?.
600, 1920: Indubitably Chancay-refated (600 with a fairly reliable provenance from the
Chancay valley) these figurines are very curious. Although the semi-circular crown, and
the air-holes through the upper anus on 600 (though not behind the upper arms) are early
features, others (the crossedfajas, the double waistline incision on 600, the open mouth
on 1920 and the frontal mold, with hand-made back ) are late; the arms folded upwards,
thewhitesliponl92o,couldbeeither.Notealsothewhiteonredware(600),whidi
again could be early, but could also mark the end of the traditional black-on-white ware.
On the whole, my feeling is late (Chancay phase 4?) rather than early, also because of a
certain resemblance with 75, below.
75: This figurine is definitely Chancay, with its brown fajas on traces of a white slip and sonic
Chancay sintering. It is definitely late: extended arms and fajas, molded eyebrows,

'Haas (1986:309) dates it LIP 5 to LH, Kaulicke (1983:Ath.64.6) to MH4.
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numerous head-dress perforations, incised genital triangle. Provenance uncertain. Date:
Chancay late phase 3 or phase 4.
1024: This figurine is also clearly Chancay (see profile), but may come from a marginal area
(note the unusual air-hole between the legs). It probably dates to the end of phase 3, with
its double incision at the waist and the unusually large number (24) of head-dress
perforations (P108/1.6.2 has 16 perfbrations). A late date may also account for the
numerous incisions (fingers, toes etc.) in conjunction with the molds.
612: This figurine, with a fairly reliable provenance from Pisquillo Chico, Chancay, has
obvious Chancay features: extended arms, mold-made with air-holes at waist level, and
a bird incised on the chest. But the general aspect of the figurine is so unusual that it
could well date to early colonial times.

CONCLUSION
Chancay figurines emerge at the very end of the Middle Horizon and are genetically linked
both to the early Huaura figurines and to a pottery style or styles found in the Ancon area at the
time. By the time the 3-colour geometric style is established, Chancay figurines—and in
particular the cuchimilco—have developed their distinctive shape, with the gradual introduction
of extended arms. During the classic phase of the Chancay black-on-white pottery (phase 3) a
variety of figurine (ypes become popular in the Chancay valley, as well as variants such as the
Chancay-Huaura and Jecuan sub-styles.
In the earlier part of phase 3, black-ce-white figurines are also manufactured in Ancán and
in the Chillén valley, but gradually that ware is replaced—especially in the Chillán valley—by
red or black wares. During phase 4, figurines from these marginal areas acquire features which
will become popular in Late Horizon figurines. However, in the Chancay valley itself, it would
appear that black-ui-white figurines continue to be manufactured during phase 4, albeit in a
more "baroque" style.
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CHAPTER 14
THE LATE INTERMEDIATE PERIOD IN THE RIMAC AND LUR1N VALLEYS:
FIGURINES OF THE ICHMA STYLE

IrTRoDUCTIoN
The Ichma pottery style is the contemporary of the Chancay style m the Rimac and Lurin
valleys, extending south to the Chilca and Mala valleys. Like Chancay it has its beginnings in
the late Middle Horizon and survives into the Late Horizon. In a recent study Bazmn (1991)
defines and subdivides this style, originally called the Huancho style. According to Bazán the
name Huancho, coined by Villir Córdova (1935), was based on local toponimics, resulting in a
misinterpretation of the ethnic distribution in the area. Bazán makes a good case for renaming
the pottery style Jchma. The name Ichma or Ichimay. often thought to have only applied to the
lower Lurin valley, was in fact the name by whidi the inhabitants of both the lower Rimac and
Lurin valleys called themselves at the time of the Conquest (1991:19).
The views of archaeologists regarding the Late Intermediate Period ceramics style or styles
in this area differ wildly. Lumbreras (1994:191) rather ambiguously includes the area into the
Chancay sphere of influence. Stumer (1954c:142) does recognize a Huancho ceramic style in
the Rimac valley, represented by a crude red ware with occasional white decor, alongside
imported Chancay ceramics. According to Bazin (1991:10), Stumer borrows the name for this
style from the ethnic group mistakenly identified by VillIr Cordoba, even though the pottery
descnbed by Villir Córdova under this name is totally different. A study by Iriarte Breaner
(1960) introduces yet other ceramic types under the same name and BonavIa (1965:109)
reluctantly also applies the name to LIP ceramics in the lower LurIn valley, though stressing the
need for a more rigorous study of the pottery style involved.
Such a study has been undertaken by Bazán. He combines the associated architecture and
ceramics from a number of sites in the lower section of the Chillén, Rimac and LurIn valleys
and defines four main phases for the style:
• Ichma Inicial dating to the late Middle Horizon, with a number of wares (orange
with or without slip, pale brown to black on cream, crude brown ware, ware with a
thin cream slip, black polished.
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and Filomorfo, contemporary—in the beginning—with 3-colour
geometric and spanning the whole of the LIP. This is the type found associated with
the so-called "pyramids with ramp" at sites like Pachacamac in the LurIn valley (see
Paredes 1988) and Huaquerones and Maranga in the Rimac valley. Wares include
brown and cream or black and white on red, brown on cream, etc. Typical of this
phase are face-necks like those from Pachacamac illustrated by Strong and Corbett
(1943: Fig.12c), Lavallée (1965-1966: Lãmina 5a, d) or Bueno (1983 :26).

• Ichma Medio

• Jchma Tardio which basically carries on with some of the wares of the previous

phase, but now associated with Inca ceramics.
Daniel Guerrero, who directed the Proyecto Armatambo, proposes a chronology starting
somewhat later than Bazmn. His Ichma phase I is contemporary with the end of 3-colour
geometric (LIP 3-4), followed by phases 2 and 3 (LIP 5 to 8) and Ichma final (LH).
Bazin also included the Chillén valley in his study, because of the divergence in the views
of a number of archaeologists about its cultural affiliation. Whilst Kroeber (1926c) and Stumer
(1954a,b) consider it to be wholly within the Chancay cultural area, Patterson and Lanning
state that during the later half of the Late Intermediate, the northern sector of the valley
"continue their affiliations with Chancay, while the southern end of the valley shared its pottery
style with the Rimac valley" (1964:116).
According to Bazin (1991:147, 171-172) the pottery styles of the valleys from Chancay to
Mala all share some stylistic traits during the LIP. The Chancay pottery style in particular
influences the other areas. But although "significant quantities" of Chancay pottery were found
in the Chillán valley, it also has its own pottery style, mainly red-slipped. Except for
similarities in the utilitarian ware, the Chillon valley does not show strong links with the
neighbouring Rimac valley. In particular it lacks the characteristic Middle Ichma "brown on
cream" and "brown and cream on red" wares. Finally, during the Late Horizon, the pottery of
the two valleys shares a number of shapes, which Bazmn sees as evidence that "some of the
Ichma ceramic style penetrated into the Chillén during the Inca epoch" (1991:148, my
translation).
On the whole, the evidence of the figurines from the Chillc,n valley fits Bazán's model, but
needs some qualifications. During the classic phase 3 of the Chancay style, typical Chancay
black-cu-white figurines, mainly cuchimilcos (type 1.4), occur in the Chillén valley, though
other types such as figurines with elongated head (group 2) or the Chancay "witch" (group 3)
are rare and sub-styles like Chancay-Huaura or Jecuan do not occur at alL The black-on-white
cuchimilcos were certainly produced locally, as they show some differences with Chancay
valley specimens (see 1.4. ib). Along with these—but probably during the later part of that
phase—Chillãi produces a number of red- and black ware figurines, which, although in a
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different ware from Chancay black-on-white are nevertheless iconographically very similar to
typical Chancay figurines'. So in that aspect at least Bazin's model is not entirely correct.
During the Late Horizon the situation changes: in the Huaura and Chancay valleys figurines
continue mainly to be produced in black-on-white, whilst from Ancén to the LurIn valley,
figurines tend to become fairly standardized (see Chapter 15). Whether this standardized style
can be seen as an expansion of the Ithma style northwards, as Bazin would have it, or whether
there is a general assimilation process under Inca rule, fusing together Chancay- and Ichmarelated elements to fbrm a new style, as the figurines show, is open to debate.
By and large, since the figurines found in the Chilón valley during the LIP belong to the
Chancay culture, this area is left out in the following attempt to identify Ichma figurines.
Obviously Bazan's study should be the starting point for a definition of Ichma figurines. But
for valid comparisons we need illustrations of a few figurines or at least face-necks.
Unfortunately only three figurine fragments came to light in Bazin's investigations, only one of
them illustrated2. A small number of face-necks are shown, but—with the exception of a few
figurines (see below)—there is no resemblance between them and any of the figurines in the
study sample, which could belong to the Ichma style.
So the only possible approach is to isolate all the specimens from the Rimac and Lurin
valleys and to see whether any significant stylistic and iconographic traits emerge.
The most obvious candidates, the late MH-early LIP "Punch" figurines from the Rimac and
Lurin valleys (see Chapter 12), have been left out, because Bazmn does not include similar facenecks, which are not uncommon, in his Ichma style. This group probably predates the Ichma
style.
As far as Late Horizon figurines are concerned, only those in the distinctive Ichma pottery
or from a specific Ichma context are included here. The bulk are studied separately (see chapter
15) since they represent a distinct Late Horizon style, which is not necessarily the Iduna style.

Possible Ichma figurines, i.e. figurines with Rimac or Lurin valley provenances fall into
three categories:
I. Figurines from a documented context, some but not all showing lobma characteristics as
described by Bazin.
2. Figurines lacking a documented context or obvious stylistic affinities.

'the exception of a small group (see Chancay 1.6.3).
2 This illustration is missing in the cor of his thesis Bazán kindly gave me.
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3. Figurines from Rimac and Lurin which obviously belong to the Chancay style and which can
therefore be eliminated. These are:

ICHMA FIGURINES
A. FIGURINES WITH A DOCUMENTED PROVENANCE

Table 55

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 388-390

Plate 58

Sample: 20 Figurines
DISCUSSION

Although the figurines do not form a specific group, several discrete strains can be
idontified:
Figurines made in lchma "Brown on cream" ware (2214 from Huallamarca, 2209, 2208,

2207, 2213 from Armatambo, and 2230 from Pachacamac). Because of the ware these
can definitely be regarded as Ichma figurines. Of the figurines from Armatambo, 2209,
2208 and 2207 are dated by D. Guerrero (personal communication) to Ichma phase 3
(late LIP). Note that all the body fraginmts have folded arms. Since one early Ichma
phase 3 figurine (2210) has also folded arms, while other Ichma figurines of the same
phase have extonded arms (see below 702, P 122, 2217b), this means that the position of
the arms is not a chronological marker as in Chancay. Late traits, also found in late
Chancay or LH figurines, are: legs joined by a "bridge" at the feet (2209), a bulky
punctated necklace (2208), prominont shoulders and double waist incision (2207). 2213,
dating to LH Ichma, is related to Chancay but has characteristic round Ichma eyes (cf

Bazán (199:74) includes this figurine into his Ichma style.
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Bueno M. 1983:26). Both the figurine from Huallamarca (found in excavation debris)
and from Pachacamac (no context) can be dated to the end of the LIP or LH by their
typical disk ear-plugs with the decor of small holes placed around a central circle. Note
the elongated head of 2214, related to Chancaytype2.
The figurines from Huaca Pucliana (P123, 2323). These were found buried as an offering on a

platform of the Huaca '. Flores E. (1981:68) assigns them to the esilo Miraflores. Since
this style is described as "a style similar to Chancay.. .later than the XHth century...and
encompassing the Rimac valley and, less clearly, the Lurin valley" (198 1:65, my
translation), we must assume that they correspond to the Ichma style. They have some
affinity with the Chancay "witch" (prominent cheeks, globular body). 2323 shows late
traits: double incision at the waist, clitoris, the ends of the necklace hanging down in the
back (cf chapter 15). 2323 (and probably of P123) is made in a dark red ware with
white decor.
702 from Cajamarquilla and 701 from Rinconada de la Molina. These figurines are red,

unslipped (701 may have traces of a darker slip), 702 has three black lines painted across
the face.; the decor is incised and/or punctated. Like 2323, they could belong to a plain
Ithma red ware. But they present a chronological conundrum: 702 was excavated in
Cajamarquilla by the Italian Archaeological mission. According to Sestieri the figurine
(1963: fig.32) was found "on top ofa tomb, as an ofibring"(1963: 176), but later Sestieri
states that it was found "at the same level" as the stone closing the tomb (1963: 179).
The tomb in question is one of a number of bottle-Shaped tombs (tombe a bottiglia)
which could not be dated due to the lack of decorated ceramics. These contained,
amongst other, large utilitarian jars of an unfamiliar type, some pyroengraved mates, two
textiles which the author considers to belong to the EIP "Interlocking" style and some
weighing scales. Some of these data (shape of vessels, closure of the tomb by a stone) as
well as some "symbolic" burials of children, also found at Cajamarquilla, recall Irriaite's
(1960) data about Huanciio burial customs. 701 comes from a grave excavated under the
aegis of the Museo do Sitio, Puruchuco, but I was unable to obtain any contextual data.
These figurines present traits which could be early, late or both:
The punctated nipples (702) occur both on Huachipa figurines of the early EIP (e.g.
819, chapter 6) and on late Chancay (see sgs. 1.6,6) and LH figurines.

'Accorthng to L. Lumbreras Jr. (personal communication) the Huaca dates mainly to phases 7 to 9 of
the Lima culture, though there is probably an earlier core.
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• The shape of the head is reminiscent of late Lima figurines (see 696, chapter 7) or a
late MH figurine such as 1355 (Chapter 9, group 2), but also of Chancay.
• The lugs at the back of the head 701 also occur on 433 and 353 ("Punch", chapter
12);
• The applied mouth/thin area on 702 has parallels in the early 442 (Late MH group 1,
Chapter 9), but also in late Chancay group 6 figurines;
• Air-holes placed at the neck are a late MH feature (see "Punch", chapter 12), but they
become standard during the Late Horizon.
The ambiguity is compounded by the fact that 701 has folded anns—an early or late
feature—whilst the very similar 702 has extended ones.
Features which ultimately tip the scales towards a late date are:
• The Chancay type eyes with big eyebrows (701), a late feature;
• The broken-line-and-multiple dots decor of the headdress, especially in the punctated
technique (701).
P122 from Maranga and 221 7bfrom Huallamarca: The figurines are very Chancay like, but if
one compares them with their Chancay counterparts in Chancay 1.3.4 or 1.6.1 a subtle
difference in style is obvious. This and their provenance allows us to include them in to
the Ithma group. P122 comes from grave CLXIV at Huaca III, Maranga, containing a
fardo and a modelled human representation, probably part of a whistling vessel (Jijén y
Caamaño 1949:88-89). The cemotery belongs to construction phase 5 of the huaca, and
is associated with "Chancay Black-on-white", "Modem White-on-red", "Press-molded",
as well as "Chimu" (probably black ware) and "Inca-influenced Chimu". At
Huallamarca we lcnow that the site was used as a cemotery during the LIP. This leaves a
fair latitude for dating the figurines. LIP 5, e.g. contemporary with early Chancay phase
is likely.
2206, 2005, from Armatambo and 2237 from Pachacamac. The figurines are not really
similar, except for the incised and/or punctated decor; also all three have diagonal lines from
the nose towards the temples. The archaic look is deceptive, since 2206 is associated with
Ichma phase 3, 2205 with Inca. Interestingly 2205 has a rectangular incision outlining the
genital area, a late feature also occurring on Chancay group 6 figurines. 2237 comes from a
terrace fill at the Mamacona, so it could be slightly earlier than the building itself. But it would
seem that the fashion—towards the end of the LIP— for crude, hand-made figurines extended
beyond the Chancay culture proper. I have suggested (see chapter 13, group 6) that these
figurines may have been made in the early post-Conquest period.
In addition, there are some one-off figurines with a documented provenance:
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704,from a burial at Cajamarquilla, is related to such early specimeas as the Huaura "slabs"
(Huaura 4). Early features include the raised eyes (cf 440, group 1, Chapter 9) and
pethaps the projection on the chest (cf 1355, group 2, Chapter 9). A likely date would
be late MH/early LIP, but it could be later.
2218 from Huallamarca is ftirly non-descript. It has features like anus fblded upwards and
air-holes bthind the upper arms, which could be early (LIP 3-4?) or late (LIP 8-LH). The
incised ganital triangle is more likely to be late. But buth dates are possible.
2210 from Armatambo is obviously influanced by Chancay. It has a necklace with large single
beads, normally an early feature (see Huaura 2). It is dated to early Ichma phase 3 (i.e.
LIP 5) by D. Guerrero (personal communication).
1110 from Puruchuco, is said to come from a group of Late Horizon burials bobind the
buildings (A. Jiménez-Borja, personal communication). A typical LH figurine (703, LH
1.2) was also found there. With its bulky necklace and perforations through the chest the
figurine could date to the Late Horizon.
2236 from Pedreros, a site opposite Puruchuco, on the right bank of the Rimac, which Stumer
(1954c: 145) classifies as "Fusional and Kingdoms and Confederations" i.e. MH and LIP
is a typical badly made late figurine (cf for instance 2013 from Uhle's Ancon grave T2,
in

Chancay 1.6.1). The two perforations close togather at one side of the head-dress

suggest that there were one or two more sats of two perforations. This is typical for late
figurines. Suggested date: and of LIP/LH.

B. FIGURINES OF UNCERTAIN PROVENANCE

Table 55

Catalogue Vol.11, pp.390-391

Plate 58

Sample: 5 Figurines

1454: The figurine is said to come from "ruins of Pre-Inca dwellings and graves near Chosica
in the Rimac valley" and was found with the mummy of a child and stone, wood and

bone implements, textiles, gourds, shell beads, atc. Like 704 above it is related to
"slabs", which tend to be early, but in this case it has a rectangular genital area, so it
may be related to Chancay 6, where many specimens share this feature as well as being
fiat and having perforations through the anus or chest. Late LIP or LH?
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1434: Non-descript, crude figurine said to come from Lima. The fact that the figunne, mold-

made but apparently solid, has "imitation" air-holes, going from side to side, suggests a
late date. Late LIP.
403: This crude mold-made figurine, said to come from Lima, may be a Rimac version of the

Chancay "attendant" (group 4): note the vertical rows of chevrcns dividing the headdress, the large necklace and a tunic? below the waist. Late LIP or LH.
270:

Crude hand-made specimen with a mold-made face, somewhat reminiscent of late
Chancay figurines from Marquez: 407/Chancay 1.6.1 has the same high ear-plugs and
very sketchybody. Late LIPorLH.

1443: This crude hand-made figurine is said to come from Pachacamac, which is unlikely.

There is a distant Chancay resemblance (shape of the head, the legs). Note the air-holes
behindtheupperarms, an earlytraitthat seems to reappear atthe end ofthe LIP (see
above 2218). Late LIP or LH.
CONCLUSION

The number of figurines which can be assigned to the Ichma pottery style is small. The
sample does not appear to contain figurines of the early phases (Bazin's lchma Initial or
Guerrero's phases 1 and 2). The only possibly early figurines, 704 from Cajamarquilla and
2218 from Huallamarca are too non-descript to be of much use in defining a phase. Although
some of the figurines included here may date to the Late Horizon, LH figurines in general from Ancán to Pachacamac—are so similar, that at this stage it is impossible to isolate
specifically late Ichrna figurines.
As for the Late Intermediate, the occurrence of small groupings—mostly no more than two
specimens with distinctive features—during its later phases, shows that a certain stylistic, if not
iconographic, variety did exist within the Ichma style. A direct or indirect influence of Chancay
can always be felt. The question why the densely populated valleys of the Rimac and LurIn
produced so few figurines has already been addressed several times before. Remembering
Sterner's statement (1954c:141) that at Armatambo in the 1950s one could find many figurine
fragments on the surface, confirms my suspicion that since the Conquest more has been
destroyed here than in less populated areas.
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CHAPTER 15
THE FIGURiNES OF TIlE LATE HORIZON

INTRODUCTION

Late Horizon Central Coast figurines are clearly a development of the specific tradition
which has its rents m early Huaura and its successor, the Chancay style. It is impossible to say
how important the Ichma component is because very few Ichma figurines are known and
because the Ichma style is also—to a certain degree—part of the same tradition. Other earlier
Central Coast styles, such as Marco or Atarco-derived and Supe figurines, have entirely
disappeared by the Late Horizon.
The Inca style appears to have had no influence on the Late Horizon figurines of the Central
Coast. It is true that there are very few Inca pettery figurines, because they are mainly made of
metal. But the overall shape, especially that of the head, is quite different. Nor can we say that
theretumtofoldedarmswhithoccursduringtheLateHorizonisduetothelncainfluaice,
since extended arms were strictly a Chancay phenomenon: both earlier and later Central Coast
figurines always have folded arms.
The figurines of the Late Horizon are much less varied than those of the preceding phase.
There are only two iconographic groups: one is the successor of the Chancay cuchimiko, the
other the successor of the figurines with elongated head. A third group contams Late Horizon
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GROUP 1: THE LATE HORIZON "CUCHIMILCO"
• SUB-GROUP 1.1: LARGE, HAND-MADE, HOLLOW FIGURINES

Table 56

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp. 392-394

Plates 59-60

Sample: 43 Figurines
• SUB-GROUP 1.2: FIGURINES GENERALLY MADE OF ONE (FRONTAL) MOLD, SOLID

Table 57

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp.395-396

Plates 61-63

Sample: 89 Figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

This group as a whole is clearly derived from the Chancay cuchimilco (Chancay Group I),
with its large head, mostly featuring an angular headdress. The two sub-groups are
iconographically closely related, the variations between them stenuning mainly from different
manufacturing techniques:
Sub-group 1.1: The head shows the typical fronto-occipital cranial deformation. The face is

tharacterised by large eyes, often with prominent semi-circular eye-brows; a few specimens
show face-paint. Although some figurines are rather rotund, the body is generally narrower
than on Chancay figurines. The arms can be extended (50%) or folded; the legs are separate,
but figurines from the Chancay to Chillán area are nearly always joined at the feet, a less
commonfeatureintheRimacandLurinvalley.Allthefigurinesarefemale,withanincisedand
raised genital triangle (a double incision at the waist is common) and explicit genitalia, often
showing the clitoris. No clothes are depicted, but most figurines wear a head-dress, similar in
shape to that worn by the typical Chancay cuchimilco, but normally unadorned (four specimen
have a patterned border band, perforations occur on eight specimens (18.6 %); many wear a
bulky necklace, often with the ties showing at the back; large circular ear-plugs are also quite
common. In addition, a number of figurines were found wrapped in textiles.
This sub-group features many large, well made figurines, with heights ranging from 54.0
cm to 14.7 cm (34.5 cm median height). As a rule the figurines appear to be hand-made, but
some heads or limbs may have been mold-made. They are all hollow, with air-holes often
placed at the shoulders, the mouth, etc. A wide variety of wares are represented, from a typical
high quality Inca orange ware (occasionally with blaclç white and red decor) and black ware
with post-fired incrustations, to plain unslipped terracotta ware.
Sub-group 1.2: This sub-group is numerically nearly twice as large as sg. 1.1 because it

contains mass-produced molded specimens, characterized by a flat, featureless back. The shape
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of the head tends to be more angular than in sg.1.1. Because of the flat back, a cranial
deformation cannot be ascertained. Facial features are similar to sg. 1.1, but face-paint does not
occur. The body is nearly always elongated (except on very small specimens), with a straight or
slightly convex profile; many specimens from the Chancay-Ancén area have emphasized
shoulders. Less than 5% have extended arms; legs are molded in one piece, divided by a groove
down the middle. Genitals are similarto sg.1.l. Clothing and accessories are similar to sg.1.1,
but there is a greater variety of headgear, with some elaborate shapes and patterns and with
marginally more head-dress perforations (ca 25 %)
Figurines in this sub-group are much smaller, ranging from 32.0 to 3.1 cm. (median height:
19.2 cm). The majority have a mold-made front part, the back being simply flattened, resulting
in solid figurines, often with two perforations through the chest. About 10% have an applied,
apparently hand-made, featureless back: these are hollow and some have multiple air-holes. The
wares are mostly quite crude (plain terracotta, white on red, etc.), except for the black ware
with post-fired incrustaticns.
Within both sub-groups there are clusters of very similar figurines, which show local or
even individual workmanship (e.g. 623 and 251, 521 to 246 in sg.l.l; 420, 1830 and 224 or
1144,93 and 347 and others in sg. 1.2).
DIscussIoN
Special features
The most remarkable feature are the elaborate adornments (head-dress, necklaces, earplugs) worn by some of the figurines: 244 (sg. 1.1)1, as well as 1750, 2238 and 258 from
Pachacamac (all in sg. 1.2) wear a rectangular head-dress (only folly preserved on 244) with
two incised fish facing each other in an upper field, bordered by a band with incised meanders
(244), broken lines and dots (1750) or chevrons (258); a unique feature are two bands—in
three sections and ending in fringes— either attached to the head-dress (244) or to the ear-plugs
and hanging down on the chest. Uhle excavated a face-neck wearing a related head-dress at
Pachacamac (Uhle 1903: fig.81).

Another elaborate head-dress, worn with large disk ear-plugs, has a low calotte with lateral
borders sometimes projecting above it (1198, 1429, 344, 345, 274, 181, all in LH 1.2). Both
the calotte and the borders are adorned with incised designs. Uhie excavated a face-neck with
such ahead-dress inthe Inca section to the N/W of Pachacamac (UPMP 31750).

'This figurine is wrongly said to come from Chimbote.
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A remarkable face-neck (Fig. 59) wears both the latter head-dress

and the ear-plugs with hanging bands and shows many of the typical
Late Horizon traits: thick, semi-circular eyebrows, face-paint across
the lower part of the face, punctated nipples. One assumes that such
adornments were worn by high-status individuals, but since this headdress only occurs on the Central Coast, we may be dealing with the
local elite rather than the Inca overlords. Large ear-plugs are usually

\'

'7)^

thought to be the prerogative of men, but the wearers here are clearly
women'. This representation could be the Diosa de Pachacamac,

Fig. 59

which according to A. Bueno (personal communication) was the object of a popular cult at the
time.
The nose of the carefully made 239 and 246 (sg. 1.1) is adorned with

a line drawing in the shape of a hook; this also occurs on no.
6/Chancay 1.4.lb and on a Late Horizon face-neck (Fig. 60).

Several figures in LH 1.1 (1632, 1299, 443, 454) have a lighter
coloured body in front and a darker head and back, with a clear
dividing line running along the sides of the body.

Fig. b()

520 (sg. 1.1) is the only smiling figurine in the whole study.

443 (sg. 1.1) was found with a small copper plate, wrapped in a wad of cotton placed in its
open mouth; another cotton wad was placed in the anus. As there are many instances in preColumbian Peru, where a human burial has a metal plaque placed in its mouth, SchulerSthomig (1984:158ff) suggests that the figurine fimctioned as the replacement of a real person,

accompanying the deceased in his grave.
1311 (sg. 1.2) is the only late sitting figurine with extended legs, normally an early fbature.
Links with other groups

Taking Chancay-related traits as a starting point for the seriation of both sub-groups, the
figurines fit into a regional pattern and many differences (see Catalogue) emerge between the
northern and southern areas2.

'Lilien (1956:254) who obviously had not seen 244. wrongly assumes that the similar 1750 (AMNH
41.1.8991) is the figure of a man.
2

Only certain or fairly reliable provenances were taken into account: cimi1r figurines but with
unverifiable provenances are grouped around one or more with reliable origins. The resemblance with
face-necks from a site was also taken into account (eg. 1198, 344. 345. 274 are classified with 1429
from Pachacamac).
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In the north (Chancay to Chillén), the resemblance with the Chancay style can still be felt,
in the shape of the figurines, the occurrence of extended arms (both mainly in sg. 1.1) or headdress perforations. This area also has more hollow figurines, probably a survival of Chancay
manufacturing techniques.
Note that figurines from the lower Chillén valley in both sub-groups are rather different
(and varied!), showing a degree of stylistic independence—emerging towards the end of the
Late Intermediate Period, when we can first isolate a local Chillén variant (see Chancay
1 .6.3)—as well as links with the areas to the north and south. To give but a few examples:
• 250', 1346 and 1342 (sg. 1.1) are rather sui generis (see P1.60); 1342 is included
here because of the air-holes at the shoulders, a typical Late Horizon trait.
• 1343, 1520 and 1362 (sg. 1.2) are also unlike most other figurines in this group2,
though 1343 has the typical featureless bacig and the others are made with one mold
only; note that 1362 also has strings hanging from the necklace at the back (like many
sg. 1.1 figurines from farther north), though here they are painted.
• Finally the sitting black ware figurine (2189, sg. 1.1), said to come from Marquez,
closely resembles Rimac valley figurines such as 1772 and 1774 (sg. 1.1).
In the south (Rimac to Lurin), no Chancay influence can be felt: here we find a different
body-shape (in sg. 1.1), the total absence of extended arms, several diffiiiiit head-dress styles,
as well as the absence of head-dress perforations 3 . Unfortunately we lack sufficient Ichma
material to trace the survival of any more local Late Intermediate Period tradition or traditions
in that area. The only transmitted trait could be the large ear-plugs and bulky necklaces, rarer

in Chancay, but which occur in Late Intermediate Period Ichma figurines (see 2207, 2230,
chapter 14).
2022 (LH 1.2) was excavated by Uhie in a grave in Chincha. Considering
thatnosimilarfigurinesoccurontheSouthCoast,Ifeelthatitismorelikely
to be a direct import from the Central Coast, than a local "Inca influenced ...
Late Honzon vanant in use in an area under the influence of
Pachacamac"(Menzel 1967:30 and P1.XVIII, fig.41). Typical Late Horizon
South Coast figurines look different (see fig.61 . , from Ica).
Context
At least 18 figurines were found in graves, ten of them documented

FI

(Appendix 3): 879 (sg.1.1), the pairs of identical specimens 857/858 and 860/861, 1048, P126,

'250, similar to 1346, is wrongly said to come from Chimbote.
doubt that the very similar 496 comes from Pachacamac, as alleged.
3 One exception is 1750 from Pachacamac which has one perforation visible, with another probably
broken off.
21
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1378, 1509 and 2022 (sg. 1.2). Note that of 879 only fragments of the head and the lower legs
were preserved, but both were carefully burned.
2010 (sg 1.2) from UhIe's Site T at Ancon was found below a midden layer without
association (UhIe n.d.: vol VII, p.20).
The large gravelot associated with 1378 (sg. 1.2)—from the Rimac valley?—is of particular
interest. ft contained, among others, "a mummified adult right arm with a tattooed or painted
hand or wrist, wrapped with hanks of cotton yam alternatively white and brown, one blue hank
near shoulder" (AMNH no.5202) and "the mummified head of small child (AMNH no.5203).
The long catalogue ently (75 items) is followed by two further entries—no longer part of the
same gravelot—reading: "5204: Mummified right arm, similar to 5204" and "5205:

Mummified adult head, packed in 3-section plain weave cloth". Some form of ritual burial
springs to mind, but we may be dealing with finds from a looted cemetely, with discarded parts
of mummified bodies.
P131 (sg. 1.2) was found in a hole dug between two platforms in Huaca I, Maranga (the
huaca was being re-used as a cemetery), which also contained four burials, but the figurine is
not listed as belonging to any of them (Jij& y Caamafio 1949:107). There is no inlbnnation
about the context of P125 (sg. 1.1), P129 and P130 (sg. 1.2) all from Huaca La Luz, Maranga.
2211 and 2212 (sg. 1.2) are said to come froma looted cemetery at Armatambo.
703 (sg. 1.2) comes from an area of late burials behind the Inca buildings at Puruchuco
(Rimac Valley).
Several specimens, all in sg. 1.2, come from Pachacamac, though only three (1509, 1424,
1425) definitely come from a burials and a fourth (1479/sg. 1.2) probably does:
• 1509 comes from an Inca cemetery NM of the town (tJhle 1903:66); 1424, 1425
come from burials excavated by Bandelier (AMNH, Catalogue); 1479 is said to
come from Gravefleld I;
• 1750, 1751, 1752 comefromthe Chala layer (Inca midden) of Cut 1, excavated by
Strong and Corbett near the temple of the Sun (1943 :fig.5);
• 2238, 2239 to 2233, and 2240 are surface finds from a large midden near the Lurin
bridge beyond Pachacatnac (P.Paredes, personal communication);
• 2234 may come from Pyramid I at Pachacama& (P.Paredes, personal
commumcation);

'For a description of similar structures see Paredes 1988.
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The most interesting find of all was made at Annatainbo (Surco) by huaqueros working fbr
A.Bandelier. Seven figurines (1772 to 1775/sg. 1.1 and 1776 to 1778 in LH Group 2), were
found together. Bandelier, writes in his diary on 19th October 1892 (n.d.: 178)':
"7 figures of human forms, hollow, in black pottely, showing sitting or squatting men
with very large earrings, Orejones. These were found, each one in a niche, composed
only of three adobes each. Those niches were discovered today and at a depth of about 8
feet, behind a rock, and in front of them the soil was filled with bundles of herbs and
with bodies of field rats [guinea-pigs] enveloped in herbs, all much decomposed. Behind
those niches, nothing was found, by digging further into the soil. The soil lies on the
utmost slope behind the cluster of ruins immediately west of the largest rectangular
platform. No human remains were found in the vicinity."
The location inside individual niches and the offerings found in association obviously
points to a shrine. There are several curious aspects to this group:
• Although Bandelier talks of men, of Orejones, all the figures show the double incision
at waist level, part of the genital triangle, and all have some indication of the vulva,
although it is sometimes placed very high (1774 to 1778). So they are all females.
Their elaborate adornments are in keeping with other Late Horizon female figurines.
• The difference in size of the seven figures could suggest a family, with the larger
figures representing adults, the smaller infants or adolescents 2. But the absence of
males makes such an interpretation less likely. Besides:
Not all of the smaller specimens are similar: three of them have the cranial
deformation resulting in an elongated head which, as we have seen (Chancay Group
2), is typical for the Sierra. In the Chancay culture this feature occurs on figures
which can be often identified as adults because they carry children or loads on their
backs. So it is less likely that the smaller Armatambo figures depict children.
All this leads me to believe that the shrine grouped several deities or huacas, local as well as
foreign, and of different hierarchical status. Sacrifices of guinea pigs and plants, perhaps also
of chic.ha and other offerings which have left no trace, were made at the shrine. This is the only
instance were such an interpretation of the flmction of figurines can be made with a fair degree
of plausibility.
To recap: although a number of figurines come from graves, a fair number, especially at
Pachacamac, were found in midden strata. This may mean that during the Late Horizon
figurines at the site were also used as votive gifts or in curing or other practices, ultimately not
being deposited in graves. Finally the set of seven figurines found by Bandelier at Armatambo
were probably venerated in a shrine.
'Curiously Hyslop and Mujica (1992) who studied the Bandeier material at the AMNH only list these
figurines and illustrate some of them, without mentionrnng how they were found..
2 Afamily of figurines found in a burial in Ica is described byMenzel (1967:15-38).
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Geographic Distribution

The unusual aspect of this distribution is that so many figurines come from the Rimac and
Lurin valleys, a rare phaiommon m previous Contral Coast groups, and for which there is no
ready explanation. Previously I suggested that the lack of material from Rimac and Lurin may
be due to site destruction resulting from the expansion of colonial and post-colonial Lima: there
is no apparont reason why Late Horizon figurines should not conform to this pattern. One
specimon (2022) is probably a Pachacamac import in Chintha.
The very small number of figurines from the Huaura or Chancay valleys appears to confirm
my findings that a) some black-on-white figurines continued to be produced in the Chancay
heartland during the Late Horizon and b) some red- and black ware figurines with late features
should be assigned to the Chancay culture (see Chancay Chronology Phase 4, also Chancay
groups 1.6 and 6). The large number of non-Chancay figurines from the Ancn/Chillài area
shows that this region was no longer under direct Chancay infivaice, a trond starting towards
the ond of the Late Intennediate Period.
Chronology
Starting with figurines from gravelots with associated pottery, it is obvious that—with the
exception of the Chincha grave—all the vessels belong to the typical local Late Horizon
ceramic style, also found with typical Inca pottery. Face-necks like P.6608 (found with
879/sg.1.1 in Ancon 1 grave T.472), P.5184 (found with 860,861/sg.1.2 in A1/T.362), those
found with P126, or arybaloid jars like P.5824 (found with 1048 in A1/T.422) date
unmistakably to the Late Horizon. A variety of sciartific ceramic tests carried out in Berlin on
the Reiss and Stubel collection from Ancài have shown that the Inca material forms a fairly
discreet group. 239 falls into that group (Haas 1986: 85, 311).
Although 1479 is said to come from (iravefield I at Pachacamac, where most figurines date
to the late Middle Horizon and early LIP, this speciman definitely dates to the Late Horizon.

The three figurine fragmonts excavated by Strong and Corbett at Pachacamac (1750, 1751,
1752, original numbers respectively 73/4lA, 165/41A and again 73/41a) are said to come from
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the Chala layer (Inca midden) of Cut 1. The style of the figurines is "Inca or Inca associated"
(Strong and Corbett 1943: 76).
Uhie's grave E6 from Chincha is dated to the Late Horizon by Menzel (1966:110, 132;
1967:29), and—with some reservations—also by Kroeber and Strong (1924:29), though the
pottely is local; had the latter realised how typical the intrusive figurine (2022) is fbr the Late
Horizon, it would have fiuther confirmed their views on the relationship between the Late
Chincha and Inca cultures in the area (1924:47-50).
To conclude: the numerous stylistic elements shared by the figurines in this group with Late
Horizon vessels clearly date them to the Late Horizon. Some of these features are (cf facenecks illustrated above, in Appendix 3 and in publications ivlmid to):
large semi-circular eye-brows and modelled almond-shaped eyes with dark pupils
outlined in a lighter colour, or
• incised eyes without eye-brows;
• very short arms projecting fbrward, or
• folded arms, sometimes outlined in a different colour';
• similar head-dresses and ear-plugs (but not necklaces, which are rarely shown on
face-necks).
Other typical Late Horizon traits, but which only occur on figurines are:
• a double incision at the waist;
a naturalistic representation of the genitals, often showing the clitoris.

GROUP 2: LATE HORIZON FIGURINES WITH ELONGATED HEAD
Table 58

Catalogue vol. II, pp. 397-398

Plate 63

Sample: 14 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Although this group contains figurines related both to Late Horizon sub-group 1.1 and 1.2
(e.g. hand-made, hollow specimens as well as figurines made of one mold, with a featureless
back), the differences are not clear-cut enough and there are not enough specimens to warrant
the sub-division into sub-groups.
Basically, apart from the elongated, conical head, the figurines are very similar to Late

'Extended versus folded arms are not a reliable criterium for dating, because extended arms—though
no longer universal as in classic Chancay—can survive in the former Chancay culture area, also on
facc-necks.
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Horizon Group 1. Seven figurines are standing, seven are sitting, eleven have folded arms, three
extended ones. All, except two figurines without genitals, are female. Many have large circular
ear-plugs and wear necklaces.
The sample is too small to show notable differences between the Chancay, Ancán-Chillén
and Rimac areas. There are no figurines from the LurIn valley.
DIscussIoN
Special features
1874 may be a fake: the head and body look mold-made, but the arms are applied. It
features marked joins down the sides, though it is solid, with no air-holes. The surface colour
(slip?) is an unusual tan and some turquoise powdery pigment has been rubbed into the cracks,
as if to imitate metal corrosion.
Links with other groups
This group is related toy group 2, which also features the deformacion POT ilautu
normally found in the Sierra (see chapter 13). But apart from the elongated head, the figurines
no longer show associated features, like a load or child carried on the back, large tupos or a
wide belt.
One figurine (1382) wears a necklace of large single beads, which were typical of Huaura
and occur occasionally in Chancay. Interestingly the hands are placed in the genital area, like
onHuaura land some Huaura 2.1 figurines.
1712, a solid specimen said to come from the Huacho area, has features typical for the
hollow Late Horizon sub-group 1.1 figurines from Ancén: a necklace with hanging ties at the
back, as well as the "bridge" between the feet.
Interestingly, unlike LH group I, no face-necks similar to group 2 are found, though this
maybeduetothefactthattheheadalsoformsthe spoutofthe vessel.
Context
P132 was found in a cache of vessels broken on purpose at Huaca Pudilana in Lima (Flores
Espinoza 1981). 1776, 1777, 1778 come from a shrine at Armatambo (see Late Horizon Gr.l).
Geographic distribution
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Note that not a single specimen with elongated head comes from the Chillan Valley: the
same also occurs in Chancay 2. Nor is this type found at Pachacamac.
Chronology
This group can be satisfactorily dated to the Late Horizon through its resemblance with Late
Horizon Group 1 and the criteria listed there.
The only puzzle is P132. Flores (1981:69) tells us that this figurine (her fig.3) was fbund in
a cache of broken vessels at the Huaca Pudliana (or Juliana) in Miraflores, Lima. The other
vessels (1981: figs.4 to 7) undoubtedly belong to the Nieverla style of the early Middle Horizon
or even to the earlier Lima style. However it is totally impossible that fig. 3 (e.g. P132) should
be of such an early date, because it has all the classic attributes of the Late Horizon: thick eyebrows, almond-shaped eyes with white outline of the lids, huge circular ear-plugs with incised
circles, wide necklace. It also appears to be made of black ware with white (?) post-fired
incrustaticns, again a late type of ware. So either the record of the deposit is incorrect or—an
unlikely scenario—the earlier vessels were deposited at a much later date.
Asstatedabove 1874 maybe a fake.

GROUP 3: LATE HORIZON SPECIALS
• SUB-GROUP 3.1: FOUR SIMILAR BUT VERY UNUSUAL FIGURINES (FAKES?)
Table 59

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.398-399

Plate 64

Sample: 4 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
Standing figurines with naturalistic features and apparently undefonned head. Narrow body,
hands folded above the waist, modelled generally separate legs. Two males, one female?, one
with no sex indicated. No head-dress, clothing or ear-plugs, but all wear a bulky necklace.
DISCUSSION
Context: No data.
Geographic distribution: 1452 is said to come from Ancán (unvenfiable).
Chronology
Although these four figurines have some normal Late Horizon features (large modelled eyes,
shape of the nose and - to a lesser degree - of the ears, protruding shoulders, double incision at
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waist) there are a number of other features which are so unusual that each time I came across
one such specimen I noted "fake?" in my notes, only realising later that I had recorded four
such figurines. These unusual features are:
• Shape of the head, showing no defbnnation, especially visible in the profile of 1133;
• Male genitals (187, 1452), rare on the Central Coast and never shown on typical Late
Horizon figurines (groups 1,2);
• Bulging lower abdomen;
• Realistic modelling of legs, but veiy small feet.
• Two-mould figurine (1133), probably hollow, but without airholes: this can happen,
but rarely.
• Frontal mould figurines (187, 1452) with unfinished (i.e. not filled-in) baclç
• Surface treatment (dirtied on purpose?).
Another curious feature is the similarity between two pairs, 1133/ 40 and 187/1452: both
pairs have very similar sizes and similar assymetric arms. In fact each pair could have been
made from the same mold. We have seen that figurines made from the same mold can be found
together, but here the figurines are of different sexes: no other males occur in Late Horizon
groups. They also lack other gender differentiating attributes, such as head-dress or body-paint,
as in Huaura and Chancay-Huaura groups.
Interestingly at least three of the figurines come from old collections: the Manchester
specimen (1133) from a collection made in Peru between 1860 and 1900, the Hamburg and
Smithsonian figurines (187, 1452) were acquired by the museums before 1879 and 1887
respectively. The British Museum figurine was donated in 1927 by a Mrs.J.E Birch (no other
data made available). However XIXth century fakes are not unknown in Peru, in particular of
easily produced objects: there are some fake Chimu figurines in various museums and several
small fake metal Inca figurines at the Vienna museum.
In this particular case one of the molds may well have been original—although the
shape of the head is very unusual—but somewhat modified, for instance by applying male
genitals. A second mold may have been made to match the first.
Another possibility is that these figurines were produced in the early colonial period, when
practices such as craneal deformation were disappearing and attributes such as the sex of the
divinity or mythical personage represented was slowly being forgotten. This second possibility
must also be considered, in view of a few other unusual specimens (see sub-group 3.2)
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• SUB-GROUP

3.2: MISCELLANEOUS FIGURINES

Table 59

Catalogue: Vol. II, pp. 399-400

Plate 64

Sample: 3 figurines
For the characteristics of these figurines refer to the catalogue.
DIscussIoN
Links with other groups
When one has a certain familiarity with figurines, it is obvious that these specimens come
from the Central Coast and that they must date to the end of the Late Horizon or early colonial
times. However it is not easy to pinpoint sarate features linking them to typical Late Horizon
figurines (groups 1,2). Some of these features—not present on all the specimens—are:
• The shape of the eye-brows and eyes (467,1050,1705);
• A relatively smaller head (1050,1705);
• Naturalistic ears (1050,1705);
• Anarrowbody(467,1050);
• One (frontal) mould with a near fbatureless back (467);
• Emphasized shoulders (467);
• The vulva indicated by two incisions (467).
If we compare them to sub-group 3.2 (above) we see that one—possibly two—of the
figurines (1705, 1050?) have undeformed heads. 467 shares what one could call "double
eyelids", e.g. the actual lids are embedded in an outer dression (eye-socket?). Finally both
1050 and 467 show some modelling of the knees.
1050 also shares a feature with late Chancay figurines (e.g 413/1.6.1, 777/1.6.2) namely the
incised triangle outlining the buttocks, mirroring the genital triangle in front. The incised hair
occurs°?ate Chancay specimens (e.g.1866/1.5.2a) and on Late Horizon figurines (510/LH 1.1,
1875/LH 2). It is very common on Inca metal figurines.
Curiously 467 shares traits with Late Intermediate Period and Late Horizon South Coast
figurines, namely the straight section on the ümer side of the legs and the incisions marking the
arms at the back. The only similar nose occurs on a very unusual figurine, probably dating
dated to the late Middle Horizon or early Late Intermediate Period (see 98: chapter 11,
Unaffilietd figurines). It is possible that 467 comes from a valley between the Central and
South Coast, like Cafiete.
Context: No data.
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Geographic distribution: No data.
Chronology
The links with other groups above clearly show that we are dealing with veiy late figurines,
made in the Late Horizon or even in early colonial times.
CONCLUSION

Although the changes in the figurine material during the Late Horizon are easily
recognizable, one cannot speak of a radical break with the earlier traditicns.The style is
certainly local in origin, without any outside (Inca?) admixtures. It is obviously influenced by
Chancay iconography and perthaps by the Ichma style—if a definite Ithma figurine style
actually existed during the Late Intennediate. For the time being such a style is not clearly
defined enough to trace its possible influence.
Iconographically we see a change in overall appearance with much larger eyes, emphasized
shoulders, the gradual phasing out of extended arms, often a "bridge" botween the feet, the
introduction of new head-gear, bulky necklaces and large ear-plugs. The main innovation is
technical, with the spread of one-mold figurines.
The unifbrmity of the style shows that the Lurmn, Rimac and Chillén valleys and Ancon
were in close contact with each other, whilst the northern sector (Chancay, Huaura, Supe?)
remained somewhat outside the mainstream.
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CHAPTER 16
FIGURINES ON CERAMIC CRADLES, LITFERS AND PALANQUINS

INTRODUCTION
Central Coast figurines can be found attached to contraptions made either of real reeds or
split cane, or made of pottery, generally part of the same mold as the figurine itself.
Litters or beds are also known in other parts of Central and South Amenca', though
generally the litters are not made of parallel reeds or cane, but rather have the form of a slab,
often with feet and/or some ornamentation or attachments, much more like a bed.
Based on archaeological and ethnographic evidence I tentatively suggest that hi the Peruvian

context litters (beds) represent either cradles and contraptions to carry infants or flinerary
litters.
GROUP 1: FIGURINES ON CERAMIC CRADLES

Table 60

Catalogue: Vol.!!, pp.401

Plate 64

Sample: 5 Figurines

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS
Figurines representing infants on cradles. Only the face of the infant is visible, the body is
covered by a patterned blanket. The ceramic cradles imitate a wooden or cane cradle, with a
rectangular frame and bars projecting at the head end; the backs mostly show split canes
secured to the frame.
The specimens are mold-made, hollow, with air-holes at the sides of
the cradle.
DISCUSSION
The use of this type of contraption as an infant cradle is illustrated by a
Moche figurine (Fig. 62) shown with just such a "carry cot" on its back. In
modern Peru, although peasant women generally carry their infants on their
backs wrapped only in a blanket tied on the woman's breast by a knot, one
1 ig.62

'See, amongst others, Lehmann 1951; Morss 1952; Winning 1972; Kniti 1975.
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occasionally also sees a cane or wooden support inside the blanket. An Inca cradle, depicted by
Guaman Poma (1936:212) looks different, raised off the floor by two legs at the head-end, and
by a lower punt at the foot-end.
Cradles were also used as supports for contraptions inducing cranial
deformation (Weiss 1962:25 and fig.3; see also an example from
Ecuador in Reithien and Reichien 1983-1985: figs 2,3). A figurine
from the Nepefia valley (Fig.63) features a deforming device. It consists
of two straps, diagonally attached to the sides of the cradle at the back,
then passing over the middle of the head and forehead, descending over
the eyes on either side ofthe nose and mouth and fixed at the front to a
transversal blanket, covering the body.

11

.3

Context:
2060, from Uhie's excavations at Chimu Capac (Supe), presumably comes from a grave.
An additional functional dimension is given by Arriaga. He rq)orts that cradles were considered
as real huacas.
"...they are made of two ornate poles, aiding with faces, which were named after huacas.
They have officials in charge of the cradles and when a cradle has to be made all the relatives
get together with the official and chicha is prepared for that day: they fast on salt and aji, but
break the fast with drinking. The official sprinkles each stick with chicha and talks to the
cradle,callingthenameofthehuacagivaitoitandaskingittoprotectthechildwhOWould
sleep in it... "(1968/1621:205, my translation).
Arriaga also reports that 357 cradles were burnt in the course of the extiipaticn campaign
(1968/1621:200).
Morss (1954: 53ff) reports that in the American Southwest, representations of babies-oncradles were used in increase cults.
Geographic Distribution
540 and 2060 come from the Supe and Huaura valley respectively, but it is unlikely that
503 comes from Pachacamac. Its face and that of 2133 have a Chimu lock about them and both
are made of black ware, so they may actually come from the North Coast.
Chronology
2060 from Chimu Capac dates, like the rest of the Supe figurines from the site, to MH3.
540, similar in appearance and of a white-on-red ware, also belongs to the late MH (3-4). The
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two black ware figurines belong to the later EIP (6-7?); 2132, with its thick, semi-circular eyebrows, could belong to the end of the EIP.

GROUP 2: FIGURINES ON CERAMIC FUNERARY LITTERS
Table 60

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.401-402

Plate 65

Sample: 21 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

This group differs from the preceding one in that the figurines are lying on the litters,
without being covered or attached to them. The litters are also different in that a number of
them have projections at both ends (some now broken) and all have several projections at either
side.
The atypical 1488, from an Inca cemetery at Pachacamac, is resting on a bed with ibur legs.
All except 464 are mold-made in a variety of wares and hollow, with air-holes at the sides.
DISCUSSION

Cieza de Lean (1984/1553: chapter LXffl) mentions that in the province of Chinthán,
burials were "...echados en barbacoas o camas kechas de caAas ". For the Central Coast the
use of cane litters for funerary puiposes is documented from at least the Early Intermediate' to
the Late Intermediate (Reiss and Stubel 1880-87: Taf.29; Kroeber 1954: 32-35; Stumer 1953:
45, 1954b: 221; Sestieri 1971:102). The study sample also includes four ceramic figurines on

cane litters2 and the following remarks also apply to them.
Although in Mesoamerica figurines on litters have occasionally been interpreted as burials
(Krutt 1975:85) in Peru this interpretation is rarely put forward. Kroeber (1954: 52) suggests it
for a rag-doll tied to a litter found at Maranga, no doubt because he himself excavated many
such burials at the site; Fleming et al. (1983:152) for a ceramic figurine3 attached to a reed
litter from Pachacamac; Lilien's (1956:181) attention is drawn to this interpretation by Stumer.
The catalogue entry for 389 at the MVB reads: "Figure lying on stretcher", with "stretcher"
crossed out and replaced by "cradle" (my translation); a stretcher is also recorded for the cane
litter of 1329 (Chancay 1.2.4) in the catalogue entry of the MVV. Curiously, Reiss and Stübel

80% of the bodies excavated at Playa Grande had been placed on litters (Stumer 1953:45)
2 431 and 1533/early MH Group 4: 449/"Punch": 1329/Chancay 1.2.4.
See 1533. early MH Group 4.
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excavated the body of an infant on such a litter, but persist in stating that "a real cradle was
used as a coffin" (Haas 1986:306, my translation).
My own reasons for tentatively suggesting that the litters in this group are fimerary litters
are:
1.The diffiices with the cradles described in Group 1:
• The figures are not covered or secured to the litter as stimographic evidence shows is
the case with infants. Winning (1972:126) thinks that figures prepared for burial
should also be strapped to the litter, but I suggest that the laying out stage may be
represented. This point does not apply to the figurines on cane litters, which have to
be attached to the litters. The fact that some of the latter are wrapped in textiles does
not invalidate my argument: compare a figwine on a cane litter (Haas 1986: no.125')
with the fimerary litter of a child illustrated by Scliuler-Schomig (1984: 161).
• One problematic figurine in this context is the atypical 1488, dating to the LH, which
lies on a bed or cradle with legs, similar to the one depicted by Guaman Poma
(1936:212). But unlike the tightly swathed infant on that cradle, this figurine is
naked.
• Some figurines (260, 262, 464) are considerably smaller than the litters on which they
lie, and their head prqjects above the upper edge: this does not occur in present day
Peruvian cradles.
• The occurrence of projections at both ends of the litter (on some, though not all, of the
fimerary litters) and more importantly the lateral projections: some real funerary
litters also have these projections (Reiss and Stubel 1880-87: Taf29; Kroeber 1954:
fig.21; Stumer 1953: fig.4), as well as the cane miniature litters with figurines. The
lateral projections appear too short to have been used for carrying the litter. But they
may have been necessary to strengthen the frame, if the litter was to support the
heavier weight of an adult; alternately they could have been used for securing the
ropes needed to lower the litter into a grave.
However it may be that these differences botween cradles and litters are stylistic rather than
fimcticnal: some of the cradles come from further north along the coast (Supe, North Coast?),
and/or date to the late MH, whereas a number of the "funerary" litters definitely come from the
area botween Chancay and Pachacamac and date mainly to the LIP or LH.
2. The appearance of the figurines on the funerary litters:
• The position of several figurines with their arms resting along the body is unusual,
particularly in the case of Chancay figurines (1581, 2134439, 415, 1023, 260, 262)
and suggests an inert body. Knowing of the use of flinerary litters the most obvious
explanation is a corpse, but it could also be inteiproted as a sick or drugged individual
(Winning 1972:127).
• The marked sexual characteristics such as breasts and vulva of the female figurines
suggest adults rather than infants. However note that an Ecuadorian figurine with a

'This figurine was not recorded.
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defomiing appliance, ipso facto representing an infant, also has adult features
(Reichien and Reichlen 1983-1985: 1420).
Some figurines have an elaborate head-dress or ear-plugs (P135, 260), unlikely on an
infant.
3. Some functional considerations:
• In his excavations at Playa Grande near Ancán, Stumer came across a mock burial,
containing several gourds, ceramic vessels and other offerings, together with a
wooden log—a precious object on the desert coast—strapped to a fimerary litter
(1953: 45 and figs.4,5,6). Stumer suggests that this burial may have replaced a
corpse that had been lost at sea or have some other magical significance. By
extending this symbolism, the simulated burial of a figurine on its litter may have
replaced the actual human sacrifice of an attendant or relative (Schuler-Schomig
1984: 156ff).
• While excavating an Early Intennediate dwelling at Cerro Culebras, Chillén, Stumer
found—in three doorways—".. the wrapped body of an infant.. complete with
miniature litter, not in a grave, but merely placed on the floor of the doorway
"(1954b:221). We have fbw context for figurines on litters (ceramic or cane): those
come from graves. But some also may have been originally placed as propitiatory or
protective offerings inside dwellings.
The preceding considerations are only an attempt at an alternative interpretation of the litters
in this sample as fimerary litters. Considering that actual burials on litters are generally found
face down, with the litter on top of the corpse (Stumer 1953: 46; 1954b: 221; Kroeber 1954:
32), it would be significant for the interpretation of ceramic figurines on litters, if they were
also found placed face down as burial goods.
Context
There are two gravelots (P.10326 and 1581). The latter figurine was found inside the
mummy bundle, in front of the legs (see Appendix 3).
Geographic distribution

The typical litters are more common in the northern sector: in addition to given provenances
many are typical for the Huaura and Chancay styles. 1834, a typical Huaura figurine, is
unlikely to come from Chimbote. The litter found at Pachacamac (1488) is of a different
design.
Chronology
• P.10326 (a rough sketch), associated with what looks like a Teatino jar, could date to
MH3/4.
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• 1834 to P136 show typical Huaura 2.1 traits from the middle range of that group and
probably date to the early LIP (1-3).
• 535, a Chancay figurine with its folded arms, circular eyes and cheek zoning, is
probably slightly earlier than 389 to 1022 which are classic Chancay phase 3
figurines (LIP 5-7). Note the similarity of 1023 with the Jecuan sub-style, including
the line across the chest and double "specs". 260 and 262, also Chancay, made of
black ware with post-fired incrustations, date to the end of that phase or phase 4 (LIP
8, LH).
• l58lto4l5aremoredifficuktodate:theyshareastandardizedbodyandadifferait
litter, with pointed uprights and parallel rows of string at the back. Three features
suggest an earlier date than classic Chancay: the marked biobation of 1581, 2134,
415, more common in early Chancay, the ware, perhaps of the Ancén sub-style (439
comes from Ancón) and the fact that 1581 may have been associated with a Chancay
3-colour vessel'. 1807, with a similar body, but lacking the biobation, and with a
litter and ware like the classic Chancay specimens, is the "missing link". I suggest
that 1581 to 415 date to late Chancay phase 2, whilst 1807 could date to early phase
3 (LIP 4toearly5).
• 464, from Huacho, is related to the Huaura 2.3 figurines, hand-made and fired at low
temperatures. It also features the necidace of large single beads, typical for the early
LIP, solsuggestadateofLiP 24
• 1488 comes from Uhie's excavations in the noith-eastern sector of Pathacamac,
which yielded exclusively LH material.

GROUP 3: FIGURINES ON CERAMIC PALANQUINS
Table 60

Catalogue: Vol.11, pp.403

Plate 66

Sample: 7 figurines
GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Rectangular platforms with two cariying poles at both ends and a backrest with a decorative
panel at the back. The principal personage is generally sitting cross-legged on this platform,
leaning against the backrest, with arms resting at the sides. Different personages can be
represented (see Discussion). Secondary personages can be shown carrying the palanquin, or
sitting or standing on it.
The palanquins are hand-made, solid. All are made of Chancay black on white ware.

'FMC 168958, listed with the mummy 109, which contained 1581, but with the mention "possibly
from mummy 107" (Kroeber n.d., under June 16.1925). It is likely that the two mummies were found
close to each other, so they might date to the same period.
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DISCUSSION

The terms palanquin or sedan-chairs are not entirely correct, as
both imply a closed-in seat. Here we have a ceremonial seat, obviously

designed to be carried, rather like the papal "sedia gestatoria". In preColumbian Peru such palanquin figurines seem confined to the Moche
and Chancay culture. The Moche palanquins have a raised seat and
shorter carrying poles (Fig.64). There are also numerous Chancay

Fig. 64

huacos representing a personage carried on a palanquin'.

A variety of personages are represented on the Chancay palanquins: some of them can be
linked with known Chancay types: all the figures of P137 wear the headdress typical for the
Chancay attendant (Chancay group 4); 1857 has the lugs and cap with criss-cross decor
associated with the Chancay witch (group 3) though it lacks the rotund body; the main
personage on 1082 and the individual standing behind the head-rest on 1098 both have the
cranial deformation por ilautu typical for group 2.
Some of the personages represented are of high status: the central personage on P137 and
602 with their important ear-plugs and necklaces, as are 1082 and 1098 with their attendants.
The latter shows a very small figure lying extended with its feet resting against a transversal
bar, and could depict a dead child?
The panels attached to the back-rest show various geometric designs. The shape of these
panels is reminiscent of the large "shields" carried by some of the "attendants" in group 4 (see
P1. 54: 533, 532, dO).
Context: No data.

Geographic distribution

Three fairly reliable provenances show two palanquins to come from Lauri, Chancay and
one from Marquez, Chillán.
Chronology

All the specimen date to classic Chancay phase 3 (LIP 5-7).

'See for instance Lavalle and Lang 1982: 55.
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CHAPTER 17
CONCLUSIONS

The preceding chapters will have shown to what degree I have achieved the first aim of this
study,whistoc1assifrthefigufromtheCentralCoastofPeru,atthesametime
highlighting the "origin, evolution, location and interaction of figurine groups".
The two other aims of the study have already been addressed indirectly in the discussion of
each figurine group. This chapter sums up the evidence regarding:
The function of the figurines.
• The cultural processes taking place on the Central Coast, also with ufice to other
areas of pre-Columbian Peru.
A letter published in "The Times" a few years ago put both these issues—and our
possible approach to them—into a sobering fbcus:
"Sir, Colonies of garden gnomes can be seen in Australia, South Africa and North
America; probably throughout the English-speaking world. Are they truly British
expatriates or are they, there and here, pervasive refugees from some other land? And
what is it in their histoiy or culture that keeps their women hidden ? (David Rcberts
"The Times", 1 Februazy. 1991).
How would a scholar, armed with as little documentary evidence of European cultural
history as we ultimately have of that of pre-CoLumbian Peru, answer the questions raised in this
letter?

A. THE FUNCTION OF THE FIGURINES

The Andean world was permeated by the concept of the sacred. Mur6a—amongst many
other chroniclers—tells us that ". . .no habia cosa fuera de los términos coinunes, a quien no
atnbuyesen los indios alguna deidad y reverencia, ofreciendole sacrificios a an modo..."
(1987:423
In the course of this study,! have pointed out various interpretations and belieft in relation
to different figurine types or to special features inherent in sonic figurines. Here I shall look
strictly at the possible function of the figurines.
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The procedure adopted for this is the result partly of extensive reading of studies relating to
figurines in other parts of the world, partly of observations relating to the material in hand. ft
consists of three main stops:
1. Gathering of functional data in the ethnohistoric and ethnographic literature.
2. Analyzing the information provided by the figurines themselves:
2.1: Information inherent in the artifact:
2.1.1: Physical attributes: Size, stability, manufacturing methods (handversus mold-made, careful or crude execution), signs of handling, etc.,
2.1.2: Iconographic attributes: Sexual attributes, physical peculiarities,
posture, dress, activity.
2.2: Information provided by the context:
2.2.1: Retrieval location (grave, midden, cache, domestic or ceremonial
architecture;)
2.2.2: Associations, especially in a burial context (single or multiple burial,
sex, age, associated artifacts).
3. Testing the data gathered in steps 1 and 2 against the most commonly suggested fimctional
models (toys, use in curing or related practices or as ritual objects).

1. Ethnohistoric and ethnographic data
A thorough search of the published chroniclers produced two surprising results:
a) there is practically no mention of ceramic figurines as opposed to stone, metal and
vegetal figurines;
b) there is hardly any mention of figurines being buried with the dead.
Relevant quotations and implications of these findings are discussed in Appendix 4.
As far as ethnographic sources are concerned, it seemed reasonable to confine the search to
the area of Peru, as a wider foray into anthropological sources could at best only yield
hypothetical models. Unfortunateiy fairly extensive reading about present-day practices either
amongst the hispanized population or amongst Amazon Indians produced no information at all
about the use of human figurines—animal amulets and fetishes are still in use—be it in
everyday life or in a ritual, including funerary, context. The only exception is the rare use of
human figurines (often saints!) by curanderos (see below).
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2. Functional information provided by the figurines
2.1: Information inherent in the artifact:
2.1.1: Physical attributes:
The largest figurine in the sample measures 76.0 cm (584, Chancay sg.1.5.2B), The
smallest figurine 1.8 cm (1909a, Early MH Group 2), the average size of the figurines is 18.2
cm. There is an overall increase in size starting with later Huaura (sg.2.2.2) and classic
Chancay through to the Late Horizon. Veiy small figurines, which could have been worn as
amulets are relatively rare. Differences in size could mean a difference in function: the classic
black-on-white cuchimilcos, for instance, fall into two clearly discrete groups according to their
size alone, without any iconographic diffeices: the median size of sg.1.4.1 is 16.3 cm, that of
sg. 1.4.2 is 62.5 cm.
As far as the stability of the figurines is concerned, this varies with the styles: Supe figurines
standing on a flat base are quite stable, as are many of the Chancay "witches" (group 3),
sithng Chancay hunchbacks (various groups) and their Late Horizon successors. But on the
whole, it is astiiishing how few figurines can really stand unaided—especially in Chancayeither because their feet are too small to support them—this is the case of many large
cuchimilcos—or because they lean backwards or forwards at often exaggerated angles (see P1.
41:456; P1. 44:280; P1. 42: 1357). The only exception are some of the large Chancay-Huaura
figurines, Which appear to have been deliberately filled with sand, to give them stability. Late
Chancay and Late Horizon figurines made with one frontal mold only could not have been
meant to stand.
The manufacturing technique changed radically with the introduction of the mold from the
North Coast via the late MH Supe group. Before that all the figurines were hand-made, except
for Early MH Group 3, probably an import on the Central Coast. From the Supe group
onwards, mold-made figurines become the norm, though for technical reasons many of the
larger figurines, especially in Chancay, are mold- and hand-made. There are however some
notable exceptions to this rule both in Huaura and Chancay, where some figurine categories are
entirely hand-made (Huaura 2.3, 4; Chancay 6). The end of the LIP and the LH see an
important innovation in the manufacturing technique with the introduction of figurines made of
one frontal mold only.
There are considerable differences in the quality of the manufacture. The Middle Formative
generally produced carefully made figurines, in keeping with many Early Horizon wares. This
is followed by a long period of cruder workmanship in late Formative, Early Intermediate and
some early Middle Horizon groups. From then onwards, carefully crafted specimens can be
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found together with crude versions of the same type. On the whole, greater care is lavished on
larger specimens, especially on the large classic Chancay and Chancay-Huaura cuchimilcos.
No specific signs of handlmg have been detected on the figurines. Some form of mutilation
may have occurred at Huachipa, were many heads only are found' or in late MN Group 1,
where possible mutilation of the face occurs. Many specimens are in poor condition probably
because the majority were used before deposition, though the deterioration can also result from
conditions before and even after retrieval! However many of the large classic cuchimilcos
(Chancay 1.4.2) were found in absolutely pristine condition, showing that they were made
specifically as grave goods.
2.1.2: Iconographic attributes
Compared with figurines from Central America, Columbia or Ecuador the figurines of preColumbian Peru are very poor relations indeed. They lack the variety of expression, posture,
accoutrements, activities, etc. Most Central Coast figurines are—within each culture—totally
stereotyped. A greater variety of types appears in the Chancay culture, only to disappear again
during the Late Horizon.
Central Coast figurines are generally standing with arms folded at the chest or extended
sideways. Until the end of the Middle Horizon 78.6% of the figurines have no clear sexual
attributes2; from the Late Intermediate onwards, the ratio is reversed, with only 14 % lacking
genitals, 77.5 %. females and 8.5 % males. But sexual characteristics remain mostly
underscored: the female genitals and breasts are discreetly depicted, except for early Huaura
figurines with hands placed on the genitals (Huaura 1, a few Huaura 2.1 figurines), and some
late Chancay and LH cuchimilcos with an emphasised clitoris. By contrast some of the males
have very large penises, though never shown with an erection. Many males also have nipples.
Particular physical traits are rarely depicted, except for cranial deformation which is nearly
always shown (front-occipital deformation, deformacion por ilaulu resulting hi an elongated
head and "biobaticn"). Hunchbacks are also relatively numerous. Other infirmities or diseases
are not depicted4.

'But heads are more likely to have been salvaged by amateur archaeologists. The only case of certain
deliberate mutilation recorded by me is on a group of about 10 Moche figurines from Sausal, Chicama
valley, which all had a large hole punched into the back after they had been fired.
2 The calculation is based on all the figurines up to Chancay, except Huaura and Unaffihiated (Punch
is included): total of figurines showing the genital area is 304; males: 8(2.6%), females 57(18.7%),
no sexual attributes 239(78.6%).
3 Discussed in Chancay Sub-Group 1.1, Special features.
4 One exception is SAC 218/Chancay 1.1.3 (P1. 25) covered with "veruga".
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The posture is highly stereotyped: the figurines are mostly standing 144 specimens (less
than 10%) are sitting'. Folded arms are standard until extended arms appear during the Late
Intermediate, only to be phased out again in the Late Horizon figurines, where less than 20%
still have extended arms.
Representation of clothing is often only shown in an abbreviated form: collars, belts, vertical
panels imitating a textile, crossed fajas or string-vests. Very few figurines actually show more
substantial clothing though many figurines were dressed when found. Sometimes, instead of
clothing, body-paint appears to be represented. But it is not clear whether features like facepaint, the outlining of the genital triangle or horizontal lines across the legs, represent bodypaint as worn in reality, or whether this is simply an artistic convention.
Unlike clothing the head-dress plays a very important role from the earliest times and is
nearly always shown. Necklaces and ear-plugs are also quite common, but accessories—e.g.
objects carried by the figurines—are practically non-existent.
Any symbolic significance of these

accoutrements can only be guessed at. At one end of the

spectnim, they may simply depict ordinary people in their everyday dress, at the other they may
be invested with profound symbolic meaning with representations of status or ethnic affiliation

in between. We know of the symbolic language encoded in textiles and of the importance of
headgear and ear-plugs in pre-Columbian Peru. It is worth noting that the later are usually
considered as representing high status in males, whereas here they are nearly always worn by
females (viz, the female 244, LH sg. 1.1!).

2.2: Information provided by the context:

2.2.1: Retrieval locations
It is difficult to establish exactly how many specimens have an acceptably documented
provenance2:
a. Graves:

There are several degrees of certainty rating regarding figurines from graves:
• 107 figurines come from documented graves (e.g. 6.8%, including the Litters);
• Over 150 specimens certainly come from graves: these include excavations by Reiss
and Stubel at Ancon, by Uhle in the Chillén valley, as well as gravekis acquired by

Bandelier from Ancon or by Uhle from Quintay;
'This includes figurines from Aspero, whose posture is not obvious, Chancay sg. 2.3, where about
half the figurines are sitting and sgs. 3.1,3.2, where the sitting posture is a specific characteristic.
Without these. the proportion of sitting figurines would be less than 4%.
2 A good exemple of the ambiguity of provenance information is that of Formative figurines from the
LurIn valley (chapter 5).
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• The bulk of the material, at least from the Middle Horizon onwards, very probably
comes from graves, including many figurines acquired by the MAL in the Chancay
and Huaura valleys, figurines from Ancén in museum collections, etc.
b. Middens and domestic contexts:

We are told that the preceramic figurines from Rio Seco probably come from a midden, as
well as most of the Formative figurines from Ancon and the Lurin valley. However it is
possible that habitation sites also formed part of these middens, a fact with some bearing on
the function.
The late Formative-early EIP figurines are more problematic. At the Tablada de LurIn
figurines were found in graves, at Cerro Trinidad both in graves and in middens. The bulk of
the material—from Huachipa—comes from an undocumented context. As for the numerous
contemporary figurines which Ravines excavated at Garagay (Ravines at a! 1982: 158)', we
have no contextual data. They may come from the reutilisation of the ceremonial centre as a
cemetery (ibid., p.136), but could conceivably have been deposited in other ways..
From the Middle Horizon onwards very few specimens are documented from middens. A
few come from midden layers in the Ancán necropolis, so they may have been originally linked
with burials. A slightly larger number are Late Horizon surface finds at Pachacamac.
To recap: some of the midden contexts may have been domestic; but no figurine was found
in a documented domestic context—as is, for instance, the case of late Moche figurines found

at Galindo (G. Bawdeii, personal communication).
c. Ceremonial or ritual contexts:

Very few figurines have been found in a ritual context. These include the preceramic
figurines from El Aspero (chapter 4), Ichma and LH2 offerings found at Huaca Pudilana
(P123, 2323, chapter 14; P132, chapter 15) and the group of Late Horizon figurines found in a
small precinct at Surco-Armatambo (1772-1778, chapter 15). A large black cuchimilco (P109,
Chancay sg. 6.2, chapter 13) found at Maranga, may also have had some ritual purpose.
2.2.2: Burial associations:
Of the 69 graves with detailed gravelots, 50 graves—associated with 66 figurines (4.2 % of
total!)—contain data about the burials: statistically this is totally insignificant.
There are 30 children, seven adolescents, 23 adults and over 25 or more burials of
indeterminate age. There is no obvious correlation between the number of figurines and the
number of dead in any grave: the number varies from one to four figurines for one corpse, as

'The 81 figurine excavated fragments were not made available for this study.
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well as one figurine fbr four or more corpses etc. It is particularly regrettable that we have no
data about the burials associated with several chfferenf Chancay figurine types, such as Uhle's
grave Al,Bl andB2.
Regarding the grave goods: pottery is nearly always present, but considering the size of the
sample no valid observations can be made about the number and type of associated vessels. As
far as other grave goods are concerned spindles, sewing baskets and implements stand out as
being present in the majority of graves, regardless ofthe sex and age of the buried, hi one Late
Horizon grave (Ancón 1, T. 422)76 spindles were found with one singlefardo. However, since
no study exists of gravelots in general, it is impossible to say whether sewing equipment is a
standard grave good' or whether there is a specific connection between figurines and sewing
equipment.
3. Interpretation
Since human effigies have been manufactured and used all over the world from the earliest
times and since they have been interpreted in an infinite number of ways, what can we infer—
from the few elements listed above—specifically about the function of the Peruvian figurines?
It seems that during the Fonnative figurines functioned as amulets or household gods,
though they also occur in graves. The fish-shape of many of the early Ancài figurines may
link them to concepts of marine fertility and the increase of marine resources in the same way
as later maize dolls were made specifically for the increase of the maize yield or figures
modelled from llama fat for the increase of cattle. Note that—with the exception of a few
specimens--the female aspect of these figurines is underscored.
From the end of the Formative and during the early ELP figurines were found in graves, but
their quantity (as at Huachipa and Garagay) could indicate that they were also used in a
domestic context, as above, or hi curing or magical practices: the large prcporticn of head
fragments could point to a related ritual mutilation.
The scarcity of figurines during the later part of the Early Intermediate has already been
remarked upon. It may indicate a shift in religious belief and practices.
From the Middle Horizon onwards it is clear that the figurines were nearly always deposited
in graves, though this does by no means exclude their use prior to deposition.
Let us examine some of the most frequent functional interpretations of figurines found in
graves:

'The fact that grave goods do not necessarily reflect the sex or age of the buried person is extensively
documented by Schuler-SchOmig (1984).
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• Early archaeologists like Reiss and Stübel considered figurines to be children's toys,
especially since many were found dressed or wrapped in rags. It is likely that some
figurines were dolls and that they could have been deposited in the graves as such: in this
sample marginally more infant than adult burials contain figurines, sometimes also
associated with miniature vessels. However:
- One would expect dolls to have been hand-modelled rather than mold-made, a much
more elaborate procedure.
- ft is unlikely that in a pre-industrial society, children's toys would be so stereotyped,
within each culture.
- Very large specimens or those with explicit sexual characteristics cannot have been
toys.
- The presence of textile clothing is not a proof that figurines were toys. In an Andean
context clothes are likely to have a ritual significanc&.
• In curing practices: Although the chroniclers do not record the use of ceramic figurines
in curing practices, we can assume that these fulfilled the same functions as stone, metal
or wooden figurines or conopas (see Appendix 4). To-day male and fbmale figurines
(often representing saints) are still used by curanderos (Sharon 1972). Uhie records two
"medicine bags" in burials containing figurines (see Gravelots to 2012/Supe and 1516/
Supe-Pachacamac Hybrid). Curing practices vary greatly. Reichel-Dolmatoff (1961: 232
and note 4) speaks of Colombian figurines discarded after use, and therefore crudely
made or mass-produced. In such cases one can expect to find large assemblages of
figurine fragments, recovered from middens or signs of specific "modifications" or
mutilations of the figurines. None of this occurs in our sample 2 . However other practices,
which could not be detected in the archaeological evidence, also existed: Arriaga
(1968/1621:214) relates that during biith the personal conopa of the mother was placed
on her breasts. There may have been many different instances of use. Many Supe
figurines are rattles, still used to-day in curing practices. ft is less likely that very large
figures, difficult to manipulate, were used in curing practices.
• In magical or other ritual practices: Again I have found no records of ceramic
figurines being used in such instances, but many other conopas were. Arriaga
(1968/1621:204-5, 222) tells us that such conopas were kept in families and passed on
through inheritance. The cult of the conopas was secret, which may mean that they were
not displayed like icons or statues of saints would be in the Christian world. Hence no
necessity to make them stable. Murña (1987/nd.: 441) relates malevolent magical
practices, were ceramic and other figurines were made of people in order to harm them.
They could also have been used in rituals of page, a payment made to the spirits to
obtain a variety of favours (Flores Ochoa 1976). The cache of preceramic figurines at
Aspero was probably connected with the consecration of the building.
• The interpretations of figurines in a funerary context are infinite, from the servant or
attendant in the after-life, to the protector—both of the deceased from malevolent spirits
and of the living from harm by the deceased—or expiator of sins. The fact that diff1t
figurine types (cuchimilcos. figurines with elongated head, the "witch" or monkeys) are
found in the same grave or even inside the same fardo may mean that diffoiwt types
assumed different functions. ft has been suggested that figurines replaced actual human
sacrifices in graves (Sduuler-Schomig 1984). The author lists features shared by the dead
and the figurines alike, such as: a cotton-plug containing a metal plate, placed in the
'Miniature garments are found in sacrificial burials of young girls at Pacatnamu (Hone 1990-1991: 91)
E,pt possibly at Garagay and Huachipa (see above).

2
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mouth' red post-fired pigment on the face and the use of litters. This interpretation is
strengthened by the large cuchimilcos in pristine condition (Chancay sg. 1.4.2), obviously
manufactured specifically for deposition in graves. We also know that in Inca rituals,
human sacrifices, mainly of children, were sometimes replaced by figurines made of gold
or silver.
In a strictly religious context: There are many instances in pre-Columbian Peru, where
effigies were adored as huacas (see Appendix 4), though we are told gnn and gan
that these were often plain stones. The sample only provides one instance in which seven
figurines, found by Bandelier in a shrine at Annatambo, were the object of veneration
with sacrifices of guinea pigs and plants (see LH Sub-group 1.1). It is also possible that
some of the larger figurines, especially the Chancay-Huaura figurines filled with sand to
give them stability, were venerated hi domestic or communal shrines. But there is no
explicit evidence lmkm Central Coast figurines with a specific cult, such as, say, the
cult of Pathamama, the Earth Mother. The only possible two exceptions are the
iditificaticn of Chancay Group 2 figurines with Raiguana, the dispenser of crops, and
that of figurines with a fish and/or bird decor with Urpayhuachac, a goddess of fish and
marine fertility2. Note that on Chancay-Huaura figurines the decor of birds or fish are
strictly gender-specific. But by and large—and considering the lack of emphasis of
sexual attributes—it would be gratuitous to interpret the figurines, as is so often done, as
'fertility symbols".
To conclude: The function of the Central Coast figurines remains in the realm of pure
speculation. Throughout the pre-Columbian period, they may have been used in various
contexts though they are overwhelmingly found in graves. But their precise function, or rather
fimctions as grave goods can oniy be guessed at.

B. CULTURAL PROCESSES ON THE CENTRAL COAST AS REFLECIED IN THE
FIGURINES

The premise to this section is that the diffusion or interaction of stylistic and iconographic
traits of ceramic objects sudi as figurines are considered relevant to the tracing of cultural
processes in the area where they occur.
Throughout prthistory the valleys of the Central Coast appear divided into two main
entities: Huaura-Chancay and Rimac-LurIn, with the Chum valley functioning as a pivotal
articulation between them. Areas to the north or south of the main entities play a minor role,
presumably because they have been less studied archaeologically. they will also be left out in
this discussion.
The cultural processes which we try to trace fluctuate between epochs when the two main
tities are linked ideologically and/or perhaps politically, and those when the Chum river—

'This is recorded in the case of one figurine (443, LII sg.l.1).
2 See Chmicry sub-group 1.1, group 2 and sub-group 1.5.2a, Special features.
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which in its lower course is practically dry for long periods of the year and whose mouth lies a
mere 7 km north of that of the Rimac—appears to act as a cultural barrier.
During the Formative there are fairly close contacts bstweeii north and south, contacts
which continue in the subsequent "White-on-red Horizon" and probably, though the material is
scarce, during the Lima culture of the later EIP. Such contacts are evidenced by fairly similar
figurines being produced from Chancay to Lurin.
The Middle Horizon sees some changes in inter-valley relationship. Until MH3 contacts still
exist between the north and the south, with fairly similar figurines in both areas, but from MH
4 onwards, contacts cease altogether, especially with the LurIn valley, though some Chancay
figurines find their way into the Rimac valley.
Contacts are only resumed 2gnin during the Late Horizon when a unified figurine style,
spreading from the south, reaches at least as far north as Ancán The Chancay valley remains
somewhat marginal to this movement.
The Ancái-Chullài "pivot" plays an interesting role in this very schematic outline. As far as
the figurine material is concerned, the Chilion valley often remains marginal. This is difficult to
explain since many archaeologists included the area in their surveys, their findings being
incorporated into a wider overview by MacNeish et al. (1975). The lack of figurines is also in
stark contrast with the wealth of material found at Anccn. At any given time, when Ancon
shared cultural traits with the valleys to the south, Chilleri must have participated in this
exchange. But there are no figurines from Chillàn for the Formative, none for the Late
Formative-early ELP when figurine production was prolific (though no figurines occur in
Miramar pottery at Ancon either!) nor for the later part of the EIP which is poor in figurines
everywhere.
The early Middle Horizcn, well documented for Ancon, shows no figurines at all in Chillán.
Even mere surprisingly, during the late Middle Horizon, no figurines such as Supe, so common
in the Chancay/Ancon area, nor "Punch", common in the Lurin and Rimac valleys, find their

way into the Chillài valley'.
The situation during the Late Intennediate is greatly oversimplified in the published
literature. The consensus is that during the early part of the period, Ancán and the Chillài
valley share a common pottery tradition with the Chancay valley. During the later part Ancán
and the northern sector of the Chillài valley remain linked to the Chancay tradition, whilst the

'Only two specimens dating to the late MEl r early LIP, a fairly atypical "Cat"frRgm1t (259/Late MEl Gronp 6)
and a totally atypical Huaura figurine (1521/Huaura sg 2.1) allegedly come from there.
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southern sector of the valley shares a common pattery style with the Rimac valley (Patterson
and Lanning 1964:116; MacNeish, Paterson and Browman 1975: 62). Several explanations
are given for this shift: the existence of two distinct ethnic groups north and south of
Carabayllo, speaking two diflit languages, as reported by Cobo, the conquest of the sector
north of Carabayllo by the kingdom of Chimor (Rowe 1948: 40), a loss of influence of the
oracle at Padiacamac after about 1050 (MacNeish at al. 1964:116), etc.
This oversimplification may be due to a limited knowledge of the pottery of both the Chilkxi
and the Rimac valley during the Late Intermediate. In both valleys the pottery is extremely
poor, both icciiographically and from a technical point of view, whidi may explain the lack of
interest of archaeologists and huaqueros alike. Why this should be the case in two rich and
prosperous valleys is one of the questions which has to be addressed. But as a resuk, there are
hardly any published assemblages. The reality—as seen in the figurine sample—is rather more
complex:
DuringtheearlypartoftheLlP(epodis 1 to4/5, e.g. Chancayphases I and2)thereisno
evidence of a Chancay presence in the Chum valley', though a few unmistakably Chancayrelated figurines are found in the Rimac valley. In the later LIP (epochs 5 to 8, e.g. Chancay
phase 3) less than 5% of typical black-ai white figurines (Chancay groups 1.4,2 and 3) come
from Chillán. However during the same period—but possibly starting slightly later and
continuing into phase 4—the Chillài valley produces unmistakable Chancay figurines but in
red- and black ware (Chancay sub-groups 1.6, 2.4, 3.2), the former being Kroeber's SubChancay. This Chancay influence appears to extend sporadically also into the Rimac valley.
But there is no evidence of the Chillén valley sharing a wni1i style with the valleys to the
south. On the contrary, towards the end of the LIP we even see a Chillán sub-style (Chancay
1.6.3). Finally, during the Late Horizon, the figurine production becomes feirly homogenous
from Anccti to the Lurin valley, whilst Chancay remains somewhat marginal.
To try and fit the evidence gathered from figurines into the scant knowledge we have of the
histoncal interplay of Central Coast valleys in pre-Columbian times would exceed the scope of
this study. But the questions raised by the evidence of the figurines need to be answered from
two angles:
"Although a careful analysis of style can often identil trait diffusion, and through it
cultural contact, it will not by itself explain the nature of the contact". G.Bawden
(1983:212)

'Only four of the 141 early Chancayfigurines (sub-groups 1.1 to 1.3) are said to come from the
Chiliôn valley, none with certain provenance.
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"...Surprisingly few advances have been made in understanding the social dynamics
that led to the flowering and decay of regional [Classic] cultures." Schaedel and
Shimada (1982: 365):
A brief overview of figurine production in the other coastal areas of pre-Columbian Peru
will round off this study. The Sierra and Selva regions are deliberately left out:
a. because the figurine production in those regions is minimal' and
b. because the interplay of those groups with the study sample is negligible, except for early
MH figurine groups from the Ayacucho Basin, mentioned below.
The figurine production on the Central Coast has quite often been at odds with that of other
regions. There are no preceramic figurine finds from other coastal areas, though this may be a
gap in the archaeological record. The Initial Period and Early Formative, scarcely represented
on the Central Coast, has yielded a fair number of figurines on the North Coast (Huaca Prieta2,
Cerro SechIn3 , Las Haldas4 etc.) but only a few figurine fragments, found at Hacha, Acarl, on
the South Coast (J. Rowe, personal communication). During the Middle Formative the only
figurines on the North Coast appear to be the beautiful specimens from Tembladera (e.g.
Lapiner 1976: Figs. 51-65), whilst on the South Coast the evidence of figurine production
recorded to date is limted to a few figurine fragments from Cerrillos, lea Valley (D. Wallace,
personal communication). We shall have to wait for the Late Formative to see the emergence on
the South Coast of the important but fairly rare figurines of the Paracas/Ocucaje style (e.g.
Lapiner 1976: Figs. 200-203).
The end of the Formative and the Early Intermediate sees the North Coast embarking on
large scale figurine production in such ceramic styles as Slinr (e.g. Lapiner 1976: Figs. 232234), Puerto Mornn and Gallinazo (M. West, personal communication) or Vicüs (e.g. Lapiner
1976: Figs. 453-454). This trend culminates—with the introduction of mold-made figurines—in
the mass production of the Moche style. By contrast on the South Coast, apart from a few
Topara or Chongos specimens (unpublished), there are no figurines till the end of phase 3 of the
Nasca style. Nasca Phase 4 sees first the appearance of small figurines and eventually the
beautiful hand-made classic Nasca figurines, which however remain much less numerous than
their Moche contemporaries. The Nasca figurines often depict corpulent women with body'Numerically small groups are recorded for the Formative from Pacopampa (North Highlands),
Marcavalle, Chanapata and Pukara (South Highlands). Later periods have yielded only isolated
specimens from the Highlands. From the Montana. figurines dating from the Preceramic and the
Formative were found at Kotosh, figurines dating to the Late Intermediate at Tantamayo. Only
isolated figurines are known from the Selva.
2 Bird, Hyslop, Skinner 1974: Fig.30.
3 P. Fuchs, personal communication.
4 lshidaetal. 1960: Figs. 60,61.
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paint encoding a marine fbrtility-related symbolism (e.g. Peru.. .Jahrtausende 1983:297). We
have seen that during the same period on the Central Coast, after the prolific—though nm-ofthe-mill—figurine production of the Late Formative and early EIP, figurines all but cease to be
made in the Lima culture.
At the beginning of the Middle Horizon changes occurring in the South-Central Highlands
result in a discontinuity in figurine traditions which can be traced throughout Peru. The exact
mechanism of the changes is still under debate, but we see new influences working on the local
Huarpa substratum in the Ayacucho Basin and producing several novel figurine groups, related
to local early Middle Horizon pottery styles such as Chakipampa, Ocros and eventually
Vifiaque (e.g. Peru.. .Jahrtausende 1983:274, nos. 4.38 a,b; Lavalle 1984: 1935; Anders: 1986:
222). It is this latter style which interacts most strongly with the South Coast, where the late
Nasca figurines—a debased version of classic Nasca—are replaced by the Atarco style. Atarco
figurines combine some classic Nasca features, such as the rendering of the hands, with
revolutionary changes, like heads lacking cranial deformation (Lavalle 1984: 133). Atarco
figurines are relatively rare and probably short-lived.
On the Central Coast links with the South Coast are already obvious towards during the
Early Intermediate, with Nascoid figurines being produced in the Rimac valley. The Middle
Horizon impact makes itself felt in several ways: Atarco-related Wari-Pachacamac figurines
(Early MH Group 4) make a relatively brief appearance at Pachacamac, but the earlier local
tendencies remain strong. At the same time two other groups—probably imports from the
Central and South Central Highlands—appear on the Central Coast. One of them soon vanishes
(Early MH Group 2), the other (Early MH Group 3) exercises a more lasting influence on the
general appearance of later figurines in the area. The third outside influence comes from the
North via the late Mache-related Supe figurines. Although this group is very numerous, its life
span and ultimate influence is also limited. However, under the impact of these outside stimuli,
the production of figurines, neglected throughout the later EIP, receives a new impatus. The
local and foreigu trends soon merge into the distinctive tradition expressed in the Huaura and
Chancay figurine groups.
In the Mache heartland, we see the prolific Moche figurine tradition declining into low
quality mass-produced figurines during Mache phase 5, gradually duingmg into a somewhat
diff1t shape (Kroeber 1925a: Pl.64g), which can be clearly traced in the Supe figurine style.
The only sigu of a break in the figurine tradition is the brief appearance of the Huan Norteflo
figurine type, with its tall hat and separate cylindrical legs, totally unrelated to Moche (Morgan
1989: Fig.15). This 'fbreigu" figurine group eventually combines with the late Mache tradition
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to produce new groups like, for instance, Taitacantin or Tanguche figurines (e.g. Wilson 1988:
Fig.252).
After the Middle Horizon interlude, well-defined local figurine styles develop or reassert
themselves in the various regions. In the Lambayeque area, we see the appearance of the
distinct Lambayeque figurines (Menzel 1977: Fig.81.A), related to Chimu through the wares,
rather than the iconography. In the Moche heartland, the Chimu figurines, depicting a number
of distinct personages, are less deeply rooted in the Moche tradition than the ceramic style as a
whole. Inversely the impact of the Inca conquest of the area is much less strong on the figurines
than on other ceramics.
On the Central Coast, the Late Intermediate sees the development of the various Huaura and
Chancay figurine groups. The influence of Chancay is veiy strong as far south as the Chillon
valley, less so in the Rimac and Lurin valleys, where the Ichma pottery style is predominant.
However figurines of this style are still ill-defined as a separate entity. It is only during the Late
Horizon that an orig'nlly Chancay-derived but nevertheless novel figurine style spreads
northwards from the southern sector of the Central Coast.
Finally on the South Coast numerous highly stereotyped, mostly small figurines (e.g. Menzel
1977: Fig.34) dominate the Late Intermediate and survive into the Late Horizon. They appear
suddenly at the end of the Middle Horizon and undergo little change during the following
centuries. This situation is in stark contrast with both the earlier local traditions and with what
happens inthe rest of Peru at the time.
Myhcpeattheendofthis studyistohaveshownthatthefigurines, farfroinbeing a "minor
artifact", encompass a whole range of iconographic, stylistic and technological data, which can
be used by the archaeologist and the ethnohistorian in their attempt to decode the past.
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